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Donald James Burrows: Handel and the English Chapel Royal 
during the Reigns of Queen Anne and KinP- George I 
Abstract of Thesis, Ph-D-9 Open Univerbitys 1981 
Handel's association with the English Chapel Royal began 
soon after he settled-in London, and continued intermittently 
for the remainder-of his life. ' The'thesistraces this associ- 
ation until'the death of-King George I in 1727* "Handelts Chapel 
Royal music is examiýed with dual-ieferenc'e to the-Chapel's mus- 
ical traditions and-the'development-of the composer's style* 
--, Political events influenced the extent of Handel's involvement 
with the Chapel at different periods: -the relationslAp, between 
the composers the Chapel Royal and the British Court is described 
within the historical contexts drawing on many unpublished 
sourcess 
After an introductory survey of the repertoire of Handel's 
Chapel Royal musics the musical history of the Chapel during the 
period preceding Handelts arrival in London is describedl paying 
special attention to performances of instrumentally-accompanied 
services and anthems, and the ceremonial Thanksgiving Services of 
Queen Annets reign. Handel's experience of church music In Italy 
and Germany previous to his arrival in England is described, and 
the contemporary English anthems of William Croft are examined by 
way of an introduction to Handelts first English Verse Anthem. 
Two chapters are devoted, to Handel's Chapel'Royal-compositions 
from the period 1710-1714, including his music celebrating the 
Peace of Utrecht. 
Chapters 6 and 7 investigate the circumstances surrounding 
Handel's disassociation from the Chapel in 1715-1722 and his sub- 
sequent - re-establishment there'during the last years of George I's 
reign. The significance, of Handelts appointment as Composer to 
--the-Chapel is, consid, ered, ýand a chronology for. his Chapel Royal 
music-ýfrom, the, 1720p suggeqted. 
- 
The-music is examined. in detail, 
and descrýbed; with reference to related antecedent Chandos An- 
thems., The, later history of Handel's Chapel Royal music is 
surveyed briefly in the fi4al ,, chapter. 
-Pactual-background material is--collectedýin an, extended 
supplement and fiftqen apVendilOes. 
-b 
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PREFACE 
'When'. 1 embarked- 
- 
on"this study of Handel's Chapel Royal 
musict I, wiLs aware of the size of the"task that lay ahead. J 
The breadth of-the'subject was both a difficulty--, and a, chall- 
enge: the quality of the music and the historical importande, of 
the topic made the difficulty and the challenge well worth 
facing. As explained in Chapter ly my original plan to cover 
the complete history of Handel's association with the Chapel 
Roy6.1-qUickly-. burst the bounds of the possible. -. -,, 
If the present 
study still-. remains on the large side this demands only a 
limited'apology, since it is the result of my endeavour to 
predbnta ý: omplete story within a coherent historical franc- 
t; ork. The quantity and the intricacý- of the Inaterialp musiCal-ý)!, 
and historical`9 with a direct bearing o, n the subject . -creaLted its own demands. Background material to the main narrative of,, 
the. thesis I have placed in a separate_volume, as the Supple- 
'meiýt 'Conditions of-'Performancel-and"fifteen Appendices'* The- 
, Bibliography1s, also: in, thc second.. volumO, partly Nith-a view 
to f acilitating ref erences from 11otes'in- the mýain 'text 
f6ve_ pre'sente'd, the" iýaieýtext -of -tiabý t! Te-si's toný'the-. 'right- L hazid'-page of, bach-ý op ening,. - with 'ný6ies a'nd- ref erenc'es, , on-, ýhe 
facing left-hand paZe. `In ew'case's -thb' tAf and' tlýe-notes 
are unavoidably broken. up. by plates or whole-page music examples, 
but', 1, Ii6p6 thaf oth. erwi: seý botý- mlýnageablre_-and' 6ývenient"* - 'Short-titl' _b -'-r'ef e-renc ea , to -prirýf6d: - 0 e, or-a bi56viiited and manus'c`r: Lpt-'ii'ourc*e' mact - erialý'iL I re-us I ed, I --fo . llowing, - I the'- s- ystým 
explained in the introduction to the Bibliography. Por refer-ý'I` 
ence to Handel's-music I have in general used Chrysander's 
Hltndelgesellschaft (HG), edition: although this is not perfect, 
it is still the,, most complete edition available. 1Nhere_'there'_is_, ', '_ 
a note-rmodern edition of an individual workj and aýdefinite ad- 
, vaniag, e-in, using it : f6r', 
iefereiic6, 
ýTýe, _6 stý iý'of`_reý6ieýiceý6'-. to Haýcleltsý'-Eriýlislý"'Church'k"u'sic! is-- k sys em-'o es -ex- -- plaine'd"ýý-ýýpp6iidi: i 1; _. ", which - gives the niuAeriýg -`of'ý-indivldual 
mov &ient's `f or, eI ach ,-w. ork The,: f iw-musical: examR1es . whi6li, ' for 
cbnv_enie'nce, --of 'site- _and'iormat, `-I have "reproduced: f iom- Chrysann'. 
de . r., s editi, 6fij, "Iiave-been-c ec st-the, sources -"andoor-;; h -, ked ý'aýain 
rectýe'd. "ý "The n -ýreriainiiij_, muýi6al - -examples, withihe'ex'cepti6ri . 'of 
tw 6"re, 66tlyý'fiom an-e Cht- -ce _tury, editi: 6n76f0- prodiicidýdir ,"'. 
I* eenth. ' n 
Croft-' s, " Anth6m6, " hav'e . 
be in*, newly', writ t en-by myself., 
. 6t th6 iiýniiscriptýsour86s 6f, Haýidells` mus I icCI'ý or ption-, have2 
'60ý e om adopted- a; 'fiatilieisýfr' 'the"ývork-of, prevIous Handel --scholýrs-ý-E) 
, 
ifi-'paýticuliýi Lýisen'--an&'Cliaisen"s-"-biit'ýýoý'a-'ce'rtaiiý. 'ýe: itentýýIllI 
#aý7e; haý,, to develop myýown- system, --and-,. this -; is explainedinýýC 
Apppndix'-7. '- 
Three other fniti6i6 call ior3se aýatý 6xýlanation 
-,:: Off L" 0,, ý, : %--) 
PITCii 
no 3 gli, -'. pii6h--"iation, has., beet., uPed for, 'refer bnoes - tol' 
s 'piý6heýt'-ýýr6iting-, 'e-a'ch--'octý; ie"a-s-b' . ýon the ni5te: O" pe in 
ýC ""'Th e-py,, ýbpls for the 
bot6W6s'arei 
't C: 0 -ftOýQA64 pyclesýpqrsecon 00 
c'-- Tenor 
c Middle C 
ell. Treble C 
x. 
SINGERS I NAMES 
In descriptions of: the autographs I-reproduce-Handells own 
spellings. -Elsewherelhave tried-to,, standardise, the spelljNst_ 
though-eighteenth-eqntury musicians were not always, consisten_, 
even*in-their, signatures. 
DATES 
, %During the peripd, under invlestigationlg the Old Style, '(Julian)' 
calendar was in use inEngland. The year, began officially--, on 
March 25 (notwithstanding 
--* 
the-fact that New-Year-was cel . ebrated 
at Court-. on-January 1)9' but, a few sources, includiný-sai6 iews- 
pgp9rzz from the 1720'ss number the-year as if. it. be'gan, ln January. 
In order, toprevent any c, onfusion, I have-adopted-the, followiný 
system, as, sýtandard: - 
t 
All date. references, unless othenvise-stated, are-to-Oldý Style. 
Por any date betweent January 1 'and I-larch 25ý the change of* year 
is shown. 
-Por.. exapple, 1-3-1712/3 is to-be interproted. as March 1st in Old, Style,, the, year being, 1712 according- td, the, sy6t*eia then 
observedg--but 1713--bY modern reckoning. 
Ifew, Style was, 11' days- ahead, so, 1-3-1712/3 (0. S. 
)_ 
w'ould' have' ie en-"' 
12-3-1713 (N. S.. ). _, -When quoting -documents 
datedAfi. New'Styl'e-_-1ýhaXe 
given the Old Style equivalent in', brackets. Hew'StYle vias. 'Jised -ifi' Hanoy-er. 
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HANDEL AND THE ENGLISH CHAPEL ROYAL 
DURING THE REIGNS OP QUEEN ANNE AND KING GEORGE I 
CHAPTER ONE 
HANDEL AND THE ENGLISH CHAPEL ROYAL 
p ag, e 
Introduction: The place of the Chapel Royal 
music within Handel's English Church Music 2 
Handel and the English Chapel Royal 5 
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In 1959, the bicentenary of Handel's deathq the broad- 
cast music critic of The Musical Times expressed the 
view that in choosing the progra=6's to celebrate the 
event the B. B. C. should be'seleetivei lsoýtlizit'we don't 
necessarily have all the Cha4doi Anthems'.: (14TI-1-Tarch 
19599 p- 143)- Two Chandos Anthems still await commer- 
cial recordings, and there are no recordings of twelve 
other works from Handel's church music repertoire. 
2. 'Chandos Anthem 121.0 Draise the Lord, ye am, 'els of His, 
is by 11aurice Greene. (See Johnstone: Chandos 12). 1 
shall refer to 0 be joyful in the Lord by its convention- 
al title as Chandos Anthem I, albeitivith some reluct- 
ance since it is really a canticle: the Utrecht Jubilateg 
from which it was arrangedq has never been regarded as 
an anthem. 
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HANDEL AND THE ENGLISH CHAPEL ROYAL 
Introduction: The place of the Chapel Royal music within 
Handel Is English church music 
As with his oratoriosl Handel's church-music has remained a 
living part of our musical culture through the long-standirg 
popularity of a few select works. 'Just as Messiah. Judas Maccabeus 
and Israel in Egypt, have stood for Handelian oratorio, so have the 
Coronation Anthems and the Dettingen-Te Deum represented the church 
music$ never lacking performances-or practical editinns. In each 
case, 
_the accidents of 
fortune have selected untypical works'as the 
models and in both genres the rich diversity"of works from-, which the 
chosen few sprang has largely--been obscured* Under such circum-ý 
stances-the task-of putting a whole body-of music into'historical 
or critical, ýperspective-, beeomes., allarge: -and, -intricate-', -ope . ration*, 
Wintoil. Dean: s-ýmajor, booký. oný-the subject-_of%the, ýdi' atic; am oratorios 
has. ar , -perfo=edt. 
the task for,, those,, works; *, "ibutý, no'comp able study of 
the, -church music: has,, yet . 4been: 
f:, Handells-English-, Ichure Andividual works" 4; "'music comPrises33' 
forming,, ý, rsequentialý-chain,, of! -compositionsý-,, 
'r. The, handful of'popular 
works-is-, -part.. of thisrehaing-ibut. ýtheirý"opularity*has ,s Pf, course,, p 
2:. -, ýrarely ýproved a- stimulus, Lt o,, the-, inTest igat ion -. of-,.. the remainder. On 
9, ), -the. contrarygý popularity, 
has-t ended- to, bring --with 'it the implicit' 
falrje_ý assumptions that ý, the, remainder MuELt: be. -either-second rate 
works or so-similar that they do not`deýmand_'separate investigation. 
-The second, assumptio, nLhas,.. beei3-, enc'ouragedtby, --the'-. Irather hazy 
'use' of 
the title,,! 
-Chandos rAnthems 
to describe the-. bulk, of the remaining 
2 
church., music., c,, This,, tktle ýszappropriate*. to, anly, eleven anthems 
limited period,, for `. perf ormanc e': under specific'. 
-circumstances. -,, Some o. fý-. theýmus-ic. zof-,, these! anthems. ý, was, derived from 
E5ior 
--- r-., -, - 
2 
ri 
3 Smith & Humphries: Handel (1970)-t P-' 149 
q% 
-The name tChandos Anthems!, -is-, itself sliglitly 
Brydgesl., main title, '-duringl'- 
the period, of, his association with Handelt was Earlý. 
of Carnarvon. 'ý--He was not, crdated-Duke'-of Chandovs-J' 
-had rhowever, He iherited'tiie -, until C30- 4 -17190 -ir 
. -title-of Baron: 'Chandds'of -Sudeley. " on subordinate 
ýthe: death, of his'f athei in October'-'17149', andýoný---the', ': 
tChandos Anthemst strengthý, of ''this, -lesser -title 1're . 10 
-. the, music'composedfor! him by Handel. -" See to describe 
Bar6ýage -Vol-i"' ). --, -)tý--Baker_'& Bakdrrý',, Bryd_ges, and i Doyle:. 
-,, -Inýithe_, 'case,. of, rthe fFouhdling Hospital Anthem-the con- 
-. _, 1. 'nectionWith 
the- Chapel ý, R6yal. is., 'perhaps iaýt r 
'l -Ahe 'two -, ýtenuous., -0f, th6, -sol-oists9' on Y- -trebles-came 
the- Chapel-., Th6re". 1s no -list of, 'performers-for ftomr n 
-choruspartsbutý'presumably theset-as: 
in. 'Handelts 
r ýthe 
Foundling Hospital Messiah performances, included a good 
proportion 
, of Chapel Rcyal voices. 
7 
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earlier works, and some movements from the Chandos Anthems were in 
their turn re-written for later use in new anthems intended for 
performance under different conditions. The confusion producedý' 
by grouping all of the related anthems with the genuine Chandos 
music and calling them 'Chandos Anthems' has by now been hallowed 
by time and habit* Most of the blame for this terminological con- 
fusion must be laid at the door of the early printed editions* The 
collection published by Wright and Wilkinson in 1784 
3 
contained the 
saving word "chiefly" in its title (The Complete Score of Ten 
Anthems Composed Chiefly for the Chapel of his Grace the late Duke 
of Chandos) but Arnold's popular "complete" edition of Handelts 
workst which put the church music near the beginning of the'public- 
ation programme, mischievously entitled each one of twelve pieces 
'Anthem, in Scorel Composed at Cannonsq For his Grace the Duke of 
Chandos between the years 1718 & 17201 without any qualification. 
Only ten of Arnold's twelve anthems are genuine 'Chandos' produc- 
tions. His dates are'ratýer on'the late side and we can not even 
be certain that Handel composed them at Cannons. Arnold was not 
alone in his confusionsfor some early manuscript copies of anthems 
also attribute the wrong , music to the Cannons p- eriod, but - it j ývas 
Arnold's edition that' established the--idea of the Chandos Anthems 
in the public mind. 
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Chrysander avoided the trap provided by Arnold'aild 'correctly''' 
gave volumes 34 36 of ihie-jIlItnidelgesellschaft (HG) edition the 
simpler all-embracing title "Anthem6""(Psalm I en in the German -e dition). 
The anthems contained in those volumes fall into two categories: 
Chandos Anthems and anthems composed for performances. involving 
5'ý the English Chapel Royal. There the proportion of Chapel Royal 
music is about fifty per centq but when the field is widened to 
include the remainder of Handiells English Church music the`balaýice 
4. 
changes substantially. Only one other major work (the Chandos Te 
Deum) belongs with the Chandos Anthems, and the remainder is all 
Chapel Royal music. In the final totalq Chapel Royal music outweighs 
Chandos music by nearly two to one* 
If the Chandos music is relegated to a subsidiary roleja 
coherent and substantial body of music emerges which was the result 
of Handel's creative contact with the Chapel Royal. The isolation 
of the Chapel Royal music enables us to see the chronological pat- 
tern of Handel's church music more clearly. Whereas the Chandos 
music was composed in a burst of activity which probably lasted no 
more than two years, Handel's compositions for the Chapel Royal cover 
nearly forty years of his creative life* Inevitably musical fashions 
changed during that time but# although there are variations in Han- 
del's style, the striking feature of his English church music as a 
whole is continuity rather than change. It is difficult to point 
to successive technical innovaiions or revolutionst and false to 
imply without considerable qualification that the last works are 
better than the first* In 1749 Handel could revive the Caroline Te 
Deumqlcomposed thirty-five years previouslys without any sense of 
stylistic incongruity. The autographs of the early Chapel Royal 
pieces look rather crude and ill-arranged when compared with the 
later autographs but the musical technique i6 fully developed and a 
movement such as 'Sing unto the Lord' from Anthem AA is fit to stand 
next to many later movements* On the other hand the Dettingen Te 
Deumq his last complete setting of the canticle text and the longest 
in time-, span, is less well-integrated and in some ways less imaginat- 
ively treated than the'earlier settings. By the time Handel came 
to England in 1710 he_was the master of his craftv which he had 
learned in Germany and refined in Italy: therefore even'the first, 
, 
Chapel Royal pieces are not really "early" works. It-seems likely 
to 
ý, -Hawkins, 
(Historyj iis-, P*852) relatesýan3incident,, -, ' 
-,: -, which quggests Ahat,, Samuel Wepley, ýone, -of ýthe,,, -, 
-Lpr. incipalnsingerp in -the choirs-atýthe-Chapel-ý- 
Royal and:, St-t-, PauV, s, was, -a-social acquaintance 
. -., 
of Handelýr., -, in-. 1-71.4-:, ----, ý 
-. 10 'A 
Ito n .7 
of, ui- 
I Ob . 10 
6 
held office as one of the Composers of the Chapel Royal for the 
last 36 years of his life he never took part in its routine work 
and his status was different from that of the other Composers, 
His position as a "German" may have made relationships with the 
English Composers difficult* The newspapers were not above setting 
Croft up as a rival in 1715, and later on the true state of relations 
between Handel and Greene remains obscure, though some hints may be 
gained from events involving the Chapel in the 1730s- Since the 
Chapel contained a substantial body of professional musicians it is 
likely that some of them would have been among Handel's personal 
friendsp but there is little reliable evidence on the matter. 
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Handel's connection with the, Chapel Royal must be seen against 
the background of contemporary politics& The Chapel Royal was an 
outward and visible part of the English court and could not avoid 
the backwash of political events: Handel himself, was something of 
a political figure in view of his earlier service at Hanover. 
Events in the circle of the Royal family affected Handel and his 
opportunities for providing music for Chapel Royal-services. Pol- 
itical events drew Handel to the Chapel to supply music for great 
national occasions: political pressures probably kept him away from 
the Chapel at certain other times* The triangular relationship of 
composerg court and Chapel bore fruit in. a series of occasional 
workso The occasions'for which most of the music was written can 
be identified with certainty and there is sufficient evidence to 
enable informed guesses to be made about-the'remaindero, 
Repertoire and chronology of Handelts Chapel Royal =sic 
Handel's Chapel Royal'music falls into'four, periods, each 
period conveniently contained-within a different decade of the 
eighteenth century* 
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Period 1 (1710-1714) 
As pants the Hart (Anthem 6C) 
Utrecht Te Deum, Utrecht Jubilate 
Caroline Te Deum in D Major 
0 sing unto the Lord (Anthem 4A) 
The Birthday Ode for Queen Anne, Eternal source of Light divine, 
also falls within this period. 
The Chandos music was composed c. 1717-1718, falling between 
this period and the next* 
Period 2 (1722-1727) 
As pants the Hart (Anthems 6D and 6B) - 
I wit'magnifie Thee (Anthem 5B):, 
Te Deum in A Major 
Let God arise (Anthem 11,0) 
Four Coronation, Anthems: Zadok the Priest 
The King shall rejoice,,, -, 
let they, Hand be-strengthened 
-My Heart is inditing 
Period 3 (1734-1740)', - 
Wedding Anthems: This is the Day, 
Sing unto God 
Funeral Anthem: The Ways of Zion do mourn 
Period 4'(1743-1749) 
Dettingen Te'Deum-, 
Dettingen, Anthem: 
-ý'The 
King, shall, rejoice 
Peace'Anthem: ý How beautiful 'are the Feet 
The Foundling Hospital Anthem; Blessed are th6y-that consider- 
eth the Poort is contemporary with-the Peace,, Anthem. '-, -, 
One work from Period 19 the Caroline Te-Deumq was revived-by 
Handel for later Chapel Royal-performances in periods, 2 and 4. ----ý- 
It was slightly revised for the performance in Period 2. 
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Several anthems 'were used, sometimes in a revised formt in 
Handel's oratoriosq 1732 and later. 
A schedule of Handel's English church music, giving references 
to the published editions and a list of the movement numberings 
used in this dissertations is given in Appendix One. 
The scope of this dissertation 
My original intention was to review the complete history of 
Handel's musical associ ation withý the Chapel Royal and to examine 
each one of the Works listed above* Such an undertaking promised 
to run well beyond the accepted bounds for a dissertationg and I 
have confined my'ýnarrative to the first two periods only# stopping 
before the mus' a ý'ior'the'1727 Coionationo This seems to be a natural 
poin t of te rmination: Handel's relationship'with the Chapel Royal- 
entered a new phase at the start of King George II's reign# under 
circumstances which'are summarised'in Chapter Ten. ' The"music to be 
examined falls into two groups: that which was the result of Handel's 
association with the Chapel Royal-and the English Court during his 
first years in'Englands and'that composed for Chapel Royal services 
in the"1720sq'during thý'period'-in which Handel-was appointed'"-- 
'Composer of Musick'for his Majesty's Chappel Royal'*'"'- 
Concentration'on the'reigns of Queen Anne'and King*George I 
has'positive advýýtages'besidesýchro'nological convenienceG, "-It-ex- 
cludes the Coronation Anthems and'the'1737'Puneral'Anthem'ý"which'" 
have-ra-ther less-claim than the remainder to be regarded as Chapel' 
Royal-music* -It is true-that'the Chapel Royal formed the'backbone 
of'the'vocal"performers in both 1727 and 1737 and that all'of the 
singers namedýon the aui'tographsof'the Coronation Anthems were mem-- 
bers-of the Chapel-Royalg but for the Coronation ahd the Puýeral 
the-Chapel'Royal were probably heavily supplemented by outsiderse 
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The classification of Handel's music for these occasions with the 
remaining Chapel Royal music is accordingly open to questiong 
thoughthe occasions themselves1were ones in which the Chapel Royal 
traditionally played a central role. No such doubts attach to the 
music composed before 1727. Only the Utrecht Te Deum and Jubilate 
were performed under circumstances in which the Chapel Royal might 
have drawn on external support and there are good reasons for be- 
lieving that this support, if present, was limited. The Utrecht 
Thanksgiving service_followed the traditions set in previous Thanks- 
givings: the scale of the Coronation music in 1727 was a new departure. 
Apart from the Utrecht canticles, all of the music now to be consid- 
ered was performed by the Chapel. Royal musicians in their regular 
domiciliary Chapel at St.. James's Palace. 
Although this dissertation does not include detailed examination 
of Handel's Chapel Royal music composed after 17279 each work has 
been studied and the,, brief, sur7ey. of., tlieý'spurces-given im: this,, chap- 
ter covers the whole range of the., Chapel_, Royal, music. The 
supplement on the Conditions of Performpnee of. Handells Chapel 
Royal music also refers., to, the. complete repertoireq and includes 
information from the period beyond. 1727.,,,,, Some of, the best evidence 
concerning the routine life of the Cha el and the performance. prac- 
tices associated with Chapel Royal, performances,,, _comes 
from this 
later period* The supporting Appendiceslon. the Chapel ROyal-singers 
and the membership, of the London Choirs cover the'period up-to 1760, 
the, year of George IIIa death., and, a year after-the death of Handel. 
The material in, the Supplement. provides,, vital, suDDortto, the main 
body of the dissertation:, Handel's Chapel Royal, music repeatedly 
demonstrates that he usually, had an accurate knowledge of the, circum- 
stances under- which his music would, be- performedbefore he, began, 
composition* 
See Clausen: Direktiorspartituren 
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SOURCES: (1 ) Liusical 
Handel's compcsition autographs for the Chapel Ro,, ýal music 
survive almost completely. Occasional pages are missing but the 
source situation, as with most of Handel's music, is extremely 
fortunate. The most serious losses concern the works written after 
1727. Unly a fragment of the autogr-ph of the Wedding Anthem Sing 
unto God remains. There are no com-, -lete holographs of the other 
Wedding Anthem, This is the Day, or of the Peace Anthe'-1, How 
beautiful are the Feet, but these two are special cases and it is 
doubtful whether a full holograph ever existed. Handel added the 
names of singers, sometimes chorus or sercii-chorus leaders as well 
as soloists, to each of the substantial autographs of the Chapel 
Royal music except that of the Funeral Anthem, The Ways of Zion. 
In doing so he was following the same practice as on the autographs 
of some of his theatrical works, particularly those (such as the 
odes) in which the singers are not identified with a particular 
dramatic character. It is possible, however, that there is a 
further reason for the presence of the singers' names on the church 
music. For each of Handel's operas and oratorios a conducting 
score was normally copied for practical use. 
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This, since it was 
usually more legible and more tidily arranged than the autograph, 
probably became in turn the copying source for the performing parts. 
Unlike the theatrical works, Handel's church music was initially 
composed with single performances in mind. It is likely that con- 
ducting scores were not normally prepared for the church music, 
and that the autographs therefore had to serve the function of 
performance scores as well. This certainly seems to be true of 
the autograph of the Caroline Te Deum which Handel performed several 
times. This autograph contains features which we would expect to 
find in a conducting score: successive casts of singers entered in 
Handel's hand, a later movement inserted by a copyist on paper 
11 
h, and ý- encilled which matches the format of the original autogra. -II 
instructions to the coryist of the orchestral parts. 
The suggestion that the autograjýhs of the Englisn church music 
also served as performance scores is supported by the general ab- 
sence of identifiable conducting scores of the Chapel Royal music. 
There is only one undoubted surTiving conducting score, for the 
Wedding Anthem This is the Day, but this is a special case: the 
anthem was mainly arranged from music derived from Athalia and the 
arrangement was done by Handel on the condacting score while it was 
being copied from the oratorio sources. One secondary copy of a 
piece of Handel's Chapel Royal music from the period 1710-1727 con- 
tains additions in the composer's hand. This, a score of Anthem 6B, 
may have been conied as a conducting score for the Chapel Royal 
performance. 
Some of the autographs of the Chapel Royal music are dated, but 
most of them are not. In many cases this does not matter, since 
the occasion for which the music was written is sufficient to suggest 
a composition date. There are, however, several works from the 
period under review whose exact position in the chronology is dif- 
ficult to establish. I have examined the paper characteristics of 
the autographs, and made detailed comparisons with the autographs 
of all of Handel's other major works composed during the period. 
This has proved to be a useful exercise, even when the results 
have been less than conclusive. Sometimes the water mark of an 
undated Chapel Royal autograph is of a type which occurs in Handel's 
works over an extended period: in some important cases the watermark 
is of a type -which is not encountered elsewhere in Handel's auto- 
graphs. Handel's preference for an upright 12-stave (or larger) 
format for the church music, rather than the oblong ten-stave for- 
mat of the contemporary operas, often results in an arrangement of 
12 
stave-ý which is unique in the autographs and thus precludes mean- 
ingful rastrographical comparisons. 
The Utrecht Te Deum. and Jubilate, the Coronation Anthems and 
the Funeral Anthem are the only examples of Handel's English cqurch 
music which were published during the composer's lifetime. Such 
circulation of Handel's Chapel Royal music as took place before the 
1780s was therefore by means of manuscript copies. 11any of the sur- 
viving copies were prepared by efficient professional scribes, 
sometimes from the circle of Handel's own copyists, for great private 
collections. Individual copies which were not p, -, rt of these col- 
lections sometimes bear evidence, such as the inclusion of the 
original singers' names, that they too were derived from sources 
very close to the original autographs. For each of the Chapel 
Royal works under discussion I have prepared a 'family tree' of the 
most important secondary sources which shows their relationship to 
the autograph and therefore their relative textual authority. The 
best copies can be useful for providing the texts of passages which 
are now missing in the autographs, once their authority has been 
established. Manuscript copies also can provide information which 
helps us to reconstruct the textual history of works which have 
undergone revision by the composer. Some secondary sources, and 
in particular the part-books from the Aylesford Collection, provide 
hints about contemporary performing practice. 
SOURCES: (2) Documentary 
Handel's association with the Chapel Royal must be traced by 
con, bining musical and documentary evidence. Transcripts of some 
of the relevant documents were published by O. E. Deutsch in his 
DocumentajZ Biography of Handel but there is much additional un- 
published material relating to Handel's performances, and relating 
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to the general circumstarces surrounding musical performances by 
the Chapel Royal. Eighteenth century newspapers provide snippets of 
information throughout the period, though their information is 
sometimes inaccurate and often the newspapers pass tantalisingly 
quickly over the very information which now seems most i, rportant. 
11lie journalists' language of the day had its own vagaries. It is 
sometimes difficult to tell whether a Te Deum and ar. Anthem per- 
formed at the same service were by the same composer. The phrase 
"sung to Ilolusick" seems generally to refer to some for! -. n of orch- 
estral accompaniment, though not always. With all their limitations, 
the newspapers provide the best or the only available record of 
some events* Fortunataly they seem to have regarded both Handel 
and the Chapel Royal as newsworthy elements of London life. 
Occasionally the information from the newspapers can be supplementod 
from private diaries. 
No texts of Handel's anthems appeared in the newspapers before 
November 17339 though the texts of most of his new anthems were 
printed thereafter* Printed texts of Handel's English church music 
are more plentiful after 1727 than before. Anthem texts were printed 
in the 1727 Coronation service programme, an official broadside was 
published in 1737 giving the text of the Funeral Anthem, and anthem 
texts appear in the appropriate oratorio word books from 1732 on- 
wards. The only comparable source from the earlier period is a 
published liturgy for the Utrecht Thanksgiving service, which in- 
cludes references to the canticles without printing the texts. 
One Handel anthem was represented in the printed collections of an- 
them words "as the same are now performed in his Majesty's Chapels 
Royal" during the composer's lifetime* These anthem word-books 
provide useful evidence of the routine, non-Handelian repertoire 
of the Chapel; information on the same subjectq and on the perform- 
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ance practice of the C. 1apel, can also be gai,, ed from the surviving,:, 
Chapel Royal music part-books now in the British Library. There 
is some valuable icono, -Draphic material relatin, -, to Chapel Royal 
performances, including the only known general view of one of 
Handel's own performances. 
Institutional records of the Chapel Royal during the fýrst 
half of the eighteenth century are rewardingly rich. The two 
Cheque-Books provide insights into the day-to-day workirgs of the 
Chapel and an outline biographical record of the sit-, gers, in con- 
junction with parallel sources for the choirs of Westminster Abbey 
and St. Paul's Cathedral. Used critically, the lists in Chamber- 
layne's Magna Britanniae Notitia are a valuable supplement to this 
material. The papers of the Lord Chamberlain's Department of the 
Royal Household, now at the Public Record Office, include some 
important unpublished documents. Some of these refer directly to 
Handel's Chapel Royal performances from 1722 onwards, and many more 
illuminate the administration of the Chapel both in its routine life 
and in its courtly exertions for special occasions. Many documents 
from the Lord Chamberlain's papers were transcribed in Lafontaine's 
magnificent collection The King's Musiok, published seventy years 
ago, but Lafontaine took 1700 as his terminal date and no comparable 
collection devoted to the succeeding period has yet been published. 
The King's ýLuLpLcý: appears to be chronologically unbalanced because 
more than half of the volume relates to the years 1660-1700. This 
arises partly because government records survive more completely 
from the Restoration onwards than from the period before the Civil 
War, but it also reflects the everincreasing activity during the 
later part of the seventeenth century of a growing civil service, 
with a pencliant for multiplying the paperwork. This activity did 
riot stop at the year 1700 and the documents for the years 1700-1760 
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are at least as copious as those represented in the second half 
of The King's Ijusick, although there are some tantalisin'-, gaps 
both in content and survival. 
When Lafontaine chose the time-span of The King's T. Iusick, 
he must have been aware that the second half of his volume pro- 
vided valuable material for biographical viork on Henry Purcell. 
Purcell grew up among the musical traditions of the Chapel Royal, 
and the Chapel Royal background is essential to an understanding 
of his early musical development. The history of the Chapel Royal 
during Purcell's lifetime has been related frequently, nearly al- 
ways from the standpoint required by Purcell biography. Handel 
arrived in London fifteen years after Purcell's death. A des- 
cription of Handel's association with the Chapel Royal must begin 
by re-assessing the history of the Chapel during the period before 
his arrival with a different perspective. This period cannot be 
understood in isolation: broader reference must first be made to 
the Chapel's position at the centre of English religious and 
political culture. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE CHAPEL ROYAL BEFORE HANDWS ARRIVAL IN ENGLAND 
page 
The early history of the Chapel Royal 17 
The Chapel Royal Symphony Anthem, 1660-1694 
- Rise and eclipse 19 
Special liturgies for national occasions; 
the, origins and influence of Purcell's 
D major Canticle settings 25 
Queen Anne's Reign ; Removal of the Chapel Royal 
tO, St. James's Palace; the Thanksgiving 
Services 32 
Change of venue for'the Royal Thanksgivings; 
ýIusic for the Pestival of the Sons of 
the Clergy 37 
(Table 1 P- 43) 
I am indebted to Colin S. Scull, the present Ser- 
jeant of the Vestry of Her Majesty's Chapels Royal, 
for allowing me to check the facts and dates of this 
summary with-theýresults of his own researches (Scull: 
List). 
The title "Chapel Royal" will be*used, as it was 
in Handel's day, ivith two meanings: 
7 
(1) To denote the personnel of the monarch's prin- 
cipal Chapel establishment, as distinct from the 
lesser establishments of the French, Dutch and. 
Lutheran Chapels Royal. 
(2) To denote the building at St. James's Palace 
known during the eirhteenth century as "the Chapel C> 
Royal". See the Supplement, Conditions of Per- 
formance. 
The two meanings are readily distinguishable by 
context. The other chapels within Royal Palaces will 
either be referred to by name or as "Royal Chapels". 
2 le Huray: Reformation, p. 9-11. 
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THE CHAPEL ROYAL BEFORE HANDEL'S ARRIVAL IN ENGLAND 
The early history of the Chapel Royal 
The Engliun Chapel Royal or household chapel began in Anglo- 
Saxon times as a body of priests and serrants who ministered to 
the spiritual needs of the sovereign and travelled with the court. 
The first evidence for the office of Dean as head of the Chapel 
appears about 1350 and after 1483 the Dean is assisted by a Sub- 
dean. Prom 1603 the Dean was regularly selected from the ranks 
of the Bishops and, even though the Chapel had by that date become 
less nomadic than in mediaeval times and bishops were not inevitably 
tied to their diocesan seats, the divided duties of the Dean in- 
evitably resulted in the gradual shifting of responsibility for 
the routine running of the Chapel on to the Sub-dean. 1Prom. the 
mid-4hirteenth century at leasts the Chapel employed professional 
singers and these were gradually formed: into, a recognisable musical 
establishment. The earliest formal appointment of a Master of the 
Children dates from 1444: from that time we can be sure of the 
existence of a permanent institution consisting of Children and 
Clerks, some of them singers and some in priestsF orders9who from 
1483 were called Gentlemen* 
1 
It was at the time of the English Reformation that this in- 
stitution became critical to the course of church history in both 
liturgical and musical matters. New vernacular liturgical experi- 
ments centred round the Chapel Royal* whose practice was regarded 
by 1548 as the approved reformed model. 
2 Lord Protector Somerset's 
command to the University of Cambridge was specific: 
--* that, you and every of you in your coIleges# chapels or 
other churches use one uniform order# rite and ceremonies in, 
the mass, matins and even-song and all divine service in tILS, 
same to be said or wing. such as in presently used in the 
Previous official activity had been concerned with'. 
-the provision and use of an English Bible (Royal In- 
Junctions 1536 & 1543) rather than with liturgies. 
4 Prayer Books: Edward VI. P-361-7 
t 
t 
c 
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king's majesty's chapel, and none other. 
There is no doubt that the new services were tested first at the 
Chapel Royal and the eventual Prayer Books still reflect something 
of this, for in spite of the rubrics provided to make the Books 
into practical parish manuals the liturgies themselves, expressed 
in the language of cultivated sixteenth century gentlemen, have a 
serious, rather formal, character ideally suited to the religious 
ceremonial of the court. 
The origins and development of these liturgies at court af- 
fected the content of the eventual Prayer Book as well as the style. 
It is significant that the first official English liturgy was the 
Litany of 1544, generated at a critical stage during the war with 
France. It was the need for prayers at atime of national crisis 
which led to the publication of this first complete vernacular lit-. 
ur, W*3 Some idea of its content can be gained from the Litany 
published in the 1552 Prayer Book. 
4 The occasional prayers at 
the end of this serviceg and the prayers for the King in the 1549 
oommunion service, are texts specifically concerned with the nation's 
well-beingg created by clergy who worked close to the court. The 
Chapel Royal was henceforth at the centre of a national church 
where religion and politics were intertwined, and the religious as 
well as institutional life of the Chapel came to reflect this. 
Although theological controversy inevitably centred around 
the interpretation of the nuws found in the prayer bookeg the dis- 
tinctive flarour of the new Anglicanism. which the Chapel represented 
is not to be found in the Communion Service but in other liturgies. 
Although Henry VIII destroyed the monasteries he also set in train 
the process by which Crammer provided daily services of Matins and 
Evensong based on the monastic hours. Here the Reformers' natural 
emphazie on the Word could take on a characteristic English forms 
Handel's relationship to the religious/political 7 
of the Church of England is analysed by Paul Henry 
Lang in Handel and Civilisation. Some comments 
and criticisms of his analysis are offered in 
Appendix 2. 
c 
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and eventually the musical centre of gravity turned away from 
musical settings of the Mass towards the provision of anthems 
(musical illumination of the Word) and settings of the prescribed 
MOMIA 444 
canticles for Matins and Evensong. It was in 
; 
vening Prayer, not A 
in the Communion Service, that the 1662 Prayer Book made official 
recognition of the Anthem* In 1662 the prayers and thanksgivings 
for specieX occasions were detached from the Litany so that they 
5 
could also be used regularly in the course of Matins and Evensong* 
The'Chapel Royal Symphany Anthem 1660-1694 - Rise and Eclipse 
If the liturgical reforms begun in the Chapel at the Reform- 
ation-became the pdttern for the nation, the*same cannot be said 
of the musical innovations at the Chapel a century laters following 
the Restoration of the monarchy in 1660. There is no evidence to 
suggest that the new "Symphony Anthems" with instrumental ritornel- 
los were performed anywhere other"than by the Chapel Royal during 
the first twenty years of their developmentq and the type of vocal 
writing cultivated in them was intimately related to the particular 
musical strengths of the solo singers from the Chapel. The Sym- 
phony Anthem was therefore a specifically Chapel Royal tradition. 
Its progress during the period 1660-1700 as a whole was rather 
erratiog and the key factor seems to have been the degree of inter- 
set which successive monarchs showed in the music of th*: Chapel 
fl%om reign to reign. 
Ilhether-or., not the introduction of string instruments into 
the anthems was at King Charles II's instigation in the first 
place, it seems to have met with his approval* The formation of 
the 24 Musicians under the Master of'the King's Musickq which en- 
sured the availability of the string playereg, must similarly have 
received royal encouragement. The Chapel Royal and the Musicians 
6 The strings were used for t he anthem at 3.30 , 
Evening Prayers except during Lent. "On Weekdayes 
i. e. on Wednesdays and Fridays the King being at 
Sermon are sung, two Anthems one after the Litany, 
the other after the Sermon" - presumably without 
strings. Alford: Notebook (Ms), P-15, dated 16-10-1675 
7 See Appendix 3 
a Lewis: NOHM, P-494-5 
9 See Purcell's preface to Sonnata's of III Parts. 
(1683) 
10 Arkwright: Purcellq which forms the basis for the 
Table of Anthems with dates in Purcell Society Vol* 
XIIIa: see also Zimmerman. *, Purcell, lAnal-vtl-caI 
Catalogue and Grave work-lists sub 'Pvzrcelllo 
11 The early history of the Court Odes is related 
in detail in McGuinness: Court Odes 
20 
were useful vehicles for the public display of kingship and con- 
spicuous private ownership, but there is no reason to doubt that 
the King's interest in the music of the Chapel'Royal was genuine. 
Symphony Anthems seem to have bden'performed only when the King 
went to the Chapel: the surviving repertoire is not large enough to 
have supported regular weekly performances* The new tradition com- 
plemented the existing repertoire of full anthems and verse anthems: 
the 1712 anthem word-book, Divine Harmonyt reveals that works by 
Tallis, Mundy, Byrd, Hooper, Batten and Orlando Gibbons were still 
in the repertoire. 
7 
The King's tastes and the composers' proclivities combined in 
approving the infusion of the English Verse Anthem with the French 
style in the period immediately following the Restoration, 
8 though 
the "French" element in the works of Cooke, Locke and Pelham Hum- 
frey is more apparent in the instrumental than in the vocal writing. 
By the time Henry Purcell became Organist of the Chapel Royal in 
1682 the French influence was giving way to a new Italian one 
9 
and, although it is difficult to isolate specific stylistic changes, 
this new influence may account for the more solid impression which 
Purcell's symphony anthems create when compared with the works of 
the older composers among whom he had grown up in the Chapel* The 
bulk of Purcell's symphony anthems were composed between 1682 and 
1688,10 after the form had already seen twenty years of successful 
life in the Chapel. 
The co-operation of the Chapel Royal and the King's Musicians 
-which the performance of symphony anthems entailed was also nour- 
ished by the performance of secular court odes for the new year 
and royal birthdays. 
11 The musicians must have grow used to 
working together and a cohesive unit of professional musicians 
seems gradually to have emerged., In 1.683 the-practical, -traditions 
12 Grove, sub 'Cecilian Festivals' 
Husk: St. Cecilia, P-10-15 
13 le Huray: Loqke(luýp-P: 
21 
built up in Court and Chapel moved into the wider circle of 
London's musical life with the inauguration of the Musical Society 
for the celebration of St- Cecilia's day. 
12 
The court musicians 
formed the core of the performers for these eventsq and it is clear 
from the lists of stewards that the performers themselves provided 
part of-the management which ensured the success-of the Musical 
Society. At the same times there was evidently a growing public 
of connoisseurs to whom,, the court ensemble: and its style appealed. 
The publication of Purcell's first set of trio sonatas the same 
year as the formation of the Society is another pointer to the 
existence of the same audiences well disposed to the Organist of 
His Majesty's Chapel Royal. The theatre occasionally absorbed in- 
dividual talentsfrom the court musicianag but it was the Sto Cecilia 
performatces which provided the public platforu for the Chapel Royal 
and the King's Nusicians as a group* The edifying treatment of the 
subject of music in the St. Cecilia-odes was in any case not too far 
removed from the spirit of the Chapele .-- 
Uncertainties about the future may have given a special impetus 
to the court musicians in November 1683- The King was growing old 
and the Chapel Royal must have doubted the support which could be 
expected from his successor* Events confirmed the Chapel's fears. 
Although the 1685 Coronation proved to be a musical feast,, the now 
King's Roman Catholicism kept him away from the Chapel Royal. Yet 
the period-following James U's withdrawal from thd-ýactive life of 
the Chapel provides the most telling domobstration that the Chapel 
had evolved a strong and self-supporting traditioni Twenty years 
previously the formation of a rival royal Roman Catholic Chapel 
with its own musical establishment had proved to be a dange rously 
popular alternative to the Chapel Royal, especially when Xatthew 
Looks's energies were diverted to its serviee*13 In 1685 history 
14 The only orchestrally-accompanied anthem from 
the first part of James II's reign known to me 
is William Turner's Preserve me Q_Aod, dated 
24-8-1686 in the 'Gostling' MS (See Zimmerman: 
Gostling) 
C 
15 Lafontaine: The King's Musick, P-384-5 
16 ibidq P-386 
17 Une had married the protestant Prince George 
of Derunark in 1683 
18 Lafontaine, P-383 
19 See Zimmerman: Gostling. The antheml coiiiposed for 
the Thanksgiving in January, 1687/8, may have been 
repeated at the Thanksgiving for the Queen's safe 
delivery on 17-6-1688 (Or4er of service in Ob 
Ashmole. G. 12) 
20 Alford: Notebook, (Ms),: p. 21. The same regulations 
also specify the parts of the service which were 
to be sung. 
22 
did not repeat itself. There was an initial period of uncertainty 
but by mid-1687 the Chapel was again going about its usual business 
with confidence. 
14 The King created a separate musical establish- 
ment for his personal service, 
15 
no members of which were drawn from 
the ranks of the Chapel Royal: Princess Anne of Dermark evidently 
took the King's place in the, Ch4pel Royals i1hic4 is even referred 
to as "the Princess's Chappell". 
16 
Anne's presence seemed to 
17 guarantee a safe Anglican future , and she: seems to have taken 
an active interest in the Chapel$ maintaining its musical trad- 
itions and insisting that the 'violins' were in attendance when r 
she was present. 
18 In 1687-8 Purcell produced as many symphony 
anthems per year as he had dore in the peak period of 1682-5, one 
of the finest (Blessed are. they that fear _ý_he 
Lord)q paradoxicallyp 
for the Thanksgiving for the Queen's pregnanoys 
19 the event whieh 
constituted the greatest threat to the future of the Chapel as an 
Anglican institution. The Chapel Royal survived the English Rev- 
olution and arrived at the 1689 coronation. i4tact though somewhat 
deploted in numbersp presumably because vaoa*cies had not been 
ft1ledo King William III restored Henry Compton to his place as 
Dean of the Chapels, from, which he had been remqv*Cby James II, 
and appointed a new Sub-deans, Ralph Battels, to replace the ageing 
Willimus Holder* The Chapel nadqubt prepared for business as usual. 
ýn the event 9 King WilliaM'9 Calvinism sýicosedqd in doing what 
Jamen's Rpaanism had npt doneg for the string players ceased to 
attend the Chapel anti Pureeills few late tnthems ax, * accompanied 
by organ only. The King's orderaq rejaypd throqgbL,, the Dean of 
of the Chapel, on - 2,3 Februaz7 were upocif: koi 
Tb*t. them stall bo, uo wAxiek- Uoe- inetr*euts) in the 
4happolli Int tlao-olmau, 20 
tootion. *o., tjxe-, tbojttre-, in bi., * last years P=oolVa inorowmd-, ** 
21 Hiisk: St. Cecilia, p912,32 
22 Battell: Church-Musick. In addition to being the 
first known sermon eonnected with the Cecilian 
Festivals$ this must also be seen as the first in 
a sequence of sermons in-defence of church music 
which goes well into the eighteenth century and 
includes those preached at the early meetings of 
the Three Choirs Pestival. The subject of music in 
church hads of course, been r, aised as a theological 
issue At the Reformation. 
0 
23 ibid, poll 
24 Estwick: Church-Musick* Although the sermon was 
"PreachAd at Christ-Church" (preffmablY Christ Church, 
Oxtotd), it is clearly connected with the London ser- 
vices and, was published, in London. The dedication to 
the *Stewards of St. Caecelials FeastP is to the London 
Society: the Stewards named include Moses SnOwq 
Gentleman of the Chapel Royall and Matteis, the 
composer of the 1696 Lbndon ode. (see also Husk: 
St. Cecilia, p-37), 
-25 Estwiek retained 0; GharlaineT Rb "Ot Chu-sh 
y with the Mi2lol fticairy a 
(v42e-e be bed bee- a Chorlatell 4-M hi a youth) 
(see entry P3 ef the 349-be Iýft Appmdilt )'. Hi 
Participation In the Imeleal life of Q*Eerd, h" 
23 
is in part the result of the diminishing demands of the Chapel 
tradition in which he had been brought up. He had only limited 
opportunities for composing music for ýhe Court musicians out- 
side the context of the Chapel. Since he never held office as 
Master of the King's Music, Purcell was not called upon to com- 
pose the music for theodes for the New Year or the King's birth- 
dayq though the Queen's birthday Ode was his task, and his Ode for 
the young Duke of Gloucester's birthday suggests that he received 
continued support frqm Princess Anne. It may well be that other 
musicians of the Chapel looked to the female members of the Royal 
family for support: circumstantial evidenoe: certainly indicates 
that they could qxpect little from t1je King.: A pa: btern similar 
to that of 1685-7 can be disqerned. T#e Chapel Royal presnims y 
began the reign waiting for the uncertainties around them to sort 
themselves outq but after a few years the Chapel traditions began 
to re-assert themselves. In 1687 the re-assertion was instit- 
utional, because the danger was from a rival church: in 1693-4 
the re-assertion was primarily theological. 
In 1693 the Musical Society decided to introduce a sermon as 
well as an ode on St. Cecilia's day. 
21 This sermont preached by 
no less a person than the Sub-Dean of the Chapel Royal himself, is 
a spirited defence of church music. 
22 Its tone suggests that a 
detailed theological rationale for church music was required as 
ammunition by the musicians of the day* It may well be that King 
William's austere tastes in the Chapel had become irksome to the 
musicians and although it would have been tactlese, for soneone 
holding a court position to make a direct attack on current prac- 
tices, Battel did venture to attack the Geneva Bible's oommentary 
on the use of instruments in church* 
23 Another sermong preached 
at the St. Cecilia festival in 1696 by Sampson Estwick, 
24 is 
25 Estwick retained A Chaplaincy at Christ Church 
until 1711i simultaneously with the Minor 
Canonry at St. Paul's (where he had been a 
Chorister in his youth) (See entry P3 of 
the lists in Appendix 5-)i His participation 
in the musical life of Oxford, his presence 
among the founders of the Academy of Vocal 
Music and the description of his musical 
participation in services at Sto Paul's until 
old age all point to an enthusiastic musician. 
See Crum: Oxford, Burrows: Dolbent 
Burrows: -, Oxfordq Bumpus: History p. 18q-191, 
and Arkwright: Oxford P-38 
26 p. 20 
27 p*21 
24 
rather more explicit in suggesting that the musical traditions of 
English Church music were under attack. Estwicks though he was 
more associated with Oxford than London in earlier yearst had 
been a Minor Canon at St. Paul's Cathedral since 1691 and can be 
reasonably taken as a representative of the attitudes of the London 
church m usicianse 
25 The more controversial part of his sermon sug- 
gests that church music needed defending both against Roman Cathol- 
icism and the Dissenters. Ifq as he arguesq church music contri- 
butes to spiritual improvementt then this: 
"gives us just occasion to blame the Practice of the Church 
of Rome; which has fram'd and oontrivId her Praises more to 
the Honour of Men than of God; and not only so# but she has 
lockId up the few sound Pieces of Devotion remaining in their 
Breviaryt in a Language not understood by-the generality of 
their People*" 26 
Having suggested that the Chur6h of Rome had abused church musicl 
Zstwiek than attacked the Dissenters for condemning the music as 
well as the abuse: 
"If the Use and Practice of Church-Musick is of such long 
standing in the House of God, and Toices and Instruments were 
appointed by God himself* to promote the Edification of his 
People, this shows us the unjust Exceptions the Dissenters 
takes (sic) against cur Way of Worship$ making it to be 
Popish and Superstitious, and what not; not considering in 
the meantime# that those excellent Offices of Prainet I mean 
our 1LYmns were practiced long. beforq 1hopery was in being; 
and as to the manner of ado=ing. em with, good Musick; this 
I presume is no faultq however I Gould wish for the good of 
their Boulag that they would come to our Churcheeg and try 
whether it is a fault or note" 
27 
r 
28 Luttrell: Relation, v P-442; 
Boyer: Anne (Annals)j volvs P-140 
25 
A substantial part of Battel's 1693 sermon is taken up with 
a defence of the use of orchestral instruments in church, the major 
feature of Chapel Royal practice which had suffered under King 
William III. It is very likely that an attempt was made to return 
to orchestrally-accompanied music in the Chapel the following year. 
From the 1693 sermon we know that the Sub-Deanq who was the person 
most closely concerned with day-to-day policy in the Chapel would 
have been in favour of this, but some exceptional circumstance was 
needed to excuse the re-introduction of the orchestra for a special 
occasion. Such a special occasion did present itself in 1694, but 
to explain the background to the events in the Chapel Royal it is 
necessary to return to the matter of special liturgies. 
Special Liturgies for national ocoasions; the origin and influenoo 
of PurcolVa D major Canticle BettiMRS 
As outlined aboveg the Prayer Book included prayers approp- 
riate to various national needs. Howevers not many years had 
elapsed after the introduction of the Prayer Book before it was 
felt that great national evwnts called for something more. 
Additional liturgies were published by Command of the Monarch in 
Council for use in all churches on specific days# They were 
prepared under the guidance of the Archbishop of Canterburyq or 
leading prelates acting with his approval* 
28 The occasional 
liturgies fall into four categories: 
(1) Single occasional prayers* These were merely additions 
to the normal Prayer book liturgies# or amendments to specific 
prayers (for examplet the prayer for the royal family)* They did 
not provide a completely new liturgy and can for present purposes 
be ignored. 
(2) Annual liturgies- These were nOrMallY "-19=94 10 'a 
-I Q-1 
29 A Prayer and Thanksgiving fit for this present-, 
and to be, used in the Time of Common Prayer (1587) 
Copy in LarAbeth Palaqe Library. 
c 
26 
revised form from reign to reign and were sometimes printed in 
contemporary prayer books. They formed a regular part of the 
year's calendar of services. By 1690 the annual liturgies were 
four in number: 
Sovereign's Accession (Thanksgiving) 
Execution of King Charles 1 (30 January) (Past) 
Restoration Anniversary (29 May) (Thanksgiving) 
Deliverance from Ounpowder Plot (5 NoVember) (Thanksgiving) 
(3) Special occasions- Fasts; Complete Liturgy. 
(4) Special occasions - Thanksgivings. Complete Liturgy. 
(2), (3) and (4) were issued in booklet form: the earliest examples 
I have found come from the reign of Queen Elizabeth Is the first 
Thanksgiving dating from 1587 and presumably celebrating Drake's 
attack on Cadiz . 
29 All of the booklets include a special liturgy 
for Morning Prayers and most of them also include versions of 
Evening Prayers the Litany and/or the Communion Service. By 1690 
the revisions to Morning and Evening Prayer for the occasional 
liturgies followed a traditional patterme The parts of the ser- 
vice which might have been relevant to musical settings were as 
follows: 
(a) The opening sentences. Usually short verses of scrip- 
ture. I hams found no evidence that they were met to music 
and used as introits. 
(b) Instead of the Venitel a selection of Biblical texts 
appropriate to the occasion was provided$ often running to 
considerable length* Many liturgies published before 1700 
include a rubric that the verses were to be said by the 
Clerk and People alternately: this was reinforced by print- 
ing alternate verses in light and heavy typol, and the 
typography was preserved long aftOr the rubric was-dropPOd- 
30 
. 
Divine Harmonv, p. 26,34-5 
27 
I The selection of verses was ingenious: inevitably many verses 
were placed together out of context, but the selectors often 
had a fine sense of fitness to the occasion and of dramatic 
effect. There are few, if any, exanples of anthems derived 
from these cOllations of texts but their existence must have 
influenced the texts of some thanksgiving anthems, which are 
often selected with similar imaginative eclecticism (e. g* 
Croft's 0 Praise, the Lords Ze that fear h: '-mt or the Blow/ 
Clarke/Croft anthem Behold how good and Jovful)- 
30 
(c) Canticles. These were in general the normal Prayer Book 
service ones - Te Deum and Jubilate (sometimes Cantate Domino 
or Benedictup inBtead of Jubilate at Thanksgivings or Fasts 
respectively) at Morning Prayerv and Magnificat and Deus 
Miseratur at Evening Prayer., 
(d) Specified Psalms. Two or three were chosen as 
appropriate for each service. The choice was varied from 
one occasion to another* 
(e) Anthems* Neither anthem-texts nor rubrics for the 
inclusion of anthems appear in my liturgy. 
The liturgies in classes'(2)q (3) and (4) above were com- 
manded to be celebrated throughout the country: no doubt some were 
performed with more enthusiatem. thm others: in the nation's parishes, 
but in London. the days wero'generally kept with due ceremony and 
on the days in olass(2) it was normal for the'national estates 
to celebrate publioally-in an-appropriate. location-- the King at 
the Chapel Royalp the House of Lords at Weatminst7or Abbey and the 
House of Commons at St* Margaretlas Westmitstere POr the Chapel 
Royal each special service woo a. oourtýevente : M&e annual Thanks- 
givings became part of the Court calendar and the special Thanks- 
givings could be occasions for the perforumnes of special music. 
ý-l 
t 
31 See Clark: Stuartep. p. 162-174 
32 Only a month before Purcell's To Deum was composed 
it was reported from Vienna that "To Deum has been 
sung. in our cathedral for the Victory obtained 
over the Turks and, Tartars" (Luttrell: Relations 
Vol- iiis P-397) 
53 Prunielles: LUllY To Deum (MU) . 1'zefaOe* 
It i's 
interesting that Battell's 1693 sermon, which 
Purcell probably heard, included within the same 
sentence (p, q) reference to-Ambrose's To Deum 
text and to his introduction Of-MUSiCal instruments 
into. the services, atý Milan cathedral. 
34 ; Soyer: Williamt vol. iii P- 397 
28 
The annual military campaigns during the reign of William III 
generated additional special liturgies: in most years there was a 
fast in the spring as the campaign began, asking for "Pardon of 
Sins, the Preservation of the King's Sacred Person and the Pros- 
perity of his Arms, " and in the late autumn there was the approp- 
riate Thanksgiving for the "Preservation of his Majesty's Persons 
together with his Safe and Happy return to the Kingdom" and any 
victories which could be celebrated. The campaigns of 1690 and 
1691 were in Ireland, which from the King's point of view were 
successful in "reducing" that country so that he could turn his 
attention to the continent* The 1692 Thanksgiving included mention 
of a victory by the fleets but generally there was very little 
military success to celebrate in the first two continental cam- 
paigns, and it was not until 1694 that the King returned with any- 
thing that could be regarded-as significant-progr4me - 
31 
It was to this mood of tempered optimism late in 1694 that 
Purcell composedhit. Dataor settings. of-the morning canticles. 
As is well knowil these were first-perfoimed onýgt*, Cecilials Day$ 
1694g but it seems a likely supposition that originally Purcell 
had his sights on a court performance on the Thanksgiving Day. 
The Te Deum text was widely reoognised throughout Europe as the 
ideal canticle for national rejoicingo whether occasioned by 
military or diplomatic success or the birth of an heir to the 
throne. 32 Purcell may also have been influenced by the reputation 
of Lully's orehestrally-accompanied To Deumq which gained its oom- 
poser some favour with the Preneh King when it was performed at a 
royal birthday and a royal wedding in 1677 and 1679 respectively. 
33 
We do not know where the composition of Purcell's To Deum fits 
into the exact chronology Of *Vlents*. ý ýý fi, #ý K"9 -arilved bick in 
34 London on November 9 and two days later Purcell completed the 
35 See Zimmerman: Gostling and Arkwright: Purcell 
t 
36' Luttrell: Relationg vol. iiiq po402- 
Order of service porm of pr&yer jEd 
Thanksgiving jor the Pres! jrvation R-f His 
MILJesty Ob, - GoPampho 1521 
(2ý) 
t 
I -- 
37 Luttrell, vol. iiiq p-410 
29 
anthem The Way of God is an undefiled way 
35 
to celebrate his 
return: as far as we know this anthem never had an orchestral 
accompaniment, though it is in the correct key to go with the 
D major Te Deum, and there are imitations of typical trumpet-and- 
drum writing. (See Ex. 1) On November 21 a proclamation named 
E x. 1, 
Voim 
C). 
[P---It Sec. "XII) F. Sq-&Ol 
7b 
Sunday December 2, as the Thanksgiving Day: the order of service 
for that day wasAssued under the imprimatur of the Archbishop of 
Canterbury Qn November 16.36 On November-22 Purcell's To Deum 
and Jubilate-received its first performance, at the second annual 
church service connected with the English Cocilian celebrations. 
This p. e rformance produced a change of emphasis in the celebrations 
by applying the perfarming resources to church music rather then 
the ode. The significance of the event may have been more far- 
reaching still: it is, likely that the Chapel Royal and the Royal 
Musicians saw the Cecilia service in the light of a public 
rehearsal for, & forthooming., court event* -The, Te Daum and Jubilate 
were nots in facts performed at the Chapel Rgyal on the Thanks- 
giving Day but a week laters. 
Tuesday 11 December 1694. Sunday last was performed before 
their majesties in the chappel royal the same vocal and 
instrumental musick as was performed at St. Bride's Church 
on St. Ceciliats day last*37 
1_c 
38 Purcell had used trumpets previously in the 
orchestra for his odes for Queen Mary's 
birthday since 1690. 
39 
39 There are no drum parts to Lully's Te Deum, 
but reports of the 1677 and 1679 performances 
mention the use of drums ("Les tYmbales Ot 
lea Trompýtes nly furent point Oublies 
Prunilrest lococitt Preface-) The poss- 
ibibity of improvised drum participation in 
the English work a is dealt with in the Supple- 
ment Conditions of Performance* 
40 The latter feature of Lully's setting-was 
favourably commented on by Le M6rcure Galant: 
"Ce qulon y admira particulierement, clest 
que chaque couplet estoit de diff4rente 
musique" (Pruniýres, Preface) 
30 
This appears to have been the only occasion on which King William 
III heard orchestrally-accompanied church music in his Chapel 
Royal* 
Unfortunately the deaths of Queen Mary and Henry Purcell 
within the next twelve months prevented the impetus of this event 
from being followed up within the Chapel. The influence of Purcellt. 0 
canticle settings on his contemporariess however, was marked and 
long-lasting. It was the first English church music to combine 
the Kingto Trumpeters (or the two best soloists from them) with 
38 the strings. In this scoring Purcell followed Lully's model, 
for Lully's T6 Defam is also for two trumpets and Atringal, though 
Lully's full string orchestra has his normal five-part texture as 
against Pureellts four-part one. 
39 There is no evidence that 
Purcell had ac . ce . gig to a copy of Jullyte mooreq but this is not 
impossible, and superficially there is some resemblance between 
40 
the scoring and the sobtibnal treatment. of the two settings. 
There the resemblance ondap however* for Purbell's 1694 music is 
a far cry from Lullyl*o grandiloquent Style of 1677 and the thrust 
of Pýrcellls hammonic rhythfas reveals the more-recent Italian in- 
fluences on the English composer* Purcell's time-scale is less 
expansive than Lullyls: inevitablys since the To Deum text is 
composed of a lexSe number of short verses# this means that some 
of Purcell's musical sections are rather short and are almost 
over before their import has begun to make its effect. In some 
places in the text ho'clearly attempted to overcome this problem 
by combining verses as well as by making some sections flow into 
the following ones. 
Purcell's 1694 music proved to be a stimulant to his suo- 
censors after his death* In 1695 and 1696 John Blow and William 
Turner produced oantio. 3*. settings for the St. Cecilia festival 
41 they were composed too late to have been 
intended for the important Thanksgiving service_ 
of 1696 (Deliverance from a Plot against thqp 
King's life). The anthems survive in a copy at 
Mpr Flower Collection IAS 130 Hd4 v-235- JPhn 
Blow and other Gentlemen of the Chapel Royal 
went to Cambridge to assist in the pprformancO 
of-Turner's dootoral exercise (XP 2-7-1696) 
t 
42 Luttrell, Rela vol. vit p-307 
43 ibid, P-313 
44 C2Kleat List (1733)v sub 1698 
45 Aýxtograph at Lop, Case B. 13 
c 
46 Weedon:, Oration 
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services which were obviously closely modelled on Pureell's. 
More important, however, was the general effect on morale. Blow 
and Turner returned to the composition of instrumentally-accom- 
panied anthems for special occasions and even perhaps sought oc- 
casions for which theyteould compose themý Turner produced two 
anthems in June 1696, probably in connection with the Commencement 
at Cambridge at which he received his doctoratO. 
41 In 1697 the 
King's continental campaigns came to an and with the Peace of 
Ryswick; the thanksgiving service for this event coincided with 
the opening of the completed choir of the new St. Paul's Cathedral 
and it was believed that the King would attend the service there: 
20. November (1697). Hisýmajestielntends-on the thanksgiving 
day to goe to Ste Paults Cathedralp where the doctors of 
42 
musick, singing men, 11c. 9 are to perform all the ceremonies. 
The Lord Mayor of London and the Aldermen went to St. Paul's and 
Blow's symphony anthem I was sclad was performed, but the King went 
to the Chapel Royal at Ihitehall inatead. 
43 In 1698 Blow was one 
44 
of the Stewards of We Annual Festival of the Bonn of the Clergy 
and it was probably for that occasion that he wrote his anthem 
45 
Biessed in the main: that feareth the, L rG -- For both ok these large 
scale anthems Blow usedtan-brahestre'consisting of trumpets and 
strings, Purcell's 1694 scoring and a combination which was almost 
becoming a tradition in itself. There is a gap in the production 
of instrumentally-accompanied anthems until 1701/29 when Blow 
provided an anthem with, string aboomparLizekt' for the edifying and 
charitable musical performances of Cavendish Weedon. The preface 
to the program* for this performanc* 946 like the Bte Cecilia 
sermons,, argues in defence of music in church ny which the Kinds 
of the People azo sweetly surpris'd into Pious Ardourt and Cham'd 
into Devotion by Delight*# though'it makes no mention of the whole- 
someness of instrumental participation. 
47 Lafontaine: The King's Musickq P*434 
48 This. never came to fraition. 
49 Blow:. Am-phion Anglius, The Dedicationg p-5 
. 
50, See Appendix 6 sub "Elford" 
ý51 Kenyon: Stuartg* p. 168; 
Luttrell: Relation 
vol-iii, P-351 and vol-ivp p*126 
52: Luttrell vol-iiip p-437 and vol. iv, p. 125 
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Queen Anne's reign - Removal of the Chapel Royal to St. lames's 
Palace; the Thanksgiving services. 
After the death of Queen Mary such musical encouragement as 
there was at court must have come. as iu 1685-99 from Princess 
Anne, who had her own musicians by 169947 and to whom Blow ded- 
icated, Amphion AnAlius in 1700. His dedicatory preface mentions 
his intention to publish a volume of his church music, 
48 
and a 
surprisingly large part of the preface is taken up with a defence 
of church music: evidently even the preface to a volume of secular 
music was considered a suitable platform for ptittirg forward the 
view that "nothing but the perverse sowerness of a Fanatick, would 
ever drive Divine Musick out of the Church". 
49 Anne is also known 
to have exerted some patronage on behalf of Richard Elford before 
he obtained his place at the Chapel Royal. 
50 
Her influence in the 
earlier part of William III's reign was small because she had moved 
away from the court with her husband after a disagreement with the 
Queen, her elder sister, but this*was made up after Mary's death 
and in November 1695 the King invited Prince George and Princess 
Anne to take up residence at St. James's Palace, which they did 
the next year. 
51 This event set the stage for the revolution 
which came over the routine life of the Chapel Royal early in 
Queen Anne's reign, when its main centre'of bperations removed 
from Whitehall to Sto James's. 
Both Sto James's and Whitehall had Royal Chapels during 
William IfIls reign and Williwn'had used the chapel at St. James's 
for the period between his wife's death and burial. 
52 There is 
no doubt, however, that this was an exceptional arrangement and 
that the major court chapel# at which the Chapel Choir was resi- 
dent when the court was in Londong was at Whitehall. On the night 
of 4-5 January 1697/8 this Chapel was burned down in the fire 
53 Luttrell vol. iv, P-328-99 363 
54 BL Add*Ms- 31444, f*101 
55 P. R. O. LC5/153, p. 238 
56 Luttrellt vol-v, P-159 (4-4-1702) 
57 ibids P*350- The Queen spent mo 
z 
st of 1703 
at Bath and Windsor. The transference of 
the Chapel Royal was part of the preparations 
for her return to St. James's Palace at ithe 
end of October 1703. 
33 
which consumed,, most of the Palace. Orders were given almost 
immediately for fitting up the Banqueting House as a Chapell but 
in the mean time that at St. James's was put in use, though the 
King mainly lived at Kensington. 
53 
The new Whitehall Chapel was. 
re-opened on 9 December 1698 with a new anthem by Blows Lord, 
remember David (without orchestral accompaniment) to celebrate 
the occasion 
54 
and the Choir moved back: the list of the members 
of the Chapel Royal establishment at Queen Anne's coronation 
(23 April 1702) describes them as *Her Majesty's Chapel at White- 
hall". 55 However, having settled in to Sto James's as Princess, 
Anne quickly made up he3ý mind t6 remain there an Queen and it 
it was reported that 
seemed sensiBle to move the Chapel from Whitehall* Accordingly 
'"the Queen intends to convert the baýquetting house at White- 
hall again into a room of state to receive Ambassadorog Bc., 
and enlarge her chappel at St. James's# turning it into the 
form of a cathedrall. "56 
The Whitehall Chapel was not aismbztlea, but the choir moved: 
Tuesday 19. Ootober (1703) The Bishop of*Robhester hast by 
her majesties order, declarld St. James's Chappel to be the 
Chappel. Royal; and all the-singing 
ýen'ana boys belonging to 
that of Whitehall are-to remove to St. james, s.. 
57 
If the Chapel Royal musibiahs had expebted a return to symphony 
anthems in the now reign they were disappointede Queen Anne did 
not change the routine of the Chapel much# though she appears to 
have made the choir up to strength again* There had been some 
depletions in preceding years oaaqedl onqp agalzo by a reluctance 
to fill vacancies. In ozie7respeatt howeveri Ame did extend the 
public range of th* eoiirttwýreligiouW, ceremonies by doing precisely 
what her predecessor had not done in 1697: she attended services 
t 
58 Royal weddings were solemnizedin the 
more confined spaces of a Royal Chapel. 
59, Only the Thanksgivings were celebrated together 
by the Estates at St. Psulls. On Fast 
days the Queen went to the Chapel Royab. 
Table 1 is placed at the end of this 
(hapter (pe 43). 
c 
60 Luttrells vol-vt p. 232. Also Boyer: Anne 
P-35: "For the greater Solemnity on that 
Day, her Majesty would be pleased to go 
to St. Paul's Churcht as had been accustomed 
in, former Times in this Kingdom. " 
61 Williams: Blizabeths p*80 
-62 Sheppard: MemorIalsp vol-ig p*232-3.. 
The proqession tq St. Paul's usua3,1y 
left St4 James's Palaae at 11 a. m. 
34 
on the special Thanksgiving days at St. Paul's Cathedral rather 
than in her own private Chapel* This put the Chapel Royal choir 
before a large metropolitan congregation in a way that had previous- 
ly only been known at Coronations and, to a lesser extent, royal 
funerals. 
58 
The Thanksgiving days themselves became almost 
annual in their frequency. The continental war had resumed, and 
there was a return to the pattern familiar in the 1690's - public 
fasts at the beginning of the campa; Lgn and public thanksgivings 
after the victories, which this time Marlborough produced with 
annual efficiency. 
59 Table 1*summarises the details, musical 
and liturgical$ of the Thanksgiving services throughout Queen 
Anne's reign. The first Thanksgiving occurred in 1702 between the 
Coronation and the Choir's removal to St. JamesIss 
(November 3) The queen hath given orders to the bishop of 
London to draw up a form of prayer to return God thanks 
next Sunday in St. Paul's church for the great victory obtain- 
ed over the Prench at Vigos and that she intends to be present. 
Thurs. Nov. 5 The queen goes to St. Paul's Cathedrall, 
(the like done in queen Elizabeth's reign) both houses of 
parliament will also be there. 
60 
The reference to "Queen Elizabeth's reign" is presumably to 
Elizabeth's attendance at old St. -Paul's mthe Thanksgiving day 
in November 1588 after the defeat of the Spanish armada. 
61 
As 
far as I have been able to disooverg Anne was the first monarch 
since Elizabeth to attend St. Paul's for such a service* The 
Houses of Parliament and the City of London accompanied Queen Anne 
to St. Paul's instead of having their own separate sermons. The 
ceremonial for the Thanksgiving services, unlike that for coron- 
ationeq did not include the Chapel Royal choir in the processions. 
62 
The arrangements for the services fell into a traditional patterng 
t 
63 Luttrell, volvi, p-122-3 
t 
35 
and this description of the event on 31 December 1706 may be taken 
as typical: 
"Both houses waited upon the Queen to the thanksgiving at 
St. Paulls; the commons in their coaches goeing first# then 
the judgest with the lords spiritual and temporalp in their 
robes; immediately before her majestie, who was attended by 
the first troop of guardeq and a batallion of foot; the 
Dutchesse of Marlborough was with the Queen in the coach, 
the Prince not thereg being unable to endure the fatigue* 
The streets were lined by the train'd bands, and several 
companies of this city in their livery gowns, and the streets 
crowded with spectators. 
At Temple Bar her majestie was met by the lord mayors 
aldermen, and sheriffs on horsebaokp who oonducted her to 
St. Paul's churchg where a fine anthem was sung, and the 
bishop of Salisbury preaoht the sermon. 
After which she returned to Ste James's, and at night 
were discharged bonefires and illuminations, and the Tower 
guns were thrice dischargeds viz. at her majesties first 
63 
setting cuts at the anthems and at her return. 
Other reports of the servicee make it older that the "anthem" 
which was the signal for the second firing of the guns was in fact 
the To Deumv and considerable significance seems to have been at- 
tached to this feature of the services. The dominance of Purcell's 
To Daum in the early years is strikings especially in view of the 
existence of an alternative setting by Blowqýthe Chapel Royal 
composer during these years. No less remarkable is the fact that 
the anthems for the services do not have orchestral accompaniment. 
The possibility that the surviving versions of some of the anthems 
are transcripts in which the orchestral symphonies have been re- 
moved cannot be ruled out completelys but it seems an unlikely 
64 A partial exception is Behold how good 
and joyful (jointly by Blow, Clarke 
and Croft) which beýins with verses from I 
one of the set psalms. 
65 BL Add. MS 17847, f-5 
36 
coincidence for every one of the anthems. It is more likely that 
it was normal for the orchestra at the Thanksgiving services to 
accompany the canticles only. Trevitt's picture of the service 
on 31-12-1706 (See Supplementj Cbnditions of Performance, Plate 1) 
reveals that the documentary and musical sources do not tell the 
complete story about the Thanksgiving services: were it not for 
this picture, there would have been no evidence for the particip- 
ation of an orchestra on this occasion. As it is, the picture 
reinforces the overall impression that the performance of orch- 
estrally-accompanied canticles was a normal and valued part of 
the Thanksgivings* 
It is perhaps surprising that the texts which the composers 
set as anthems for the Thanksgiving services are not usually der- 
ived directly from the material in the official orders of service. 
64 
This is true even of Croft's anthem I will give Thanks, a copy of 
which was endorsed by the composer: 
"The words of this Anthem were choste (sic) and given me 
by Her most Excellent Majest. Queen Anne, and performed att 
St. Pauls upon a Thanksgiving Day". 
65 
Croft's text does not appear anywhere in the published liturgy 
for the service with which the Anthem is associated, on 19 August 
1708. The Chapel Royal's contribution to the Thanksgiving services 
normally seems to htLvebeen preparod as an independent addition to 
the basic liturgy. The Te Deum was a predictable part of the 
liturgies: the Jubilate presumably was not performed when the 
liturgies prescribed a different canticle. There is no evidence 
which reveals the normal place for the anthems within the services, 
although one was probably performed as part of the Communion ser- 
vice if this formed part of the prescribed liturgy. The most 
detailed report of the music is for the service on 27-6-1706. 
66 Boyer: Anne (Annals) voý-vp P-154 
67 This is proved by the publication 
of the separate sermons preached on 
these occasions before the Queen, Lords, 
Commons and the City of London. 
68 Prince George's ill-health was one of 
the main reasons for Anne's visits to 
Bath in 1702 and 1703, on the first of 
which she seems to have taken Richard 
Elford as a private musician to enter- 
C 
tain the court. 
69 Boyer: Political State, vol. i, P-53 
37 
This tells us that two anthems, in addition to Purcell's Te, Deum,, 
were sung and that the service ended about 4.15 p. m. after a 
forty-five minute sem I on. - 
66., 
The texts of the anthems were speci- 
fied, but one of them does not tally with the music attributed to 
the occasion in other sources. 
Change of venue for the Royal Thanksgivings; Music for the 
Festival of the Sons of the Clergy 
One interesting feature of the timetable of services given 
in Table 1 is the Queen's withdrawal from St. Paul's after August 
1708, The large public Thanksgiving services ceased abruptly and 
there was a return to the old system of four simultaneous services: 
the Monarch at St. James's Palaces the Lords at Westminster Abbey, 
the Commons at St. Margaret's Westminster and the Lord Mayor and 
Aldermen at St. Paul's. 
67 The Chhpel Royal lost an important 
public platform with this change and it is relevant to consider 
the factors which may have influenced the Queen's decision to 
celebrate the Thanksgivings more privately. 
One important factor was the death of Anne's consort, George 
of Denmark., on 28 October 1708. The Prince had suffered from ill- 
health since the beginning of the reign 
68 
and had not been able 
to take an active part in public life'for some time - he had not, 
for example, attended any of the Thanksgiving services since 
1704. After his death the Queen seems to have retired more from 
public appearances. The court mourning for the Prince lasted until 
Christmas Day 1710.69 Although Anne was content to go in state to 
a thanksgiving in 1702 with the horses still in their mourning 
livery for William III she may have been mpre senkitive about the 
matter when it was her own husband who was being mourned. A second 
factor was the Queen's ow increasingly bad health. Like her 
70 Boyer: Anne (Annals), vol. i, 
_p. 
25 
See also Luttrell vol. v, p. 166 and 
Stanley: Historical Memorials, p-80 
71 For this suggestion I am indebted 
to Bruce Wood. 
72 Luttrell, vol. vi, P-462 
73 P. R. O. LC5/155, P-81 
74 Marlborough resigned his wife's 
places in Janu,. -ry 1710/11 and was 
dismissed from his own posts 
later in 1711- 
75 Luttrellq vol. vi, p. 634 
38 
husband, she had been ill more or less from the beginning of the 
reign: she had to be carried "in a low-open chair all the way" in 
the coronation procession 
70 
and it is possible that Blow's revisions 
of the anthem The Lord God is a Sun and a Shield for the coron- 
ation service were partly designed to removethe embarassing phrase 
"no good thing will he withhold from them that walk uprightly". 
71 
She had to be carried again at the Thanksgiving service in September 
1704 72 but at other services she is reported to have walked and it 
seems that her gout, although present in some measure during most 
of her reign, had phases of remission and activity. From 1709, 
however, her condition seems to have become rather worse. The 
plans for the royal "removes" from one palace to another were first 
dislocated by the Queen's illness in July 1710 and from that time 
Dr. Arbuthnot had to be more constantly in attendance as her phys- 
ician. 73 
The changing politicial situation may also have influenced 
the course of events. Ly 1708 war-weariness was becoming apparent, 
and at court the Duchess of Marlborough gradually lost the Queen's 
favour. 74 Behind the public face of war the Queen's ministers, 
with the Tories growing in strength at each successive re-shuffle, 
gradually moved towards arranging a peace, a shift in policy which 
would naturally tend to tone down the military Thanksgivings* 
Events during the Sacheverel riots of 1709 called the security 
situation in London into question and the courtly cavalcades as- 
sociated with the Thanksgivings might, perhapsg have been regarded 
as a potential incitement to discontented parties. Anxiety about 
security came t, o the surface in connection with the service in 
November 1710 for-which, It was rumoureds. the; Queein was planning 
to return to St* Paul9s. 
75 The carelessness of builders who had 
left out some of the securing screws on Ihe'roof of St. Paul's 
76 Boyer: Anne, P-480 
77 Boyer: Anne (Annals) vol. ix, p. 253 
78 Pearce: Bons of the Cle_rgvt 
'p. 
208-9 
This passage is also reproduced as an appendix 
. to Hamilton: 1787 Sermon. 
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was misinterpreted as a "screw plot" to harm the Queen and court 
on Thanksgiving day 
76 
and when the Queen eventually went to the 
Chapel Royal instead the reason was reported to be: "to avoid 
giving the Mob an opportunity to assemble and commit Riots" . 
77 
It is even possible that difficulties over the musical 
rangements for the services played some part in Queen Anne's move 
away from St. Paul's. Unfortunately the relevant evidence is 
only available in a later source which may be true in substance 
though not in detail. A notebook kept by John Bacon in the late 
eighteenth century included the following memorandum about the 
services of the Festival of the Sons of the Clergy: 
"Dr. Godolphin, Dean of St. Paulls, had refused letting music 
to be introduced into the Church when Queen Anne went in State 
to that Cathedral, to a public Thanksgiving for some of the 
Duke of Marlborough's victories; the year after that 
Refusal, (the Stewards) being desirous of having Music, in 
order to increase the Collection, applied to the Dean, who 
said he could not consent, as he had refused the Queen the 
Year before. Upon which the Archbishops the Lord Keeper, 
and the Lord Mayor were appointed a Committee to wait upon 
the Queen for her Consent, if the Dean's should be obtained, 
who graciously answered, She should be very glad if it could 
be% as she thought it would be a great Means of drawing 
Company, and increasing the Fund, to which she earnestly 
wished success; and perhaps the Dean might be prevailed up- 
on to be more obliging to promote a Charity for his own Cloth 
than he had been to her. Accordingly the Dean did give Leaves 
and it is said, that either Dr. Pur7jell or Dr. Blow, conducted 
the Music, and that the Rev. Mr. Atterbury,, Lecturer of St. 
Bridels, preached the Sermon* 
78 
79 Nominated 23-6-1707, elected 14-7-1707 
40 
Atterbury preached the sermon at the Festival of the Sons of the 
Clergy service on December 6,1709, which fits in with this chain 
of events. Godolphin, Dean of St. Paul's since 1707ý9 had presum- 
ably co-operated in the August 1708 thanksgiving service at which 
Purcell's Te Deum. and Jubilate were performed. A critical factor 
in the situation might have been the death of John Blow on 1 Oct- 
ober 1708: perhaps the Dean found it more difficult to work with 
the younger Chapel Royal composers. Both Blow and Jeremiah Clarke 
had combined, appointments at St. Paul's and the Chapel Royal at 
various times: Richard Brind, the new St. Paul's organist did 
not do so and he may also have caused some friction. 
Whatever the causes of the change of venue for the services, 
the actions of the musicians followed the same pattern as that 
described for the previous reigns. As the Chapel Royal returned 
within the walls of the court, the traditions of ceremonial music 
which were intimately associated withthe Chapel found an outlet 
elsewhere. ' This time the outlet was at the Festival of the Sons 
of the Clergy rather than the Cecilian performances. The Chapel 
Royal singers took an active part in the Sons of the Clergy 
services and these services were the means by which they retained 
their influence on the wider musical life of London. The public 
connection between music and charity, later so important to the 
development of the Three Choirs Festivals and to Handel's associ- 
ation with the Foundling Hospital$ became forged in these services 
and the practice of Church Music found another plank for its 
defence. Unfortunately all too little is known about the music 
performed at the Sons of the Clergy services in the decade fol- 
lowing 1709 (see Appendix 4), but it is clear they took over much 
of the activity which had previously been devoted to the Cecilian 
movement and to the Thanksgiving services at St. Paulls. They 
80 See Preeman/Rowntree.: Smith. p. 34-5,135,138-9 
185-6 
81 Taylor: Clarke, P-13-24. None of Clark's 
church music has orchestral accompaniment. 
82 Birmingham University, Barber MS 5009 
(Croft's anthem: 0 clap your hands together) 
83 John Weldon was Croft's main associate at 
the Chapel Royal after 1708, but his output 
z 
was smaller and less varied than Croft's. 
See The New Grove, sub 'Weldon' 
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also kept the performance of orchestrally-accompanied anthems and 
cienticles before the wider London public. 
The Thanksgiving services and the introduction of orchestrally- 
accompanied music into the Sons of the Clergy services were the 
two most significant developments in English church music in Lon- 
don during the decade-preceding Handel's arrival. There were also 
some other important developments during the decade. Smith and 
$Cbreider built new organs for each of the Royal Chapels and theseq 
together with the organ at Sto Paul's (completed in 1697)ý 
0 
probably provided a new stimulus to the organists and composers. 
The death of John Blow in 1708 severed a link with the past and 
removed from the seen& the most experienced English composer of 
orchestrally-accompanied anthems and canticles. Jeremiah Clarke's 
suicide the previous year is of less significance in this respect 
because it occurred before Clarke had theropportunity to try his 
hand at large-scale anthems and canticles. 
81 
Although the death 
of Blow marked the end ofýanera, the day-to-day life of the Chapel 
continued basically unchanged. In 1710 there were still a few 
man in the London choirs who would have known Henry Purcell. 
John Gostling was still on the roll and had sung a solo part as 
recently as the 1706 Thanksgiving service. 
82 William Tamer, 
although no longer active as a soloist and. composer, still had 
thirty years of service in the Chapel ahead of him. Naturally, 
there was also a new generation of soloists and composers, William 
Croft becoming the chief Composer after Blow's death* 
83 
Croft had already taken on some of the responsibility as 
Composer for the Chapel during Blow's final years: he had pro- 
vided anthems for important services since 1704P although there 
had been no formal reward for his work apart Prom the honaur 
which the performances bestowed. Blow's death in 1708 came just 
84 Little is known of the history of Croft's 
famous Burial Service. It was published in 
Croft: Musica Sacra (Mu), vol. 1, (1724), 
presumably in the version performed at the 
Duke of Marlborough's funeral in July 1722. 
The music may nevertheless have been com- 
posed much earlier. 
85 Croft: Te Deum (Ifu). Date of performance 
identified from Ob MS Mus. d. 30* This MS, and 
the modern printed edition, give the later, 
revised, form of the Te Deum* The Jubilate 
associated with this Te Deum probably also 
dates from-1709. (See Table 1, Note 33) 
86 Burney:. -History, vol-ii, p-484 
87 See infra, Chapter 7, Table 2 
88 See infra, Chapter 
ti 
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before that of Prince George and it seems likely that Croftts 
famous setting of the funeral sentences might have been composed 
for the Prince's funeral, the first important public ceremony 
after Croft's appointment. 
84 
The first Thanksgiving service for 
which Croft carried the musical responsibility was also the first 
one after the Queen's withdrawal from Ste Paullss but nevertheless 
he composed a festal Te Deum with orchestral accompaniment for the 
occasion . 
85 The scoring and the layout of this work are clearly 
in the lineage of Purcell's service, but the harmonic style reveals 
that Croft had moved away from Purcell's world and towards that 
which he was about to encounter in Handel's music. 
Speaking of Croft's orchestrally-accompanied anthem Rejoice 
in the Lord, Burney said that: 
"it was produced about the middle of Queen Anne's reign, 
before the arrival of Handelp our great model for Music 
richly accompanied". 
86 
Burney's statement seems to be based on guesswork and it is pro- 
bably inaccurate: Croft's anthem is more likelyp on both StYl- 
istie and historical grounds, to have been composed in 1720.87 
The 1709 Te Deum, with its accompanying Jubilatel was almost 
certainly the only piece of orchestrally-accompanied church music 
which Croft composed before Handel's arrival. Croft later re- 
cast it in the light of his experience of Handel's Te Deum set- 
tings, 
88 
but nevertheless, his Te Deum is a significant work: 
it shows that Croft intended to preserve the Chapel Royal trad- 
ition of "Music richly accompanied" for special occasions and 
thatj as a composer, he had sufficient resource to tackle the 
task of providing the first new setting of its type for more 
than a decade. It is the most important new landmark in English 
church music before Handel's arrival in London in 1710. 
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ChaiDter 2 Table I- Sources and Notes. 
All Orders of Service listed contain Morning Prayer, Litany 
and Communion. The lines in this column give the following 
information: 
12 Source (All references to Oxford, Bodleian Library) 
2. First verse of Opening Sentences 
3- First verse of Canticle in loco Venite 
4. Specified Psalms 
5- Specified Canticles 
2. Boyer: Annes P-35; Sheppard: Memorialt i. p-232-3 
3- Smith: Wash 1, P-339 No-108- Presnimably the Jubilate was 
performed with the Te Deum at subsequent services where that 
canticle was specified. 
4- Boyer: Anne (Annals), i P-141 
5. Luttrell: Relationg v P-4579 460,462; 
Boyer: Anne Unna-is) iii p. 96ff. 
6. Boyerp ibidg 96ff 
7. Identified by Bruce Wood from the contents of Cfm MS 238-9- 
Other anthems associated with the victory are: 
Tudway: I will give thanks (BL Harl. MS. 7341) and 
Croft: I Will xive thanks (BL RK. 27-a-9, and Divine Harmony) 
but it is doubtful whether they were performed at the 
St. Paul's thanksgiving service* 
80 Sheppard# i p*233; luttrells v P-575# 579 
9. Luttrell, v P-585 
10. Tenbury MSS 3109,1031; Ob MS Mus-c-58 (Some sources misdated 
23-9-1705) 
11. Luttrell,, vi p*61; Boyer: Arne (Annals),, v p-140; 
Sheppard,, A P, 236 
12. Boyer: Anne (Agnals)j, v P-1549 which also gives the texts of 
anthems as Ps* 47 (Croft) and Pa. 89 M 
13. Tenbury 3109 1031; Birmingham, Barber 50099 Divine Harmon-v. 
Croft: The Lord hath appeared was written won the News" of 
the battle (BL RM. 27e ae 9) and was probably not performed 
at the Thanksgiving; similarly Blow: Blessed 11 : Lhe man 
attributed to 27 July in Tenbury KS. 1031 
14- Oce ids 48; Cfm US 152; BL RM*27*a*9; Divine H&=On-T 
15. Boyer: A=e (A=als)# v P-398; Boyer: Anne, p-274 
47 
16. Smith: Walsh 1, p. 77, iýo. 248- Since the second canticle 
specified in the order of service was the Cantate Domino, 
Purcell's Jubilate was presirnably not performed. 
17. Luttrellt vi p. 122-3 
18. Tenbury USS 797-ý803; Divine Harmony: "Sung at St. Paufs 
but misdated 31-12-1707. 
19. Luttrell, vi p-1559166; Boyer: Anne (Annals), vi. p*211; 
Boyer: Anne, p. 288. 
20. Boyer: Anne (Annals) vi po 223-4. 
Concerning the Jubilate, see note (16) supra. 
21. Divine, Harmony. Croft's part of the anthem is in BL Add. 
lis. 17847. Tudway's Behold how good and Joyful was composed 
for the Chapel Royal (13L Harl., -ds-. 73-472, but would not 
have been performed at the same service as the other setting 
of the same text., 
22. Luttrell# vi P-3269 341; 20-8-1708; 
Boyer: Anne (Annals) 1, vii p. 231,243; Boyer: Anne, P-357. 
23. Smith: Walsh 1, p. 86, No. 2769 "to be performed by the 
Gentlemen of her Majesty: ls Chappel Royals as also the private 
Musick". See also preface to Purcell Society Vol. xxiii, 
P-13, Jubilate presumably included in service. 
24. BL. Add. Ms. 17847; Divine Ha=on-v; Collections 1724; 
ibid, 1736,1749. Tudway (BL. Harl. MS. 7342) claimed 
that his anthem 0 Praise the Lord, jor It is A good thing 
was "sung to ye ýiCe-en on ý-he Thanksgiving for ye victory 
at Audenard", but this is doubtful. 
25. PB 17-19 Feb.; Boyer: Anne (Annals), vii p. 274,297 "The 
Queen wentv with the usual solemnityl (sic) to Ste James's 
Chappel". 
26. Ob IiSo Mus-d-30- Croft added the following annotation to 
the end of both the Te Deum and the Jubilate in the copy 
BL. Add. Me. 17845: 
"Performtd twice before her most Gracious Majesty Queen 
Ann att ye Chappell Royall at Ste James's on Thanksgiving 
Days": 
on the Jubilate Croft also added: 
"and Thrice att Ste Paulls". 
This was written before Tudway copied it (EL, Harl-MS. 7342) 
in 17209 and the totals can be accounted for as follows; 
St. James'sp Thanksgivings 1708/9 and one of the two 
following; 
Ste Paultsq Thanksgiving January 1715 (See chapter 6), 
Sons of the Clergy 1717 and 1718. 
27. Divine harmony; Collection, 1724; ibid, IDb 
13L Ass. Ms 418479 probably as a pair with 0 sing unto 
the Lord (dated 9-1-1708, i. e. 1708/9). 
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28. Divine Harm and Collection* 17249 1736 "Composed for 
the Thanksgiving" - possibly not performed?. The Supple- 
ment, 16-18 Feb.: 
"There was an Anthem sungg and the Musick, which was 
very fineg was compoold by Mr. W. Crofts". 
"Musick" here may refer to the cubtioles. Compare, however, 
Boyer: A=e (Annals), vii, p*297, 
"an Anthem being sungo to Musick composed by Mr. Crofts". 
29. jBt 17-19 Nov.; EP, 22-24 Novo Oseveral Anthems were ming 
to excellent music"); Boyer: Anne (Annals)q viii p. 200- 
30- Divine Hamozy 
31. Lcm MS 839; Divine Hamorm Collection, 1724; ibidp 1736. 
32. Luttrell, vi. p-634; Boyer: Anne, p-480; The Supplement 
6.8 Nov.; Boyer: Ann Ann s, ix p-2459 253; 
Boyer: Political State# i ps25 
33. Boyer: A=s (Annalm)v ix p*253- See also note (26) supra. 
34. Divine Harmon-v 
35- Ob ms mus-c-2 and-Lichfield Cathedral MS (see RUMC III, p-56): 
"sung at the Chapel Royal at St. James's, on a 
Thanksgiving Day". 
36. The Queen went to St. James's at the last minute: 
see infra, Chapter 4. 
37. Dated 16-6-17139 the original intended date for the 
Thanksgiving. 
38. Lem MS 839; Divine Harmon-vt appendix. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
rlOFdjlATI'TE Li 'FLUEI,, -, CES ON HANIDELIS CHURCH I. IUSIC; 
JJýUT ýT 
, DEL AITD THE E GLISII VERSE Al'T-El; 
paZe 
G 'ermany and Italy 1698-1710 50 
Hanover and London 1710-1712 57 
The English Verse Anthem: Croft's music 62 
Handel's return to London, 1712 69 
Anthem 6C: Background 71 
The Anthem 77 
Autograph 93 
M1 anuscript Copies 95 
1 See 'lliclcs: RLIA, -p. 85 
--, airwariw-: 1, lemoirs, p. 
14 
Schoelcher: Handel, p. 6-9; 
Coxe: Anecdotes: p. 56 
See Gffnter Thomasp lZachowl in Grove 6th. ed. 
(The L; ew Grov ). 
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FORMATIVE INFLUENCES ON HANDEL'S CHURCH MUSIC; 
HANDEL AND THE ENGLISH VERSE ANTHEM 
Germany and Italy 1698-1710 
Some account must be taken of Handel's experience of church 
music in Germany and Italy before he came to England. Tantalisingly 
little music can be identified with certainty as the product of his 
early years in Germany. 
1 The 'Mainwaring' biography tells us of his 
early training under Friedrich Wilhelm Zachowl, the Halle organist: 
He (Zachow) had a large collection of Italian as well as 
German music: he shewed him the different styles of different 
nations; the excellencies and defects of each particular 
author; andq that he might equally advance in the practical 
part, he frequently gave him subjects to work, and made him 
2 
copy, and play, and compose in his steade, 
A musical commonplace bookq reputed to have been Handel's in 1698, 
survived until the end of the eighteenth century. 
3 
Whether this 
was genuine or not, the composers included - Zachow, (? Pietro) 
Albertiq Froberger, (J. Pe) Kriegerq (J*C. von) Kerlq Ebner and 
0D. or N. A. ) Strunch - probably reflect accurately enough. the 
repertoire on which Handel was brought up. With regard to German 
r. huj? ch musiep Zachow's own cantatas fortunately provide evidence of 
Handel's models* 
In Zachow's cantatas Italian-derived operatic forms (aria, 
acoompanied recitative) are mixed with indigenous German forms 
based,. on the chorale. His attraction to the current Italian style 
marks Zachow out as one of the more progressive organist-composers 
of his period ands to judge from later events) this, attraction 
found a ready response in his pupil. The instrumental ritornellos 
to some cantata arias show that Zachow had grasped the principle 
5 See, for example, the opening of 'Mein Jesu, habe Dank', Z 
Zachow: Worksq p. 189 
6 'Ach und wehl, ibid, p-56 
See the ýnstrumental preludeto Lobe den Herrn, 
ib-icl, P. 145 
8 See, 'Der Herr hat Grosses an uns getan', e 
ýibid, 
p. 175 Z 
t 
Ibid, P, -50 t 
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of melodic extension on which the Italian style was based: 
5 the 
harmonic drive of the. Italian style which supports this is also 
there, and Zachow also displays a firm directional control over 
passages of chromatic harmony. 
6 
His handling of larger instru- 
mental forces is based on the tconcertatol principle, employing 
contrasted blocks of sound from groups of voices and instruments. 
7 
Although Zachow's cantatas are related more closely to J. S. Bach's 
cantatas than to Handel's English church musieg some techniques 
which we normally associate with Handel's music can be found in 
them. There are, for example, broad affirmative strokes of the 
type employed by Handel in the Coronation Anthems. 
8 
The arioso- 
type texture of Ex. 1 was employed by Handel in No. 5 of the Utrecht 
Te Deum. and several solo movements in the Chapel Royal music. 
Viol;,, 1.2 
vi'ola 
Voice 
Bassi 
Some features of Zachow's cantatas show parallels with contemporary 
developments in English music. His use of trumpets and strings is 
reminiscent of Purcell's odes99 and some of his ostinato bass fig- 
F"'A 
.IA 
&asia, sfatecato 
I zackew W-ktýF F. 1443 
.fr77 4F 
10 IZu Bethlehem, in David's stadt', ibid, p*90 
c 
11 Keiserls setting of Der blutige und sterbende 
Je-sus was performed in Hamburg in 1704 (Smallmant 
Passion Music, P-32) and it is possible that the 
St. John Passion, formerly attributed to Handel but 
probably by Georg B8hm, was also performed there 
during Handel's period of residence. 
c 
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ures are remarkably similar to Purcell's favourite ground-bass 
types. 
10 
Many an English verse anthem, furthermore, moves with 
the short phrases and close imitations of Ex. 2. 
El-l% 
PTIN 
-r4w 
-- 
r 
dd II 
Vt-6 
i OR z5 F F2 = 
F%P, , t*- --- Uo6 
- - 0 --- G. *%uA- C", V%; * tA vat-. -- ticl 
S (. q. S3 
One surviving copy of a Zachow cantata is believed to be in 
Handel's hand: ýeven without this evidence, the direct influence of 
these works on Handel's early development can be assumed. We may 
guess, the nature of the musical subjects which Zachow gave his pupil 
to "work" from the cantatas and also from Zachow's surviving key- 
board music, reference to which will. be made later in this chapter. 
When Handel left Halle for Hamburg his centre of activity moved 
away from church music but it seems likely that, if Zachow's influ- 
ence had made its markl Handel took some interestlin the musical 
life of-the Hamburg churches. It is difficult. to, believe that 
Handel left the magnificent organs in Hamburg unplayed, or that he 
ignored the important performances of Passion Music. 
11 
- 
Although the German background supplied some materials towards 
the formation of Handol's style, it is to the Italian visit that 
we zustýýlook for the ripening of this style. His church music from 
the Italian period was all composed in a vigorous spate of activity 
in 1707, largely between April and July. The works involved fall 
into two categories: the cantata-type motets mainly for soprano 
with string accompaniment, and larger concerted pieces. The com- 
12 See Kirkendale: Ruspoli 
13 They were not necessarily composed under Ruspoli 
patronage: Handel may have been working for Pamphili 
in April 1707. Similarities of scoring suggest 
that the large Latin works were all written for 
the same group of performers. See also: iHall 
- Latin Church Music. 
14 The use of a largerorchestra does not, in itself, 
exclude the possibility of performances under 
Ruspoli patronage. Ruspoli did engage larger forces 
for special performances, such as La Resurrezione. 
15 HG Vol-38, p-85-7, and. see also INisi Dominus', 
ibia, p. 128 
16 
'Ibid', 
p-104. From the autograph (B. L. RM. 20. f. 1) it 
-appears that Handel wrote "Capella" first and added 
"tutti" as an afterthought. 
17 In, for example, the opening soprano solo of the 
D major Laudate pueri (HG Vol-38, p. 21)o According 
to Mainwaring (Memoirs, P-56-7) Handel's work in Rome 
brought him into contact with Corelli, the model 
violinist-composer of the Italian style. 
18 He had previously worked with Italian singers in Hamburgs 
where operas were often performed with a mixed German/ 
Italian cast, but probably not of the same calibre as 
those he found in Italy. 
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positions of the first group are closely related to the secular 
cantatas composed at the same period and their origins are well. 
documented becausep like the secular cantatas, they were produced 
under the patronpge of the Marquis Francesco Maria Ruspoli. 
12 
The 
Ruspoli household documents show that they were intended for per- 
formance by DuraBtanti and a chamber group of household musicians 
which did not normally exceed a string trio and keyboard continuo. 
Unfortunately the Ruspoýi sources contain no references to the 
larger pieces of Latin church music which constitute the second 
group* 
13 
The absence of. documentary background material to these 
larger works is rather tantalisinge Dixit Dominuel Nisi Dominus 
and the D major setting of Laudate Pueri. were certainly composed 
for larger instrumental forces than the Ruspoli chamber ensemble*14 
and the five-part string texture suggests the use of a substantial 
orchestral force. Dixit Dominus includes ! solot indications against 
the voice parts which suggest the use of mor, e than, one singer to a 
15 16 
part elsewhere,. one chorus entry is marked ITutti Capella', 
but we do not know the'size of the choral florcej3 employed. 
Nevertheless, in Handel's Latin psalm settings we are faced 
with the sudden appearance of a fully-forme. d concerted style, com- 
bined with a complementary skill in achieving an appropriate balance 
between solo and ensemble materials Each of the psalm settings 
contains some material for solo voices, either as separate move- 
ments or in passages where one voice is alý. errtated with the full 
ensemble of four or five voices. Some of the more florid solo 
passages seem to owe something to contemporary violin writing, 
17 
but even so the writing for 8010 voices is more rewarding than that 
found in Handel's previous music, as represented by the Hamburg 
Opera Almira. This is partly the result of his direct practical 
experience of working with Italian singerss 
18 
but it is also - 
19 Caldara held office at the Mantuan rourt until 1707, 
and became Ruspoli's Maestro di Capella in March 1709, 
at the end of Handel's period of association with 
Ruspoli. Handel almost certainly met both the man 
and his music at some stage. Although Caldara rgay 
have been influenced by Handel, his own style was 
formed (Largely under th- influence of Legrenzi) 
before he met the Saxon visitcir. see Kirkendale: 
Caldara and, for the music, Caldara: Works 
20 HG Vol* 38, p. 28-9 
21 Ibid, p. 114 et seq. 
22 The 'Gloria Patril to this work is not in-HG. Pirst 
published, c, 1897, in Novello's Octa-vo Choruses 
(No. 765), and then included in T. W. Bourne's edition 
of the complete work (Novello & Co., n.. d. ) 
23 HG Vol- 38, P-58,93 
24 Ibid', p. 79, to take one example. 
25 Ibid, p*29,55 
26 Ibid, P-77 
27 A plainsong theme usually associated with the 
Magnificat. 
ri. 
. wIr 
a sympton of the subtle changes in Handel's style which seem to 
have taken place almost immediately on his arrival in Italy. His 
contact at first hand with contenrorary Italian music, of which the 
music of Caldara with its smooth, purposeful, harmony may be taken 
as representative, 
19 
moulded his own musical techniques towards 
providing a stronger harmonic thrust and large .r phrase-spans. 
The 
extent of the revolution may be seen in a movement such as 'Sit 
nomen Dominil from Laudate Pueri Dominum, 
20 
where Handel uses 
chains of sevenths, a directional bass line and overlapping betwven 
the voice and oboe phrases to impel the music forward. The result 
is thoroughly "modern", closer to the style of later works such as 
Vivaldi's famous D major Gloria than to the German works which Han- 
del had left behind. 
The chorus writing in Handel's Latin psalms includes only a 
limited amount of conventional extended imitative music: the final 
sections of the doxologies in Dixit Dominus 
21 
and Nisi. Dominus 
22 
could be described as Ifugall, and apart from these there are few 
short exposition-like passages elsewhere in Dixit Dominusý3 More 
characteristic of Handel's technique is the contrapuntal working 
of two or more themes presented simultaneously. 
24 Sometimes this 
is effectively combined with the contrast between a single part 
and the full chorus, the solo part introducing one of the themes 
so that it can be taken in by the ear before it becomes part of 
the larger texture. 25 Once the music is under way, the contrast 
between a single part and the full ensemble remains an important 
resource. It is used with striking effect in Dixit Dominus both 
as a way of extending the musical interest 
26 
and as a means of 
introducing new material within a movement. A remarkable example 
of the latter use occurs in the first movementq where a cantus 
firmus theme 27 introduced in the treble part is answered and com- 
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plemerted by shorter phrases, themselves in blocks of alternating 
rhythmic imitation, from the rest of the chorus and orchestra 
(Ex-3) - The techniques used here may be related to those prac- 
tised in Germany in the treatment of chorale melodies, but the 
forceful simplicity of Handel's presentation, is far from the rumin- 
ative world of most chorale preludes. One choral texture which 
became a favourite of Handel's is based on similar principles, but 
gives the solo line division-type passage work against staccato 
choral chords: (EX-4) 
ot., e .. I". 
Cijex. Val A p. ýqj 
6. 
Vo,. 
VdL.! 
S. 
sole 
S. 
A. 
In, structural terms, the most remarkable sign of Handel's 
technical assurance in the choral writing of the Latin Psalms is 
the effective balance between homophonic and contrapuntal elements. 
The polyphonic density is sbilfully varied ands above all# Handel 
knows exactly when to slip from a chordal beginning into imitative 
phrase-extension, or when to pull the threads together again into 
a concerted homophonic passage to jýound off a section- This sense 
28 See, for example, the outburdt on 'Quis sicut 
Dominus? ', HG Vol-38, P-37 
29 See Dean: Oratoriost p. 642,646 
30 See Appendix 109 also, for Latin church music 
'borrowings' in Handel's Chapel Royal music. 
t 
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of timing is, no doubt, the product of the same qualities which 
made him an effective theatrical composer. The theatrical element 
itself is not missing from the church music, especially when strong 
rhetorical declamation is demanded by the text. 
28 
The Latin psalms show that Handel was a master of the tech- 
niques required for church music as early as 1707. Most of the 
musical ideas which are popularly associated with Handel's English 
choral music are present in these works: it only needs a change of 
words, for example, to turn Ex-3 into a traditipnal,,, though minor- 
keyp 'Hallelujah' chorus. The Latin works provided Handel with ex- 
perience in dealing with psalm texts and a mine of thematic material 
on which he drew for his later English works. Handel does not cul- 
tivate a separate style for his church music at any period: his 
later transference of material from anthems to oratorios is suffici- 
ent reminder of that. Neverthelesso it is remarkable that Handel 
drew on his Latin psalms so much for the English church music and 
so little for the oratorios. Two ideas from, Dixit Dominus were 
used in Deborah, and three from Laudate Pueri in Joshua and Solomon: 
29 
any other material from the Latin church music in the oratorios 
only arrived there through previous use in Chandos Anthems or Chapel 
Royal works. By, contrast, Handel turneA particularly to the Latin 
works for inspiration when composing, the Chandos Anthems. 
30 
Hanover, and London., 1710-12 
Handel's Latin church musics like his later Chandos musics 
was probably composed under noble patronage for performances that 
were only semi-public. His first English church music was produced 
under very different circumetancefs, against a background of public 
life at the English court and the musical traditions of the London 
choirs. The political background to Handel's relationship with the 
f 
31 The reasons for this are explained in Hatton: George I, 
P., 364, note 53. t 
32 J. B. Farinelli held this post. from 1660 to 1713 
33 Schnath:, Briefwechsel, p. 187-9, Letters of June 4 and 
June 14, . 1710 
34 More precisely, Handel probably based his duets on what 
he believed to be the Steffani pattern, but his own 
models lacked Steffani's solo movements. See Timms: 
Handel and, Steffani. The evidence for Princess 
Caroline's enjoyment of the Italian duet form is rather 
thin, and many of the statements in general biographies 
of Handel about her support of the composer seem to be 
based on restrospective deductions from the 1737 
Funeral Anthem. Another, unpublished, letter of the 
Blectress Sophia's dated 15 June 1710 does, however, 
report that the Princess was 'Carried away' by Handel's 
keyboard playing. (See Schna-th: Hannover M, P-509, 
note 47) 
35 Mainwaring: Memoir. 5, P-71-2 
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English court is of great consequence in describing the origins of 
his first English church music. Unfortunately there is much about 
Handel's political position in his first years in London which 
remains obscure: there are anomalies in his relationship with the 
court which can be described but not explained. His protracted 
residence in London whilst still in the employ of the Hanoverian 
court is one of the least difficult parts of the problem. The 
Kapellmeistership at Hanover which Handel accepted in June1710 must 
have beenj from the first, something of an honorary appointment* 
The Hanover opera was in abeyance 
31 
and the routine music of the 
Hanover court was in the hands of a Konzertmeister, 
32 
who was in 
charge of the court musicians. The Kapellmeister was presumably 
only expected to provide occasional court entertainments. Handel's 
predecessor, Steffani, was involved in political and ecclesiastical 
affairs so extensively as to suggest that his musical duties at 
Hanover were in no way restricting. As far as we, know, church music 
was no part of the Kapellmeister's duties: Steffanit in any case, 
was a Roman Catholic at a Protes: tant court. Handel's musical 
activities during his short periods of residence at Hanover remain 
obscure. The two surviving letters written by the Blectress Sophia 
which refer to Handel speak mainly of his keyboard playing. 
33 
In addition to performing and composing keyboard music he may have 
provided some chamber music, perhaps a concerto or two and some of 
the Italian duets after Steffani's model which were evidently pop- 
ular-with the young Princess Caroline. 
34 One. of the Blectress' 
letters shows. that she recognised Handel's ambitions as an opera 
composerg sopresumably it was not difficult for him to obtain 
leave of absence when suitable opportunities arose* 'Whether or not 
Handel was committed to the London visit before he accepted the 
Hanover appointment, 
35 this visit suited the foreign policy of the 
36 The suggestion that George August (the future King 
George II) should come to England to take the seat 
in the House of Lords to which he was entitled as 
Duke of Cambridge met with a stern answer from Queen 
ýAnne. Boyer, pro-Hanoverian, took delight in pub- 
lishing the rather acrimonious correspondence 
(Political State, vii, p. 599). But there was more 
to this incident than appears on the surface: the 
Hanoverian request forced Queen Anne to declarz 
against the Pretender (see Hatton: George I, p-107-8) 
37 This is not to say that she discouraged Jacobites who 
were loyal to herself from hoping for her supports when 
she felt such encouragement to be politically advan- 
tageous* Her own title to the throne was nevertheless 
based on the exclusion of the Pretender, and her 
support for the Hanoverian line was firms when she 
was eventually forced to declare on the matter of the 
succession. See Gregg: Anne 
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Hanoverian court. The Elector and his Court were looking towards 
the forthcoming British inheritance throughout the last years of 
Wueen Anne's reign. A Hanoverian Resident, Kreienburg, was station- 
ed in London from Septembei 1710 and a succession of inportant 
Hanoverian diplomats -- Grote, SchItz and Bothmer - served as envoys 
extraordinary. A German advance party in London, political or cul- 
turalp was obviously desirable to prepare the way at the English 
court, and to act as a damper on potential Jacobite influence. 
The Queen's attitude to the Hanoverian court was a dual one. She 
strongly-resisted any visitq let alone any advance settlement, from 
members of the Electoral family: 
36 
on the other hand# she seems to 
have made up her mind that the Hanoverian succession was the only 
possible one and her refusal to, countenance Jacobite activity during 
the last years of her reign was one of the factors which put George 
37 
. Lewis safely on the throne at her death. Vlbitfts ff-6m the Han- 
overian court were made weldome at the court in London% Hanoverian 
interests encouraged these visitors to make the most of their 
welcome. 
There is no doubt that Handel himself found favour at Queen 
Anne's court during his first visit, even before the successftkl 
production of Rinaldo # his first London opera: 
Tuesday, the 6th. of February, (1710/1) being the Queen's 
Birth-days the same was observed with great Solemnity: 
the Court was extream, 'numerous and magnificent; the Officers 
of States Foreign Ministerog Nobility, and Gentry, and 
particularly the Ladiest vying with each others who should 
most grace the Festival* Between One and Two in the After- 
noong was perform'd a fine Consort, being a Dialogue in 
Italians in Her Majesty's Praises set to excellent Musick 
by the famous Mr. Hendel, a Retainer to the Court of Hanover, 
36 Boyer: Anne (Annals)$ ixs P-315; 
also_Boyer: Political State, i, P-156 
39 The evidence for this is given in Chapter 49 
where Handel's Birthday Ode for Queen Anne, 
Eternal Source of Light Divine, is dealt with. 
40 Boyer: Anne (Aimals)s x, P-344; 
Boyer: Political State, iii. p. 67 
c 
41 Nalbach:: The Li_nL&! s Theatres 
Chapter 
42 Rinaldo (1711) p. ii 
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in the Quality of Director of his Electoral Highness's 
Chapple, and sung by Cavaliero Nicolini Grimaldi, and the 
other Celebrated Voices of the. Italian, Opera: with which 
Her Majesty was extramly well pleasId. 
38 
This performance appears to have replaced the court Ode for 
the Birthday which was the traditional task of native English 
forces. The English composers were ousted from the royal birthday 
ode for the rest of the reign . 
39 In 1712, when Handel was not in 
Englandf the music performed at the Queen's Birthday was 
an excellent Consort collected out of several Italian Operas, 
by Signior Cavaliero Nicolini Grimaldi and perform'd by him, 
and the other best voices. 
40 
For one of the following years Handel composed the Birthday Ode 
Eternal Source of Light Divines a work along the lines of the 
previous English odes and intended for English performers. 
From what has been seen in Chapter 2 of Anne's patronage of 
music during previous reigns we may suspect that the Queen, like 
Charles II before hero had a genuine interest in music. In the 
third year of her reign Vanburgh's theatre in the Haymarket was 
opened with the performance of an Italian opera, and from 1708 the 
progrannes of this theatre were devoted solely to, opera. 
41 It was 
the opportunities at the Queen's Theatre that brought Handel to 
London. There is no evidence that the Queen herself-ever attended 
performances there; by 17109 in any case, -ill health and her in- 
creasing personal isolation were limiting Anne's social activitiese 
She may nevertheless have taken some pleasure in reading the dedi- 
cation to the libretto of Rinaldo, where Aaron Hill asserted that: 
the Universal Glory of your Majesty's illustrious Name drew 
hither the most celebrated Masters from every Part of Europe. 
42 
Both Hill and Rossi drew particular attention to Handel in their 
43 Mainwaring: Memoirs, p. 74 
44 My interpretfttion of Handel's itinerary, based 
on Ilan over Court documents, is that he left 
Hanover in mid-October, when the Electoral court 
set out for the annual hunting party at Gghrde. 
If, as Mainwaring says, he called at Halle and 
Ddsseldorf before coming to England, he is un- 
likely týo have arrived, in London before mid- 
14ovember at the earliest. On the other hand, a 
letter from J. D. Brandqjihagen to Leibniz, dated 
October 21 1712, says that Handel was active in 
. the 
London opera company. (Hanno. ver, Landes- 
bibliothek, L-Br. 97) 
45 One oflHandells songs was introduced, with an English 
text, into a performance of Pirro e Demetrio at the 
Haymarket Theatre on December 6. (Deutsch: Handel, 
P-30) This may suggest that Handel was in London 
at the time. C 
46 See Appendix 49 and Chapter 2. 
47 Smith: Walsh 1, Yoso 108,2489 276 and 595 
k 
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prefaces to the libretto, Hill calling him "Mr. Hendel, whom the 
World so justly celebrates" and Rossi "Signor Hendel, Orfeo del 
nostro Secolo". If the Queen could not attend the opera, she had 
at least the satisfaction of having heard the musicians at her own 
private court performance. 
Handel first arrived in London "in the winter of the year 
171 0"43. It is unlikely that he was in London in time for the 
Thanksgiving Service on November 11.44 If he heard any orchestral- 
ly-accompanied church music at all on his first visit, this might 
have been at the Sons of the Clergy service at St. Paul's on 
December 5- 45 This possibility is hedged with uncertainties. If 
Handel was in London in timet he may not have realised the signi- 
ficance of the Sons of the Clergy service, even-though by then it 
was an important musical and social event; if he did attend, we can 
not even be certain that any music with orchestral. accompaniment was 
performed. Documentary reports of music for the occasion are lack- 
ing,, though the texts of Croft's anthems were printed, and these do 
not have orchestral accompaniment. Neverthelesst it is probable 
that an orchestrally-accompanied setting of the canticles was per- 
formed if such a tradition had been started in the previous year. 
46 
The most likely music would, of course, have been Purcell's. Even 
if Handel did not hear Purcell's Te Deum, and Jubilate performed, he 
had ready access to the music through Walsh's printed edition which, 
to judge from the regularity of his advertisements, 
47 
remained suf- 
ficiently popular for the publisher to keep it in print* Some 
Englishman who had known Purcell would surely have enlightened the 
visiting Saxon composer as to the greatness of England's recent 
native genius at some time during his first visit. If Handel had 
any curiosity at all about Purcell's church music, the Te Deum and 
Jubilate was by far the most easily available work. 
48 See Appendix 3 
49 NCB, P-135 : 
50 WA2, P-30 
51 See Scax3drett: Croft, and worklist in Grove, 6th 
Edition (The New Grove), sub, 'William Croft'. 
52 Croft himself transferred material between the two 
types. His most faamous Fu 11 Anthem, ýLod is gone y. R 
(text included in Divine Harmonyt 1712) draws two 
of its three movements from his 1706 Verse Anthem 
0.2lan your hands. 
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The English Verse Anthem: Croft's music 
Whether or not Handel heard any orchestrally-accompanied 
church music during his first visit,, it seems almost certain that 
he would have heard Pull and Verse anthems performed by one or other 
of the major London choral establishments. Although their reper- 
toire as revealed in the anthem word-books was catholic in its 
selection from the composers of previous generations, there was in- 
evitably a bias towards the work of more ir'ecent composers. 
48 '2he 
music of Croft, the leading contemporary composer, must now be examined, 
As stated in Chapter Two, Croft's compositions consist primarily 
of Full and Verse Anthems. Full Anthems were performed at the 
Chapel Royal at weekday morning services#Verse Anthems at weekday 
afternoon services and at both Sunday services. 
49 
At Westminster 
Abbeyj where Croft was also organisto the proportion of Fall Anthems 
was somewhat higher. 
50 Full Anthems form only a small part of 
Croft's output: ten Full Anthems by him survivel against more than 
sixty Verse Anthems*51 Except in their avoidance of solo movements 
the Full Anthems are not different in style from the Verse Anthems, 
and the techniques of choral writing employed are common to both 
types. 52 The opening of Put me not to rebuke, (EX-5) provides a 
good example of Croft's procedure in building up the voice entries 
in choral movements. In general he is quite skillfull in maintaining 
the musical interest in this type of movement by well-timed entries 
and suitable modulations. Croft normally adopts the traditional 
motet technique by beginning each new verbal phrase with a new 
musical point of imitation. Most Fall Anthems include a central 
section for fewer voices or soloists. This often forms a complete 
movement in itself, ending with a full close and is followed by a 
final imitative choral movement on the same lines as the first. 
The opening of the central section of Put me not to rebuke is given 
53 One of Purcell's most striking uses of this 
device occurs in the 1692 St. Cecilia Ode 
Lail, bright Cecilia, during a passage in 
the first chorus. to the text I may make the 
British forest prove as famous as Dodonals 
vocal grovel. 
t 
c 
54 
-When 
the antriem was printed in the second volume 
of Musics, Sacra. Croft preserkted the orening 
verse as if for ATBB. It is clear from the 
clefs used in RC', 1 I MS 839 arkd from the soNists' 
names added by Ciýoft to this MS that it was 
nevertheless intended for AABB. Scandrett: Croft 
reproduces the Musica, Sacra version as his Anthem 70. 
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in Ex. 6. The technique of setting one voice off against the rest, 
noted in connection with Handel's Latin Psalm settings, is also 
present here: Croft's immediate model was probably Purcell '53 
though the technique itself has a long ancestry. The simultaneous 
working of two subjects which was also noted in Handel's early 
choral technique is also a feature of Croft's. This example is 
taken from the Pull Anthem Try me, g God. (Ex. 7) 
51 
For an example of Croft's verse anthems it is appropriate to 
take one of those which Handel might have heard if he had attended 
the Sons of the Clergy service in December 1710.0 praise the Lord, 
all ye that fear Him was composed for the Thanksgiving Service in 
November 1709 and repeated at the Sons of the Clergy service the 
following year. For the solo work it uses the voices in which the 
Chapel Royal was strongest, altos and basses. 
54 
The. scheme of the 
anthem is given in Table 1. The selection of the text from four 
different psalms is noteworthy, and two other facts are immediately 
apparent: the planned variety of key and metres, and the rather 
top-heavy design with no subsequent movement rivalling the first one 
E),. 7 
V-6. k 04t. 1-, ý 'e, a CVQj 
55 RCT. T- TIS 11019 a volume of music bearing Croft's 
signature and the date 1697, includes music by 
Bassani, Carissimi, A. Scarlatti and Stradellas 
among others. 
56 This fluency is not accompanied by technical 
perfection: consecutives are by no means absent 
from Croft's compositions. 
57 In key, metre and layout, No. 7 seems indebted to 
10 Lord, save thy people' from Purcellts D major 
Ta Deilm. Croft was not above direct 'cribbing' 
from Purcell's works: the alto solo 'The Lord from 
out of Sion' from Croft's Blessed are all they that 
fear the Lord is based on Purcell, "s famous duet 
'Sound the Trumpet' from the Ode Come ye sons of art. 
65 
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in length* The symmetry of the key-scheme may have been deliberate: 
in this respect the anthem is more carefully organised than most of 
Croft's. The opening verse section for the soloists (Ex. 8) leads 
into a chorus based on the same material. The following alto solo 
movement$ quoted in full, is typical of the movements which Croft 
wrote for the Chapel Royal's leading alto soloist, Richard Elford. 
(Ex. 9) The vocal line is generated over a directional but rather 
stiff bass part which harks back to Purcell's ground basses. 
Croft makes attempts at phrase-extension but relies too much on 
simple repttition. His harmony is smoother than Purcell's and his 
declamation less angular: these features suggest the influence of 
the Italian style, 
55 but the breadth associated with this style is 
missing. If Croft's music sounds a little more 'modern' than Pur- 
cell's$ his very fluency of harmony 
56 
and word-setting can be a 
drawback as well: the greatest weakness of Croft's music is a 
certain statiog over-sweet quality which is magnified in large- 
scale movements by the conservatism of his tonal designs. 
The chorus which follows the alto solo movement is of the 
same type as that illustrated in Ex-5. The subsequent Bass solo 
(Ex. 10, overleaf) again demands complete quotation for its use 
of the slow/fast contrast (which reveals that Croft was capable of 
at least a limited dramatic response to the text)9 some word- 
painting in the Purcellian tradition and some faulty word-setting 
at the end whichs if it had come from Handelq would have been at- 
tributed to his imperfect command of English. The final verse and 
chorus sections really form one unit, the end of No- 7 cadencing 
into No* 8 with an effective contrast of keyp metre and speed. 
The homophony of No* 7 
57 
gives'place in No. 8 to short imitative 
phrases with semiquaver figuration. A promising theme-combination 
68 
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58 See, for exaý7iple, 'My soul fleeth unto the Lord' 
frorn Out of the deep, for a particularly florid 
example of recitative writing. On the otlier hard., 
a simpler movement such as 'Thou hast laid. me in 
the To, ýrest pit' from 0 Lord God of E! y salvation 
is closer to contemporary theatrical recitative. 
59 This may indicate a deliberate demarcation between 
a 'theatre' style and a 'church' style, but it seems 
more probable to me to have been affected by con- 
ditions of performarce: organ accompaniment, with 
the organist at some distance from the singer, 
limits rhythmic flexibility. Handel's English 
church music is also lacking in secco recitative, 
the only real example being 'Now when I think 
thereupon' in Anthems 6C and 6D. The church music 
from Handel's Italian period divides as we might 
expect: there is no operatic-type recitative in 
the larger choral works but it may be found in the 
cantata-type music. A good example from the latter is 
'Vestro religiosi princirest from Coelestis dum spirat 
aura. 
60 Scandrett counts 21 examples. 
61 1 have counted 11 examples. Many of them, of which 
Behold Qad is qy salvation, I will lift U mine eyes 
and The Lord is my 
-strength may serve as 
instances, 
begin with a movement in the major but end with a 
minor key movement. 
62 See the letter to Andreas Romer, quoted in Deutsch: 
Handel P-44 
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its possibilities. Croft's anthems are at their best when questions 
of development do not arise. His best movements are those on a 
small scale where the brevity of the half-verses of the psalm is 
matched by the telling, pithy musical phrase. 
This anthem is longer than most of Croft's, no doubt because 
of the special occasion for which it was composed, but in style it 
is typical of the anthems being written for the Chapel Royal at the 
time of Handel's first London visit. Some of Croft's solo move- 
ments tend more towards a recitative style than anything found in 
this anthems 
58 
though they rely on a background of regular harmonic 
rhythms which suggest affinities with orchestrally"accompanied 
recitative rather than operatic continuo, recitative. 
59 
One other 
feature of Croft's anthems which does not happen to be illustrated 
by 0 praise the Lord is that Croft continued a common feature of 
Purcell's anthems by concluding many of his own with an 'Allelujal 
chorus. 
60 
A surprisingly large number of these are in minor keys 
and$ indeed, it is not at all uncommon to find anthems by Croft 
'with jubilant texts which end with minor key movements. 
61 
Handel's return to London, 1712 
It is very unlikely that Handel composed any English church 
music during his first visit$ or set any English word-a to music at 
all. Having been received at court and by the wider London public 
on the strength of his achievements in Italian operas he may not 
have felt anything more than a tourist's curiosity about English 
music* However, he devoted his energies to the study of the English 
language on his return to Hanoverl 
62 
which suggests that he had 
definite plans for an early return and that, furthermore, he desired 
a closer contact with English cultural and political institutions 
on his return. It was perfectly possible for a successful pro- 
fessional musician working in the London opera house to remain 
part of the Italian/German sub-culture if he go wished: many 
70 
composers and solo singers did not seek any further integration 
into Londonis musical life. Handel, on the other hand, seems to 
have decided that his next visit to London would be on different 
terms. It-is likely that from the start he planned this visit to 
be one of years rather than months. For the moment London offered 
prospects that were as attractive as the operatic centres in Italy 
and Germany. Once established in London, it would only be a matter 
of time before the Hanoverian Succession consolidated his position 
and secured his future. Perhaps he was even confident of the 
support which the opera house could expect from the future King. 
There was therefore every motive for Handel to improve his English 
in Hanover and to prepare to come to terms with the tastes and 
culture of the English on his return. 
. Assuming this attitude on Handelts part, we can now see the 
significance of English church music to him in 1712* Instrumental 
musics with its internationally-recognised styles, posed no cultural 
-problem. Ner did theatre music, since the English were currently 
enthusiastic about Italian opera. It was in the field of church 
music that the English recognised their, own indigenous tradition, 
and the Chapel Royal was the centre of the resources for this 
tradition. If he wanted to make his mark as something more than 
a foreigner on a flying visit, the Chapel Royal wasýthe place to 
do it. The music which Handel composed during the period 1712-4 
suggests that artistic interest and curiosity, as well as self- 
interest and the desire for advancement at courts played its part 
in his practical investigation of the opportunities which the 
Chapel Royal provided* 
The music which Handel composed for the Chapel duringthis 
first period can be identified by the appearance of the name of 
the alto soloist Richard Elford (d*1714) on the autographs. Of 
63 On the evidence of known dates it is Handel's first 
identifiable compopition to an Englishtext. As will 
be apparent from what follows, I believe it likely 
that Anthem 6C preceded the Utrecht Te Deum. 
64 Advertised in PB July 15-17 and 19-22, DC 16 July 
65 The contents of Clifford's collections are described 
in le Huray: Reformation, P. 367-8 
66 Ob US blus. e. 17, P. 10, sub 'Church': "Collected the words 
of the anthems sung in the Chapel Royal &c 8 Lon. 17-11. 
Ford's notebook was probably first compiled about 1710, 
but he made sporadic additions to it up to co 1720. 
"Hendel" is among the composers he listsq but without 
any further amplification. Ford was a Chaplain pf Christ 
Church, Oxford, under Peari Aldrich from 1706 tP 1712/3- 
At Christ Church he wpuld have known Thomas Baker and 
Samson Estwick, musicians with strong London connec- 
tions. John Church himself may have had relations in 
Oxford (he is said by Ford to have been a chprister at 
St. John's College, and. Christ Church musicians from 
the 1720s and 173PS included Henry and Richard Church) 
and the preface to Divine Harriony revejIs that Aldrich 
answered some biogra-rhical queries in connection with 
the publicatior of the word-book. Ford himself was 
someltlaing of a musiciar, and musical copies in his hand 
are still extant: see Burrows: Oxford 
67 B. L* MI-27-a-1-14. He was also the person to whom Thomas 
Tudway turned to negotiate arrangements for copying Croft's 
Te Deum (B. L. Harl. MS 3782, f-83) 
71 
the five works from this period, only the composition of the 
Utrecht Te Deum can be dated with certainty. "The Utrecht Te Deum, 
composed perhaps within only three months of his arrival in England$ 
demonstrates that Handel adapted to specifically 'Englishl needs 
with remarkable speed: 
63 
he had obviously made himself aware of 
the accepted principles of declamation and the conventional formal 
moulds of English church music$ and of the musical strengths of the 
Chapel Royal choir* Of the remaining Chapel Royal works of this 
period, there is only one which may have been composed before the 
Utrecht music. on circumstantial evidence it seems possible that 
As Pants the Hart (Anthem 6C) was Handel's first English anthem. 
Since this work fits within the genre of the English-verse anthem, 
and also contains musical references to Handel's German and Italian 
pasts it is a suitable work to bring together the strands described 
so far. 
ANTHEM 6C: As pants the Hart for cooling Streams 
Background 
In July 1712, not long before Handel's return to Londong a 
book of anthem texts based on. the Chapel, Royal repertoire and en- 
titled 'Divine, Harmony was offered on sale tD the public. 
64 
This 
was the first publication pf its kind to appear in London since 
Clifford's Divine Services and Anthems of. 1663/465 and, since the 
Chapel Royal repertoire had expanded enormously in half a century, 
it was long overdue. There are good reasons for accepting Thomas 
66 Ford's testimony that the anthem book was the work of John Church, 
one of the leading Gentlemen of the Chapel. The ascription fits 
in with the fact that Church was the leading copyist of the Chapel 
Royal part-books at this period; 
67 
furthermorej the general tone of 
the preface to Divine Harmorg is similar to that found in Church's 
68 For the contents see Appendix 
69 Copies at British Library and Royal College of Music. 
The royal insignia on the covers were apparently, 
scored through (though not heavily) when the Chapel 
renewed their stock. The provision of the anthem 
books for use in the Chapel is recorded in the P. R. O. 
LC5/156,, p, 106: John Bowack was paid for "272 Anthem 
Books bound in red and blew turkey leather for 
Windsor and St. Jamests, Provided by her late 
Majesty's command" (dated 28-2-1714/5). 
70 In July Tudway attempted to obtain "Dr- Arbutl'1330" 
Anthems whe he made for ye Queen's cliappell" 
(Harle MS-3782, f-76) but, to judge from his finished 
Collection (Hg-rl-MS 7337-7342) he did not saoceed. 
Hawkins's statement (History, ii, P, 859) that 
Arbuthnot's As pants the hart 'Is to be found in the 
books of the chapel royal 'must refer to the text in 
Divine Harmony, for the music is not in the Chapel 
Royal part-books of the period. t 
71 Arbuthnot's correspondence from 1712-13 shows that he 
was both an important figure at Court and a respected 
cultural- influence, as physicians man Of letters, 
philosopher and mathematician. 
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74 
Introduction to Psalmody, published a decade later. Divine Harmony 
includes some texts submitted by provincial organists 
68 
and was of- 
fered on general sale to the public, but it was clearly geared 
mainly to the Chapel Royal and the title page said thpt it was 
"PublishId with the Approbation of the Sub-Dean of Her Majesty's 
Chappels Royal". The Sub-Dean ofýthe time was Ralph Battell, the 
preacher of the 1693 St. Cecilia sermon in defence of church music. 
At least two of the surviving copies have Chapel Royal bindings and 
were obviously formerly in use in the Royal Chapels. 
69 
Divine Harmony would have given Handel an up-to-date picture 
of the current repertoire, and also a chance to relate his newly- 
improved command of the English language to the Chapel's musical- 
literary tastes. Most of the texts were chosen from the Prayer 
Book and the Authorised Version of the Bible, but, as it happens, 
the text which seems to have caught Handel's attention was a rather 
hybrid collection of verses from Psalm 42 attributed to Dr. Arbuth- 
not, "Physician in Ordinary to Her Majesty". The similarities 
between Arbuthnot's text and Handel's (see Table 2)9 particularly 
in the adaptation of Tate and Brady's metrical version of the first 
verse of the psalm, can not be accidental. Unfortunately, Arbuth- 
not's anthem does not seem to have survived: it may, in fact, have 
vanished or have been withdrawn from circulation by Arbuthnot by 
1717.70 It is possible that Arbuthnot did not actually compose 
any music for As pants the Hart but selected and paraphrased the 
text for someone else, though the variations in the text are too 
substantial to support the idea that the text as printed in Divine 
Harmony is one he selected for Handel in 1710-11. On the other 
hand, Arbuthnot was a man of wide interests and he may have made 
some attempt at musical composition to while away the time during 
slack periods while he was in waiting as the Queen's Physician. 
71 
72 11dainwaring: Memoirs, p-93 
73 See infra, Chapter 4, in connection with the Utrecht 
Te Deum. He may have been part of Handel's circle 
of personal friend. s, a side of the composer's life 
on which there is scant evidence. 
74 Usually attributed. to Add-ison 
c 
75 
Considering his status at court, it is not unlikely that the Chapel 
Royal would have agreed to perform his music. Arbuthnot's high 
opinion of Handel's music 
72 
might nave originated when the composer 
re-set and re-arranged the physician's text, doubtless to better 
effect. Some contact between the two men is extremely likely dur- 
ing Handel's first years in London. 
73 
Arbuthnot was not the only influential literary figure of the 
time to take an interest in the subject of the English Anthem. In 
June 1712 The Spectator published an essay 
74 
which, after some 
remarks on the impending departure of Nicolini (the leading soloist 
of the Haymarket opera company), turned to the subject of church 
music: 
I could heartily wish there was the same Applicatiorsand 
Endeavours to cultivate and improve our Church-Musick, as 
have been lately bestowed on that of the Stage. Our Composers 
have one very great Incitement to it: They are sure to meet 
with Excellent Words, and at the same time, a wonderful Variety 
of them. There is no Passion that is not finely expressed in 
those parts of the inspired Writings which are proper for 
Divine Songs and Anthems. 
There is a certaiii Coldness and Indifference in the Phrases 
of our European Languagest when they are compared with the 
Oriental Forms of Speech; and it happens very luckily, that 
the Hebrewýidioms run into the EnAlish tongue with a part- 
icular Grace and Beauty. Our Language has received innumer- 
able Elegancies and Improvements, from that Infusion of 
Hebraism, which are derived to it out of the Poetical Passages 
in Holy Writ. They give a Force and Energy to our Expressions# 
warm and animate our Language, and convey our Thoughts in more 
ardent and intense Phrases, than any that are to be met with 
75 The §j-tc_taLor, No-405, Saturday, June 14,1712. 
Reprinted ed. SritTT, iii, p. 260-1. 
76 Many of them have remained in circulation until 
the hymnals of our own day: 'The Lord my pasture 
shall prepare'. 'When all thy mercies, 0 my God', 
and. 'The spacious firmament on high', were all 
originally published in July-August 1712. 
76 
in our own Tongue. There is something so Pathetick in this 
kind of Diction, that it often sets the Mind in a Flame, and 
makes our Hearts burn within us. How cold and dead does a 
Prayer appearp that is composed in the most Elegant and Polite 
Forms of Speech, which are 'natural to our Tongue, when it is 
not heightened by that Solemnity of Phrase, which may be 
drawn from the Sacred Writings. It has been said by some of 
the Ancientsq that if the Gods were to talk with Men, they 
would certainly speak in Plato'B Stile; but I think we may say, 
with Justice, that when Mortals converse with their Creator, 
they cannot do it in so proper a Stile as in that of the Holy 
Scriptures. 
If any one would judge of the Beauties of Poetry that are 
to be met with in the. Divine Writings, and examine how kindly 
the Hebrew Manners of Speech mix and incorporate with the 
English language; after having perused the Book of Psalms, 
let him read a literal Translation of Horace or Pindar. He 
will find in these two last such an Absurdity and Confusion of 
Stile with such a Comparative Poverty of Imagination, as will 
make him very sensible of what I have been here advancing. 
Since we have therefore such a Treasury of Words, so 
beautiful in themselves, and so proper for the Airs of Musick, 
I cannot but worider that Persons of Distinction should give 
so little Attention and Encouragement 
ýo that kind of Musick 
which would have its Foundation in Reason, and which would 
improve our Virture in proportion as it raised our delight475 
Subsequent issues of the Spectator contained metrical psalm 
paraphrases, possibly intended to stimulate musical settings. 
76 
Arbuthnot's text$ which must be earlier than these, is neither 
metrical nor rhymed. 
77 Handel also made a second verse ant"lem setting of 
the sw-qe text (Anthem 6D). See Chapter 8 
7B See infra under 'Autograph'. 
- 79 The images used almost certainly refer to. the 
gatheringus of Jews at the Temple in , 
Jerusalem for the Passover. 
77 
Taking together the Spectator mý--terial, Arbuthnot's amthem 
and the publication of Divine Harmony, we car see that Handel's 
return to England coincided with a renewed interest in the Anthem. 
More specifically, Arbuthnot's text, if not his music, seems to 
have been Handel's starting point for his own attempt in this 
, -, enre. 
As Pants the Ha2ft is the only text which Handel set in the 
accepted form of English verse anthem without orchestral accom- 
paniment. 
77 
It is possible that Anthem 6C was intended for a rout- 
ine service in the Chapel Royalq in which case the lack of any 
documentary material which would point to a specific date for its 
performance is not surprising. Nor can the date of the anthem be 
established through the style of handwriting or the watermark of 
the paper of the autograph. 
78 
The hypothesis that this anthem was 
written in 1712 soon after Handel's return to England is supported 
by its, stylistic debt to German and Italian worksq including one 
wholesale borrowing from a secular Italian work which sets this 
anthem apart from the rest of Handel's English church music. 
The Anthem 
The text of the anthem has several good points. Its only 
obscurity is the slightly unusual use of "for" as a conjunction 
in verse 4. Although the text is based on only half of the psalm, 
it is a complete unit in itself and has a clear emotional progres- 
sion. In the opening verses the psalmist expresses his need to 
find God: his situation is miserable and isolated, surrounded by 
mocking unbelievers. He remembers, in contrast, the pleasure and 
strength derived from the community of believers (v. 4). 
79 
The 
recollection of this wider solidarity shakes the psalmist from his 
depression, and he resolves to put his trust in God. 
80 1 have not been able to discover any chorale 
melody which Handel might have used as his 
dtarting point. The search-is complicated 
by the possible variant forms of many chorale 
melodies. See, for example, Larsen: 211essiah, p. 70 
for Handel's use of a chorale melody without 
the initial note found in contemporary chorale 
sources. 
78 
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In addition to contrasts of mood, the text also gives opport- 
unities for throwing the ind. ividu, -. 1.1 (the "I" of verse 4) into 
relief against the background of "the multitude" which, interpreted 
in terms of the anthem, suggested an effective use of the cortrast 
between solo and chorus. The text has a literary symmetry, the 
"tears" of the second movement balancing "Why so full of grief? " 
in the perultimate one: Handel appreciated this symmetry and set 
these two sections as the extended solo movements of the anthem. 
His overall scheme falls into an arch pattern, the central emotional 
transition in verses 4 and 5 being framed by an aria and a chorus 
on each sid. e. 
The opening theme is rather chorale-like in outline, 
80 
and 
may owe something to Handel's youthful German training. This 
possibility receives some support from the movement's second motif, 
a contrapuntal "tag" which Handel may well have been taught to use 
in his counterpoint studies under Zachow (Ex. 12). There are other 
[A. Ae., JC. 1 
Vri CL 
b. c. 
so- 
9 
possible derivations for the onening theme, however. It is a 
"subject " of the traditional Ricercar type: it is also suspiciously 
close to the theme of a 'Misererel by Caldara, published in 1715. 
but which may have been composed earlier and known to Handel when 
he was in Rome in 1707-9. Ex. 13 gives Handel's opening and 
four possible stylistic models. 
Whatever Handel's modelsq his opening is not seriously dis- 
tant in style from contemporary English anthems; he found it easy 
81 "probablyll, because the coý. -, Osition date of the 
trio is unknown. Coma-ison of voice rar-es 
and stylistic features suggests, however, thpt 
it is a comranion to the trio Se tu non lascia 
amort, composed by Hardel in Nar. les in 1708. 
81 
6. 
enough to adapt his previous experiences to the needs of the English 
form. He had probably already explored some of the possibilities 
of the theme in the last movement of his secular Italian trio Quel 
fior che all' alba ride, 
81 
though the musical development of the 
trio relies on the interplay of two subjects rather than the : Lmit- 
ative possibilities of the slower one. (Ex. 14) 
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When composing the anthem, Handel made a couple of "false starts" 
at the opening (Ex-15): 
F 
s kL" xm. 
it is interesting that he began with a 
Ng 1"ll 
(1) 
swo"I Sktt6ý 
free bass similar to that of the trio but ended up with the sim. - 
pler imitative treatment typical of EX-13 (b - 4L). 
Whatever its originsq the music proved admirably suited to 
the context of the anthem. The imitative build-up at the opening 
and the suspensions both there and in the subsequent phrase "so 
longs my 
I 
soul" (see Bx*12) convey the spirit of the text admirably* 
(V., ice tce 
, 
ý6a" 
82 See the surplement Conditions of Performarce, 
p. 39 , and Appendix 
82 
Handel may even have realised the possibilities of an allusive 
relatiorship between words and musical texture. Although the line 
"when heated in the chase" from the version of Tate and Brady is 
omitted, the simile describing the "longing" of the soul is clear 
enough to suggest pursuit (Fuga - flight) and searching (Ricercare 
searching again). 
The movement falls into two halves of almost exactly equal 
length, with a central cadence in C maJor at bar 27. The first 
half is solely concerned with building up the opening phrase, 
beginning with soloists and introducing the chorus with entries of 
the theme from bar 16 onwards. Comparison with the first movement 
of Croft's anthem 0 Praise the Lord. all y_e that fear him (1709/10) 
described above, is instructive. Croft also leads from a "verse" 
opening for soloists into a chorus based on the same material, but 
he does not overlap the verse and chorus sections to give the build- 
up which Handel achieves in As pants the Hartq nor have I found the 
device used in any of Croft's other anthems composed before 1720. 
Handel's opening movement was composed for the same combination of 
adult soloists (Hughes, Elford, Wheelyq Gates) as Croft's 1710 
anthem, with the addition of a treble. This is surely no accident: 
Handel quickly discovered that the Chapel's strength was in Altos 
and Basses* Furthermore he could tell the traditional "first" 
Alto and Bass voices (Hughes andWheely) from the "seconds". 
82 
The second half of the movement begins with the soloists 
taking up Ex* 12 and returning the music via A minor to the tonic 
D minor, As the tonic is reached, the chorus re-enters and works 
the two themes together (Ex. 16 overleaf). The device of drawing 
a movement together by combining two themes which have previously 
been heard separately is another feature which has no counterpart 
in Croft's anthems. Handel uses it to build up to a purely homo- 
f 
83 Described in Chapter E 
84 See Appendix 6, Elford 
83 
E:, L. -ýG callät 
phonic rhetorical conclusion (Bars 47-51) which is followed by a 
four-bar instrumental ritornello to round the movement off. We 
shall see from his revisions of this movement 
83 that Handel was 
later uncertain about the value of this ritornello: he could not 
decide whether the movement was best concluded with the choral 
climax, or whether the memory of it should be given time to sub- 
side before the next movement. 
This first version of As Dants the Hart is unique among Han- 
del's anthems in its concentration of the solo movement onto one 
singer. Handel was perhaps playing f or oaf ety when he gave the 
emotional nub of the anthem to Richard Elford. There is ample 
evidence for BlfDrd's high reputation as a singer, and for the 
favoured patronage which he received from the Queen earlier in his 
career., 
84 
Handel may have known about Elford's brief attempt at 
a career on the stage some ten years before. The solo music in 
this anthem is mure operatic in form than any to be found in Han- 
del's later church musict though this may also be another sign 
pointing to the conclusion that this was Handel's first English 
85 See Empra, Ex. 9, for an examnle from Croft's 
anthems. A corap-rable movement from ar ode by 
Eccles is 'No Albion, thou canst ne'er repayl 
from Inspire us, genius of the day (B. L. Add 11S. 
31456), which is built on a bass strikingly, 
Similar to 'Hardells. 
86 See, for examrle, 'Se la Belezzal from Il 
Trionfo del Tempo (HG Vol. 24, p-14) 
84 
anthem and that the composer's previous experience was being 
pressed into service in a new situation. Movements 2 and 3 are 
in effect a scena for Elford consistirg of a short aria, an arioso, 
and a recitative. 
The aria 'Tears are my daily food' is built over an ostinato 
bass, a tec. hnique much cultivated in England by Purcell's succes- 
sors; examples can be found in solo movements composed for Elford 
in Croft's anthems and Eccles's odeso 
85 
It would be a mistake to 
see the employment of an ostinato bass as a consciously "English" 
feature on Handel's part: he uses the device in the continuo arias 
of his earlier Italian period. 
86 Nevertheless, contact with al- 
most any of Croft's verse anthems would have revealed that move- 
ments of this type were an accepted feature of the English Verse 
Anthem. Handel's aria, although it is built upon a bass which is 
longer, more chromatic, and more sinewy than most of Croft's. is 
hardly larger in overall scale than comparable movements by the 
English composer. After a central cadence on the dominant at bar 
24, a varied repeat of the opening material commences in the domin- 
ant key, but this quickly takes a new turn and close imitation 
between voice and bass heralds a return to the tonic and the open- 
ing bass at bar 41. This return is worthy to stand comparison 
with some of Purcell's best manipulations of the ostinato bass: 
theme, key and words join together to lead to focus on bar 419 
and the return of the original bass under a new text emphastsesthe 
importance of the text at this point (Ex. 17). The phrygian cad- 
ence at the end of the movementl mirroring that at bar 24, leads 
on (as the words demand) into the arioso, No-3. This arioso is 
designed on the same lines as Handel's operatic accompanied 
recitativess An introductory instrumental ritornello provides 
a little time for reflection: it may be a deliberate musical rep- 
[Mr. ] £art 
'I 
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See Ex. 22, immediately above. 
87 HG Vol 34, p*282, None of the secondary MS 
coDies give an instrumental specif#ation for 
this obbligato part. 
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resentation of the psalmist "thinking thereupon". There is a clear 
and effective distinction between individual isolation in the minor- 
key arioso and the business-like activity of the succeeding major- 
key recitative, as the mood of the psalm changes. 
Some thought must be given to the instrumental obbligato part 
and its preceding ritornello. This part, written in the treble 
clef, is not labelled by Handel. Chrysander eraggested that it was 
87 intended for solo oboe or violin , but it is doubtful that an orch- 
estral melody instrument was brought in just for these seventeen 
bars. The location of the obbligato part in between the voice part 
W' 84 4 N& M~4 an. d the basso continuo in the aufographirlso suggests that it was 
not intended for an orchestral instrument: we would normally expect 
an orchestral line to be above the voice part* This obbligato 
part must therefore be considered in the light of the normal instru- 
mental accompaniment to verse anthems in the Chapel Royal. It was 
notuncommon for English composers to include brief thematic right- 
hand parts for organ in verse anthems (see$ for examples the open- 
ing of Ex. 8). If Handel's obbligato part is for organ, certain 
practical problems arise: the distance between the two hands 
is 
I -e-. II--- 
C 
68 See the sunrlement Corditiors of Perfomarce 
89 Practical experience has corfirmed that a bass 
line provided by a viola Aa gamba blenCs 
excellently with the Organ PiDework of this perio. d. 
86 
rather large, it is difficult to arrange an effective transition 
from "background" continuo accompaniment to obbligato part and 
back again, and the melodic span of the obbligato makes it diffi- 
cult to provide any filling-in of the harmony without obscuring 
the melody line. It must be remembered, however, that the organist 
did not have to accompany verse anthems alone: before Handel ar- 
rived in England, the Violist and Lutenist had become established 
members of the Chapel. 
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When Croft composed Ex. 18 he was thinking 
hý. 
614K 
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of the bass line in terms of the viol as well as the organ: the 
presence of the viol frees the organist from literal responsib- 
ilities in connection with the written "left hand" part. 
89 
Therefore, the organist's left hand was free to provide some fil- 
ling-in where necessarys probably on a second manual, while an 
obbligato part was played by the organist's right hand and the bass 
part was provided by the viol. Given this arrangement, Handel's 
obbligato line is no more difficult to cope with then those in 
Croft's anthems and it seems most likely that it was intended for 
organ. 
Another possibility, less likely but nevertheless worthy of 
consideration, is that Handel's obbligato part was intended for 
lute. This might be accompanied by the viol bass, a background 
of quiet organ chords and such chords on the lute as fell conven- 
iently under the hands. Such a scoring would have been appropriate 
to the nature of the text and effective in the small Royal Chapels. 
90 The Lute volumes of the Ro, ýal pa-t-bool, cs 
are R, '. 27. a. 12 and R-.:. 27-c-14: the earliest 
sections of the former seem to ',, iave beer con, 'Led 
before 1710. Three of Blow's ant'iems irclude 
. iovemerts ,,. ith obblirrato 1 ite rarL 
(twO Of t'! P-qP 
D-k, 
anthems are in Cfm ', rS 240), but the layout and 
tessitura of these Parts do rot rpsemble t-, o,, e 
of Handel's obbligato line. 
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The key (A minor) suits the lute well enough, but the notation of 
the part is not very characteristic of lute music. None of the 
lute parts in the surviving Chapel Royal part-books include a 
similar obbligato part: the lute usually played from a figured 
bass part and it is more likely that the lute provided the chords 
to accompany an organ obbligato than vice versa. 
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Nevertheless 
Shore wass to judge from the poem dedicated to him, an inventive 
lute maker and player, and the possibility that Handel's obbligato 
part was intended for him can not be ruled out entirely. 
'For I went with the multitude' (Ex. 19) is the clearest 
Mr. D!: 
Z: ý 
f 641(allo 
Lt th"hovst ]. ' OI. I 
example of operatic-style continuo-acoompanied seeco recitative 
in Handel's English church music, The declamation is correct but 
rather square, with a hiatus in bar 21 which looks like a weaknessg 
though we have no way of knowing how much liberty Elford (whose 
strength, according to Croft, lay-in giving "such a due Energy 
and proper Emphasis to the Words of his Musick") took with the 
rhythmic values. The move into more measured rhythms at the Adagio 
(bar 25) demonstrates Handel's overall sense of dramatic pacing, 
since it provides a foil for the high-spirited chorus entry which 
follows. His choice of "house" as the word to carry the melisma 
is not so appropriate and may be one of the few signs in this 
anthem of a "German" outlook on word-setting, especially plausible 
91 Por arnropriate coý17eners see Zacllow's 'Der Herr 
ist Wahrhaftig auferstanden' (Works, -p. 248), or 
Proberger's Capriccio IX (D. T. 0 jahrgarg X/2, Band 2) 
Some caution is needed wýien desc-ibing Ilardells 
subject, however: if the rereated notes are run 
, cs on tllis ratlirr different togethers the Vieme tal-- 
appearance: . 
92 Chrysander published two version of the collected 
Italian Duets and Trios, HG Vol-32, and for the secondo 
t revised version published 
in leBO he re-rumbered the 
duets. This duet, therefore, appeared as No. 2in the 
first edition and No- 4 in the second edition. All 
further references will be to the second edition, 
where the movement drawn on by Handel for Anthem 6C 
appears on P-41. The duet is among the 10 probably 
composed before or during Handel's 'Hanover' period. 
See Timms: Handel and Steffani, P-376. 
93 There is an obvious parallel with Handel's use of 
material from some Italian Duets in blessieh some 
35 years later. 
(- Kwics 4 P-Zý &" %L,,, % es kaLl-Dal, oa 64 ý4-11 -&LI 
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here because the English and German nouns are so similar at first 
sight. 
In the ensuing chorus 'In the voice of praise', Handel may have 
been indebted, as in the first chorus, to the German keyboard and 
vocal models of his youth, this time in the use of a typical can- 
zona-type repeated note subject. 
91 
The themep with its rather heavy 
and frequent accents, excellently characterises the holiday -making 
crowd. The Jews going to the Passover feast were no more of a dis- 
ciplined entity than the turba of the crucification narratives, 
and something of their rough jubilation seems to be reflected in 
the chorus. The opening subject and its associates generates enough 
energy for a short binary form fugue without any further develop- 
mente 
The following duet 'Why so full Of grief? t is based on the 
music of the fourth movement of HandelB Italian duet Troppo, crudat 
troppo fiera. 
92 
It is the only movement from Handel's English 
church music of this period to be so closely based on a previous 
composition, and as such it provides the strongest evidence that 
6C may have been Handel's first English anthem* Perhaps Handel was 
pressed for time in the composition of the anthem, but this need 
not have been the reason for his use of music from the duet. It is 
more likelythat the text fused in his mind with the music which he 
had previously composed. 
931 It is poqsible-that the existence of 
the original duet influenced Handel towards setting this movement 
of the anthem as a duet instead of providing another solo movemPnt 
for Elford. He shortened the Italian duets adapted the music to 
English words and added ritornellos at the beginning and the end. 
There was a considerable amount of re-composition: Handel did not 
make his task as easy for himself as he could have done. Table 2 
shows the differences in construction between the Italian and Eng- 
I 
c 
One other workq the Peace Anthem of 17499 ends with 
a simple 'Amen'$ but not as a plagal cadence. 
89 
Chapter 3 Table 2 
Derivation of "2hy LO- full Of Mr-i-ef? " (Anthem 60 
from "A chi spera" (Italian duet IV) 
Italian Duet 
(Bar Nos-7- 
Anthem 
(IZ7 17S. ) 
1-6 Ritornello (Continuo) 
7-24 1-18 
19-25 (Ends with 
cadence in 
dominant minor) 
26-45 
46-49 
50-54 
55-62 
63-80 
81-95 
96-99 
100-108 
----omposed 
but also ending 
with cadence in dominant minor. 
33-36, 
37-40 Recomposed 
41-46 Recomposed, though material 
from Duet bars 55-6 and 62 
used in Anthem 41-2 and 45 
47-61 Some minor alterations 
62-71 1 bar G. P. rest added at bar 67 
72-77 Ritornello (Continuo) 
Translation of Italian text: 
To him who hopesp 0 beloved eyes# 
It gives no pain to sigh. 
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lish versions of the movement. The musical emphasis on "Why? " 
as the music progresses(cunningly adapted from "sospirar" = "sigh", 
in the Italian duet) is effective in its context and, perhaps 
accidentally, this phrase echoes the rhetorical ending to the first 
chorus of the anthem. On the whole the adaptation is successful, 
though perhaps Handel's inexperience of the English language may 
have deceived him into choosing a minor key setting of the text on 
account of the inclusion of the word "grief", when the general 
sense of the words appears to demand something more cheerful. 
Taking a broader musical view of the anthem as a whole, however, 
the use of the minor key is defensible: the duet forms a resting 
point between two lively choruses and the movement* as it stands, 
forms a splendid foil to the final chorus. 
The short final chorus itself is straightforward. Three 
snippets of tune heard in the opening bars are worked out in imi- 
tation and combination through closely related keys and there is a 
good stretto conclusion from bar 37. A curious set of consecutives 
at bars 19-21 escaped Handel's eye even when he revised the anthem 
later. The plain concluding 'Amen' is unique in Handel's English 
anthems: a final hint of the antherr-'s early place in the canon. * 
If this was indeed Handel's first English anthem, it is an 
impressive achievement. In spite of its debt to Italian and German 
influences, the English would have recognised it as being within 
the bounds of what was expected of a verse anthem. The theme-com- 
bination in the first movement and the return of the bass theme 
in the second movement are features which connoisseurs of the 
English anthem could have regarded as attractive technical novelties 
but they also reinforce significant points in the verbal text. 
The emotional progression of the text is well represented in the 
r 
S" See Timms: Handel- and Steffani, r). 377 
95 Although the possibility that the anthem was never 
performed at all cannot be ruled out completely, 
Handel's pencilled annotations on the autograph 
part point to an advanced state of preparation 
for a specific performance. 
96 There also remains the rossibility of a performance 
at St. Paul's Cathedral, for the Sons of the Clergy 
service in December 1712. The intimate style of 
Handel's music, however, makes it unlikely that he 
6omposed it for perfcrmarce there. 
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music: keys and formal devices combine to lead one section into the 
next. The aria (No*2) leads into the arioso meditation: the more 
down-to-earth Becco recitative, beginning in a new but related key- 
centre, changes the mood and leads into the chorus (No. 4) and so on. 
The key scheme reinforces the sense of progression: 
Chorus Aria 
d minor a minor 
Recitative Chorus 
Arioso 
a minor-e minor 
Duet Chorus 
c mai or P major g minor B flat major 
The fact that the anthem does not end in the same key as it began 
may not have great significance: this feature is shared with many 
of Handel's Italian Duets and Cantatas. 
94 
In these works, as in 
the anthem, it is the progression from mood to mood, from movement 
to movement, which is important. It is true that Handel's later 
church music generally ends in the tonic established in the first 
movement, partly bedause of the use, of fixed key instruments like 
trumpets* It may be anachronistic to expect large-scale tonal pers- 
pectives in the music of the first part of the eighteenth century, 
though 'tonic' endings are the general rule in Croft's anthems. 
Since there are no doomentary records concerning the anthem's 
first performance, we can not be certain where it was performed*95 
The most likely site is the Chapel Royal at Sto James's Palace: 
performance at one of the other Royal Chapels, though possible, 
seems unlikely. 
96 The combination of soloists named by Handel on 
the first movement is much more likely to have been available when 
the court was in London. All four adult soloists had commitments 
in the other London chdrs. Their periods of "waiting" were pro- 
bably intricately timetabled when the court was out of London 
97 See Conditions of Perfoxrnvoýce, Table 1. 
98 There may have been no cnoral service J1 
the Chapel Royal on this date, depending on 
whether Sundays were reckoned within the 'Play 
Weeks' (See OCB, p. 89). The rroximitY of the 
vacation period, the fact that the court was 
out of town, and the Queen's illness could 
have provided reasons for excusing the Chapel's 
attendance. There is no evidence that Handel 
himself attended the C, -, urt at Windsor. 
92 
because it was impossible to fulfil duties at the Chapel Roval 
and Westminster Abbey or St. Paul's on the same Sunday morning: 
the list of travelling charges for 1713 suggests that there were 
not many days when Weely and. Gates were in waiting together at the 
Uhapel Royal. 
97 
When Handel arrived in London in 1712 the Court 
was at Windsor: the most 1#ely. time for the composition and per- 
formance of this anthem is during the period between the Queen's 
return to St. James. 's in. De. cember 1712 and her removal to Kensing- 
ton the following blaye In August 1713 the court left Kensington 
for a short stay at Hampton Court before prooeedirg to Windsor. 
The Queen intended to take up residence again at St. James's in 
Decemberg but she was detained by ill-health and was still at 
Windsor when she approved the warrant for Handel's pension on 
December 28th. It is tempting to suggest that an anthem of Handel's 
might have been performed at Windsor on Sunday 27th December, but 
this is improbablez 
98 
t1here is no question of a pexfOrmance in 
the presence of the Queen, who was seriously ill at this time* 
99 See Appendix 7 for an explanation of the system used 
for the description of paper characteristics of the 
autographs and MS copies. 
100 Clausen: Direktionspartituren, p*252. Another 
variant of the same watermark is found in an early 
MS copy of Handel's Brookes Passion (B. L, PM-19-g-3), 
but this also dates from the period %fter 1714 and 
is therefore of no help in the present context. 
c 
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Autograph 99 
B. L. Add 303U8 f, 17-26 (Complete anthem) 2 bin, 1 un. 
Watermark: R*1. This is unique in Handel's autographs. 
The Hamburg conducting scores include some volumes 
containing pages with a different variant of this type, 
but they date from 1724. luo 
Rastrography: 16-stave 02 30-5 
Singers named: 
Noel. Mr-Hughs (Alto 1); hir. Bilfurt (Alto 2); 
bir. Whely (Bass 1); ldre Gates (Bass 2') 
lio. 2&. Ir. Bilfurt 
NO-3- Mr- Bilfurt (repeated at bar 18 "NB") 
NO*5. (T)hy (bo)yq (Mr) Eilfurt 
No. 6. Initials and names as for No*l. 
The Chorus leads in Nos-4 and 6 are labelled by Handel 
"Chorus partout". 
In the autographs of the English church music directions in 
French occur only on thi, * anthem and -the "Utrecht" service: a 
further hint of the anthem's early datee Handel gave no instru- 
mental specifications against the continuo/org" staves. 
_,, 
Nool. Handel wrote "paints" for "pants" throughout* He made 
two correetions to the opening bass part (See abovet EX-15)9 the 
first of which must have been rejected immediately since the bar- 
ring fr9mbar 4 is incýmpatible with EI-15&-- 
No*. 3.. After the end of the secoo recitatýve (bar 30) Handel 
added 4. concluding ingtrumental ppotlude (Ezq,? O)s whiob he then 
c 
101 Pres=ably along with the other contents of Add-303089 
the Dettingen Antheni and a movement from Anthem 6B (2) 
102 Although he was never a memter of the large perutaneiii 
choireq Warren was an established London singer who 
weems, -tG have been called in as an "extra* Whorl re- 
qujtr6d and Is Premimabl: y tlýe *Warren" fo=d in the 
lists of *hwFoundling Hospital'Messiah chorus from 
1760., He is closely associated, both as sirger and 
copyistt with, Boyce's Caurt Odes (original performing 
material now in the Bodleian Library)q from wtiic! 2 we 
can infer that he worked closely with Boyce. 
94 
crossed out (wisely, since it breaks the essential continuity to 
the following chorus) and wrote "seque chorus" instead. 
No*4- Handel wrote "praise of thanksgiving" throughout. 
NO-5. The autograph is very-fluentt suggesting that the 
adaptation from the Italian duet was worked out in advance. 
Neverthelessq there are noticeably more corrections in the re- 
composed bars 44-6. 
No*6. Handel began with a layout as for No-1 (SAM! BB) but 
the music quickly reduces to four voice parts. He may have in- 
tended solo entries at the beginning (as in Noel) but thought 
better of it later: hence the presence of the soloists' names as 
well as the chorus indication. 
The autograph must have remained in Handel's possessiont 
since he used it in the later revisions of the anthem. (see 
Chapter 8) It seems to have become separated from the main body 
of the autographs 
101 
before they passed into the hands of King 
George III. Add- 30308 and 30309 were originally one volume, 
and 30309 contains anthem copies in the hand of B. T. Warren. 
102 
Possibly Warren himself ow ed the autograph at some stage# though 
nothing definite is known of its provenance before 1877. The abi- 
sence of secondary copies of this anthem perhaps throws doubt on 
the hypothesis of Warren's ownership: he would probably have 
profited by supplying copies of this otherwise inaccessible an- 
them if he could. 
103 References to various early colleptions of Handel's 
works will be made in the sections describing MS 
copies* Information on these collections may. be 
found in App#ndix 8. 
t 
t 
1"' 
NIL 
95 
Manuscript copies 
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Neither Granville nor Aylesford Collections include a copy 
of this anthemq nor is there a copy in the Barrett Lennard Col- 
lection. It therefore seems very unlikely that the autograph 
was available to copyists during Handel's lifetime. 
A. B. L. P". 19. g. l. Vol-1v f-3U-399 original pagination 1-19 
Smith Collection No title. 
copyist: B11 
Watermark: F 
Rastrography: 20-stave C410 197 
(C-1765) 
Not an accurate transcript of the autograph: in addition to 
some textual errorsq this copy shows evidence of an editorial 
hand which has "improved" notes and word underlays It is doubt- 
ful whether the editing was done when copying took place. This 
NS is probably derived from an intermediate copyq now lost* 11he 
version in MS was carried forward to MB and C9 below. 
It appeerS from the preface to HG Vol. 34 that this copy was 
the source for Chrysanderfs textq which contains most of its 
errors* Chrysander believed the copyist to have been J. C. Smith 
the younger. 
B, US - NBu M2038-H14A59 Vol-IX* p. 99-126 ? Wynn Collection 
Copyist: Picker A 
(C-1765) 
Title: "Anthem". The index page of the volume carries the 
following descriptions possibly in the hand of SIO: "As pants 
the Hart &c. Adapted for voices without instruments$ for the 
Chapple Roys. 19 by command of the late King"* The significance of 
this desoriptions and the similar one on copy C, will be duscussed 
96 
in Chapter S. The US is listed by Burney (Commemoration, p-46) 
but he accidentally bracketed this anthem with the Chandos ver- 
sion of Let God arise (which is in the same volume) in his list, 
giving the erroneous impression that a version of Anthem 11 
without orehestral accompaniment once existed. 
C. Ob MS idus. d. 57, p-149-174 . 
(Ha: ýea Collection, Vol. 8) 
Copyists: 3 scribes, including Philip Hayes. 
Watermark: Fl 
Rastrography: 10 stave, 05 94; 12-stave a6 96-5 
Title: 'As Pants the Hart (as perform'd at the King's Chapelp 
in the reign of George the 2d at whose Command it was put into 
its present state from the original). ' The section in brackets 
was added, presumably from the information in MS B9 by Philip 
Hayeso 
Relationship 2. f_ CoPies 
Autolraph 
(? Lost copy) 
I 
A 
I 
B 
No. 19 bare 32-3. Bass 2 omitted 
I 
C 
NO-5, bars 62-66, BC omitted 
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HAV. UB. L16 -ýUS SIC F OR THE PEACE Ub, UTRECHT 
Handel and the Utrecht '. ýhanksgiving Service 
Handel's first visit to London had coincided with the estab- 
lishment of a Tory ministryp buttressed by the Queen's favour and 
a substantial majority in the 1710 Election. This change of govern- 
ment had important consequences for the direction of English foreign 
policy* Daring the period of Handel's first visit the English 
government had already begun secret contacts with Torcy which led 
to the signing of the first peace articles between Britain and 
France in September 1711. While Handel was back in Hanoverl mom- 
entous events took place in England. Early in 1712 garlborough 
was dismissed from his post as Captain-General of the armed forces* 
After nearly a decade of concerted action -by British, Imperial and 
Dutch forces4 the alliance was broken by the "restraining orders" 
given to the British army in May 1712, which effectively left the 
rest of the allied armies at the mercy of the French during the 
campaigns of that year* Such developments could only be regarded 
with horror in Hanoverv and the Elector made known his attitude 
towards Anne's unilateral peace-making in strong terms. 
1 
In ad- 
ditiOn to being treacherous to the allianceg the lkiglish action 
put in jeopardy the 1709 agreement providing a barrier in the 
]Netherlands against the French, a matter which was of the first 
concern to Hanover* 
It is therefore surprising to find a composer still employed 
by the Elector of Hanover turning to the composition of music 
celebrating the forthcoming peace between Britain and France,, as 
Handel did within a few months of his return to England in the 
autumm of 1712* The performance of the Utrecht music eventually 
terminated the composer's Hanover appointment: 
99 
London 5/16 June 1713 
A few days ago I wrote to you on the subject of Yr. 
Handels that since His Highness was detezmined to dismiss 
himq Mr. Handel submitted to that wish, -and that he desired 
nothing save that the affair be conducted with a good grace 
and that he should be given a little time here so that he 
could enter the Queen's service. Moreoverg it seems to me 
from your letters-that this was precisely the generous in- 
tention of His Highness. But since then Me Hattorf has 
. infoxmed Mr. Handel via Me Kilmansegge that his Highness had 
&SFAW44t 
nowind him from his'serviceg telling him that'he could go 
wherever he pleased. In other words, he was giver notice in 
a-way which he found particularly mortifying* I will admit 
to you frankly that Mr. Handel is nothing to me, but at the 
same time I must say that-if I had been given a free hand 
for a week or two I could have resolved. the whole affair to 
the satisfaction of both His., -Highness and Mr. Handelq and 
'even to the benefit of the Elector's service* The Queen's 
doctor, who is. an important man and enjoys the Queen's con- 
fidencep is his grand patron and friendq and has the composer 
constantly at his house. Mr* Handel could have been extremely 
usefull as he has been on several occasions, by giving me 
information of circumstances which have of-ten enlightened 
me as to the condition of the Queen's health* &e. o You must 
know that our Whigs rarely know any-thing about the Queen*s 
health* (In return) since the Queen is more avid for stories 
about Hanover than for anything else, the Doctor can satisfy 
her from his own information: you understand the stories to 
which I am referring. Afterwards they are passed on to some 
serious ecclesiastical gentlemens, and this has a marvellous 
2 Hannover, Niedersgachsisches Hauptstaatsarqhiv, 
Dep. 103-I-iir-148. Copy by Jean Robethon. of q news- 
letter from ýreyenberg (Hanoverian Iýesident in London) 
to Hanover. Original in French: my translation. 
Quoted, by kind permission of His Royal Highness 
Prince Ernst August of Hannover. 
L. C. Silla. /2Lar 
., qa per iýiusica ... a 
Londra, 1713 
Copy in the Huntington Ijibrary, San Idarino, Calif- 
ornia. The date of, t4e Libretto appears at the end 
of the dedic4tion: it is givez in Old Style. 
Handel's Hanoverian salary was withheld in 1713. 
Ip 1715 he received a retrcýspective-payment for 
months' service from St. John's Day (Mlidsummer) 1712. 
(Hannover, Niedersitchsisches Hauptstaatsarchivp 
C 76C Nr. 236a, p-393- 
5 As will be seen* reports of the rehearoals for-the 
Musicnaming Handel as the composer, appearpd in the 
London nepepapers early in blarche I have, not been 
able to find references tp this in any of the extant 
newsletters to Hanover sent by the London ýesi4entls 
office, but. it seems safe to assume that this piece 
... af &ossip would 
have reached Hanover fairly quickly 
by some means. 
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effect. .... I arranged things so that Mr. Handel could 
write to I. Kilmansegge to extricate himself gracefullys 
and I let slip a few words to inform him that, when some 
day his Highness comes here, he might enter his service. 
2 
As late as the word-book for Silla, dated June 2 1713,3 
Handel was still described as "Big* Georgio Frederico Hendel 
Mogstro di Capella di B. A. E. d'Hannover", but it is clear that 
Handel was dismissed from his post in late May, 1713, probably 
while the Silla word-book was being prepared. 
4 The Elector seems 
to have dismissed Handel from his service when he discovered that 
fiandel's music was to be perfoxmed at the official Thanksgiving 
Service for the Peace of Utrecht. Ilews of the forthcoming service 
was probably relayed to Hanover at the beginning of March5 and the 
Hanoverian representatives in London were presumably instructed to 
make sure that notice of dismissal was served on Handel before the 
service itself took place. 
Handel must have foreseen this result when he composed the 
Utrecht Te Deumýand Jubilate. He would have been aware of the 
strength of feeling in Hanover, and the fact that he was willing 
to risk the Elector's displeasure suggests that he had decided 
not to return to Hanover again anyway. It is out of the question 
that he could have temporarily forgotten the imminence of the 
-Elector's succession to the Maglish throne: the Queen's illness 
on, which he appears to have been so-well informed and the shadow 
of possible Jacobite activity were constant reminders* Assuming 
that Handel did make political judgements before composing the 
music, it seems most likely that his reasoning was that, since a 
peace agreement between Britain and France was not to be prevented, 
heý might as well turn the situation to his own advantage. Once 
the immediate furore had died down, the Elector himself might take 
See supra, note (1) to this chapter.. .. 
7 Dawks, February 19,1713- Subsequent issues of the 
same paper (24 and 26 February) say that it was ex- 
pected that the Peace would be proclaimed on 8 March 
and that the Thanksgiving Service would be on 23 April. 
Both predictions were optimistic by about two months. 
The Hamburger Relations-Courier for 17 March carries a 
report of the composition, of the music$ naming Handel, 
under "London, 7-MArz 1713". If this date is in N. S., as 
most of the Hamburg reports are, this would be equivalent 
to 24 February O. S. Since the English papers first begin 
to mention Handel on about 7 March, it seems likely that 
this reference is in O. S. See Becker: Tagespresseq P-34 
8 EP, February 21-24. A similar report appears in BIJ, 25 
. February. As noted in Chapter 2, the singing of the 
Te Deum at St. Paul's was a signal for the firing of the 
cannon on Thanksgiving Days. Reports of the 1713 Thanks- 
giving do not mention this happening during the service. 
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r. 
the same attitude to the ljaace. In the meantime, the Utrecht 
music would ingratiate Handel to his English patrons, the 
English Court and the English government. 
Contemporary newspapers contain many hitherto unpublished 
references to Handel's Utrecht canticles. Handel completed the 
Te Deum on-January 149 nearly four months before, the Peace was 
proclaimed. Between these two events, -news of the music 
leaked to the papersl though Handel is not named: 
We hear that a blew Service of Musick is Composing, to 
be used, on the day that the Peace is Proclaimed, when her 
, Majesty is expected at St- Paulls; and that the same will 
be very suddenly. 
7 
The Guns are mounting on the Tower Wallsp which have 
been repairld for that End*, and an Anthem of Te Deum is 
composing to be sung on the Day the Peace is proclaim'd, and 
the Queen's Musick are shortly to practice upon the same. 
8 
We do not know whether Handel composed the music in response 
to an official invitation: if such an invitation had come through 
the official channels of the Chapel Royal it would have been one 
of Ralph Battel's last acts as Sub-Dean. It is possible that 
Handel composed the music specuýativelyq relying, on rumour and 
reputation to win public, and later officiall acceptance. Similar 
obscurity surrounds the. generation of the Birthday Ode. It will 
be noted from the secoZid extract quoted abgve that the Royal Music- 
ians were involved, which suggests that the music had some official 
status. Whether or not Handel's music was officially supported 
from the start, the rehearsals made their mark on London society* 
Someone - Handelq other London musiciansq or Tory supporters of the 
Peace settlement - appears to have tried hard to ensure the success 
of the music. There were three rehearsals in March: 
9 Dawks, 1141arch 7. See also E? and, PB '; larch 5-7 
and BU March 11 
10 EP March 17-19. See also. Dawks, Viarch 19, which 
added that the music lgýves wonderful Satisfaction, 
being universally Admired. ' 
11 Becker:, Tagespresse, P-35 
12 M, May 13*: ITe Deum has again been rehears'd at 
Whitehall, as it is to be perform'd on the 
Thanksgiving Day. ' 
13 Boyer: Political State, vi, P-15 
14 PB July 7-9. Also Dawks July 9. 
C -- 
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A Te Deum, Composed by Iiir. Hendel, which is to be per- 
form'd on the Day of Thanksgiving for the Peace at St. Paulls, 
was Rehearsed there on Thursday (March 5) last, and this 
Afternoon (Idarch 7), where was present many Persons of Quality 
of both Sexes; it is much Commended by all that have heard the 
samep and are competent Judges therein. 
9 
London March 19. This day the Te Deum (to be sung when 
the Peace is proclaim'd) was rehearsed at the Banqueting House 
at Whitehall, where abundance of the Nobility and Gentry were 
present. 
10 
T"he use of the Banqueting House Chapel surely indicates that 
by March 19 Handel's music was officially accepted in Court circles. 
The London correspondent of the Hamburg Relations-Courier reported 
that there was an admission fee of half a guinea to this rehearsal. 
A further rehearsal at Whitehall followed in May, 
12 
and there was 
presumably at least one more last-minute rehearsal nearer to the 
service itself on July 7. Vewspaper reports of the service give 
surprisingly little information about the music. - Only one source 
mentions Handel by name, in an incidental reference to 
the singing of Te Deum to excellent Musick, both Vocal 
and Instrumentalq eompos'd by the famous kre Hendel. 
13 
Two other newspapers contain comments to the effect that 
The Church-Musick was Excellent in its Performance, as 
it was Exquisite in its Composure-14 
The Utrecht canticles served, as Rinaldo had done in 1710, 
to put Handel at the Centre of London musical life. Indeed, it 
is probably true that the*public, nature of the thanksgiving 
service and the rehearsals brought Handel to a wider audience than 
his operas had done. In addition, there were two reasons why the 
Thanksgiving service itself attracted special attention: it was 
15 PB August 30 - September 2vancL September 11-13,1712 
16 Boyer: lolitical State, v, P- 399 
17 P. R. C.. LC5/155,, p. 224 
c 
18 -Boyer: Poliiical State, vil p*12 
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long delayed, and it was planned as a Royal event. A conclusion 
to the peace negotiations, with attendant official celebrations, 
had been expected since September 1712.15 In the eventg the 
negotiations continued through the first quarter of 1713: by thb 
time the Peace was proclaimed from St. James's on ! Aay 4, Handel's 
music had already been publicly rehearsed at least tnree times. 
On ýday 16 a proclamation was issued setting the date of the national 
Thanksgiving at June 16, which is the date on the printed order of 
service. However, this gave too short a time "for making the 
Preparations necessary for so great a Solemnity" and the Thanks- 
giving day was put back to July 7.16 There was mounting interest 
as preparations for the day proceeded -a maypole. was set up in 
the Strand, the Queen's statue was erected outside St, Paul's 
Cathedral, a new state coach was built and plans were made for a 
fireworks display. 
There is no doubt that it was the Queen's intention to attend 
the Thanksgiving serv±ce at St. Paulls. Commandsýwere issued to 
the militia to line the streets of the procession route, 
17 
and on 
July 3 the Queen sent a message to the House of Commons to the 
eftect that: 
for the greater Solemnity of that Day, her Majesty will be 
pleased to go to Sto Paul's Church# as has been accustomed 
in former Times in this Kingdom, to return Thanks to Almighty 
God for the Blessings of Peace* .... And that her Majesty 
hath been pleased to give necessary Orders for providing 
convenient Places in the said Cathedral for the Members of 
this House. 
18 
For the first time'since 1,708 it. was. pla=6d toýgather all 
the Estates together at the Cathedral for one service. The Queen 
announced at the last minute that she would not be able to attend, 
19 ibid, P-13 
20 ibid, p. 21. , 
Thjs'is followed (p. 22-24) by a des- 
cription of the elaborate fire,. ý,, orks displays held 
in the evening following the service. 
21 The texts of these hymns were printed in July 11-14 
22 Boyer: Political State', vi, P-15 
f 
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but otherwise the arrangements which gave the occasion a special 
emphasis remained unchanged: 
On Monday the 6th of july, turo ChancelloFlof the Exchequer, 
by her kajesty's Command acquainted the Commons, That her 
kajesty not having entirely recoverld her Strength since her 
last Fit of the Gout, and being apprehensive that the Fatigue 
of going to St. Paul's Church, as she intendedg may be too 
great# chuses, rather to return her Thanks to Almighty God for 
the Blessings of Peace in her Chapel at St. Jazes's; but 
desires, that this House will proceed to Ste Paul's Church to 
Morrow with as much Solemnity as if her Majesty was to be in 
Person there. 
19 
T r1he occasion turned out to be magnificent, spectacular and popular: 
Notwithstanding the Disappointment of the Queen not going to 
St. Paul'B, the Crouds of Spectators# as well in the Houses as 
Streetsq throl which both Houses of Parliament, Judges and 
Great Officers of State pass'd in their Way to that Cathedral, 
were prodigiously great, and$ as it generally happens on such 
Occasions, made the best part of the Shew. 
20 
- 
The crowds included 49000 charity childreng singing specia. Ily com- 
posed hymns in honour of Queen Anne and the Peace. 
21 Predictably, 
some people made a point of staying away: 
It was observld# that very few Members of the Whig Party, in 
either Houses appearld at the Solemnity, which is not much to 
be wonderld at; since it would have been preposteroust if not 
a mocking of Religion, for Men to return Almighty God Thanks 
for a Peadej which they had endearoured-to prevent, and still 
22 disapproved. 
Lady Cowper was one of those who stayed away,, and suspected that 
the Queen's absence'might have been diplomatic. The entry in Lady 
23 Hertfordshire County Record Office, 
Panshanger MS D/ZP F35 
1 
24 Panshanger f, 'IS D/EP F207 
B5 Boyer: Political State, vi, P-13-14 
26 Compare, for example, the reports in EP July 7-9 
and Dawks July 9. 
27 
, 
PB July 5-7. 
been Dean of 
1689 and, in 
for the educ, 
residence in 
The Bishop, Henry Compton, had also 
the Chapel Royal continuously since 
earlier years, had been responsible 
ýLtion of Princess Anne. He died at his 
Fulham. 
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Cowper's diary contains a backhanded hint of the significance 
attached to Handel's music: 
7 July 1713 This Day, the Church Opera, after many Rehearsals 
was finishld at the Cathedral of St. Paul. Why or wherefore 
the Qn was not present, Whither she could not or would not, is 
hard to, know: for Court secrets. are kept better than ever. 
"I sat not in the Assembly of the Mockersq nor rejoiced" 
(Jer. 15.17) 23 
However, an entry in the diary of Sir David Hamilton, one of the 
Queen's physidians, shows that the reasons for the monarch's ab- 
sence were genuinely medical rather than political: 
July 6 1713 1 advis'd Her not to go to St. Paullso least she 
Sufferld in her Health, but rather to St. James's, & yt wd 
, satisfy ye people and not injure Her. 
24 
It appears from the, resolutionB of the House of Commons on 
July 6 that they expected the service to take plaoe in the morning: 
they planned to take their places in the Choir at Ste Paul's at 
nine in the mornings and the roads would be closed between that 
time and two in the afternoon. 
25 There is no doubt, however, that 
the service took place in the afternoon* Some newspaper accounts 
say that the procession-. left for St. Paul's at. 11., others give the 
time as noon: 
26 it is possible that'the procession formed up at 
eleven and moved off about mid-day. The time of the service's con- 
CIABLOn-1 is given incidentally in the report of the death of the 
Bishop of London, who 
departed this Life in the 81st Year of his Age, on Tuesday 
about Six in the Eveneing, the Time when the Service in 
Thanksgiving for the Peace was just finishld in his Lordship's 
Cathedral. 27 
The procession to the Cathedral followed precedents from the 
28 PB July '1-9 . 
29 See 6upplement: Conditions of kerformance, 
especial, ly plate; 1... 
30 A FOIL.,, OF PRAYER AND THAIUSUIVIIIG To Alm hty ýg 
. 
U01); 
To be Used On the Sixteenth aa of June next, 
, 
throughout England, Wales, and the Town of Berwiak 
upon Tweedl for the Conclusion Of a Just and 
Honourable Peace between Her most Excellent Majesty 
, the Queen of Great Britain, and the French 
King 
Her Majesty's Special Command. / LOTUDOF ... 1713 
Copies inthe Bodleian Library, Oxford and 
Lambeth Palace Library. 
31 Lcm TIS 839: Copy of Anthem in the hand of James Kent, 
with the composer's annotations, eýtitled: 
t 'Thanksgiving anthem for. the 
Peace 1713'9 
The text of the anthem was printed in the appendix 
to Divine Harmony With the nole: 'Composed upon the 
Peacev and Perform'd on the Day of Thanksgiving at 
St. Paul's July 7th. 17131. This seems to be con- 
elusive proof that that anthem was actually performed 
at the Bervice. 
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previous Thanksgiving services: the Speaker and 200 Members of 
Parliament were followed by the Judges, Barons, Bishops, Viscounts, 
Earls, Marquises and Dukes, the Lord President, the Lord Treasurer 
and the Lord Chancellor, all in their ceremonial robes. 
28 In the 
Cathedral itself the seating arrangements followed the general 
plan devised for the services*in the previous decade. 
29 
As with the earlier Thanxsgiving services, the printed order 
of service 
30 
gives only a limited amount*of information which is 
relevant to the music. The canticles are the "correct" ones, Te 
Deum and Jubilate Deo, coming in their usual places next to the 
'Proper Lessons' (Xicah iv, 1-5.; Matthew v, 1-10) in Morning 
Prayer. Neither in Morning Prayer nor in the following Communion 
Service is there a specified place for the anthem. Croft's anthem 
This is the Dav was presumably performed at Ste Paul's: 
31 its 
length precludes a performance at St. James's as well. The Chapel 
Royal must have done double duty on the Thanksgiving day, at St. 
James's before the Queen and then at Ste Paul's* It is probable 
in view of the Queen's state of health that the service at St. James's 
was short and included little or no music. As the Queen's intention 
was that the service at St. Paul's Cathedral was to proceed as if 
she was presentp there can be no doubt of the Chapel Royal's part- 
icipation there. The soloists named by Croft on This is the djxv 
are the ones which might be expected: Hughes and Elford (Altos), 
Freeman and Church (Tenors), Gates, Williams and Weely (Basses). 
These names include all of the singers named by Handel for the 
Utrecht Jubilate. 
The Utrecht To Deum 
Handel's 1713 service must be considered against the back- 
ground of its English fore-runners. The music of Purcell's setting 
32 1 have examined these two settings from the 
following sources: BL Add. ý! S- 31457 (Blow) 
and Mp Henry Watson Music Library I', IS 130 11d4 
v. 235 (Turner). On reflection I decided that 
their individual characteristics were not suf- 
ficiertly different from Purcell's to justify 
their inclusion in Table 19 especially pince 
their influence on Handel's own composition 
is doubtful. 
1 
was easily accessible to Handel, and he would probably have 
known of Croft's 1709 setting by reputation even if he could not 
acquire the music* The setting. -by Blow and Turner are less likely 
to have come his way. 
32 It can be taken as more or less certain 
that Handel subjected Purcell's version to some study before at- 
tempting his own setting of the English Te Deum text. The single 
documentary reference linking the two composers is, unfortunately, 
too late and too tenuous to provide firm evidence that Handel did 
study Purcell's music. It comes from a weekly newspaper$ the 
Universal Journal, which on 11 July 1724 printed a poem in praise 
of Purcell with a commentary deploring 'our Extravagance .... in 
the case of the Italian Singers, whilst our own Masters are des- 
pised and forgotten'. This provoked a letter supporting the 
newspaper's defence of Purcellq published in the issue of 25 July- 
The anonymous correspondent admits that Purcell's music was by 
then old-fashioned, as its critics claimed: IT-he first and chief 
Reflection they cast on his Musick, that Itis Old Stile: I grant 
it'. But, he says, Purcell's music (like Corelli's and Byrd's) 
is none the worse for that, 'And had every Man the same Value for 
our Furcel, as the wonderful Hendel has, I had never Bet Pen to 
Paper. ' Since we do not know who the author was, we can not tell 
the value of his evidence: it may genuinely record an opinion ex- 
pressed by Handel* or it may have been merely an inference from 
Handel Is rousic. 
The principal formal characteristics of the settings by 
Purcello Croft and Handel are shown in Table 1. The similarities 
between Purcell's and Handel's settings, as regards externalso 
are obvious. Trumpets are used at the same places in the text 
(except at "Thou art the King of Glory", where Handel's key- 
scheme takes him away from the keys available to these instruments), 
3-15 
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Chapter 4 Table 1 liotes 
The table shows key-centres, metres and scorings for each 
movement. 6ome other elements, such as changes of speed, have 
not been included but I have provided spacers to show the approx- 
imate divisions of the text into musical movements. These divi- 
sions have to be somewhat arbitrary in Purcell's case, since the 
shorter sections could be grouped in a number of ways. Dotted 
spacers indicate separate movements which are clearly intended to 
run on from one to the next. 
Sources 
Purcell: There is no extant composer's autographo I have 
followed the collation made by Alan Gray for Purcell Society Vol. 
23 where there is any doubt over time signatures* 
Croft: For the Te Deum the source is the composer's auto- 
graph, RCk ids 840. This gives the Te Deum in its original state 
and differs from the modern edition (see Croft: Te Deum and 
Chapter 6, infra). For the Jubilate I have used BL Add* MS 17845, 
amended in the light of earlier performing parts at University of 
Birmingham# Barber MS 50U7. 
Handel: Composer's autograph and primary copies listed at 
the end of this section of Chapter 
The opening Sinfonia 
In the case of Croft's Te Deum this is a separate movement* 
Purcell's instrumental opening runs into the opening vocal move- 
ment* Handel's setting commences with two movements with the 
same key and metre but different speeds, the second of which 
introduces the first chorus. 
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Abbreviations used 
lia: wajor keys in upper case, minor keys in lower caise. 
The key at the beginning of each section is given. Transitory 
keys occurring at the start of a section are placed in parentheses. 
Time signature: Lines have been introduced into the all-figure 
signatures for clarity. C and 0, used rather ambiguously by 
Purcell and Croft, indicate a bar-length totalling four crochets 
or two minims unless indicated to the contrary. 
Voices: Solo voices in upper case, chorus in lower case. 
Orchestra: Bc - Basso continuo; Vn - Violin(s); 
St - 4-part strings including violas; T- Trumpet; 
Trav - Flute; Ob(s) - Oboes 
"Full" indicated the following: 
Purcell and Croft: 2 T3ýumpets and strings, plus Be 
Handel: 2 Trumpets, Strings, Bc, 2 Obods, probably plus 
Bassoons in most movements. 
in the columns relating to scoringsi commas indicate successive 
scoring within a verse. ' ' 
All items remain in force until superseded by the next entry 
below* -Idditions to the previous scoring are shown by 
c 
33 1 have failed to discover any specific German or 
Latin setting of the canticles which might have 
exerted an earlier irfluence on Handel. The 
Te Deum was, nevertheless, a living part of both 
cultures. A remineer of its place in Lutheran 
worship can be found in the keyboard paraphrase 
version 'Herr Gott, dich Loben wirl included in 
the published editions of J. S. Bach's organ Works- 
George I's accession to the British crown was 
celebrated in Hanover with the singing of a Te Deum. 
34 The earlier versions are reprinted. in Prayer Books: 
, 
Edward VI, p. 22-3 and 3501,1 
L 
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Morning Prayer. 
Glory be to the Father, and 
to the Son : and to the Holy 
Ghoft; 
_4nfivcr. As it was in t hc 
be- 
ginning, is now, and ever 
Iball be: world without end. 
Amcn. 
4g Tben J7)all be reld diflinUly wItI., jn 
audible voice the firfi UITim, t, tken out of 
tbe Old Tftament, sf J. s appointed in 
The Katendar, (except there be proper 
Leffons afigncd for tbat day .) He that 
readerb, jo flanding, and tPirning bijn- 
jelf, w he may beft be beard of A furb 
os are pr, fent. And after 1hat, flmil be 
faid or jung in E nglijb, the Hymn cafied 
Te Dcuni Laudanitis, daily ibrojigbout 
tbe year. 
4ff Note, that before every Leffon the Afi- 
nifter J7, all JIY, I fere beginneth fuch a 
Chaptcr, or Vci*fe of fuch a Chapter 
of fuch a Book : And after every Lef. 
fin, Here endeth the Firft, or the Sc- 
cond Lcffon. 
Tc Dcum Lailelainif. f. WE praife thee, 0 God: 
we acknowledge thee 
to be the Lord. 
All the earth doth worfliip 
thee: the Father everlafting. 
To thee all Angels cry a- 
loud: the Heavensand all the 
Powers therein. 
To thee Cherubin, and Se- 
raphin: continually do cry, 
Holy, Holy, Holy: Lord 
God of Sabaoth. 
Heaven -and Earth arc full 
of the MajcIly: of thy Glory. 
The glorious company of 
the Apoftles: praife thee. 
The goodly fcllowfbip of 
the Prophets: praife thee. 
The noble army of Mar- 
tyrs: praife thee. 
The holy Church through- 
out all the world : doth ac- 
knowledge thee; 
The Father: of an infinite 
Majcfty; 
Thine honourable, true 
and only Son; 
Alfb the Holy Ghoft: the 
Comforter. 
Thou art the King of Glo. - 
ry: 0 Chrift. 
Thou art the cverlafting 
Son: of the Father. 
When thou tookcft upon 
thee to deliver man: thoudidft 
not abhor the Virgins womb. Whenthou hadfloi-crcome 
the fliarpnefs of death : thou didft open the Kingdom of 
Heaven to all believers. 
Thou fitteft at the right hand of God: in the Glory of 
the Father. 
We believe, that thouffialt 
conic: to be o ur judge. 
We therefore pray thee, 
help thy fervants: whomthou 
haft redeemed with thy preci- 
Otis blood. 
Make them to be numbred 
with thy Saints: in glory ever- 
laffing. 
0 Lord, five thy people 
and blefs thine heritage. Govern them: and lift them 
up for ever. 
Day by day : we wagnifie 
thee; 
And we worfhip thy Narne: 
ever world without end. 
Vouchfafe, O Lord: to keep 
us this day without fin. 
0 Lord, have mercy upon 
us: have mercy upon us. 
0 Lord, let thy nicrcy lighten upon us: as our truft 
is in thee. 
0 Lord , in thee 
have I 
truftod : let me never be con- 
foundcd. 
CHAFMR ! Lj P14ATE I 
The text of the To Deum,, ýrom the Prayer Book used in the 
I 
Chapel Royalqý 1710-1714 
L 
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and the five-part texture with divided soprano parts imparts a 
characteristic sonority to the choral movements. Some differences 
between the two works are equally obvious. iiandel's setting takes 
nearly twice as long to perform as iurcellls: the larger scale of 
tiandells music is felt both in the melodic/harmonic characteristics 
of the themes and in the size of complete movements* 'The particip- 
ati, n of the woodwind instruments in Handel's setting also adds a 
new dimension: there are independent oboe parts in the tutti sec- 
tions and obbligato parts for flute and oboe in the vocal solo 
movements. Handel's extensive employment of, the woodwind instru- 
ments in the Te Deum was something of a novelty: the four previous 
English settings were accompanied by Purcell's orchestra of strings 
and trumpets, though Croft's version does include one movement with 
an oboe obbligato. 
Presumably Handel was already well acquainted with the verbal 
content of the Te Deum text before he came to England, either from 
the Latin original or from one of the German paraphrases. 
33 The 
English text from which both Handel and Purcell worked is that of 
the 1662 Prayer Book. Fortuhatelyg the Chapel Royal Altar Prayer 
Book from the period 1710-1714 still survives todayo and the text 
of the Te Ueum from this book is reproduced in Plate 1. The 1662 
version was a revision of the text found in the previous prayer 
books: some words were altered and colons were inserted in a mis- 
taken attempt to make the Latin canticle conform in appearance 
with the conventions of Semitic poetry as found in the Psalms. 
34 
The colons fragment the appearance of the canticle which is already 
rather "bitty" with its 299 generally rather shortq verses. The 
musical settings show that the composers attempted to re-combine 
the verses into coherent paragraphs. There is general agreement 
about the paragraphing of the settings by Purcell and Handel: 
35 See Grove, sub 'Te Deum Laudamus'. 
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ýeurcell: 
verses 1-2 3-6 7-10 11-13 14-15 16-23 24-25 26-28 2! 
Handel: 
verses 1-2 3-6 7-13 14-15 16-17 18 19-23 24-25 26-28 21. 
The clearest difference emerges in verses 16-23. Purcell sets 
16-21 as a series of short solo movementss largely running on from 
one another, and 22-23 can be seen as a further extension of this 
paragraph. dandel breaks this part of the text up with an imitative 
chorus at verse 18, making up for lost time by running 19-23 as one 
movement. Verses 22-299 believed by liturgical scholars to be a 
35 later addition to the original fourth century textt are obviously 
regarded as an integral part of the Te Deum. by both composers, who 
set it as one hymn throughout* Handel in fact smooths over the 
join of verses 21-22 effectively by bringing the chorus in at 22 so 
that the petition in this verse reinforces that of the soloist in 
the previous one. None of the previous English settings introduce 
the chorus at this point. Elsewhere Handel's use of the chorus 
closely follows Purcell's. Both composersq for exampleg set verses 
2 and 14 as imitative choruses$ and use a mixture of contrapuntal 
and homophonic textures at verses 24-5 and 29. Characteristically, 
Purcell's imitations are short, close-worked and full of inversion 
or augmentation/diminution devices: Handel's are broaderl less 
complicated and based on longer themes (ex. 1). Handel tends more 
towards the employment of two simultaneous subjects. It is inter- 
esting that both composers use this device at verse 14 (Ex* 2). 
It is interesting to compare the composers' settings for 
verses 24-5- Purcell treats these verses in one movement. After 
a compact imitative opening he moves quickly to a more homophonic 
texture with the imitation theme in the trumpet parts (12 bars) 
which is then followed by a more extended imitative section for the 
closing words of verse 25 tever world without end' (19 bars - see 
1 
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Ex* 1 above). Handel, on the other hand, sets the two verses as 
separate movements. Verse 24becomes a grand concertato movement 
with antiphonal blocks of upper and lower voices, each with ap- 
propriate orchestral accompaniment, with independent trumpet parts 
adding a third layer. (32 bars, including 10-bar trumpet intro- 
duction). Verse 25 is a short imitative movement (19 bars), in 
which Handel's style is at its closest to Purcell's: the trumpet 
writing also seems to echo Purcell's. Both Purcell and Handel 
treat verse 25 as the end of'a. paragraph of the To Deum. Purcell 
uses augmentation in the bass part to achieve the effect of final- 
ity, Handel resorts to a long dominant pedal with the same -effect 
in mind. 
36 Direct comparision can be made with Core lils 
D major Concerto, Op. 6 No. 
37 At Bars 17-24,40-46 and 25-32 respectively. 
38 This is not true of the Jubilate, which contains 
genuine solo movements. 
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The first movement shows the contrast between the approach 
of the two composers at its greatest. Both composers begin with 
instrumental introductions, * Purcell's short prelude is based on 
the music of the subsequent vocal entries: whether the vocal 
phrases were moulded by the capacities of the brass instruments 
or the instrumental material was controlled by the syllabic de- 
mands of the vocal parts, there is a clear derivation of one from 
the other. Handel's vocal ahd instrumental material is more in- 
dependent. The le Deum. be*gins like a Corelli concerto, with a 
short arresting Adagio introducing a fugal Allegro movement. 
36 
The latter eventually becomes the accompaniment to the first 
chorus entry: the choral and orchestral elements are not themat- 
ically related. The chorus entry therefore adds a new rich 
contribution to a movement which is already under way in its own 
right, the climactic effect of this entry being reinforced by 
the first entry of the trumpets. All three of Handel's charac- 
teristic textures (homophonic, imitative and one-part-against- 
the-rest) are represented in the choral section of the movement. 
37 
It is significant that Handelq unlike Purcellq Blow and 
Turner, chose to give the opening verses to chorus rather than 
soloists. The proportion of chorus music in Handel's setting is 
much larger than in its predecessors: indeed, the balance has 
swung sharply the other ways for the amount of solo work ill Te 
Deum is very slight. There are no really extended solo movements: 
only the opening of No- 49 an aria type interlude for alto lasting 
a mere 14 barst approaches this category. 
38 
Purcell's version of 
"Vouchsafe', (5 Lord" (45 bars) is, in facts much closer to an aria 
in spirit and length than anything to be found in the Utrecht Te 
Deum. Handel's setting of the same texts beginning with an alto 
duet and then building up through a solo ensemble to the choral 
1 
39 The motifs wit'Li which Handel began the movemcnt had 
already been used by him in arias from the italian 
cantata Ero e Leandro and from Rinaldo. 
40 As noted in C11-1-apter 2, Purcell's Te Deun and Jubilate 
were not composed with Stq Paul's in mind, pace 
Tudway's preface to BL Harl. MS 7342. 
41 If the effect of this sectign is rather blunted for 
modern audiences, this is partly becau§e of our 
familiarity, with the, similar passage at 'Since by 
man came death' in Messiaho 
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conclusion, is both shorter and more weighty in texture than 
Purcell's. 39 Handel's use of choruses and ensembles where Purcell 
uses soloists is so consistent that it must have been a definite 
policy: perhaps, if Handel heard Purcell's setting performed at 
the 6ons of the Clergy service in 1710 or 1712, he decided that 
Purcell's treatment was not robust enough for the acoustic conditions 
at St. Paulls. 
40 Another possibility is that Handel wrote the Te 
Deum before he received official approval for the music, and there- 
fore played for safety until he knew that the beat Chapel Royal 
soloists would be available. Whatever the causes, the emphasis on 
the chorus gives the Utrecht Ye Deum a different character from 
its predecessors. 
The greater use of the chorus is complemented by more extensive 
orchestral participation* Purcell's Te Deum has extensive verse 
sections with only basso continuo accompaniment: in Handel's setting 
orchestral accompaniment is almost continuous and its removal be- 
comes a striking effect - at, for example, 110 Lord, have mercy upon 
us" in No* 8, or the beginning of the chorus "All the earth doth 
worship Thee" in No. 1. In the latter instance Handel was "compos- 
ing out" an idea implicit in Purcell's setting: Purcell's 2-bar 
arpeggio representing "all the earth" being gathered together 
becomes Handel's 14 bar fugal exposition. Handel's musical word- 
painting of "everlasting" is . another idea developed from Purcell's 
setting. The withdrawal of all accompaniment (including the basso 
continuo) at the4ords "When Thou hadst over . come the sharpness of 
death" in No* 4 is a special casi. This ii a dramatic gesture set 
against the succeeding tutti outbiirsi "Thou didst open the kingdom 
of heaven". There is nothing comparable in Purcell's setting and 
it must have been startling to the 1713 audience. 
41 It occurs in 
the course of one of the most successful sections of the Utrecht 
t 
t 
I 
42 Burney: Commemoration, p. 29 (Pirst Performance) 
Burney remarks that Handel's setting, besides 
being in a minqr key, was also "Blow, and 
plaintive". In factt Handel added no speed 
indication to No. 2. 
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setting: throughout Nos. 4 and 5 Handel links the siiort sections 
together convincingly. The autograph shows that he was more than 
usually anxious to get things right: he discarded two versions of 
the unaccompanied bars of No. 4 and subjected the preceding alto 
solo to critical revision, removing a couple of bars of redundant 
matter. 
Handel's Te Deum exploresa wider range of keys than Purcell's. 
Tn this respect his work comes closer to Croft's setting, which 
returns to the safety of the D major tonic far less frequently than 
Purcell's. Croft's version anticipates Handel's plan specifically 
in its use"of B minor (rather than D minor) for "Vouchsafe, 0 
Lord"* However, the constant return to the tonic is so obvious a 
weakness of Purcell's plan that Handel may have worked out his own 
scheme independently: it would not be surprising if he came to some 
of the same answers as Croft. The movement away from the tonic at 
verses 3 and 7 in Handel's setting was an extension of features 
found in the previous settings: none of them, however, went as far 
from the tonic as Handel did in verses 11-21, although Croft anti- 
cipates him slightly with a more adventurous scheme than his pre- 
decessors* 
Some insight into Handel's attitude to word-setting can be 
gained from movemenA92 and 3 (verses 3-15)o Burney's suggestion 
that Handel set verse 3 in the minor key because he 'confined the 
meaning of the word cry to a sorrowful sense 
42 
seems a little less 
likely when we remember that all four previous English settings 
began this verse in, the minor, though they ended in the major: 
none of them, however, saw the opportunity which Handel seized 
upon of bringing in a chorus entry for "the heavens and all the 
powers therein" - lower voices for "powers" in contrast to alto 
"angels". The following verse ("To Thee cherubim") an set by 
43 BL Ilarl. 1.46 7342, f. 12v. Tudway's description is not 
entirely accurate: 'Heaven and Earth are full of the 
Ua6esty of Thy Glory' is divided"between sOlO voices 
and chorus. 
44 Handel followed exactly the same treatment in his 
subsequent settings of the Te Deum, running verse 
or from verse 5. 
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Purcell was singled out by Thomas Tudway in 1720 as one of the 
models of English word-setting, as 
such a glorious representation, of ye Heavenly Choirs of 
Cherubins, & SeraphinB, falling down before ye Throne & 
Singing Holy, Holy, Holy &a As hath not been Equall1d, by 
any Foreigner, or Other; He makes ye representation thus; 
He brings in ye treble voices, or Choristers, singing, To 
thee Cherubins, & Seraphins, continually do cry; and then 
ye Great Organ, Trumpets, ye Choireq & at least thirty or 
forty instruments besides, all Join in most excellent 
Harmony, & Accord; The Choirs singing only the word Holy; 
Then all Pause, and the Choristers repeat again, continually 
do cry; Then ye whole Copia Sonorum, of voices and instru- 
mentsq Joine again, & sing Holy; this is done 3 times upon ye 
word Holy onlys changeing every time ye Key, & Accords; then 
they proceed altogether in Chorus, with HeavIn & Earth are 
full of the Majesty of thy glory; This most beautifull and 
sublime representation, I dare challenge, all ye Orators, 
Poetep Painters &a of any Age whatsoever, to form so lively 
an Idea, of Choirs of Angels Singing, and paying their 
Adorationse 43 
Blow and Turner followed Purcell's model closely at this pointo 
but Croft anticipated Handal by rejecting the repetition of "Con- 
tinually do cry" in favour of bringing the "Accords" on the 
repititione of the word "Holy" next to each other* There the 
similarity between Croft and Handel ends, for Croft goes on to 
set verse 6 as a separate movement for alto solo (a novel troat- 
ment of this text)q while Handel regards 'Holyq holy, holy' as 
introductory matter to verse 6 and proceeds in a continuous ohoral 
sequence. 
44 Handel preserves Purcell's representation of the 
124 
3 
c 
Cherubin and 6eraphin by two treble parts (Croft had cast then as 
tenors) and his deleted sketch for bar 22 suggests that his orig- 
inal idea was melodically not unlike Purcell's (Ex. 3). 
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Handel follows-Purcell's plan at the opening of No. 3 with 
short florid sections for solo voices culminating in the chorus 
entry at 'The Holy Churchle His treatment of the-chorus at verse 
10 itself is more extended than Purcell's and the linking of 
verses 10-11 is a special feature of Handel's setting. It seems 
that Handel understood, the text here better than-his English pre- 
decessors: the list of the persons of the Trinity in verses 11-13 
is a statement of what the Holy Church of verse 10 is acknowled- 
gingo The rest of No- 3 follows Pureell"-s model, but with the 
chorus used on a much grander scale. Handel sets verse 15 imit- 
atively where Purcell treats it shortly in simple homophony. The 
dramatic Adagio interruption at bars 137-1409 which suddenly takes 
the music out of key with a new dominant. seventh and diminished 
45 : 3ee Chapter 3, Ex. 1 
46 "Well-tried" in odes rather than church music, 
of course, since trumpets regularly participated 
in the court odes: it is interesting that Eternal 
Source of Light Divine, Handel's own ode, begins 
with the alto/trumpet combination. Some of Croft's 
anthems composed before 1712, for example 0 clap 
your hands and Blessed be ýhe Lord M strength, 
contain alto solo movements with organ accompani- 
. ment 
including a right hand part for the Txvmpet 
stop. It is worth noting that, while Handel follows 
Purcell in beginning the Jubilate w ith the alto/ 
trumpet combination, Blow, Turner and Croft begin 
with a three-voice verse combination and confine 
the use of the trqmpets to the introduction and the 
choral sections. 
47 HG To! - 38, P. 19-27 
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seventh, was an afterthought. Verse 14 originally finished at bar 
1349 the orchestra! continuation leading to the dominant of 2 
major and thus preparing for the soprano entry at what is now bar 
141. The revision is not wholly a happy one: this is one of the 
few places where Handel seems to be striving for effect rather 
than making an effective response to the text. 
One further movement, No. 5, calls for comment- It almost 
provides a compendium of the features of Handel's setting. The 
instrumental prelude, flute obbligato against quaver string ac- 
companiment, owes something to the operatic arioso and something 
to Zachow. 45 Taking the movement as a whole we find Handel para- 
graphing verses 19-23 in a completely logical way and one which, 
as it happens, had not been tried by his Engli-sh predecessors. 
He saw the opportunity for a three-fold alternation of solo and 
chorus voiceav skilfully progressing through various tonal centres 
while preserving an overall G minor tonic. Each time the chorus 
enters*it, heightens the effect of the preceding solo sections, 
giving dramatic support without interrupting the flow. 
The Utrecht Jubilate .c 
The Jubilate, Psalm 1009 has a much more straightforward 
text than the Te Deumo Both Purcell and Handel adopted the ob- 
vious plan of setting the'verses as separate movements. As in the 
Te Deumv Handel's time-scale is larger, choral participation is 
increased, and his key-scheme is more adventurous. In the opening 
movement Handel followed ilurcell by using the well-tried English 
combination of alto voice and solo trumpet. 
46 His manner of lead- 
ing into the chorus entry also echoes Purcell's. The leading 
motifs of the movement are re-worked by Handel from the opening 
movement of his own D major Laudate Pueris written in Italy in 1707.47 
t. 
4E The non-rising leading note on beat 4 suýgests a slight 
affinity with the 'Almiral cadence notelby Terence 
Best and Anthony Hicks (See Hicks: KIA, D. 86. 
Compare also. the beginning of Handel's Italian Duet 
A miravi_ io son intentio,, HG xxxii (2n, d. ed. ), p-68 
possibly composed at Hanover. 
49 Chorus theme at bar 1, orchestra]. theme at bay 1.5- 
Handel's way of working up this material looks for- 
ward to the big choruses of Israel in B91219 composed 
.a quaxter 
of a century later. 
50 First heard in the orchestra at bar 109. 
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Unlike his English predecessors, liamdel set the second half of 
verse 1 as a separate movement: the concerto-like first movement 
gives place in kloo 2 to contrapuntal ingenuity. The opening theme 
of lio. 2j carrying the first clause, is first worked in a fugal ex- 
position; it then goes into the orchestra as an accompaniment to a 
new cantus firmus type long-note theme carrying the second clause. 
Both themes are then worked ingeniously together (Ex. 4). 
Although this treatment has links with Handel's German and Italian 
pasto the effect is not far removed from Purcell's combination of 
a theme with its own augmentation at Ex. 1(a). 
In the duet No. 3 Handel gives himself the first real opport- 
unity in the canticles for extended solo writing. For the first 
time the names of*soloists'appear on his music: Hughes and Weely, 
a well-tried Chapel Royal combination for whom Handel also pro- 
vided a duet in the Sirthday Ode Eternal source oflight divine. 
It is interesting that Handel had found out that Hugbess and not 
Elfords was Weely's regular duet partner: the Chapel's practice 
seems to have been to match 'first' basses with 'first' altos. 
Handel's movement is a straightforward binary structure with a 
central ritornellot A certain angularity about the end of bar 1 
in the oboe part suggests that the music may have been re-worked 
from an earlier composition, possibly from the Hamburg period. 
48 
The long afid somewhat archaic choral movement which follows (No-4) 
may also have been worked up from previous materiale The first 
half of the movement is a free fugue based on the alternation and 
combination of theme's first heard independently in chorus and 
orchestra* 
49 
The second part of the movements beginning at bar 939 
introduces a new theme for the verse's second clause, which also 
quickly acquires a complementary contrasted grab ect. 
50 
The sub- 
jeots both here and at the beginning of the movement are intro- 
c 
51 In the Te Deum within No. 1, and Nos. 6-7; 
in the Jubilate Nos. 1-2. 
c 
52 A similar passage occurs in the Te Deum, No. 3p bars 
134-137. As it happens, the text as it now stands 
also ends with the word IgloryI, iVL*&qw but Handel's 
original version ended 10 Christ'. 
I 
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duced immediately in stretto, yet, even so Handel: contrives to make 
the stretto over the. pedal-notes in the last bars of the 
movement souzid more final than what has gone before. 
The trio, No- 5, is rather more Purcellian than the duet NO-3, 
both in its melodic contours and in its adherence to the tonic. 
The fragmented bass line at the opening might almost have been coni- 
posed by Croft, though it is unlikely that Croft would have thought 
of using the chromatic scale from bar 4 to generate the broadening- 
out of the movement which Handel achieves from bar 30 onwards. 
The final chorLxaes,. Nos., 6 and 7, form a free prelude and 
e fugue in-Handel's most spacious manner. ' The idea of coupling of 
contrasted choruses had-already been used three times by Handel in 
the canticles. 
51 The eight-part chorus in No. 6 is used with a 
concentrated power heightened by contrast with the orchestral 
interludes for upper strings only: the closest comparable movement, 
Igo. 6 of the Te Deumq makes its mark by dividing the chorus rather 
than concentrating it. It is impossible for the modern listener 
to avoid hearing pre-echoes of Messiah im No* 6 of the Jubilate, 
and the similarity of the music may have-been generated by the 
similarity of the texts. In Messiah the words are 141ory to God 
in the highest'# in the Jubilate they are 'Glory be to the Father': 
in each case they drew from Handel. a, choral outburst with a halo 
of string echoes. 
52 It is interest. ingthat he did not attempt to 
re-introduce music from previous movements at the words 'As it was 
in the beginning1v in view of the fact that he used this device 
in the Gloria or each of his three large-scale Latin Psalm settings. 
Instead, themes are combined and textures are contrasted in the 
last movement of the Jubilate with a dramatic sense which must 
have seemed totally new to the London public: -the massive rhetor- 
ical ending with its pauses and long final stretto is a fitting 
53 Burney: Conune-ý; -, orat*Lon, p. 35 (Pirst Performarce). 
54 See Deutsc#: iiandel, p-327-ý)- Vie re,, -: orts Of the ser- 
vice do not mention who directed the music* though the 
singers named (Powell, Waltz and RQwe) were part of 
Handel's company for the Uxford oratorio performances. 
The strongest evidence suggesting that Handel was res- I 
ponsible for the performance is circumstantial: at the 
1713 Oxford Act the Professor of ausic and Organist of a> 
the University Churcla was paid for a similar performance, 
but there is no p4yment in. 1733ý (oxford University 
Vice-Chancellor's Accounts, Bodleian Library, W. k. B. 21(6), 
lb97-1735). 
55 See the iaS organ scorePBL Rld. 19. a. 14 and Add. MS 27745, 
both of wUich associate the-DettinF-en, Te Deum with the 
Utrecht Jubilate. The Sons of the Clergy announcemEnts 
of livir. Handel's New Te Deum and Jubilate' from 1744 * 
onwards (See Appendix 4) refer to the same combination. 
56 Deutsch: Handel, lp. 217 
57 See Appendix 5, B15. 
58 See Appendix 4. There is no evidence for a performance 
of the Utrecht music_ at. the Sons of the Clergy Festival 
before 1731: *the oft-repeated statement, (derived from 
Hawkins: History, ii, p-745-b, & relayed via W. H. CiimmingS to 
keal-be: Sons. of the C12M) that Handel's setting super- h 
seded Purcell's at the Festivals from-1713 onwards 
is not supported by the evidence. C: 
59 Walsh's title -page describes the Te Deum as that 
Iyerform'd before the Sons of the Clergy'. See, infral 
'Printed Edition', and also Smith and Humphries: 
P-157. 
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culmination to Handel's first English essay in 'his grandest and 
most magnificent stylel . 
53 
There is no evidence that fiandel ever performed the Utrecht 
music again dftet the Thanksgiving Service*of, July 1713, though he 
revived the jubilate with a reduced scoring at Cannons. it is pos- 
sible that he may have been responsible for a performance of the 
ike Deum and Jubilate on 8 July 17339 during his visit to Uxford, 
54 
but the autograDh bears none of Handel's characteristic annot- 
ations which would suggest a revival under his direction. He com- 
posed three further settings of the Te Deum for the Chapel Royal* 
none of which has an accompanying Jubilate: the possibility that 
Handel revived the Utrecht Jubilate alone at some stage to compýe- 
ment one of these Te Deums, although remote, can not be discounted 
completely. Certainly the Dettingen Te 1)eum and the Utrecht Jubi- 
late were coupled in later performances under other hands. 
55 
The Utrecht canticles were within the resources of many per- 
forming groups in London and the provinces: they became a popular 
altermative to Purcell's service, though not immediately. Only 
one performance apart from the composer's is known before the 
1730's, at Bristol on St. Cecilia's Day 1727.56 Nathaniel Priest, 
who was responsible for this performance, was a former Chapel Royal 
chorister 
57 
and presumably obtained the music through Chapel con- 
nectionB. The fortunes of the music underwent a major revolution 
in the 1730's. The success of the performance at the Sons 6f the 
Clergy Festival service in 1731 
58 
was almost certainly a major fac- 
59 tor in persuading Walsh to print a score of the Te Deum and Jubilate. . 
To Judge from the frequency of the advertisements, Purcell's D 
major Te Deum and Jubilate had enjoyed a regular long-term demand, 
and Handel's setting now took its place alongside Purcell's. 
Me two works together became the foundation of the repertoire for 
60 alk. RC, v, p. 52 and Deutsch: Handel., p-401-3. 
c 
I 
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festival services as the expansion of provincial music meetings 
took place. Handel's canticles formed part of the first programmes 
for the Salisbury St. Cecilia performances (1742) and for the 
Dublin performances in aid of idercer's Hospital (1736)9 
60 
Just as Purcell's canticles were joined by the Utrecht ones, so 
the latter in their turn had eventually to share their place in 
popular esteem with Handel's own Dettingen Te Deum. In provincial 
programmes it is often impossible to tell which of Handel's set- 
tings was performed from the 1740's onwards unless the music is 
identified as Handel's 'Old' or 'New' Te Deum. In spite of the 
competition, however, there is no doubt that the Utrecht setting 
remained fairly constantly in favour throughout the eighteenth 
century, and the printed edition was maintained by Walsh and his 
successors. Handel's music, originally a success with the influ- 
ential and the cognoseenti of the metropolis in 1713, became 
equally successful in a different way with a different type of 
audience in a later generation. 
61 As already noted in the previous chapter, Handel 
added French instructions to only two English 
Church Music autographs - the Utrecht canticles 
and Anthem 6C. 
13l 
Autograph 
B. L. Rivl. 20.9-5 f- 1-73 (Te Deum and Jubilate lacking 23 bars of 
the Jubilate) 
Te Deum: 2 binp 2 un, 7 bin, 1 un; 
Jubilate: 2 bin, Ll (? =1 uno), 2 bin, 1 tern, 1 fol., 1 tern. 
plus 1 additional Fol. (f. 73) - see below. 
Handel numbered each gathering to f-51 
Watermarks: Ba, Bb, D1 
Rastrography: f. 1-12,66-72 12-stave 04 72 
Remainder 16-stave 04 52 
Singers named: Jubilate 3 Mr. Hughs 
Mr. Whale 
Alto 1: Mr. Eilfurth 
Alto 2: Mr. Hughs (Written over another 
name) 
Bass: Mr. Wahle (deleted) (Mr) Gaetz 
NB. The two alto parts are reversed in H*G xxxi, p. 66. 
Handel began Hughs' part in the Tenor clefs but 
corrected it to the alto clef before the first entry 
in his part. 
Two general features of the manuscript are of interest: 
the use of directions in French, premimably intended for the copyist, 
61 
and the general use of the flat sign, as an alternative to the 
natural, to denote the correction of a sharp by a semitone. The 
naturals in the autograph may be later additions: there have cer- 
tainly been some additions to the word underlayq mainly by a 
copyist (or copyists) trying to clarify word-setting in the 
choruses. 
The make-up of the MS reveals several interesting features. 
Handel had two stocks of paper by him, ruled 12-stave and 16-stave. 
All appears to have gone smoothly with the composition of the Te 
Deum until bar 21 of No, 2. Handel discarded his original contin- 
uation here (See Ex- 3 above), which probably ran on to a sheet 
originally following f. 12, now discarded. Probably Handel decided 
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on the revision almost immediately and proceeded, using the other 
paper, with the version now found on f-13 (This begins at bar 22 
of No. 2). Certain alterations and copying errors elsewhere sug- 
gest that Handel was working from pre-existing sketches, the 
clearest example occurring at bars 4-5 in No. 6 of the Jubilate 
where a little surgery was needed to rectify an omitted half- 
bar: since the rest of the movement is barred correctlyq the 
original 1Y2 bar version must be a mistake. 
The Te Deum. is dated at the end "S. D. G. G. F. H. Londres ce 14 
de Janv* V(ieux). st (yle) 9a 1712". Tile last page of the Jubilate has 
been cropped by a binder and all that is visible now is "S. D. G. 
G. F* Hendel *.. 171311* If the second date is to be taken in old 
style as wells the composition was not completed until after 25 
March 1712/3. The fact that newspaper notices of the rehearsals 
make no specific mention of the Jubilate is not conclusive evid- 
ence that it did not exist before 5 March, since "Te Deum" seems 
to have been used to cover the canticles as a whole and Jubilates 
are hardly ever referred to separately in reports of previous 
thanksgiving services. The Jubilate does not ran on in the same 
binio from the Te Deum, but the identical paper types suggest 
that the composition of the Jubilate was commenced very soon after 
that of the Te Deum. ' There isq however, a clear break within 
the autograph of the Jubilate which suggests that Handel suspended 
work on it for a times so that the Jubilate may not have been com- 
pleted very soon after the To Deume The evidence for the inter- 
ruption of the Jubilate is: 
(1) The cessation of Handel's numbering of the manuscript's 
sections* By the time he had reached the second chorus of the 
Jubilate, Handel obviously decided that the manuscript needed some 
sorting outand he numbered the previous gatherings* Then he re- 
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turned to the composition he did not continue this numbering, 
even though succeeding gatherings were irregular. 
(2) The presence in the autograph of a sheet carrying a dif- 
ferent ending to No. 3 (now f*73). This does not join up with the 
foliation of the final version, nor can it be made to fit on to it 
musically. The sheet appears to start with a new bar at the equi- 
valent of bar 28Y2: it is thus wrongly barred for any link with no. 3 
as it now stands. Therefore it must be the remains of a former ver- 
sion of the movement, rejected in favour of the present one* If 
the discarded movement was short (c. 20-24 barsq on a par with the 
solo sections of the Te Deum) f*73 could well be the survivor of a 
binio forming the third gathering of the Jubilate, thus: 
Conclusion of No. 2 
Ebeginni-ng 
of duet (first version)q lost 
present f. 73 
The first two leaves were probably discarded accidentally at a 
later date along with the rejected third leaf - hence the present 
lacuna in the IMS following f. 50. 
The sudden appearance of soloists' names in the auto- 
graph from the beginning of the present No. 3 (f. 52). Up to this 
point-Handel had written "Solo" (or, more usually, "Sol") against 
the solo voice parts, as if he was not sure who would be available. 
The leading Chapel Royal soloists are then named for the duet and 
the trio (Nos. 3 and 5) of the Jubilate. It seems extremely like- 
ly that Handel re-wrote No. 3 on a more extended scale to make 
use of the Chapel Royal singers to best advantage. There is one 
hint on f* 73 that the original setting of number 3 was more mod- 
est: it lacks a closing instrumental ritornello. 
Taken together, this evidence points to the conclusion that 
62 Ch. -ndos Anthem 1,110.7. See Chapter 6. 
I 
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Handel broke off the composition of the ýubilate after he had com- 
pleted the original version of ho. 3, and tilat by tne time he return- 
ed to it, the Utrecht service had in some sense become "official". 
He was therefore able to count on, and write for, the best Chapel 
Royal soloists. 
A slight mystery attaches to Handel's alteration to the word- 
setting at bars 28-35 of the Gloria (No. ()) of the Jubilate. The 
process of alteration is quite clear: Handel originally wrote the 
rhythm of Ex- 5a in all parts and then changed it to Eýx, 5b. He 
altered the orchestral parts in the autograph and also the vocal 
bass part, which was the only voice part under which he had pro- 
vided a text* His intention was clearly that the upper voice 
parts should follow the revised rhythm as well, though the second- 
ary manuscript copies merely reproduce the mixed final state of the 
autograph* When did Handel make this alteration? It was definitely 
made before 1720: the Cannons version of the movement 
62 
and Tudway's 
copy both attest that the revision had been made by then. It is 
possible that the alteration was a second thought on Handel's part 
when he was re-scoring the movement for Cannonsq but it seems much 
more likely that it was a last-minute alteration in 1713. The evi- 
dence for this comes from the early COPY A (see infra), where the 
copyist reproduced Handel's original version and then himself re- 
vised the orchestral parts and vocal bass part. 
tic, S-. 
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Copies 
A B. L. Add. MS 5323 Score of Te Deum and jubilate 
Copyist: Ridl 
Watexmarks: Dl, Bbl, Ba 
Rastrography: 12-stave, 04 72-72.5; 16-stave 04 52.5 
Identical paper characteristics to the autograph. This 
must be a very early copy andq although it does not carry any 
marks definitely in Handel's hand, it may even have originated 
as a fair copy conducting score for the first performance. It 
seems to have some connection with the early copies of Teseo, and 
, 
Pastor Fido (now RM 19. e. o and Rbl. 19-e-4)9 the former in the hand 
of RMI and the latterg including Aandel's pencilled annotations 
connected with later performances, probably in the same hand. 
The copyist's own correction to hoo 6 of the Jubilate suggests 
that he was working closely with Handel. The copyists of Add. 53? 3 
and RM*19. e*4 are incorrectly identified by Larsen. 
B B. L. Harl. MS 73429 f-310-379 (olim P. 591-731) 
Score of Te Deum and Jubilateg entitled "The 1viorning Service 
viz Te Deum. W Jubilate Compos'd by Kre Hendale by the 
Queen's Order for ye Thanksgiving On ye Peace 1713 And 
perform'd in Sto Paul's Church, Accompanied wth Instrumental 
Musice" 
This MS is the concluding entry in Thomas Tudway's sixth and 
last volume of English Church blusieg collected and copied for 
Edward, Lord Harleys 1715-1720. This volume is dated 1720. 
Copyist: Thomas Tudway 
Wat ermark: Dl 
Rastrography: 12-stave 03 56.5p 02 31 
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c York blinster Library JdS 1d96 6core, jubilate only. (C. 1720) 
Copyist: J. C. Smith senior 
Watermark: Cb 
Rastrography. '; 12-stave, 02 30-5 
Title: Jubilate, Sr. Handel khIS D and E are headed 
"Jubilate" only) 
A fair copy scores apparently never associated with a score 
of the companion Te Deum. 
LCM MS 888 Score of Jubilate only (c* 1735) 
Copyist: J. C. Smith senior 
Watermark: Cc 
Rastrography: 12-stave, 02 32.5 
Similar to C, aboveg but of later date* 
Formerly the property of Sir George Grove. 
Mp Henry Watson Music Library (Flower Collection) MS 130 Hd4v. 172 
Score of Jubilate onlys from the Aylesford Collection. There 
are no accompanying orchestral parts. (ce 1735) 
Copyist: S2 
Watermark: Cc 
Rastrography: 12-stave, 02 74.5 
Similar to MS C and D aboveg but a less careful copy. 
F Cfm Music MS 814 (Lannard Collection, Vol. 32) 
Score of Te Deum and Jubilate., The volume commences with 
the Cannons To Deum in B flat major and the Cannons Jubilate 
(Chandos Anthem 1). The-me are followed by the Utrecht and Caroline 
canticles# with new pagination 1-130. The Utrecht service occupies 
P* 1-108. (o. 1738/9) 
Copyist: J. C. Smith senior 
Watermark: E+a 
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Rastrography: 20-stavel Qý 5 88 and 92 23.5 
This VIS, like copies G and I below, is a large 'library$ score. 
G B. L. Egerton MS 2914, f-1-68 (Olim P-1-135) Granville Collection 
Score of Te Deum and Jubilate (c. 1740) 
Copyist: J. C. Smith senior 
Watermark: C+f 
Rastrography: 22-stave 02 23.4-24,16-stave 02 30-5 
H Mp Henry Watson Music Library (Flower collection) 
MS 130 Hd4 V. 327-344,347 
Set of parts, vocal and orchestral, for Te Deum without 
Jubilate. Aylesford Collection. No surviving score traced. 
(c. 1744-6) 
Copyist: S2 
Watermark: ? Ch 
Rastrography: 12-stavet 04 75 
In -teresting for the editorial treatment of the bass lines, 
extracting a bassoon part in the chorus movements where Handel pro- 
vided no independent part, and also for the treatment of bars 107 
et seq. of the Te Deum, where Handel's intentions for the alloc- 
ation of the upper three orchestral parts are not clear. 
I B. Lo RMol8ofe9p f 1-55 (olim P, 1-109) 
Score of Te Deum and Jubilate. Smith Collection, with coat 
of arms of Frederick, Prince of Wales, on the binding. (c. 1746) 
Copyist: J. C. Smith senior 
Watermark: Cip identical with that found in the autographs 
of the Occasional Oratorio and Judas Maccabeus. 
Rastrography: 20 and 22-staveq 23.5-24 
16-stave: Te Deum 04 72-5 
Jubilate 04 75.5 
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Other copies 
There are several other copies which did not apparently 
emanate from Handelts circle Of COPYiStB and which are, on the 
whole, of little independent authority* They include: 
Copyin the collection of Gerald Cokep Bentley, Hants. 
Possibly from the 1720tse Mr. Coke also owns the autograph 
of Hiller's German versiong 1780. 
Durham Cathedral Library, MS Ia. 172. An early copy, 
probably pre-1730. 
Hamburg, Staats- und UniversitAts-Bibliothek MB/1661. 
Formerly the property of james Blackman and Friedrich 
Chrysander. Mid-18th century. 
000 MS 68,69 and 72. Single parts in the hand of 
Richard Goodson the younger, ce 1738, derived from the 
printed score, now Oce 606. 
B. L. RM. 19. a. 14 and Add MS 27745: Organ scores of the 
jubilates companions to similar scores for the Dettingen Te 
Deume Mid-18th centuryo 
Printed Edition 
'Te Deum Et Jubilateg For Voices and Instruments 
Perform'd before the Sons of the Clergy at the Cathedral- 
Church of Sto Paul. Compoold by George Frederick Handel. 
**. London* Printed for & Sold by Iohn Walshq &c. 
This was the first printed score of Handel's English church 
music* probably published 1731-2 following the Sons of the Clergy 
Festival performance in February 1731- It was re-issued several 
times throughout the eighteenth century and its success seems to 
have encouraged Walsh to print further volumes of Handel's church 
music during the 1730's and 17401s. It was handsomely engraved, 
but the music text contains a few 'howlers'. Chief among these 
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is the final chord of the Te Deum, which repeats the previous G 
major chord instead of closing the plagal cadence with a chord 
of D: this mistake was transmitted unaltered to Arnold's edition 
(c. 1788) and even escaped Chrysander's eye. Chrysander seems to 
have used an amended version of Walsh's print for HG xxxi, where 
this chord appears uncorrected. Similarly, the impossible C sharp 
for Trumpet 2 in bar 2 of 'Day by day we magnify Thee' survived 
in Chrysander's edition. 
Relationship of Sources 
Of the primary copiest only A, B and C antedate the printed 
edition. Many later copies are probably derived from the printed 
edition* In spite of the existence of the printed edition, the 
collectors responsible for the creation of the Aylesford, Lennard, 
Granville and Smith Collections seem to have demanded manuscripts 
of the Utrecht music. All of these copies seem to have been 
derived indepdndently from the autograph, or possibly a file copy 
no longer extant. All MS copies except D carry the half-corrected 
version of No* 6 of the Jubilateq as does the printed edition. 
t 
c 
t 
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63 See McGuinness: Court Odes 
64 SjEP, December 30-january 1. Although Old Style 
was used in England until 1752, the New Year was 
celebrated at Court on January 1, 
For Ellis, see Appendix 59 B39. 
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Handel's Ode for Queen Annels Birthday 
There are two reasons for including Handel's Court Ode, Eternal 
Source-of Light Divine in the present study: it involved the per- 
sonnel of the Chapel Royalq and its composition seeifts'to be closely 
linked with that of the Utrecht canticles. The Ode demonstrates 
even more clearly than the canticles the extent of'Handells insinu- 
ation into the life of the English Court during his early years in 
London. From the Hanoverian point of view, the Ude would have been 
more difficult to condone than the canticles, for by setting the 
Ode Handel was giving unambiguous support to the peace settlement 
referred to in the text. 
Just as the Utrecht canticles must be seen against the back- 
ground of previous English Thanksgiving Services, so Handel's Ode 
must be related to the immediate history of the English Court Ode. 
By 1700 the performance of celebratory odes on New Year's Day and 
the monarch's birthday had become a regular part of English court 
life. 
63 
The composition of these odes, to texts supplied by the 
Poet Laureate, was one of the-Inain tasksýof the Master of the 
lUngle/Queen's Musick. Regular payments weremade to John Eccles 
throughout the early years of Queen Anne's reign for "pricking and 
fair writing" the odes, usually at the rate of about C11 per ode. 
The 24 Royal Musicianst or that part of them which was currently 
in waitingg had to perform the odes as one of their regular duties. 
The Chapel Royal provided most of the voices, soloists as well as 
chorus. V6r sýme later years there is considerable information 
about the Chapel 'Royal performers: at N: ew Year 171Er/19, for example, 
the soloists were Hughesand Gatesq 93ad the newspaper reports even 
give the name of the Treble soloistv Thomas Ellis. 
64 
On the days 
of the Court Odes and Balls, eveniz% prayer in the Chapel was can- 
celled "it being difficult for the Gentlemen and Officers of the 
I 
65 NCB, P-133. Entered 1742/3* but apparently 
recording a time-honoured practice. 
Eccles held. the office until his death in 1734/5- 
67 1ý This was apparently composed B. L. Add. " 31456. C- 
for -Ung Willýamls birthday, probably for November 
1702. william's name has been replaced by Anne's 
throughout the i9S. The chronology of the table in 
YxGuinness: Court Odes, p. (24). appears to be at. 
fault over this ode: Eccles' Cde cannot have been 
performed on Anne's birthday in February 1702/3 if. 
William did not die until iaarch. S., I suggest the Ode 
might have beeh used for the 1704/5 birthday. The 
singers' names on the music seem an integral set in- 
tended for 1 performance, whether in 1703 or 1705. 
68 Cook and Robert were probably theatre singers; both, 
appear in various London concert advertisements 
calendered in RMARC is 
69 Recorded P. R. O. LC5/152-154- 
70 L. C5/155 P-81 
71 LC5 /156 p-137 
72 See McGuinness: Court Odes, p. (27) 
73 See supra, Chap-3. The Queen's birthday was on 6 February. z 
74 Nothing definite seems known about Eccles' politics. 
It is noteworthy, however, that in May 1713 his benefit 
concert was advertised as being fpr the 'D, ýItertai. nment 
of .. the Duke d'Aumont, Embassador extraordirary from 
France'. QUURC, i, p*85, ) This seems to rule out the 
possibility that Ecc, les was specifically opposed to 
the Peace settlement. D'Aum, ont was also the dedicatee 
of billa a month later. 
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of the Chapel. to come to the Gate of the vourt by reason of the 
great Concourse of keqple on those kablick Days. "65 
Specifiq payments to additional performers for the odes do 
not appear in the records of the Lord Chamberlain's department 
during Eccles' period as master of the Idusick. 
66 
Perhaps part of 
his overall fee was allocated to this expense. There is no doubt 
that the regular court musicians were supplemented from time to time 
by performers from elsewhere. For Eccles' Birthday Ode, Inspire us, 
genius of the day, 
67 
for example, an oboe player was required and 
the vocal soloists included Cook and Robert as well as Chapel Royal 
Gentlemen Damascene, Elford and Williamse 
68 
I There is a complete set of payments to Eccles for the court 
odes up to 1709 
69 
when court mourning for Prince George of Denmark 
probably stopped the festivities. No paymenteis recorded for 1710 
and the next one, dated 7 March 1710/1, covers the New Year and 
Birthday odes for 1711.70 No payment at all is recorded for the 
remaining years of Queen Anne's reign, but the series begins again 
with the first ode of George I's reignp liew Year 1715.71 A lit- 
erary text for Eccles' 1711 birthday-ode is extant, 
72 but we have 
already seen that an Italian entertainment under Handel's direction 
was produced at court on that occasion. 
73 
Either two separate 
musical performancts took place on the 1711 Birthday, or Eccles was 
paid for an ode which he comptsed but which was never performed, or 
the 1710/1 payment is an inaccurately recorded retrospective pay- 
ment fOV 1710 (ýders- The absence Of PaYments to locles for 1712:, ý 
1714 shows that something interrupted. the regular Court traditions: 
perhaps the Queen preferred ItalijLn entertainments or the change in 
the ministry put Eccles on the wrong side of the Whig/Tory divide. 
74 
He may have composed odes which did not reach performance in the 
intervening years: a newspaper advertisement refers to "Mr. John 
75 Walsh/Hare advertisement, EP ApkillO 1714. 
This isnot calendered in REARC i, nor does the 
music appear to be known to Smith: Walsh I. 
ft 
76 Boyer: Political. State, v, p*89 
77 ibidt vii, P-184 
78 BL-Rý4#24. d*5- Soloists named are. Elford, Weely 
and Gates. It is possible that Croft's Oxford 
Doctoral Exercis, e, With Noise of Cannon, was also 
originally planned as a Birthday Ode, since it 
is addressed to the Queen. 
79 Authorship identified from Charles Jennens' 
annotations to his copy of Mainwarirýg: Memoirs. P 
See Deanz blarginalia, p. 162 
U2 
Eccles' 'Idusick for the Birthday 1714 for violins and hautboys". 
75 
To sum up, the situation seems to be that Eccles provided 
Odes until c. 1710, but not between 1712 and 1714. Handel and 
Nicolini performed in place of the Ode at the 1710/1 birthday 
and Nicoliniq in Handel's absence, was responsible for a similar 
court performance in 1711/12. Contemporary sources tell us no- 
thing about the music performed at the 1712/3 and 1713/4 birth- 
days. In 1712/3 the Queen, at St. James's ealacet was suffering 
severely from gout: she did not appear at the normal court, though 
she was carried into the Great Presence Chamber in the evening, 
where she played cards for an hour while "a sort of ball" took 
place in the adjoining room. 
(6 In 1714 the Queen, at Windsor, 
received the foreign ministers at 2 p. m. and in the evening there 
was a ball and a "splendid entertainment". 
77 The possibility 
that a full court ode was performed on eithbr of these occasions 
seems rehiotb: apart frbm thb omission of any mention of it in the 
paperst common sense suggests that the state of the Queen's health 
probably prevented the performance of a work of any length. 
Croft's Prepare, ye sbns of art, with it's four short movements, 
78 
might have been performed: Handel's Eternal Source would not. 
Yet it seems certhin that Handel's Ode was intended for per- 
formance on the royal birthday: the text refers to 'the Day that 
gave great Anna birth' and the sololsts named on the autograph 
are a mixture, of Ch! apel Royal: and theatre singers typical of the 
forces normally employed for the 'odes. The- textq bjr Ambrose 
79 Philips, is a paean in praise of Anne as a peacemaker. This 
pointýs to 1713 as the year of origin, and the composition of 
the dde may account for the suggested interruption to Handel's 
work on the Utrecht Jubilate* A plausible timetable of events 
might have been: 
80 RMARC, i, P-85-6 
Colman: Opera Registers (BL. Add. Na 1-1258). f. 22v. 
81 Handel would not have been the only composer who 
brought out an unperformed court ode for use on a 
later occasion. Death or illness, or a major 
court,. event such as a royal wýedding, fron, tin-e to 
time led to the sudden cancellation of the ode and 
composers were naturally unwilling to see their 
efforts go to waste. The fate of Eccles' 1703 ode 
has been desci-ibed (supra, note 67)e His ode, - 
Again the Joyous morn, unperforiaea in 1733, was used 
for the 1734 birthday. Some mystery attaches to the 
circumstances surrounding Greene's odes in 175Cý. 2, 
c 
but Great Patriot Prince, may have been used twice. 
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Handel finishes the Utrecht Te Deum on 14 january and 
proceeds to the composition of the Jubilate. He then receives 
the text of the Ode, lays aside the Jubilate for the moment, 
and has 10-15 days to compose the Ode and arrange rehearsals. 
At the beginning of Februaryq with the composition completeg 
the Queen suffers an attack of gout and the performance on 
the Bitthday is cancelled. Handel then returns to work on 
the Jubilate, probably in mid- or late-February. 
The watermaick, though not the rastrography, of the paper used by 
Handel for the composition of the Ode matches that of the Utrecht z 
music 0 
There is one factor 'which limits acceptance of the timetable 
outlined above* This is the appearance of Mrs. Robinson among the 
soloists of the Ode, named by Handel on four movements* As far as 
we know,, Anastasia Robinson did not make her first appearance on 
the London stage as a singer until 9 June 1713: she first performed 
with the Haymarket Italian Opera company in January 1713/4.80 The 
date of her first association with Handel in the Opera company 
therefore suggests that the Ode was intended for the 1713/4 birth- 
day, rather than the 1712/3 celebration to which the rest of the 
evidence seems to point. The most likply explanatiLon is that Han- 
del composed the OdV for 1712/39 but that it was pot performed on 
the Birthday. : Re brought it out again, a year later, 
81 
and this 
time it came sufficiently near to performance fdr him to add the 
singers' names. This oxplains not only the presence of Mrs. Robin- 
son's name but also the relative accuracy of Handel's spellings of 
the English names compared with those found on earlier Chapel Royal 
autographs. Handel decided to re-allocate No. 4 to Elford and 
made the necessary re-arrangement: we may guess that this was a 
last minute alteration from the unusual procedure adopted* Handel 
c c 
82 Conducting score, Hamburg Staats- und 
Universitgtsbibliotliek 1,11C/26b. 
83 bean: blarginalia, p. 162 is rather hard on Philips' 
text, rather unjustly in my opinion. The occasion 
demanded serious, if not pompous, verse: Philips' 
ode hat more in the way of useful poetic cortent 
than most of the court ode texts. 
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normally either re-composed the music of an aria afresh or, of only 
minor adjustments to the tessitura were needed, pencilled alter- 
ations on to the original copy. On this occasion he wrote out 
another version of the voice part alone, adjusting the vocal range 
but leaving the substance of the music alone so that it still fit- 
tied the original orchestral accompaniment. The revised voice 
part is now f-15 of the autograph. The only work in Handel's Eng- 
lish Church, music for which*he adopted a similar procedure was the 
1734 Wedding Anthem, This is the Da-v: on this occasion the copyist 
reproduced the orchestral parts of music borrowed from Athalia and 
Handel filled in the revised voice parts. 
82 
As far as the Ode is 
concerned, Handel's efforts were almost certainly wasted in 1713/4 
for the performance was probably cancelled on account of the con- 
dition of the Queen's health. The timing of Handel's pension, 
granted by Queen Anne in December 1713, does not help- to establish 
the textual chronology of the Ode: it may be argued wither that the 
composition of the Ode and the Utrecht canticles in 1712/3 influ- 
enced the Queen's decision, or alternatively that the Ode was 
Handel's response early in 1713/4 to the award of the pension. 
The composition of the Ode seems to have come easily: there 
is hardly a hesitation in the autograph and the gatheringB are com- 
pletely regular. Due credit must be given to Philips' text, 
83 
which provided the composer with eminently settable verses and at- 
tractive pastoral imagery. Eternal source of light divine contains 
some of the best music composed by Handel for Chapel Royal soloists 
during his early years in Londong largely because the Ode provided 
more opportunities than anthems and canticles for extended aria 
writing. Elford's first accompanied recitative is one of the most 
striking opening movements in any of Handel's works, comparable to 
the arioso/accompanied recitative movements with which he liked to 
C, '4 ýee, for example, the opening to Act 1 of 
Roaelinda, Act 2 of Arianna and, of course, 
Act 1 of Serse. 
85 It may, nevert; ieless, have resulted in an 
acoustical miscalculation on Handel's part. 
Purcell's Odes seem to have been performed 
at Whitehall, in circýp*stances more spacigus 
than the Drawing Room at St. James's Palace. 
I 
I 
t 
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begin operatic acts-84 'The interplay between alto voice and solo 
trumpet in this movement has an obvious eurcellian ancEEtry. 
8_5 
Later in the Ode Elford received rather short measure in the arias, 
which may be why 1-40.4 was re-allocated to him. i1hree other Chapel 
Royal soloists have solo movements. Gates' movement is not far 
distant in style from the operatic Iragel aria; Hugbes and Weely 
have a duet built over an ostinato bass. 
As previously noted, one of the most successful features of 
the Utrecht Te Deum was Handel's dramatic linking of solo and 
chorus material, so that the chorus reinforces the effect of the 
solo sections. In the Ude the linking of soloists and chorus is 
perhaps characterised by ingenuity rather than drama. To con- 
clude each solo movement the chorus enters with the motto text 
'The day that gave great Anna birth, Who fixId a lasting Peace on 
earth". since the words are accommodated to the music of the pre- 
ceding ariag this text appears in a different musical guise each 
time. The musical function of the concluding chorus is cunningly 
varied by Handel. In No* 2 the chorus takes up Elford's exuber- 
ant solop including the florid divisions, and extends the music to 
greater length than the solo itself. In No- 5 the chorus provides 
a tonic completion to the duet, and in No. 8 it fulfils the func- 
tion of the reprise section of a ternary form Ma eapol) aria. 
In No. 9 the Purcellian device of an Echo chorus (probably using 
the chorus voices to answer four soloists) illustrates 'to distant 
climes the sound convey'. The choral element is used with resource 
and a lightness of touch which makes the comparable choruses of 
the Utrecht To Deum appear rather stodgy and halting: however, 
the problems posed by the texts of the two works are so different 
that this comparison is rather unfair. 
It is almost inconceivable that Handel could have written 
8Q, Purcell's work would probably have been more 
accessible to him than Eccles' more recent 
odes. The possibility of-some independent 
influence on Handel from Eccles' work cannot 
be, ruled-out, however. One thematic resemblance 
with Eccles' mupic has been pointed out with 
reference to Handel's Anthem bC. (See Chapter 3. ) 
t 
c 
t 
I 
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Eternal source of light divine without some knowledge of Purcell's 
odes. 
86 
At the same time, the solo movements are not far removed 
from Handel's musical experience in the opera house. He revived 
Nos. 7.8 and 9, with new texts but only minor alterations to the 
music for his English theatre performances in the 1730's (in 
Esther, Acis and Galatea and Deborah respectively). These move- 
ments proved very successful in their new contexts. The Hughes/ 
Weely duet, No- 5# also formed the basis for an aria in the 1732 
version of Esther: it is interesting that the theatrical version 
is less ornate than the original music for the Chapel Royal 
singers in the Ode. 
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. 
tograph 
B. L. Rid. 20. g. 2, f-1-349 and three unnumbered ruled folios. 
(Complete Ode) 9 bin with insertion, I fol. f-15 
The gatherings are numbered in ink, possibly by an early copyist. 
Watermarks: Bb; Insertion Eng. 1 
Rastrography: 12-stave 04 70.5 
12-stave 04 68.5 U-30 onwards) 
Insertion: 12-stave 04 82.5 
Singers named: No. 1. Mr Eilfurt 
No. 2. Mr Eilfurt 
No. 3. Mrs Robi(n)son 
No. 4A. Mrs Barbier 
No* 4B. Mr Eilfort 
at bars 254-5: Wirs Robison (Soprano) 
Mrs Barbier (Alto) 
No. 5. Ur Hughs (alto)l Dir Whaly (Bass) 
(the last name possibly altered from "Whely") 
No. 6. Mrs Robison, Mrs Barbier 
No. 7. lArs Robis, Mrs Barb 
No* 8. Mr Gates 
No. 9. Ur Eilfurt 
at'Bar 573. (nqxt, to upper chorus entry): 
Mrs Robison (Sop, ý); Mr Eilfurt (Alto). 
The lower chorus is 14belled by 
Handel "Co. Eco" 
. 
The improvement in the spelling of Elford's name on the in- 
sertion 4B is noteworthy. The autograph is undated and ends at 
bar 586 with a cue instructing the repeat of the chorus from No. 2. 
Handel wrote "Tromba" at the beginning of No* 1, but used the 
(nearly) English form "Trompets" at the chorus entry in No* 9* At 
bars 88-9 of No* 2 Handel overlooked a set of consecutives between 
87 Copy. 29 pelow. 
88 HG xxix, p,, 62 
89 HG liii, P-55 
90 Appendix 59 B&65* 
See Burndy:, Commemoration, (Fifth Performance)w, 
p. 100. Randall became 2rofessor of Music at 
Cambridge. 
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Soprano and. Tenor parts. This passage has been corrected by a later 
hand: Smith copied the uncorrected form about 1760-87 
The autograph carries two additions in Handel's hand relating 
to later adaptations. In No. 8 Handel added 7 bars between 516 and 
517 with the text 'be humble, or if Death's thy Doom' for use in 
'Awake the Ardourl (Deborah, 1733). 
88 
The upper string parts to 
the opening bars of No. 7 were added by Handel during the adaptation 
of this movement for use in the 1732 version of Acis and Galatea 
('Contento sol promettel). 
89 The earliest copies of the Ode give 
the movement in its original form with basso continuo opening only. 
Copies 
These are listed below in approximately chronological order* 
Copy 2 is probably derived from the lost Aylesford Collection scorej 
and is comparable to S-13's copies of the Caroline Te Deump to be 
described in Chapter 5- 
A B. L. Add. IAS 35347 'Serenata on Queen Ann's Birth Day 
compos'd by ldr* Handell'. For a note on the anonymous copyist 
see Burrows:, Dolbon,, P-149. 
Copied c. 1730-1740. 
Once the property of John Randall, who took part in the Chapel 
Royal performances of Esther, while still a chorister. 
90 
Although this copy is a good source for the music text, there 
is no reason for regarding the date 1714 in the title as being 
anything more than an estimate on the part of the writer. 
B US - We M2*1. H2/Case Volso 2-159 supplemented by US - CU MS 
437 Vols 109 23t 24. Parts, vocal and orchestral. Lacking 
viola and trumpet 2 parts. The latter is possibly at Washing- 
ton, Folger Library: seeLarsen: Messiahs P*326* 
Aylesford Collection# presume ly derived from a score now lost. 
'Serenade For the Birthday of Queen Anneq compoold by G. F. Handel' 
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(---2itle from urgano part). 
Copyist: 62 
0.1730-40. 
The Ode is preceded by a 'Concerto' (OP- 3 iio- 4), 
which was presumably bound up with the Ode in the source score. 
Iýhe copyist believed that the two were linked. All vocal 
parts begin with the cue 'Concerto tacet'; some of the orch- 
estral parts have Isieguel (sic) after the last movement of 
the concerto, before the start of the Ode. 12he copyists' 
title to the Ode precedes the concerto in all parts. The voc- 
al parts carry no soloists' names and the copyist has grouped 
the solo music together: Alto 1 contains iiirs. Barbier's solo 
numbers as well as Elford'sq while Hughes'solos are in Alto 2. 
bass 1 includes the solo music written for both Weely and 
Gates. 
CD- Hs MC/265, and related score DW183 arranged from it. 
Copyist: J. C. Smith senior. Described by Chrysander in the 
preface to HG vol 46a and Clausen: Direktionspartitureng 
1 80-r 1. 
c. 1760 
Includes the later adaptation of the opening of No. 7. 
D B. L. RiA. 19. e. 1 'Serenade for the Birth day of Queen Anne 
Compos'd by biro Haendell. 
Scribe: S13 
The Ode is preceded by OP- 3 No- 4. A later hand has added 
the date 1714 at the end. 
0.1760-1770 
Cfm US 69. Scribe unidentified. 
Probably copied ce 1760-1765 
Owned by Richard, Viscount Fitzwilliam, in 1768. 
c 
91 Dean: Marginalia, p. 162 
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IF Cfm IaS 798 f. 166 Lannard Collection. 'Serenata, on Queen 
Anns birth Day'. In a volume entitled 11gliscellanys by 
G. F. Handell (on spine , ). 
Copyist: 69 
C. 1770 
US - iiBu X . 2o. ',, 1510.1114033 Wynn Collection, iolo 10 
'Ode, on Queen Ann's Birth Dayl. Contains some singers' 
names, additions to the original copyp relating to performanees 
c. 1780-1790. 
Copyists: 89 and kicker B. 
Copied c. 1770 
The text of the Ode is copied separately at the start of 
the MS. It is interesting that in the heading to this (which 
may or may not be the work of 89) the last figure of the date 
is notfLlled in: 'Ode, for Queen Anne's Birth Day 171 1. 
Doubts over the date of the work have a long ancestry. 
Printed Edition 
The Ode was first published by Arnold, c. 1789 as 'An Ode 
or Serenata Composed in the year 1713'. Arnold's sourcep at pres- 
ent unknown, preEmmably included the date in the title. 1713 
could in any case signify 1713/4. 
Other references 
Burney lists the Wynn copy in Commemoration. Sketch. p-46- 
The list of Handel's works in kainwaring: idemoirs,, P-155 
includes Serenatas lore of which was for QUEEIi ANNE9 and performed 
at St. James'st but afterwards lost'. This can not be taken as 
definite evidence for a performance. Jannens' comment on tlost' 
was: 'no such matter: for I have it transcrib'd from a copy which 
belong"d to Ld. Radnor'* 
91 
Why Jennens had to acquire his music 
by such a roundabout routes when he had Smith's copying service 
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at his disposall is mysterious. Prestunably the autograph was 
not available to Smith until after the composer's death. 
The same may have been true of Ant'aem 6C. 
lj2 
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page 
The accession of King George 1 153 
The Caroline Te Deun 157 
Handel's Performances 168 
Autographs 175 
Manuscript Copies 180 
Anthem 4A 183 
Autograph 187 
Copy of -iiarrazt, '152/2, ), P- 386* ý, ee also 
, -i-iapter 3, supra, in connection with pos-siole -per- 
fomance dates of Anthe-m 6Cý. 
2 rrevious interpretations of flandells activities 
duriný; this period, witAout knowledge of the Hanover 
documents, have generally followed i. iainwaring: 
i, -emoirs, p. Bb-9. Vie can now appiy some correction 
to iiainwaringls comment on the pension: 'This act 
of royal bounty was the more extraordinary, as hi's 
foreign engagements were not unknownt. 
3 See Hatton: George 1, p. 108-9,120. 
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THE RETJTAINIllTG CHAPEL ROYAL MUSIC 
FROM THE FIRST PERIOD, 1710-1714 
The Accession of King George I 
Queen Anne granted Handel a pension of C200 per annum on 28 
December 1713.1 This sum was identical to the salary of the 
Master of the Queen's Musick, and roughly comparable to the 1,000 
Thaler paid to Handel as Kapell meister at Hanover. By the end 
of 1713 Handel had, in fact, achieved the object of 'entering the 
Queen's service' which was reported aB his intention in Kreyen- 
betgIs letter quoted at the 'beginning of the previous chapter. 
2 
The English payment had to be made as a pension, since Handel was 
an alien and therefore ineligible for a court appointment. From 
Handel's point of view this arran gement had the advantage that it 
did not carry-any specific regular duties at Court, except possibly 
that there was some sort of understanding about the Birthday Ode. 
By the time Handelts pension was granted, England's political 
future allpeared much more stable than had been the case when he 
first arrived in London. It did not take great political acumen 
to appreciate that the Pretender's refusal to desert Roman Cath- 
olicism hadg in effect, secured the Hanoverian Succession, and 
that this succession could not be far distant. When the Queen 
eventually died, on 1 August 17141 the governmenis in London and 
Hanover were well prepared. Prompt action in London prevented a 
.j a Jýcobite uprising: George had already supplied the list of 
regents who were to govern the country until his arrival from 
Hanover. 3 Naturall7 this list concerned itself only with polit- 
icians. In time, however, all royal appointments came in for 
review, as also did the pension list* The general principle of 
maintaining the establishments of the previous reign was followed 
t 
The pension payments recorded in the Treasury Papers 
can be followed through Shaw: Treasury Papers, xxviii- 
xxxii. In common with most of those on the pension 
-list, Handel's first payment in the new reign took 
some time to be cleared: he did not receive anything 
until, August 12,1715 (Lb-id, xxix, P- 675)- It seems 
as if the manner of payment was altered; the original 
scheme under Queen Anne paid Handel e50 quarterlYp 
but from 1715 this was changed to 9200 annuallY- 
can find no record of a pension Tjayment to Handel 
in 
one year - 1717. 
5 George August was not created Prince of Wales until 
27 Septembqr. 
6 Beattie: ýLsh Court, p. 257. The newsDaner reports 
(for example in PB September 1.8-21) say that the King 
made his entry into the City og London 'towards noon'; 
this is in conflict with the generally received story 
that the entx7 took place after dark. 
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for non-political positions, although ways were naturally sought 
of rewarding those who had supported the Hanoverian cause* If the 
King had harboured any personal animosity towards Handel, as the 
result of the composer's earlier decision to commit himself to 
England rather than Hanover, he could have taken his revenge by 
discontinuing the pension. All of the evidence points the other 
way. King George apparently accepted that Handel was loyal to the 
country which had become the inheritance of the Electors. There 
were many in London, English and Hanoverian, who would have been 
willing to plead Handel's cause with the King: furthermore, Kreyen- 
berg had half-promised Handel a favourable reception 'when some 
day His Highness comes here'. Handel's pension was continued as 
before4 and the King'B first Sunday service in the Chapel Royal in- 
eluded a performance of music by Handel. 
There was a delay of several weeks between Queen Anne's death 
and the arrival of the new King. Communications were slow, the 
North Sea crossing was dependent on favourable winds, and in any 
case the affairs of the Electorate had to be put into some Sort of 
order before George could leave Hanover. Furthermore, others 
apart from the King were involved: domestic arrangements had to 
be made within the Royal Family for those who now had to make their 
Cz5 
home in England. The King and his eldest son George August arrived 
at Greenwich on Saturdays 18 September, and made their ceremonial 
6 
entry into London two days later. Their first Sunday morning 
service at the Chapel Royal, St. James's Palace, was therefore on 
26 September: 
On Sunday Morning last, his Majesty went to his Royal 
Chapel at Ste James's, and the Right Hone the Earl of Stamford 
carried the sword of state; To Deum, was sung, compos'd by 
Mr. Hendelq and a very fine Anthem was also sung; and the 
EP, Septenber 25-28- Similar re! -orts anpeared in PB, Sept- 
ember 25-28 (partly quoted in Deutsch: Handel, P-63), 
Dawks September 26 ard U. 1 September 22-29. These three 
spelt the composer's nw,,, e I'llandell. 
a Although the Te Deum was an especially anrropriate can- 
ticle, it must be recalled that it ca. 7ne in the normal 
context of TýIorning Prayer at the Chapel Royal. As noted 
in previous chapters the news of the Elect6r's accession 
was celebrated in Hanover by performance of the s, --ie 
canticle, 'reT)Orted in Bi',,, August 11-16., Boyer 
(Polit al ic 
A: ýate, viii, p. 207) re-orts the mme event in a slightly 
different way which, if accurate, reveals the Te Deum as 
i holding a comparable position in England and Germany as 
the main Thanksgiving canticle: 
On Sunday, the 19th of August N. S. his Majesty caus'd 
Te Deum to be Sung in all the Churches of the Blec- 
torate to return the Almighty solemn thanks for having 
vouchsafed to advance him to the British ThrOne; and 
Prayers to be made for the Prosperity of his Reigne 
WP, September 25-October 2 
10 Her son, Frederick, remained in Hanover as the Elector's 
representative. Her ypungest daughter, Caroline, followed 
her family to England when she was judged old enough to travel. 
EP October 12-14, says they arrived at St. James's at 5 
o'clock, PB 4 o'clock. In view of what follows concerning 
the origins of the Caroline Te Deum, it is worth noting 
that this timetable precludes the attendance of the Prin- 
cess at the Chapel Royal service on the evening of the 
13th. 
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Reverend Mr. Moor, Brother to the Rt. Hon. the Earl of 
Drogheda, preachId before his Tdajesty. 
7 
The King was therefore received at the Chapel Royal with tradition- 
al ceremony. 
8 
The newspaper reports are typically tantalising in their half- 
reporting of the Chapel Royal music: although they tell us that a 
Te Deum by Handel was sungg they do not make it clear who was res- 
ponsible for the anthem. One newspaper report is more specific 
about the Te Deum: 
Mr. Hendel's Te Deum, that was set to Musick, and sung at St. 
Paul's on the Thanksgiving Day for the Peace, was very ex- 
cellently perform'd there, as was also a very fine Anthem, 
followed by an incomparable sermon preached by the Hon and 
Reverend Mr. Moor, Brother to the Earl of Drogheda. 
9 
Unfortunately this cannot be regarded as conclusive. The rather 
gushing style of the 3jitejSIX Packet's reporting is suspicioust and 
the issue including this report also carried an apology for some 
inaccurate reporting in the previous number of the paper, which 
does not inspire confidence in its general accuracy. A newspaper 
given to embroidering the facts would probably jump to the con- 
clusion that the Te Deum with instrumental accompaniment performed 
at the Chapel Royal was the well-known one* 
Caroline, the Princess of Wales, arrived with her two eldest 
daughters 10 nearly a month after her husband and father-in-law, 
landing at Margate on Monday, 11 October and arriving at St. James's 
on the afternoon of the 13th. 
11 
There are two rather conflicting 
snippets of documentary evidence that her arrival was also cele- 
brated with special music at the Chapel Royal. The first comes 
from Boyer's Political State of Great Britain for October 17143 
Oct. 13 On Wednesday Morning (October 13) the K(ing) 
12 Boyer: Political ýLtaLe, viii, P-343. 
13 From the Hamburger Relations-Courier, reprinted 
Becker: Tage3prtijýe, P-35- 
Original in German, my translation. 
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caused Te Deum to be sung in the Royal Chappel at St. James's, 
for the safe Arrival of Her Royal Highness, who having rested 
the night before at Rochester, with her Princely Consort, 
came with him to St. James's Palace, about Four a Clock in the 
Afternoon, their Royal Highnesses passed throl the City of 
London too* 
12 
There is no mention of Handel here, and none of any instrumental 
participation. It is probable that Boyer published a garbled ver- 
sion of the story, and that the King had in fact commanded a special 
Te Deum setting for performance at the more important Chapel Royal 
service on the following Sunday, 17 October* For information on 
that service, we have to go to a Hamburg newspaper: 
London, . 30- October 1714 (N. S., - 19 Oct- O-S-) 
On Sunday (17 Oct. O. S. ) the Prince and Princess of Wales 
accompanied the King to the Chapel Royal, St. James's Palace, 
where Te Deum, with another excellent thanksgiving Diece with 
music composed by the famous musico Mr. HAndell was sung on 
account of the joyful arrival of the Princess of Wales and the 
13 t young Princesses. 
The service was not 
ýeported at all in the London newspapers. This 
is surprising, but at the time they were too taken up with the 
arrangements for the forthcoming Coronation on October 20 to give 
much space to other domestic news. 
There are therefore two probable daies ior performances of 
Handel's Church Music at the Chapel Royal in the autumn of 1714: 
26 September and 17 October. On the first occasion the Utrecht 
Te Deum may or may not have been performed. Handel's shorter D 
major Caroline Te Deum. was almost certainly performed at one or 
both of the servicest and there are good reasons for coupling the 
remaining piece of Handel's English Church music in which Elford 
14 The evidence for linking the two works is described 
in more detail later in this chapter, in connection 
with Anthem 4A. 
15 But, as also noted in Chapter 4, the possibility 
of a lost conductinC score which. contained later 
marking by the composer must be borne in mind. 
16 Evidence for this is in the delay in the Pension 
List (see Note 49 supra), the delay in malting good 
Chapel Royal arpointments (see OCB, D. 27-8 and the 
commentary on this in the Supplement Conditions of 
Performance, infr ) and the delay in swearing in 
the Chapel Ro,,, -al Gentlemen for the new reign 
revealed in P. R. O. LC3/63- 
I 
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is named as a soloist, Anthem 4A9 with this Te Deum. 
14 
If the 
Utrecht Te Deum was performed on 26 September, Handel might have 
discovered that the work composed for St. Paul's was not quite 
arpropriate for the more intimate conditions of the Chapel Royal. 
It may also be true that the Eing specifically asked him to com- 
pose a new Te Deum for the arrival of Princess Caroline. Alter- 
natively, perhaps Handel composed the new Te Deum for the King's 
arrival (he would have had nearly two months during which to com- 
pose and rehearse it) and repeated it, possibly at the King's 
request and possibly with the addition of a new anthem, three weeks 
later. As noted in Chapter 4, there are no signs on the autograph 
15 
of the Utrecht Te Deum that it was used for a second performance. 
Handel's annotations on the autograDh of the C. a. rol. in_e Te Deum might 
suggest two performances in 1714. 
The ýocuments in the Public Records do not provide any further 
enlightenment. There are no payments to additional performers, and 
no copies of orders for special Chapel*Royýl services. Routine 
government paperwork may have fallen behind at the beginning of the 
new reign, 
16 but there is no reason to suppose that any entries were 
accidentally omitted from the records. There are no recorded pay- 
ments to additional musicians for the Thanksgiving Services of Queen 
Anne's reign, so the silence of the sources in September/October 
1714 is not unexpected. Any payments, apart from the routine sal- 
aries of the Royal Musicians and the Chapel Royal, and Handel's own 
pension, must have been arranged privately'and unofficially. 
The 'Caroline I Te Deum 
The autograph is untitled, but the paper characteristics and 
the presence of Elford's name are sufficient evidence of the work's 
origin in 1712-1714. The earliest authority for the 'Caroline' 
17 Cc-py A, 1, ýfrpý (Score I. IS 130 Hd4 v-32-6). Having compared 
the inscription with other sa, mles of Jennens' hand, I 
have no doubt of the identity of the author. 
16 Copy ý, infra. 
19 Burney: Commemoration, kýetch, p-45. This part of Burneýv's 
list was derived from the Aylesford volumes and thus from 
Jennens' arnotation to Copy A. We do not know whether 
Burney had actually examined volumes of the Aylesford Col- 
lection or whether his information came from an inter- 
mediary. The latter seems probable, since this is what 
happened with the Grnl'ville Collection: See Streatfield: 
Granville Collection, p. 211 and Lonsdale: Burney, p. 307-8. 
20 Service on the King's return in the Chapel Ro,,., al, Sunday 
16 January 1736/7, reported in the newspapers the follow- 
ing week. Payment to Greene P. R. O. LC5/20, p. 195. 
The Puneral Service of December 1737 is described in 
detail in WA2, pxUfg. less completely, in contemP- 
orary newspapers: it is certain on the basis of these 
sources that no Te Deum. was performed. Much of the mod- 
ern confusion over the non-existent 1737 performance 
can be traced to Chrysander: HAndel, p-401. In spite 
of Chrysander's disclaimer 14 years later in the preface 
to HG xxxvii, Deutsch reproduced the list of Caroline 
Te Deum soloists (with deviations) as performers at 
the 1737 funeral, in Deutsch: Handel, p-443- 
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association appears to be Charles Jennens, who inscribed the fly- 
leaf of his own score of the work: "Te Deum, perform'd on the Ar- 
rival of the Princess, the late Q. Caroline". 
17 
Jennens was close 
enough to the composer for his statements to be treated as author- 
itative, though if he obtained the information from Handel himself 
it would probably have been c. 1740 when the 'Aylesfordt copy was 
made. His use of the title 'the late Q. Caroline' shows that the 
annotation was made after December 1737* It may be noted that 
Jennens said that the music was j2e? ý: ýormed on the Princess's arrival 
in 1714, and not that it was ýqom2osLýd for the occasion* One of the 
manuscript copies derived from Jennens' score carries a label, pos- 
sibly later than the music copy itselfq "Handel's Te Deum. in D, for 
the Arrival of Queen Caroline". 
is 
Unfortunately, Jennens' information became corrupted as it 
reached the wider publice In 1785 Barney listed the Te Deum as 
'composed on the Arrival of Queen Caroline'. 
19 When Arnold publish- 
ed the music for the, first time. three years later he confounded the 
To Deum, as described in Burney's list, with Handel's 1737 Funeral 
Anthem for Queen Caroline, The ways of Zion do mourn: the result 
is a ludicrous title - 'A Short Te Deum in Score Composed for her 
late Majesty Queen Caroline in the Year 17371. Handel certainly 
revived the Te Deum in later years, but 1737 can not have been 
among them. No To Deum was performed at the 1737 funeral, and the 
Chapel Royal Te Deum celebrating King George II's return to England 
in that year was composed by Maurice Greene. 
20 Attempts to 'inter- 
pret' Arnold's mistake by looking for a 1737 performance of Handel's 
Caroline Te Deum are misdirected. 
The possibility must be considered thats although performed by 
Handel in the autumn of 17149 the Caroline To Deum might have 
been composed earlier. In scale it is closer to Purcell's D major 
t 
21 On the autograph of Alexander's Feast (Rm. 20. d.. 4, 
dating from 1736), for example, the tenor soloist's 
name is rendered as both 'Bird' and 'Beard'. 
f 
22 See Appendix 6, sub 'Baker', and the relevant aections 
of the Supplement Conditions of Performance on the 
subject of Chapel Royal appointments at this period. 
t 
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setting than to Handel's own Utrecht Te Deum: was it composed even 
before the Utrecht setting, possibly at the end of 1712? Some 
features of the autograph seem to support 1712, others 1714, as 
the date of compositl-on. The main evidence is: 
lqpja Rastrographical measurements match one page of 
Anthem 4A, but there is no comparable paper in any dated 
Handel autograph from the period 1710-1714. The water- 
mark, however, suggests 1714 rather than 1712: it does 
not appear in any of the early London opera autographs, 
but is first encountered in a fragment from Amadigi 
(1715), and is common in the music from the Cannons per- 
iod (c. 1717 - 1719) - Acis and Galatea and the Chandos 
Anthems. C' I 
(2) Handwriting The large style of the early pages suggests 
1712, but succeeding pages are much mpre similar in appear- 
ance to Handel's later autographs. c 
Singers' Names Handel's spelling of the names'of English 
singers was somewhat erratic throughout his life. 
21 
The 
singers' names added to the autograph of the Caroline 
Te Deum appear to be mcre accurately spelt than thoce on 
Anthem 6C or on the Utrecht Jubilate, - "Bilfort" rather 
than "Bilfurt(h)", "Whely" rather than "Whale" or "Wahle", 
and "Gatz" rather than "Gaetz". These names may have 
been added in 1714 to a pre-existing autograph but, taken 
at face valueg they support the later date of composition. 
The appearance of Baker's name, apparently among the 
earliest soloists$ must date from 1714. His Chapel Royal 
appointment was not confirmed until 1715 and he does not 
appear in the Travelling Charges for 1712 and 1713.22 He 
was appointed Sub-preceptor to the young princesses soon 
t 
t 
23 The autograph of the aria-which includes. flutes 
(lDeh vlaprite', HG Vol. 60, p-74) is no longer 
extant. The authoritative early copy of Teseo 
RM. 19. e*6, which has later pencilled annotations 
by Handel, labels the instrumental staves 
'Traversal and so does the similarly early copy 
RM. 19-g-4- 
t 
t 
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after their arrival in 1714, and it can be assumed from 
this that he had established himself in Londcn in that 
year, while still retaining his Chaplaincy at Christ 
Church, Oxford. 
The Flute part in No- 3 is labelled 'Traversierel (auto- 
graph f. 49). This French form is unusual in Handel's 
early autographs: 
La Rezurrezione Rome* March 1708 
(Rinaldo London$ 1711 
PJ,. -I 20. f. 5, f-37v 
Traversiera 
Recorders, 
no flutes 
Il Pastor Fido London, October 1712 RIA 20*b. 12, f. 6 
Traversiere 
Teseo London, December 1712/ ? Traversa23 
January 1713 
Utrecht Te Deum London, January 1712/3 RM 20. g. 5, f. 28v 
Travers 
(Silla 
(Amadigi 
London, Mlay 1713 
Londong May 1715 
Recorders, 
no flutes 
Reco-rdersl 
no flutes 
The only comparable appearance of this form of the word 
is therefore on the autograph of Il Pastor Fidos dated 
at the end by Handel 24 October 1712. 
If the composition of Anthem 4A was contemrorary with the 
Te Deum, the presence of the German transposition direc- 
tions on the autograph of the latter might suggest that 
it (and, by implication$ the Te Deum) was written soon 
after Handel's arrival from Germany. 
There is no documentary evidence for any special service at 
St. James's Palace, St. Paul's Cathedral or Westminster Abbey during 
the period September 1712-September 1714 which might have called 
forth a special Te Deums except for the Utrecht Thanksgiving and 
the Sons of the Clergy Festivals. The music for the Sons of the 
I 
.C 
t 
24 This matter is considered in detail below in the 
sub-section describing the autograph. 
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Clergy Pestival Service on 4 December -171-2 is not specified in the 
newspaper announcements and reports, and I have not been able to 
identify it from any other source. In the-present state of ignor- 
ance, the possibility that Handel oomposed the Te Deum for this 
service can not be ruled out* The most reliable and specific evi- 
dence from the autograph seems, however, to point to composition in 
1714 rather than 1712. The Caroline Te Deum's affinities with 
Purcell's setting rather than the Ut: ýecht Te Deum probably result 
from Handel's desire to write music which matched the building and 
the occasion and do not provide conclusive indicators to the chron- 
ological sequence of the three versions. The Ut. recht music was 
composed for a leisurely ceremony in the expanses of St. Paul's 
Cathedral: the Caroline Te Deum was performed during, a normal Sunday 
service in more intimate surroundings-at the Chapel Royal, St. James's 
Palace. If the first might be compared to a grand high mass, the 
second fulfils a more modest role comparable to a missa brevis. In 
function, and in the circumstances surrounding its performance, the 
Caroline Te Deum stands closer to Purcell's than to Handel's own 
Utrecht setting. It is accordingly closer in externals to the Pur- 
cellian model. 
The Caroline setting is, for exampleg of comparable length to 
Purcell's* It is scored for the same orchestra of trumpets and 
strings but with the addition of a solo flute in one movement. In 
later revivals Handel may have doubled the violin parts with oboes, 
but this was not his original intention. 
24 Handel departs from 
Purcell's SSATB arrangement of the chorus in favour of SAATB. There 
is not, in facto much division in the alto parts and this arrange- 
ment is mainly used to distinguish the alto soloist's part when it 
leads into a chorus. There areq nevertheless, a couple of passages 
where the two ind6pabdent alto parts are vital to the spacing of 
25 Bars 72-76 of I, o. 1, and bars 7-8 of No. 4 
provide t-.,, o exa--mles. The first is quoted 
below at Ex. 1. 
2: 6 it. will be understood that, with regard to 
No* 2,1 am referring to the plan of the main 
part of the movement. The bass solo is a 
skilful addition to a move-ment which would 
have been comrlete, were it not for the 
modulation away from A minor in the choral 
section. 
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choral sonorities. 
25 These passages pose certain problems reoard- 
ing the balance between soloists and chorus: it is difficult to 
resist the conclusion that Handel envisaged all of the 'chorus' 
work being taken by the two alto soloists with no further choral 
support. 
In his treatment of the text (see Table 1) Handel groups the 
verses together more compactly than in the Utrecht Te Deum. In- 
deed, in this respect Handel outdoes all the previous English set- 
tings. lJost of this extra economy is achieved by the grouping of 
verses in Nos. 2 and 3. In both movements Handel's scheme is to 
use the chorus to complete a solo movement, constructing his time- 
scale and key scherie to work towards the parts of the text where an 
appropriate chorus entry can be made. 
26 
In the Utrecht setting he 
uses this plan in only one movement, No. 8. Its unifying effect in 
the Caroline Te Deum. is remarkable: the rapid alternations of 
soloists and chorus characteristic of the earlier English settings 
are replaced by stable extended movements. 
No- 3, the most innovatory part of Handel's scheme, calls for 
special comment. None of the previous settings had run verses 16- 
23 as one movement: Purcell's treatment was in no less than five 
short sections. As a feat of composition, Handel's movement is 
remarkable for the way he weaves the short half-verses into a con- 
tinuous aria which maintains the interest throughout. The opening 
section, which functions as a musical exposition, moves only slowly 
away from G minor: when it eventually reaches D minor at bar 269 
the succeeding ritornello returns again to the tonic. As the move- 
ment progresses, the rate of modulation becomes faster. Excursions 
to C minor, B flat major and F major are followed by a beautifully 
contrived return to the tonic at bar 50; eight bars later the 
music sets off again, this time to D minor and C minor before re- 
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Chapter 5 Table 1 
Handel's Caroline Te Deum 
The arran, 7, erient of this table is the same as that used in 
Chapter 4 Table 1 (page jo6), to whica reference should be made 
for the abbreviations used and for the numbering of verses. 
Verse 
(Symphony) 
1. We praise Thee 
2. All the earth 
3. To Thee all angels 
,, * cry aloud 
4. To Thee Cherubin 
5& 6- Holy, holy 
7. The glorious company 
8* The goodly fellowship 
9. The noble army 
10-13. The holy Church 
14-15- Thou art the King 
16-21. When Thou tookest 
22-23.0 Lord, save thy people 
24. Day by day 
25. And we worship 
26-28. Vouchsafe, 0 Lord 
Key t/s voices Orch 
D c pull 
ATB Bc 
saatb pull 
b A Bc 
G saatb St + 2T 
A, Ir- fiT A Be 
D saatb Fall 
a c A st 
C, e 
d, C 
a, G saatb 
c B 
4 
9 1 A St + Fl 
4 
saatb 
D C saatb pull 
Al saatb 
b, ff C A st 
29. O'Lord9 in Thee DC saatb Full 
Eotes: The Symphony is not a separate movement. 
'Fall' means 2 Trumpets & Strings. Strings are in 4 parts 
throughout. 
The table gives the original version of verses 26-28 (No- 5) 
Ilandel's later setting of this section is: 
bCA2 Vn, Be, Pi 
27 It may be that Handel associated the dotted 
rhythm accompaniment figure played by the 
strings with the more petitinnary aspects of 
the text: it is regloved. for this uhrase, but 
returns for the subsequent pleadings resulting 
from recollections of the judgement to come. 
t 
T 
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turning towards the tonic in prepraration for the chorus entry. 
The skill with which Handel carries the vocal line over the BUCces- 
sive perfect cadences in the bass line, by timing the cadences in 
mid-phrase verbally or musically, is so comparable to Purcell's 
skill in dealing with the cadences of ground basses that it is dif- 
ficult not to draw the conclusion that Handel had studied some 
examples of this aspect of Purcell's Music. The instrumental ac- 
companiment provides a further layer of interest, and one which 
helps to impel the music onwards by supplying overlapping links 
between the soloist's phrases. The withdrawal of various elements 
of the accompaniment provides variation in the texture and opportun- 
ities for interesting re-entries. During the singer's first phrase, 
for example, the basso continuo part is phased out9 leaving the 
upper parts floating over a bass provided by the violins. The 
withdrawal of violins and flutes together at bars 44-47 is equally 
striking, and was probably intended to give the singer a chance'to 
render 'Thou sittest at the right hand of God' with a more expansive 
delivery. 
27 
The fundamental textural contrast between held notes 
for the wind instruments (voice and flute) and staccato strings, on 
which most of the movement is built, is itself a striking effect, 
and rather theatrical: it strikes a pose which could be transferred 
successfully tOa suitably anguished operatic aria. 
No. 3 is, in every sense, the centrepiece of the Te Deum. To 
it Handel brought his experience from the composition of operatic 
arias, modified to suit the world of English church music* It is 
doubtful whether any better music was ever composed for Elford. 
The shorter solo movements are hardly less interesting as dual 
revelations of Handel's theatrical experience and his assimilation 
of the English style. The main section of No. 2 is a brilliant 
Italianate aria of modest length: its choral completion proves to 
be an introductory link to a second aria in the beat Purcellian 
28 So designated by Handel himself. 
t 
16.5 
manner. Not only is the latter couched in Purcellts archetypal 
'French' manner, with a strong triple time swing and dance-rhythm. 
dotted quaver groups, but it is moreover for a bass soloist, albeit 
not one of Gostling's profundity. No- 5 is a straightforward ac- 
companied recitative, operatic enough in presentation: yet it is also 
ideally suited to the techniquel delivery and range of the Chapel 
Royal alto soloist, Francis Hughes. 
The remaining movements stand more directly in the tradition 
of the earlier English Te Deum settings. The alternation of 'Verse' 
and 'Chorus' sections 
28 in No. 1 is much closer to the Anglican 
tradition than the big choruses which open the Utrecht Te Deum. 
The Caroline Te Deum even begins with the traditional Anglican ATB 
'Verse' combination. Furthermore, Handel's linking of the instru- 
mental introduction with the theme of the first vocal phrases seems 
to provide a deliberate reference point to Purcell's setting which 
is lacking in the Utrecht version. The short Alto/Trumpet duet in 
No. 4 is another'eclio of Purcell, thoiigh in general rather than 
specific terras. .: 
One remarkable feature of the Caroline Te Deum when compared 
with all previous settings is the lack of imitative choral writing. 
There is scme lively counterpoint in the last movement, but the 
rest of the chorus music is almost completely homophonic. As al- 
ready noted, Handel's arrangement of the text in the first three 
movements is designed with a view to leading the chorus in as a 
climax to the solo sections. The chorus therefore fulfils the role 
of 'all the earth', the Icherubin and seraphin' and Ithe holy 
church' in the first two movements, and. rounds off the third with 
10 Lord, save thy people'. Similar opportunities had been seized 
in earlier English settings, but in none of them is the structure 
so clearly focussed and the contrast between individual and col- 
z 
29 A rather similar treatment later occurred to 
Schubert at the opening, of the 'Sanctus' of 
his Mass in E flat. ('No. 61). 
30 My own experience of directing performances of 
the Te Deum is that it is impossible to intro- 
duce a hiatus between the two movements: the 
-orchestra naturally seeks a link between 
them. 
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lective utterance so clearly conveyed. The reason is probably 
that the alternations between Verse and Chorus in the previous set- 
tings are so frequent that the chorus only takes on a collective 
role in some of the entries: in Handel's Te Deum the chorus, used 
more sparingly, talces on a sirgle type of dramatic function. 
The fact that the Caroline Te Deum is a less expansive woric 
than the Utrecht setting does not lead Handel to eschew rhetorical 
or dramatic effects. Indeed, the sinaller scale makes these effects 
all the more concentrated, and the choral contribution accordingly 
relatively more powerful. The treatment of verses 5-6 provides an 
excellent example* As noted in the last chapter, Handel ran these 
two verses more closely together in the Utrecht setting than his 
English predecessors had done. In the Caroline Te Deum he -oes a 
stage further, breaking up the threefold repetition of 'Holy' with 
pauses 
29 
and then treating verse 6 as the verbal and musical con- 
sequence. (See Example 1) This passage must, furthermore, be 
heard in context. Although it ends with a tonic perfect cadence, 
its effect is to lead on into No* 2* The lively beginning of No* 2 
is a reaction, almost a spin-off, from the energy generated by tAis 
choral outburst-30 In No* 2 the chorus entry works in the oppos- 
ite direction: it beginB. full of energy, but bars 45-47 provide a 
musical diminuendo, achieved by purely rhythmic and harmonic means. 
This also prepares for the more energetic bass solo which follows, 
to this extent repeating the function of Ex. 1. A similar con- 
sequence-by-reaction links the last three movements, 
Bearing in mind the rather fragmentary and mosaic-like nature 
of the canticle text, there is a good case for regarding the 
Caroline setting as the most successful version in the repertoire 
described so far. In it Handel achieved a flow which is imperfect- 
ly realised in the previous settings, a flow achieved by musical 
31 The same is true of the Purcell setting: 
promising chorus -movements seem to be , 
called to a halt just as they are under way. 
c 
32 See Burrows: Peace Anthem 
33 See Burrows:. Foundling, Hospital, p*269-275 
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technique as well as by textual groupinF. s. As far as musical style 
can be an indicator, it seems to confirm the probability that the 
Caroline Te Deum was comDosed later than the Utrecht setting. The 
solo movements are better developed and the choral writing, although 
on a smaller scale, is directed much more towards the matter in hand. 
By contrast, the Utrecht setting, with its over-reliance on short 
choral expositions, seems rather halting and stodgy. 
31 
Melodies 
and harmonic rhythms are also rather more directional than in the 
larger work, and Handel's employment of more modest forces is not 
accompanied by diminishing musical effect. Handel was not mistaken 
in his preference for reviving this work in later years when oc- 
casion demanded a short Te Deum. 
Handel's performances 
The autograph has many additions by Handel which relate to 
later revivals. This in itself makes it almost certain that no 
separate donducting score was prepared. The plethora of singers' 
names added by the composer reveals at least three separate perfor- 
mances. The combination of Bayly, Mence and Wass must refer to the 
Chapel Royal service in May 1749, on the Thanksgiving Day for the 
Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle. 
32 
Leigh's name p'ostdates these and was 
probably part of Handel's scheme for the official opening of the 
chapel of the Foundling Hospital. 
33 
Bayly ., Mence and Wass are 
Chapel Royal Gentlemen, but the identification of Leigh poses more 
of a problem: George Laye, the obvious Chapel Royal alto, had been 
a minor soloist in earlier years, but I have not found any musical 
source after 1730 which names him in a leading part. Nevertheless, 
he was a regular member of the Windsor choir until at least 1755 
and his identification with tMr. Leigh' must stand until some other 
candidate comes to light, 
34 The exact date opens up a question which is too 
large for investigation here. In 1743 Smith 
said he had been working for Handel for 24 
years (Matthews: Unpublished letters, p. 264) 
which may mean simply 'since the founding of 
the Royal Academy of Music'. If Handel went 
to Germany in 1717, Smith may well have returned 
with him then* The situation is confised by the 
misattribution of 'early Smith' copies which are 
not in his hand. The earliest copy known to me 
w-aich might contain some of his work is a cantata 
volume dated 1718, Ob MS. Mus. d. 61. 
35 Although Hughs died in 1744, he does not seem to 
I'll 
have been active as a soloist after 173Y+ 
L 
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The earlier set of names on the autograph is more difficult to 
disentangle. If some sequential sense is to be made of the entries, 
it is necessary to discover the number of performances, or planned 
performances, to which they might refer. One, or possibly two, 
performances have already been identified in September /October 
1714. Elford died on 29 October 1714, about-1G days after the sec- 
ond (and more likely) of these dates. According to his obituary he 
died of a 'fever', but insufficient informlation is given to reveal 
whether he might have been fit to sing on 17 October. It is possible 
that Handel had to re-allocate his solo music at the last moment: 
this could explaint for exampleg the replacement of Elford by Hughe3 
at the start of No- 3. However, the possibility-of-an intermediate 
performance between 1714 and 1749 must also be considered, for this 
also could account for some of the entries. 
Evidence for such a performance is provided by Handel's second 
version of No* 5* Handel re-set this movement, which was originally 
an accompanied recitative for altot as an aria for alto, flute and 
strings. The autograph of the second version is on a separate sheet, 
now at the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. It was never part of the 
main autograph of the Te Deume The latter contains instead an in- 
serted copy of the new movement in the hand of J. C. Smith senior. 
The reason for this particular arrangement of the sources seems to 
be connected with the use of the autograph as a conducting score. 
The autograph of No. 5B could not be bound tidiltllinto the main auto- 
graph, so Smith's copy . was produced in a more suitable format and 
attached over the top of the autograph of No. 5A, obliterating the 
original movement. Smith did not come to England until 1717 or 1719,34 
so this copy can not have been made in 1714, Hughes is named as the 
soloist, so the new movement must have been composed before 1744.35 
Smith might have copied a 1714 autograph for Handel in 1749 - 
36 BL Rl,,, L. 20. h-3. The autograph is undated except for 
a pencilled 'Anno 1723' of uncertain provenance 
at the end. The first performance of the opera C 
took p1pce J-n February 1724. Bx paper is found. 
only in Acts 2 and 3- 
37 BL Rm. 20. b*6, dated at the end 16 Nqverýber 1729. 
38 Watermark Cb iq listed by Clausen as occurring 
in Conducting Scores 1717-1730. In the autographs 
it does not occur later than 1727* 
39 This change in note-formation is not recorded 
in Clausen: Direttions partituren. -p. 269* It is 
clearly visible in hi-s own ýllustrations, however. 
The Bemiquavers in Tafel 6 (Giulio Cesare) have 
the 1old1form, as in the Te Deum. insertion. 
Tafel 4 (Sosarme, 1732) has the later form 
thus: The value of Clausen's table, p-269, 
is vitiated by the confusion over 'early Smith' 
copies referred to in Note (34). 
VO 
and absent-mindedly included the obsolete name of a soloist j but 
this seems rather unlikely. The style of Handel's handwriting on 
the autograph of 140- 5B is as unhelpful as that on the main aato- 
graph for dating purposes: it might have been written in 1714 or 
later. 
Enlightenment can, however, be sought from the paDer charac- 
teristics of the autograph of the revised movement. Although this 
is only the first quadrant of a larger sheet, the paper has a suf- 
ficiently individual watermark characteristic to allow matching 
with other papers. Since it is not encountered in the conducting 
scores, this watermark is not listed by Clausen, and I have desig- 
nated it Bx. I have examined all of the available English auto- 
graphs of Handel's operas composed between 1711 and 1732, and Bx 
only occurs in two of them - Guilio Cesare (1723/4) 
36 
and Lotario 
(1729). 37 The second version of No- 5 of the Caroline Te Deum 
must therefore have been composed in the 1720's. Reference back to 
Smith's insertion copy confirms this date: the paper type is of the 
right period (supporting 1723/4 rather than 1729), 
38 
and the note- 
form for the semi-quaver (V) is characteristic of Smith's hand in 
the 1720, B. 
39 The chronology of the Chapel Royal performances of 
Handel's music will be examined in Chapter 7: for the moment, it is 
necessary only to note that the composition of No- 5B points to a 
revival Of the Te Deum during that decade. The musical character- 
istics Of the movement are the province of Chapter 9* 
The singers' names on the autograph must now be reviewed with 
the knowledge that Handel revived the Te Deum in the 1720's as well 
as in 1749- My analysis of the names is given in Table 2- 1 have 
ascribed Gates' name on No- 3 to the 17201s, rather than to a second 
1714 performance, on account of the 'correctness' of Handel's spell- 
ing. More doubt attaches to the chronological posit-ion of the 
17l 
Cha ter 5 Table 2 
Singers' names addedhy Handel to the Autogranh 
of the 'Caroline' Te Deum 
c. 171 Pencil 1720's 1749 1749 or later 
No. 1 Eilfort Bayly Leigh 
Hughs Idenz 
Gat z 
Baker 
Whely 
No. 2 Eilf ort 
Beker 
No. 3 Eilfort Hughs 
No. 
No- 5A Hughs 
No* 5B 
Hughs 
Wase 
Menz 
Gat es 
Idenz 
Bayly 
Menz leigh 
Hughs 
40 The designation of the obbligato nart for 
flute in No- 5B is not cancelled or a-mended 
in the au-tgraph or in Smith's copy. 
41 See, for examplev the 'Double Voices' specified 
on Croftts anthen I will lift up mine jey! ýs 
(1713, Lem TAS 639), and the directions for 
4 Trebles/2 Counter Tenors/2 Tenors/2 Basses 
in the first chorus of Purcell's 1692 St. 
Cecilia Ode (Early copy, Ob TAS. blus. c. 26). 
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Handel's autograph of the Caroline, Te Deus,, No-1,, bars 7-il 
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pencil entries - were they made c-1714 or c-1724? I think it more 
likely that they were made in 1714, for two reasons: 
1. There was no need for the correction to No. 3 in the 
17201s, when Hughes appears to have been the only alto soloist and 
therefore took over all of Elford's previous music as well as his 
own. In 1714, on the other hand, Handel would have been altering 
the distribution of solo work between his two alto soloists. 
2. The alteration to the singers' names in No. 3 is linked 
with another pencilled alteration, showing the replacement of the 
flute by an oboe. If the inclusion of the flute had been impractic- 
able in the 1720's, Handel would hardly have proceeded to compose 
No- 5B which inserts an obbligato f2ute part into a movement where 
there was none originally. 
40 
Assuming that the pencil entries were made in 1714, it is 
fairly easy to find a reason for them. Handel may have had to 
lighten the ailing Elford's parts or he may have decided on a more 
equal division between the two soloists- Although Handel had pro- 
vided solos for both men in the original scheme, Hugbod share was 
rather meagre. 
The semi-ohorus arrangement revealed by the names at the first 
voice entry in No. 1 is interesting (se6 Plate 1) and has some 
Parallels in earlier music by English composers. 
41 The lack of a 
1712-1714 name against the solo tenor part is no less revealing: 
altos and basses were abundant at the Chapel Royal, tenors were not. 
It is remarkable that both Hughes and Elford are named against the 
first alto part throughout the first movement, in view of the over- 
whelming evidence that they were 'first' and 'second' altos res- 
pectively. Handel had recognised this in Anthem 6B and in No. 5 of 
the Utrecht Jubilate, but he seems to have remembered the arrange- 
ment rather spasmodically in the Caroline setting. In No* 2 
42 See Copy q, infra. 
43- Mee: OxfoKd Llusic Room, T,. 60. 
The list is undated, but Mee believes 
it to have been published in the 1770's 
(p. 441). On the basis of its contents, 
it may record the library of the Club 
as it existed c. 1760* 
hL 
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Elford's solo part runs onto the alto 1 line at the chorus entry, 
in 1,10- 3 it runs onto the alto 2 line. 
There is no documentary evidence for any Ferformancesof the 
work, aDart from Handel's own, during the composer's lifetime. 
Alcock may have arranged some -performancesfrom the score which he 
owned in 1746.42 By the 1770's the Oxford Music Club owned three 
Te Deums by Handel, the Utrecht, Dettingen and Cannons versions: 
43 
in this they reflected the general pattern of availability which 
seems to have excluded the Caroline, setting. There are fewer sur- 
viving copies of the Caroline Te Deum than of Handel's later A major 
Chapel Royal setting: of all Handel's settings of the canticle, the 
Caroline seeins to have remained almost a private matter between 
Handel and the Chapel Royal. He purlibined some of its music for 
use in Chandos Anthem 7. 
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Autor, raphs 
A-B. L. RII... 20. g. 49 f-38-62 (Complete Te Deum) 
2 Quin., 1 Bin., lacking last sheet. 
Insertion: (f . 56-57) 1 Un. (In the hand of J. C. Smith senior) 
The thickness of the gatherings in this work and. Anthem 4A 
is unusual: no other autograph of Handel's English Church 
Music has such a clumsy arrangement. 
Watermark: Barrows Cba (Insertion: Cb) 
Rastrography: 12-stave 04 75-5-76 
(insertion: 02 32-32-5) 
Singers named: (* denotes deletions) 
No. l. Bar 7: Alto 1: lAro Eilfort*, Hughs*, Mr. Bayly# 
(all deleted in ink)q Leigh 
Tenor: Tgro Menz 
Bass: Mr. Gatzj Beker*, Whely* (all deleted 
in ink)s Mr. Wase 
Bar 36: Alto 1: Mr. Bilfort*v Mr. Menz* (both 
deleted in ink), Mr, Leigh 
Bar 60: Alto 1: Hughs*-v Mr. Bayly* (both deleted 
in ink), Mr. Leigh 
Nv. 2. Mro Bilforts Mro Menz 
Bar 55: Mr. -Beker, Gates .I 
NO-3- Mr. Eilfort* (deleted in peneil)l Hughs* (in pencil), 
Menz*(deleted in ink), Mr. Bayly. 
Above upper instrumental stave: 'Traversierel 
deleted in pencil and 'HautbI added (in pencil). 
The last deleted in ink later. 
No-4. Mro Hughs* (in pencil) 
Bar 13: Mr. Menz* (deleted in ink), Mr. Leigh 
No-5A (M)r. (Hu)ghs 
44 Deutsch: Hande. 1 -751 .-I 
T)ý 
45 First identified by me in-Burrows: Foundling, 
Hospital, p. 282. Teede. was J. C. Smith's 
son-in-l., aw. 
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X'0-5B (1,,,, r. Hughs - in Smith's hand as Part of the original 
copy) IvIr. Bayly (Added by Handel) 
All entries in the above are in ink unless otherwise stated. 
The beginnings of Nos- 3 and 5 also have some pencil- 
led additions referring to instrumentalists. They are in 
the hand of a copyistj possibly Larsen's S5 or S6. Both 
movements are headed ITeede and Richter' (woodwind players). 
Next to the basso continuo part of No- 5 there is also: 
'Bass part for Deidrich and Gillier of this movement'. 
B Cfm LIS 262, P-7-8 (Movement 5B only) 
I fol. 
Watermark: Barrows Bx 
Rastrography: 12-staves 02 32-32.5 
Singers named: 
No- 5B: Mr. Hughs 
The grouping. of the soloists according to Handel's various 
performances is dealt with above (See Table 2). 
The instrumentalists named were active c, 1750: three of them 
are named on the first surviving Foundling Hospital 'Messiah' ac- 
count, 1754.44 Their names were added for the performances in 1749 
or later* They can not have, taken part in the performances c. 1714 
and c. 1724* The Flute/Oboe player William Teede was the copyist 
S6: 45 he may have taken part in Handel's performances of the Te 
Deum in c. 1749-1753 and copied some of the performing material as 
well. 
Handel's use of the English forms 'Verse's 'Loud' and 'Blow' 
throughout the autograph is noteworthy. 
A few textual points call for comment: 
46 Arnold attempted a partial solution 
in the first printed edition. 
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No. 1 Bar 7. Handel originally brought t, ie voices in on a 
tonic chord.. The correction of this i'Astake appears to be a later 
addition. 
Bar 11. The grace notes printed by Chrysander are present 
in the autograph. They are presumably to be interpreted as short 
appogiaturas. 
No* 2 Bar 22. The first two notes of the 2nd violin part may 
have been added later (c. 1724? ). 
Bar 42. Chorus and orchestral parts are in fundamental 
disagreement (ex. 2) which none of the secondary MS copies attempts 
4. 
VVIA I- 
to -finitt Ina - jes 
ilk fi nits 
in finde, ma - je$ ty, 
m -f'buats m& - )u > ts 
ýv- Li'=I, 3--! ýr*9 imr--i in finitt mi - jui tj, 
1- 
to correct. 46 It seems that Handel wrote the voice parts first 
and forgot to make the orchestra conform when he added the instru- 
mental parts. 
No- 3- "Staccato" is written next to the string parts and 
presumably does not apply to the flute. -The-absende of dotted 
quaver groups in the flute part is remarkable. 
Bars 86-7. Handel's autograph shows a hemiola treatment 
47 Hamburg, Staats- und Univereitätsbibliothek 
IdS MC/266v f*27v. 
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here, with the chorus underlay thus: 
- t. - ke. - - ?' -tode.. 
6 
No. 5. Handel presumably recomposed t, iis because he or his 
soloist was dissatisfied with the first setting. The original form 
is quite effective in its way, though there may be false emphasis 
at bar 10 if Handel's quaver grouping is taken literally and there 
is no vowel elision. 
No* 6. Bars 1 and 4 have cues next to the Violin 1 staveg 
'Violin' and Ituttil respectively. These are clearly intended for 
oboe parts: oboes could not, in any case, play the low A in bar 2. 
Oboes are not specified anywhere in the original state of the auto- 
graph, though the secondary MS copies generally interpret Handel's 
unlabelled violin staves as 'Violin e 111aut. 1/Violin e Haut. 21. 
It has already been noted that Handel at some stage replaced the 
flute in No- 3 by an oboes. In any case there is the possibility 
that the flute soloist would also have been an oboe player* There- 
fore, although Handel's original intention seems to have been to use 
an orchestra consisting of strings, trumpets and solo flute, an oboe 
may have been added to the violins in the tutti sections at an 
early stage* Handel also headed No* 2 Ituttitq which may be another 
oboe cue. Whether or not an oboe (or oboes) participated in 1714, 
one was certainly available for the performance in the 1720's, and 
two in 1749-53. The cues in No. 69 although in Handel's hand, are 
in a different ink from the music to which they refer* They may 
have been added in 1734 when the movement was used for the Wedding 
Anthem This is the AM. The cues appear in the conducting score of 
the Wedding Anthem, 47 interpreted by J. C. Smith senior as tSenza H*9 
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and 'Tutti Ve HI. Another Possibility is that the oboe cues in 
this movement and at the start of No. 2 were added c. 1717 when 
Handel was preparing Chandos Anthem 7. 
i8o 
IdEpuscript Copies 
A. Mp Henry Watson Music Library (Flower Collection) 
1, S 130 Hd4 v-326 
Score, Aylesford Collection. 
Copyist: J. C. Smith senior 
Watermark: Cd 
Rastrography: 12-stave, 02 33.5-34 
(Copied c. 1737-8) 
The MS alBO includes BOMe figuring added by Charles 
Jennens, and the flyleaf annotation described above. 
From this score was derived: 
MS 130 HU v-327-345,347. Vocal and orchestral parts 
(V1/V2/Va/Vc1/Vc2/Ob & F1 1/Ob & F1 2/Fgl/Fg2/Tl/T2/Orge 
Sl/S2/Al/A2/Tl/T2/Bl/B2) 
Copyist: S2 
Watermark: ? Cg 
Rastrography: 04 75 
B B*L. Egerton MS 2914, f-116-128 (p*231-255) Granville Collection 
Copyist: J. C. Smith senior 
Watermark: CIf 
Rastrography: 20-stave, 02 23.5-24 
(C-1740) 
Edinburgh Public Library, W. MA. 14. C48. 
Copyist: S2 
Rastrography: 12-stave 02 30-3 
On the flyleaf: "Written by Dr. Alcock of Reading about 17460". 
This appears to be accurate as regards ownership, for John 
Alcock was organist in Reading in the mid-1740's. The US is 
not in Alcock's hand. During the nineteenth century it was 
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the property of J. Bishop of Wal*orth, London, who believed 
the Te Deum to be a composition of Alcock's: he also owned a 
companion volume, now untraced, "in the same handwriting" 
signed by Alcock himself. 
D Cfm IAS 814, P-109-132 Und pagination) (Lennard Collection, 
vol 32) 
Copyist: J. C. Smith, senior. 
Watermark: E*a 
Rastrography: 22-stave 92 2ý-5-24 
Copied ? c. 1750 
E RC,, I 1111.889 "Te Deum in D, for the Arrival of Queen Caroline"* 
Formerly from the library of the Concerts of Ancient Music. 
Copyist: S13 
Watermark: G 
Probably copied after 1760 
F B. L. RM. 19. e*2 
COPYist: B13 
Watemark: G 
Probably copied after 1760 
G Ob MS Mus-d. 57 (FAye, s Collection, "Vol. 8") 
Copyist: Unidentified ? Oxford hand. 
Watermark: C types not listed by Clausen 
Ra, strography: 10-stave 05 ý4 
Probably copied after 1760 
None of these copies reproduce any of the singers' names from 
the autograph. B, D and G have movement 5A, the remainder 5B; all 
of the copies, including B9 D and G, must have been made after 5B 
had been composed. 
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Most copies interpret the violin staves as "Viol. e Haut. ", 
apart from C, where S2 mistakenly gave the violin lines to the 
oboes and labelled the trumpet parts "Viol e Tromb. "s This mistake 
was copied by Arnolds printed edition. In the part-books of A, 
S2 provided editorial oboe and bassoon parts in the instrumental 
symphonies of the arias* 
First Printed Edition 
A Short Te Deum In Score Compose for her late Majesty 
G. F. Handel Queen Caroline in the Year =B 
Arnold's Editiong No. 13 (1788) 
Relationship of Copies 
Autograph 
A..................... 
.. 
BC.. 
........... . .... ........................... 
D 
No- 3, b-70 No. 2, b-38 No. 1, b*8 No- 5A, b. 13 
Vaenote 1: g T. beat 4: e, b BC. 2nd note Vao last note d 
omitted (also V2 mis- 
I copied b. 12) 
EF Arnold's G 
Printed 
Edition 
49 1 make the assumption that the anthem as now 
found in the autograrh is com-lete. There is no 
heading to the first movement and no separate 
introductory sinfonia, though the latter is not 
a common feature of Chapel Royal anthems in any 
case. Possibly a first sheet (formerly conjunct 
with the present fell) has been lost from the 
anthem, but this seems unlikely. 
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Anthem 4A: unto-, the-Lord 
This anthem may well have been the 'other excellent thanks- 
giving piece' performed on 17 Cctober 1714: there are certainly 
good reasons for coupling it with the, Caroline Te Deum. Both 
works include a flute in the orchestra and Baker among the vocal 
soloists. The characteristic spelling 'Traversierel noted in the 
Caroline Te Deum recurs here; furthermore, the anthem autograph in- 
cludes one sheet ofla paper type matching the autograph of the Te 
Deum. It is probable that the anthem was composed after the Te 
Deum: in the mean time, the orchestra had gained an oboe. 
Just as Anthem 6C was probably Handel's first English anthem, 
so Anthem 4A was probably his first independent English anthem with 
orchestral accompaniment. Both works share a common characteristic 
in that they do not end in the key of the first movement. Perhaps 
it is anachronistic to expect overall tonic organisation in 1714: 
it seems likely that Handel planned the relationships from movement 
to movement without any tonic imperative. The terminal key relation- 
ships in Anthem 4A (G major D major)49 are more closely related 
than in Anthem 6C (D minor B flat major)q but this may be rather 
accidental: the key of the last movement of Anthem 4A is controlled 
by the use of the IDI trumpets, There is nevertheless-a case for 
seeing a 010ser-tonal organisation of the plan of this anthem when 
compared with 6C, for it is basically aG major/minor work with a 
D major conclusion: 
23 
G maj or B minor C major-B minor 
456 
G maj or G minor D maj or 
The adherence to the tonte areas with a move to the minor towards 
the endt is closer to the Plan of Croft's anthems. It is in strik- 
ing contrast to the plan Of Handel's canticle settings, which are 
N 
50 This matter is. cor---idered in detail in the 
Supplement Conditions of Performance, sub 
'Pitch'. 
c 
51 p-80 (Chapel Royal Word-book) 
52 The autograph of Weldon's anthem (M Add. MS 
41847'i dated 9 January and composed 170ý/9) 
shows that Weldon composed verse 5 also but 
then deleted it. Purcell# like Weldon, had 
omitted verses 7-8. 
53 Neither Purcell nor Weldon included verse 11 
in their settings of the anthem* t 
IkL 
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notable for a greater tonal range than their English counterparts. 
Handel made two alterations to his original plan for the an- 
them. He replaced the second half of the duet (No- 5) with a 
chorus. The result is an improvement both to the movement itself 
and to the flow of movements 5-6. It, involved no alteration to the 
overall keysscheme. The other. alteration-was less happy, and may 
have been forced upon Handel by the limitations of the flute player, 
or of the instrument itself. 
50 
The autograph bears Handel's dir- 
ection for the transposition of the movement down a tone: this does 
not seem to have achieved the desired effect, for the movement was 
then deleted, probably taking No- 3 with it. This alteration wrecks 
both the tonal scheme and the musical contrasts within the anthem. 
It also removes one of the anthem's most attractive movements. 
The text of the anthem is from Psalm 96. The psalm, or parts 
of it, had been set by English composers: Purcell and Blow had corl- 
posed versions with orchestral accompaniment and Weldon a more 
modest verse anthem. Perhaps Handel knew Purcell's setting. If 
so, he would doubtless have approved of the chorus entry 'Glory and 
Worship are, before him' (Verse 6), interpolated with fine effect 
after the solo bass movement "Declare his honour" (Verse 3) -a rous- 
ing homophonic choral outburst very much in the style cultivated by 
Handel himself. The text of Weldon's anthem was printed in Divine 
Harmony* 51 Weldon's choice of verses (1,2,3,4,6,9 and 10) was 
almost idjentical with Handells. 
52 
Handelp or whoever was respon- 
sible for advising hims may have started from Weldon's text and 
thenp looking back at the psalmq seen the possibilities of replacing 
verse 10 with verse 11, so that 'Let the whole earth stand in awe 
of him' leads into 'Let the heavens rejoic, el . 
53 
This arrangement 
makes for an effective transition both verbally and musically* 
Handel laterdid Justice to the omitted verse 10 in other anthems. 
54 The only immediate antecedent for this combination 
seems to be 10 Lord, savo thy people' from Croft's 
1) major Te Deum. There is, it is true., a solo 
oboe part in the first section of No* 4 of the 
Utrecht Te Deum, but there the oboe has to share 
. 
the material with a violin part. 
55 The use of s1mall-note ornaments seems to be a 
particular feature of the Chapel Royal autographs 
of this period. It is curious that in both this 
anthem and the Caroline Te Deum such grace notes 
, occur only 
in the first movement. 
56 Purcell, having achieved the initial contrast, 
modulates fairly quickly to the relative major: 
Handel's complete movement is related to the 
tonic minor. 
57 Presumably Baker's ambitions were direct4d 
towards a clerical rather -than a musical career. 
Although Handel's demane.. s on the bass voice in 
Anthem 4A are substantially less than the 
cavortings he had introduced into NellAfricane 
selve or Aci, Aalatea e Polifemo from the 
Italian period, the music he composed for 
Baker requires a 2-octave range and an agile 
technique. 
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The first movement of Anthem 4A has the same plan as the 
opening of the Utrecht Jubilate: a verse for solo alto with instru- 
mental obbligato, leading into a cýioral re-statement of the same 
text. The solo instrument this time ia the oboe 
54 
and the intro- 
ductory ritornello is interesting for its ornamented version of the 
theme, including three-note "slides" written as grace notes. 
55 
Some of the movement's musical motifs are reminiscent of No. 5 of 
the Utrecht Jubilate. Handel's setting of the opening text is, if 
anythings more true to English stresses than Purcell's (Ex. 4). 
L--A 
IN 
Ca -4-jo- -; 7 ý 4F * %. L, - 
ol 0 %ILA$ 
tweeAt 
.m ME mi 
if I 
_4 to 
ia 
tm ttýýam 
LoyjL 
4ro, 5 w^. to Ike 64,5; 03 utl 
The text of the psalm poses a problem in that the first two 
verses are so similar: Handel, like Purcell, seeks contrast by 
setting the second movement in a minor key. 
56 Handel's binary 
form aria sets verse 2 for the first half and verse 3 for the 
second. If the tone of the music seems a little dark for the text, 
Handel's compositional skill keeps the music alive with skilful 
transitions between vocal and instrumental parts. 
If the music of Nos- 3 and 4 was Handel's response to Baker's 
vocal prowess, one can only regret that this singer was so self- 
effacing later in life. 
57 
The recitative, No. 3, has a liveliness 
reminiscent of Purcell's best writing for Gostlingo It is difficult 
to believe that Handel wrote this movement without some knowledge 
of Purcell's best bass solos. In October 1714 Handel MAY even have 
met Gostling himselfs since the more superannuated members of the 
58 Gostling was about 65 years of ace in 1714: 
he was still alive at the. tir-., e of the next 
Coronation in-1727, but had retired to 
Canterbury by then. 
59. No names are given against the voices of 
the duet. The regular partners Hugha and 
Viely spring to mind, but the duet could 
equally well have been sung by Elford and 
Baker. 
t 
c 
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Chapel Royal probably had to appear at the Coronation. 
58 
The 
dancing ostinato patterns of No- 4 also seem to owe something to 
Purcell. Baker seems to have specialised in this type of movement 
which has obvious similarities with his solo in No. 2 of the 
Caroline Te Deum. 
The ensuing duet, No- 5* although it uses a traditional combin- 
ation of Chapel Royal voices, 
59 
really harks back to Handel's Ital- 
ian duets. The smooth, interwoven technique characteristic of these 
duets suits the "beauty of holiness" in the text but not the follow- 
ing verse: the second half of the duet is rather sterile and Handel 
was right to replace it with the chorus setting, where the "whole 
earth" stands in awe to thunderous effect against held pedal notes. 
The original duet was written to a straightforward binary plan. 
iiandel retained the first half, bringing in the chorus in the 
"mid-point" key of B flat and gradually leading back to the G minor 
tonic. In this movement and the next Handel seems to be thoroughly 
enjoying himself. No. 6, though brief, is the model for muc'111 of 
Handel's later church music: he applies to an English text the ex- 
perience and techniques of the Latin church music of 1707, in 
particular the first movement of the D major Laudate Pueri. There 
is exuberance, almost self-indulgence, in his musical reflection of 
the sea making a noise, with its echo effects, broken chord figures 
and pauses. 
Handel re-composed this anthem on a broader time-scale but 
for smaller forces during the Cannons period. The Chandos Anthem 
version is a much more mature, rounded, well-considered composition. 
Yet in the piocess something was lost, Anthem 4A has a youthful 
vigour, completely in accord with the nature of its text, which is 
lacking in the later work. Like its companion Te Deum, it deserves 
revival- 
60 See the Supplement Conditions of Performance, 
A 
. 
sub 'Pitch', where Handelts anýotation is 
reproduced and discussed. 
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Autograph 
B. L. RI. 11.20., -,,. 6 f. 1-11 (Completo anthem) 1 Quad., 1 fol. 
Insertion: 1 Un. U-7-8) 
Watermarks: Ba, Cba (f. 11) 
Insertion: Eng. 2 
Rastrography: 12ý-stave 03 52-5 
12-stave 04 76 U-11 only) 
Insertion: 12-stave 04 80.5-81 
Singers named: 
1. Mr. Eilfort 
3. Mr. Baker 
5B (bar 16) Mr. Eilfort 
6. Mr. Eilfort 
The unusual thickness of the main gathering of the autograph 
is noteworthy: compare also the autograph of the Caroline Te Deum. 
It is tempting to regard foll, the single sheet of Cba paper, as 
the missing sheet from the final gathering of the Te Deum auto- 
graph* Unfortunatelyt this can not be so: although the final binio 
of RM. 20-9-4 demands the sane quadrant of the sheet for completion, 
the moulds of the watermarks are not the same. Nevertheless, the 
use of the same pape'ýr in the two works provides certain evidence 
of their compositioný at the same period* 
Nos. 2 and 3 are deleted by Handel. The two movements may 
not have been deleted for the same reasons, and it is possible 
that Handel's . removal of No. 3 was an accidental mistake. Their 
omission leives little of the anthem remaining and ruins the struc- 
ture* I have suggested that the reasons for the deletion of Noo 2 
may be connected with Hand4l's transposition instruction. 
60 
The 
latter is written in German schrift, which suggests that Handel was 
working with a German copyist or one who was expert enough in the 
61 Two trumpeters came over . ý, ith the King and 
there may have been other musicians, either 
in the official parties (such as the house- 
hold servants numbering about 75 who came 
in the King's party) or among those who felt 
that there was some benefit in following the 
Elector. See Beattie:. In 
, 
&ýLqh 2our: k, 
p. 220p 258-9. 
62 The same is true of Handel's single-page 
insertion into the Birthday Ode: 
see Chapter 4. 
.. t 
63 Jennen's collection included copies of works 
that were not in general circulation, such as 
the Comus, music and the Birthday Ode. 
(See Matthews: Un ublished Letters and Dean: 
Marginalia) It is therefore all the re- 
, 
ýnarkable that Anthems 4A and 
. 
6D eluded him. 
64 This remained true even after Handel's death, 
when other works such as Anthem 6C seem to have 
become available in some form. 
t 
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language and orthography to understand Handel's instructions. The 
comparable instructions to copyists on Anthem 6C and the Utrecht 
service are in French. Perhaps the copyist involved with Anthem 
4A was one of the Hanoverian court musicians who had come to 
England with the Royal parties in September-October 1714.61 An 
unidentified copyist, presumably working closely with the composer, 
wrote the link into the chorus of the revised movement 5B in the 
autograph (f. 7). 
The insertion of the chorus re-setting No- 5B is on paper 
of a type which is unique in Handel's autographs but which occurs 
frequently in the autographs of contemporary English anthem com- 
posers. It is of a poorer quality than Handel's normal papers. 
62 
Handel seems to have used whatever odd sheets of paper came to 
hand when he had to do last-minute revisions. In the final chorus, 
Handel overlooked a set of consecutives between Soprano and Tenor 
at bar 11: they have been tacitly cofrected in ChryBander's 
edition. 
Handel must have kept the autograph of this anthem among the 
odds and ends of his sketches. There are no early MS copies of 
this anthem at allq even in the relatively comprehensive Aylesford 
collection. 
63 
This total absence of copies is a distinction 
shared only with Anthem 6D, which similarly never went into eircul- 
ation. 
44 
Handel himself must have used the autograrh for reference 
when he composed Chandos Anthem 
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CHAPTER SIX 
INTERLUDE, 1714-1712 
Handel, The Chapel Royal and Court 
Politics after 1714 
(Table 1 p. 199-200) 
Chandos-Anthems based on previous-Chapel Royal music: 
Anthem 61 
Anthem 4 
Anthem 7 
Anthem 11A 
Anthem 3 
Anthem 1 
Chandos Te Deum 
page 
190 
201 
209 
214 
220 
221 
223 
228 
1 -En uctober' 1'115', 
tiie' ýý. ing orderec, _ýanael to be 
paid b montns' saiary for the half-year begin- 
nin, ý; ,. i6su=,. er 1712. 
(__an: -,, er -Heenrungpen, -ian- 
nover '16C, vol. 237, P. 393) 
2 i, ovember 6-13,1714: I%i: is said his Llaiesty 
does not approve of tne zerformances of the Opera 
in tlie iay-Market, and will, for the future, honour 
his Uomedians with his itoyai _, resenceg which 
will 
be o. L great advantage to them. 
3 The t,. ing atten6ea Arminius at the iaymarket opera 
ýfouse on i'uesuay, 26 Cetober. it 6oes seen, to be 
true that during ovember and December tlie zrince 
and Princess of 'ý_ales attended tne operas more 
ing regularly than the ý 
4 Rinaldo was revived on 30 December 1714. The Iingj 
with the irince and krincess of `17ales, attended 
the second performance, on 15 january 1715. In 
the absence of the autograph, we can not be cer- 
tain when Handel composed Amadigi, first perfoimed 
in Lay 1715: he may have hoped for a performance 
much earlier in the season. 
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INTERLUDE, 1714-1719 
Handelt. The-Chapel Royal and Court Politics_after_171A 
The Chapel Royal performanceB of Handel's music before the 
King in September and October 1714 are clear evidence of the com- 
poser's acceptance under the new regime. The established position 
of the former Hanover Kapellmeister it the English Court was con- 
firmed: a year later, the King even went so far as to grant some 
retrospective payment for his Hanoverian services. 
1 Since Handel 
had received such signal marks of royal favour, it would seem reason- 
able to expect further contributions to court music from the composer 
- more Chapel Royal anthems, or perhaps a Birthday Ode. This did not 
happen. Instead we are faced with a paradoxical situation. Dur* g 
Queen Anne's reign ýandel, a foreigner and a representative of a 
court which was treated with some suspicion in Londonp was admitted 
as the court composer for special occasions. During the early years 
of George Is reignp by contrast, these activities suffer an eclipse 
which is so complete as to suggest that Handel's participation might 
have been unwelcome. He made no contribution tb a Chapel Royal ser- 
vice for another eight yearbo Even in the opera house, royal favour 
does not seem to have advanced Handel's position. It was rumoured 
that the King did not intend to patronise khý London opera house, 
2 
3 but, this was proved wrong within a week of the Coronation. Never- 
theless, Handel's operas were not given a place in the Haymarket 
repertoire for another two months, and even then iý was a revival 
of Rinaldo rather than a new opera. 
4 
Par from being an advantage, Handel's previous Hanoverian as- 
sociations may have proved an embarrassment during the years immed- 
iately following 1714, * Some resentment naturally grew up against 
the 'German' party at court, with which Handel must have been iden- 
See Beattie: En,!, Tlish Court, p. 232-9, also p. 2ý58,. 
By 1720 many of the "ling's Ilanoveriar. adviEers (, -, r-ýd 
ciiFýtres,, -es,, had become co, an-liciseC. 
Geor,,, -. e I) sees a Hattcýr (U C'rl. -n, -, e of e-an'qasir ir 
Georize's policic-, after 171E froin a "ýTanoverianl 
to a 'Britislil bias. 
: Eccles composed. all of the New Yearýand Birthday Cdes 
of the rei. crn: there is a complete record of payments 
to hi,. fo2-- the Cdes from I'ev., Year 1715 to Birtildair 
1727 in P. Tix. ard LC5/1 S. 
7 The Lord is a Sun and a Shield. Earl-v cory, in the 
hane, of James T', ent, Britis'-q Library E, 1.24. -. 2. 
E. Printed Thanksgivir- litur-y (A Form of Praye and 
Thanksgiving ... 
) Cb. PEMD. h. 3230). The serývice 
at, St. Paul's seems to have provoked some sort of 
demarcation dispute between the choirs of the Chapel 
iioyal and St. Paul'--: see the note by the Sub-Dean, 
CCB, P. 67. 
9 The canticles are those s-c-ecified in the printed 
liturgy. Although the set nsalms include Lejoi,. ce in 
the Lord, 2 ye righteous, I do not think that 
Croft's setting was the antherm for this particular 
Thanksgiving: see Chapter 7, Table 2. 
10 1 believe B. L. Add. ITS. 17845 to be the score pre- 
pared for the 1714 Thanksgiving. James Kent was 
given the task of transferring material from the 
earlier version, which was then revised by the com- 
poser. The Te Deum can be compared with the original 
version in Lem IAS 840. The performing parts, Univer- 
sity of Birmingham, Barber MS 5007a-b, were prepared 
in 1709 and revised in . 
1715. 
See also Chapter 4, Table 1. 
11 See Supplement, Conditions of Performance, on the 
subject of the Chapel Royal 'Altos-'. 
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tifiedo This resentment continued until the fall of Bernstorff in 
1719-201,5 and even after that 'German domination' remained an ef- 
fective battle-cry for opposition pro-rammes. The Chapel Royalt 
one of the repositories of traditionally English court culture, 
could not remain unaffected by the political climate. If the Xing 
wished to demonstrate his good faith in his new country, he did 
well to patronise the English musicians. Although the Chapel Royal 
was the King's private chapel, his weekly Sunday appearances there 
were part of the normal public functions of monarchy and were closely 
observed. It was politically expedient that the music for the Kingýs 
devotions, like that for the Court odess 
6 
was once again seen to be 
provided by native born English talent* 
Croft had composed the orchestrally-accompanied anthem for the 
1714 Coronation7 and it is not altogether surprising that he was 
called upon to provide the music for the first Thanksgiving service 
of the reign. On 20 January 1714/5 the King went to St. Paul's 
Cathedral on the day appointed for the Thanksgiving "for bringing 
His Majesty to a Peaceable and Quiet Possession of the Throne, and 
thereby Disappointing the Designs of the Pretender and all his 
Adherents"* 8 This was a service following the traditions of the 
previous reign, with all the attendant ceremony. Croft's contrib- 
utions were an anthem and the Morning Prayer canticles of Te Deum 
and Jubilate-9 The canticles were revised versions of those 
originally composed for the Thanksgiving in February 1708/9. The 
revisions are instructive, 
10 falling into two categories* Firstly, 
Elford's solos were adapted or re-written to brtng them within 
-Hughes' range* These alterations reveal the differences between the 
voices of the"two alto soloists and lend support to the suggestion 
11 that one might have been a "countertenor" and the other an "alto". 
The most extended alto solog 'Vouchsafe$ 0 lordt from the Te Deum 
c 
12 The main alterations were as follOwO: 
Te Deum: (Movement numberings from printed edition) 
Nos. 2 and 3 Strings added 
Nos. 4 and 9 Solo range altered 
No. 12 New movement composed, with orchestra 
No. 15 Solo range altered, bars 85-end recqmp. osed. 
No. 16 End of Chorus extended, from 21 bars, to 38. 
Jubilate: 10 go your way-into his, gates', originally 
a solo for Elford, recomposed as-a chorus. 
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demanded the most alteration. In two places Croft effected the 
necessary changes by adjusting the voice part (See Ex. 1. ), but Z--, 
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the last twenty bars he had to re-compose the music to suit the 
new soloist. 
The second group of alterations was mainly directed towards 
increasing the orchestral particýpation. String parts were added 
to movements which previously had only had continuo accompaniment 
and a movement or two recomposed into forms which included orches- 
tral parts. The chorus work was also extended a little. 
12 These 
alterations modified the character pf his music considerably: the 
revised version is altogether more robust and it is not extravagant-to 
13 This is onl. -! a possibi- ity. Vie 17CO/9 
Royal Tlianksgiving,, took -place at ; 't. Jwnies's Palace, 
Croft i. -, a-,,, rcacorabl, ý, hove- expected a service at 
6t. Paul's viiien lie coi-, ý. poced the music. I 
14 Purcell (as also Llovi and. Airner) I-ad. set tnis 
7 
verse as a choruc. -Ho-wever, Croft's movement (141 
bars) is closer in scale tc lla-nýell-s (1ý62 bars) 
than to Purcell's (34 bars), aný Croft also follows 
Har6el by his excursior into If!, -- I tI ý. eys irýtead 
of Purcell's D major. 
15 Dawks, Ja-muary 20,1714/5. Similar reports appeared 
in PB arO EP d-ýited 18-20 january. 
16 See Hatton: George I, -p. 291. The Thanksg-. ving was 
celebrated on 7 June 1716. The newsrapers expected 
the ýing to go to St. Paulls. (kqýwý, cs, May 5 and 
]Lz, April 28-,, Tay 
17 See ADDendix 12. 
18 The Dettingen music was composed with a scoring 
more appropriate-for St. Paul's Cathedral than 
St. James's Palace. In 1749 Hardel was more circum- 
spect: the Peace Arth, em seems to have been composed 
with a mediuk-Bized scoring so that it could be 
adapted to the venue. 
kk 
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characterise the difference as the transmutation of a "Purcellian" 
work into a "Handelian" one. Croft may have made his revisions with 
the difference between performing conditions at St. James's and St. 
Paul's in mindl 
13 
but it seems muchýmore likely that he brought the 
music up to date in the light of his experience of Handel'stUtrecht' 
service. The new choral treatment of 10 go your way into his gates' 
in the Jubilate in particular shows the influence of Handel's long 
movement at this point. 
14 
The newspaper reporting of Croft's music reflects the changed 
outlook which affected Handel's relationship to the Chapel Royal. 
Whereas all reports of the Utrecht music had been consistently 
complimentary, those of Croft's 1714/5 music end with a sting in the 
tail which was surely directed at Handel: 
Dr. Croft's Te Deum and Jubilate, were this Day perform'd 
at St. Paul's before the King by the Gentlemen of the Chappel 
Royal, and the rest of His-Majesty's Musick, which, to the 
Honour of our Nationg are for their Aire, Contrivance, and 
Solemnity of the Harmony, esteemed by good Judges, the best 
Compositions; and the Te Deum. comes up to the Performance of 
the famous Dr. Henry Purcellq who far exceeded all foreigners. 
15 
Por the next f ive years Croft had the monopoly in providing music 
for Court services involving instrumentally-accompanied music. Not 
that the King gave many opportunities in this direction. He refused 
to go to St. Paul's on the next Thanksgiving day 
16 
and in doing so 
satL: A-new precedente No English monarch set foot inside the Cathed- 
ral. for a Thanksgiving Service until Georger III went to celebrate 
17 
the recovery of his health and sanity in 1789, though circumstan- 
tial evidence suggests that Handel was expecting George II to go 
there at least once in the 1740's-18 
It would obviously be false to pretend. that Handel's dis- 
19) See Chapter 49 Supra, Hote 
r 
20 The Opera season closed at the end of July, 1715. 
There were no performances durin. - tHe autumn of 
that year, but the next seascn beý-, an in February 
1711/6. See the referel'ACe fron', Colman: 2Eýý. Kzý 
Re,: 4ikAers, quoted in Deutsc'-1: HanCiel, p. 68. 
1 
21 See Hatton: ýjeor e I, p. 10ý3-210- ctý,, e c 
22 This patronage was recorded in the cast-lists ct 
in the libretti for Rinaldo (Iloveniber 1712) 
and Auadia: k (IJay 1715),. 
23 The lapt performance was, Tito Manlio, 
29 June 1717. 
24 See Chapter 7, Note ý4 infra, concerning the 
, evidence for this visit. 
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association from the Chapel Royal affected more than the periphery 
of his life. He continued, in any case, to receive the C. 200 pension 
which seems to have been the reward for his earlier contributions 
to English court music. 
19 
He was more seriously affected by the 
break-up in social and political life which took place in 1717. 
Court patronage of the opera house was essential. to its survival in 
London. With this support the operas survived the scares and up- 
heavals of the Jacobite " '15", 
20 but when the Court became divided 
in the political crisis of 1717 they could not continue. The cul- 
mination of the crisis was the separation between the King and the 
Prince of Wales after the royal christening in November 1717. The 
traditional interpretation of this event in terms of a deep-seated 
hatred between father and son is rather superficial: the christen- 
ing row was the, culmination of a polarisation in political life 
which had been. developing over the previous six months as the Prince 
of Wales became the focus for opppsition to his father's government. 
21 
One of Handel's opera soloists, the soprano Pilotti, was under the 
patronage of the Princess of Walesq 
22 but this would not have been 
an insurmountable obstacle to the continuance of the operas if the 
division had simply been a domestic one within the royal family. 
The social division among the nobility and the men of power ran much 
deepor, and nobody was in the mood to support opera. The opera 
hous-e doors closedat the end of the 1716-7 season. and. did not open 
again for nearly three years, 
23 
Handel must have been placed in a difficult position by the 
1717 crisis, e: specially if he hacL been welcome in a private capac- 
ity among the inner circle of the Royal family during the years 
1714.77. If he went abroad during the second half Of 1716 
24 this 
would have been diplomatical. 1y convenientq since those who had at- 
tended the Prince in England during the King's absence were later 
25 See ChaDter 3, Footrote 34, 
ýPjlpja. 
llarc. el so seems 
to 11-mve been patronised by the who were 
not on the best of ter. "is with- the. Princess. 
26 See Burrows: Water Llusic. Sirce writirg, those notes, 
I have discovered that my interpretation was anti- 
cipated b: T Yorke-Long: Geprge II. 
27 2he Prince and Princess of Wales left St. James's 
Palace on 30 liovember, 1717, and the -King issued a 
'circular letter' about a month later ordering that 
those who attended the Prince were forbidden the 
Royal Presence. One of the first effects was that the 
Prince ceased to attend. the ChaDel Royal, going in- 
stead to the parish clqurch of St. James's. 
28 Bbattie: English Court, p. 264 et seq. 
29 P. R., C. LC5/157, p. 157 
c 
30 The evidence of Handel's letters and a newspaper 
report leads to the conclusion that Handel left London 
at the end of February 1718/9- See Deutsch: Handel, 
p- 84-68. The-fact that the Royal Academy-of Music's 
'Instructionst were not issued until May 1719 can 
not be regarded as sound evidence that Handel was 
still in London in May. aC 
31 Mainwaring's statement (Memoirs, p. 93) is supported 
by, the prefaceAedicatory in the libretto of Amadigi. 
32 Brydges himself was musical# and had been an early 
member of the Oxford Music Club when he-was an under- 
graduate in the 1690's. See Crum: Oxford 
33 Deutsch:, Handel, p. 78 
L 
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suspected of supporting the opposition* Handel was of the same 
generation as the Prince and it is generally assumed, largely on 
the ýasis of anecdote concerning the composition of the Italian 
duets, that he was patronised by the Princess. 
25 The music which 
Handel provided for the famous 1717 Thames party seems to have been 
a gesture re-affirming his support . for the King* 
26 It is the last 
we hear of Handel's associatioV with the Royal Family until the 
King and the Prince were re-united in 1720. PreEmmably he found it 
27 invidious to have to choose between two mutually exclusive courts. 
The King made strenuous efforts to make his court lavishly attrac- 
tive in 1718-9,28 but Handel took no part in the festivities: Croft 
provided a harpsichord, and probably the music, for the theatrical 
entertainment at Hampton Court- 
29 
Private Patronage: James Brydges and the 'Chandoel Anthems. 
Handel's activities following the closure of the opera house in 
1717 are poorly documented. This in itself is a sign that Handel 
was not conspicuous in court circles* Two things can be said with 
certainty, that Handel composed music for the Earl of Carnarvon 
during thisperiod and that he was aýroad for most or 1719.30 pri_ 
vate patronage in some measure compensated for the loss of income 
from the opera house* Handel was no stranger to such patronage, 
and he seems to have received support in 1714-5 from the Earl of 
Burlington. 31 When Burlington left England for a visit to the con- 
tinent in August 1717, Handel probably turned to Carnarvon. 
32 
There is no evidence that Handel ever lived as part of Carnarvon's 
entourage, either at Cannons or in London, nor do we know of any 
financial arrangements for the composer's support* A letter from 
Carmarvon to Arbuthnot dated 25 September 171733 reveals that Handel 
had composed half of the 'Chando64 anthems by that date: the 
34 For the date of Acis and Galatea, see Patricir-I Ro-ers: 
'Dating Acis and Galatea', LIT cxiv (Au-ust 1? 73'), P-792. 
I ar- informed by Terence Best that a dated cory of 
Esther from the 1.1almesbury Collection also sugpests 
Esther, formerly attributed to 1720, may also have 
been composed in 1718. Lly guess is that Esther was 
probably co; -iposed. late 1718- early 1719. 
35 Baker & Baker: kiý7Ld y, es, p. 107. 
Brydges had r9signed the office in 1713. 
36 Ibid, p-111,126 
37 Stowe LIS ST 44 includes lists of the Duke's estab- 
lis'jiments at New Year 1726/1 and New Year 1721/2. 
The former has about 140 names, including 20 at 
'The Llusick Table': the latter has 93 naries, of which 
3 at most are musicians. As far as the evidence of 
the Chandos papers goes, there is nothing to refute 
the general impression that there was no substantial 
musical establishmept at Cannons during the 17201s. 
38 Hatton: George I, p. 155 
3c) GEP June 2-5,1716 
40' PB August 22-24 1717. At this period Brydges was 
'fishing' for his Dukedom - see WJS2, July 20 1717. 
41 See Deutsch: Handel, p. 112 
42 WR April 7 1716: 'The same Day (Sun'day April 1) the 
Reverend IA-. Bridges preached an excellent Sermon on 
the Parish Church of Edgeworth; which Church was 
lately beautified by the Right Honourable the Earl of 
Carnarvon, at his own Cost and Charges, with curious 
Workmanship. The said Noble Peer, after Divine Ser- 
vice (which he attended) made a splendid Entertainment, 
at his Lordship's Seat at Canons-House, where were 
preseýt several Persons of Note'. 
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remainder,, plus the Chandos Te Deum, Acis and Galatea and Esther, 
were probably composed during the following twelve months. 
34 From 
Handel's point of view, it was a fortunate coincidence that this 
patronage came at the right moment in Carnarvon's own career. 
Since 1713,, Carnarvon's main ambitions hadbeen directed towards 
the creation of his Cannons estate. A long wrangle over his period 
of office as Paymaster'was finally concluded when his accounts were 
audited in the early months of 1717,35 after which he was free to 
devote more time to his own affairs. In April-1717 he was examin- 
iAg the state of his musical establishment. 
36 
He was near to the 
height of his fortune: by 1721 he had lost money in the South Sea 
Bubble and, although Cannons was maintained, his own ambitions were 
centred on the project of a new residence in central London. 
37 
Brydges seems to have been favoured by the King. 
38 He attended the 
Prince of Wales' water party on the Thames in June 1716 
39 
and dined 
with the King at Hampton Court on 22 August 17179 
40 by which time 
Handel was probably already at work'On the Chandos Anthems. Heq 
like Handel, no doubt took the opportunity to remain out of court 
lif e as the political cUmate grew more divided* 
In his letter to Arbuthnotq referred to aboves Carnarvon in- 
vited him to 'take Cannons in on your way to London' to hear Han- 
del's music. The Chapel incorporated into the Cannons house was 
not opened until August 17209 
41 
so there can be no doubt that the 
Chandos Anthems were first performed in the adjacent parish church 
of St. Lawrence., Brydges had begun his development programme at 
Cannons by lmodernishing. ý this church, which res-opened with its 
new furnishings on Easter Sunday, 171 604 C2 In its new form the 
church was arranged like a private chapel - in fact, just like the 
Chapel Royal - with west end galleries for the Duke and his servants- 
Handel's anthems were almost certainly performed in the unpewed 
43 The list of the Camnons c stab-L i zi-imer, t at i-. e-, -; !, ear 171'()/l 
in S'- 44 gives the followin, -, -ricture of the musical- 
strength at iju s hei, ýrht :3 Violin, 1,3 Viol in 2, 
Viola, 'Cello, Bassoon, Trunpet, Oboe, 3 Tirebles, 
1 'Contralto', 2 Countertenors, 1 Tenor, 2 Basses. 
44 1 shall refer to the ensemble movements for the full 
forces in the Chandos Anthems as 'Choruses', while 
notin- that fact that some of them may have been sung 
one-to-a-part in the. early Chandos Anthems. 
43 The only real. exce-etion is the Detti Te Deuri w`iich, 
as already noted, may Iiave been composed vv-ith a service 
at St. Paulls Cathedral in mind. 
46 Anthem 4 is the only Chand. os Anthem which can be per- 
formed c-omfortably within 20 ninutes. lily timings of 
the Chandos Anthems include the opening Sinfonie, 
which are clearly connected to their Anthe-is in the 
autographs. Brydges' letter to Arbuthnot includes 
a rather enigmatic reference to 'Overtures to be 
plaied bafore the first lesson'. To divorce the 
Anthems from their presept overtures would present 
artiýstic problems, for example in No. 1 wh-ere the 
Sinfonia ends on ti-le dominant chord, or in Ro- 5 
, Where the first chorus entry has to pitch the note 
froiA the Sirfonia. It is difficult to believe that 
the Anthems and their Sinfonie were not -performed . 
together. One later anthem, No'. 9 (possibly the last 
to be composed), lacks any separate Sinfonia, as also 
does the Cbandios Te Deumo 
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area near the altar at the east end.. The parallel between a box 
at the opera and the west end gallery at St. Lawrence's church is 
one that strikes the visitor to this well-preserved church today. 
Handel put his previous experience of English church music 
to good use at Cannons. Four Chandos Anthems are based mainly on 
previous Chapel Royal works and three others contain material de- 
rived from Chapel Royal music in various proportions, from limited 
motivic references to arrangements of complete movements. His pro- 
cedure in adapting the Chapel Royal music was to reduce the scoring 
and increase the length. In place of the Chapel Royal choir and 
the King's musicians he was dealing with a chamber group with one, 
or at most twol singers to a part and a handful of instrumentalists. 
43 
This naturally shifted the musical balance towards the inclusion of 
more extended movements for solo singers, in the form of orchest- 
rally-accompanied arias. In As Rants the Hart and 0 sing unto the 
Lord, probably the first two Chandos Anthems to be composed, the 
choruses from the Chapel Royal anthems were used as pillars for new 
structures, supporting fresh solo movements* 
44 
The addition of fresh solo movements inevitably increased the 
length of the anthems# Most of Handel's compositions intended for 
performance in the Chapel Royalt St* James's Palace, are of 15 to 
20 minutes' duration. 
45 The Chandos Anthems are generally about 
five minutes longer# 
46 
with the tendency for the later ones to 
run longer still, towards half an hour. It seems that the Earl of 
Carnarvon enjoyed more leisurely devotions than the King. 
Material from each of Handel's previous Chapel Royal compos- 
itions was pressed into service for the Chandos Anthems: the Ut- 
recht Te Deum alone escaped with but a small levy. As will be 
seen in Chapters 7-99 many of the newly-composed Chandos Anthems 
were re-worked in their turn to suit later Chapel Royal conditions- 
48 Reprinted. in Bc.!: er (, ý Baker ýU. 4a , es, P. 134. et qqa. 
41, ' When I first tried to make some sense of the order of 
the Chandos Anthems in 1976-7,1 based the results 
partly on an assu--iption that the Cannons forces showed 
a steady gradual increase. T'1,1-is r)rod. uces a slightly 
different ordering of the pairs, a, ýreeing with that 
worked out independently by Graydon Beek. q. jily icnow- 
ledge of the paper caaracteristics of Har--6el's auto- 
gra--hs has been refined sir-, ce then, and I now believe 
that the 'CurLiingsl order is probably the correct one. 
For the present purDose, the differences between the 
two chronologies are not of major significance. 
c 
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Carnarvon's letter to Arbuthnot reveals that Handel composed the 
first Chandos Anthems in pairs, and it is possible to identify 
these pairings with some confidence. Table 1 gives these pairings 
in a sequence which is probably that of composition. If this 
order is correct, it appears that Handel began his assignment by re- 
working two complete Chapel Royal anthems as the first pair. In 
the next two pairs, one work from each was based largely on pre- 
existing Chapel Royal music. By then Handel had consumed most of 
his earlier music, and the later Chandos Anthems contain less 
material derived from Chapel Royal sources. Consideration will now 
be given to the revisions that Handel made tc the Chapel Royal 
music in the composition of the Chandos Anthems. The chronology of 
the Cannons music presented in Table 1 will be followed. 
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Chapter 6 Table 1 
Chandos Anthems and Canticles# grouped into pairs and 
Iged _-- arrar. 
in p? jobable order of q 
The works marked * include material derived from earlier Chapel 
Royal music. Those marked " include material which was drawn upon 
by Handel for later Chapel Royal works. 
Pair Title and 
. 
(Number) Chapel Royal 
As pants the Hart (6k) 
0 sing unto the Lord (4) 
My song shall be alway (7) 
Let God arise (11A) 
Have mercy upon me (3) 
0 be joyful in the Lord (1) (Jubilate) 
IV In the Lord put I my trust 
:r will magnifie Thee (5A) 
V Te Daum in B flat major 
0 comel let us sing unto the Lord (8) 
vi 0 praise the Lord (9) 
The Lord is my iight (10) 
Aotý*B: The order of the pairs I-V is based on the sequence 
in the 'Cummings' MS. 
47 The last two anthems, which are not in- 
cluded in this MS9 must have been the final pair to be composed: 
theyt and the two works given as pair V, may not have been as 
closely linked to each other as the earlier pairs. 
The present location of the Cummings MS is unknown: there is 
therefore no way of examining the assertion that the scribe delib- 
47 See Cummings: Duke of Chandos, p. 11-12, and also 
the catalogue of the sale of Cummings' Music 
Collection (Sotheby, 1917) where the LIS appears as 
No. 816. 
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erately reproduced the anthems in their order of composition* 
However, the general sequence is confirmed by reference to two other 
sources: 
(a) An examination of the structure of the Pepusch/Noland 
1720 catalogue of the Duke of Chandos' music48 confirms the 
pairings. The paired anthems appear consecutively in the list, 
and the descriptions of the scorings of pairs I- III are 
given in an abbreviated form which suggests that theýanthems 
concerned belong together. 
(b) Analysis of the papers of the anthem autographs con- 
firms the order of compositions moving through a succession of 
watermarks (D19 Bdj Cba) and rastre, (04 869 ? 04 73, %01) in a 
consistent, though not simple sequence. 
49 
The order is con- 
fused because Handel seems to have had several batches of 
different paper available during the period of composition: 
*earlier' papers turn up in 'later' works as Handel used up 
the remaining sheets. 
The order given in the table does not fit tidily with the 
hypothesis of a steady growth in the size of the Cannons establish- 
ment. Pair II demands one more voice than pairs I, III and IV. 
The Te Deum and Anthem 10 each demand three tenors, one more than 
is required by their companion anthems. It will be noted that 
Handel wrote for #Alto' voice in Pair II only. 
50 As vvill be seen in C', la7r-ter E, Vais story was 
repeated with the Cncpel Ro. -,, ýal anthems of the 
1720's. 
c 
51 See Chapter 3 Table 2. 
17 
52 The title 'Sonata' which appears on the autograph 
was, I believe, added in the 1730's in connection 
with the Trio Sonatas, Op- 5. 
As Pants the Hart (Anthem 6A) 
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The rather eclectic text which Handel set earlier in the decade 
as Anthem 6C obviously held an attraction for him. It is almost as 
if the composer's certainty about the content of this anthem led 
him to treat it as a "starter" when he had to begin a new series of 
anthems: just as 6C is probably his earliest English anthem, so 6A 
is probably his first Chandos anthem. 
50 
For the Cannons version 
Handel amended some of the words. In the first movement "As paints 
the Hart" became "As pants the Hart", and "for Thee, 0 lord" became 
"for Thee, 0 God"; in the second movement "When thus they say" 
became "While thus they say", These alterations bring the text 
closer to the forms of the sources suggested in Chapter 3 
51 
and 
were it not for some relapses in later settings, they might be 
taken as a sign that Handel's command of the English language had 
become more assured. He still retained "In the voice of praise of 
thanksgiving" however, and indeed never corrected this foza in his 
later versiorBof the anthem. The concluding "Amen" did not survive 
the transfer from GC and never returned in the later settings. 
The process of turning Anthem 6C into a form suitable for 
Cannons involved re-thinking the music in terms which would employ 
the orchestral instruments most effectively. In the chorus move- 
ments# Nos. 2 and 5, this vould be done by simple re-arrangement. 
The solo movements had to be recomposed in any case, but even they 
include some features derived from Anthem 6C and only in the final 
chorus did Handel depart completely from the music of the earlier 
setting. The music derived from the Chapel Royal anthem was trans- 
posed downwards: the implications of this are considered in the 
Supplement Conditions of Performance. The opening Sinfonia of 6A, 
52 
of coursep has no parallel in the anthem's Chapel Royal predecessor. 
- 53 No speed is indicated in Anthem 6C for this 
movement. It is probable that Hand-el took this 
movement more slowly at Cannons than at the 
Chapel Royal. 
L 
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The source movement in Anthem 6C was for six voices with basso 
continuo accompaniment. Handel made two attempts at laying-out 
the opening bars but, once the initial decisions had been made, it 
was a fairly straightforward matter for him to re-distribute the 
material for three voices, violinsl oboe, three instrumental bass 
parts ana orgaA. Two of the instrumental bass parts (Contrabasso 
and Bassoon) largely double the vocal bass linevand some of the in- 
depenaent material from the vocal first bass in 6C is used an 
octave higher (6A Cantb, Bars 8-12t Violin 2 bars 16-17). The 
amount of new material in the main body of the movement is very 
small. There are odd bars of additional instrumental counterpoint, 
some of them (such as the d)oe part at 14-16 or the second violin at 
43-44) of thematic significance; only ore new passage is of any 
length (violin 29 bars 18-26) and this ih undistinguished except 
for the cunning with which its end incorporates the former tenor 
part in such a way aj3 to avoid the augmented 4th which occurred at 
this point in 6C* There are one or two changesof detail: a speed 
(Adagio) is specified, 
53 
and the dotted rhythm of the opening bars 
of the main theme is amended to plain crotchets. Handel transferred 
his solo (verse) and tutti (chorus) indications from 6C, but it is 
doubtful whether the strength of the Cannons establishment allowed 
any significant difference in practice* 
The only re-composition in this movement occurs in the final 
bars. Up to bar 479 the Cannons version can be regarded as an ar- 
rangement of the Chapel Royal version. The succeeding two bars 
are re-writteng replacing the rhetorical pause of 6C with an "echo" 
phrase before the final choral cadence. The instrumental postlude 
was reduced from 4 bars to 2: this is perhaps a surprising alter- 
ation in view of Handel's tendency towards expansion rather than 
contraction in the Chandos Anthems. 
34 The bass of the no, %,., : iiove: ý,. ent has a rese--b' ance to 
the bass of No. 5 of Ar: A'ae-, 6C. The inctrwý,, ental 
introd-, jction in 6-A is based on tl-ie subsequent 
vocal and orcliestral material: the relations,. i-o 
between tiiis introduction and the similar move. m-nt 
from a bresden Trio Sonata (Clirysan6er Op. 2 No- 3, 
IIG xxvii, po 112) is difficult to determine until 
the provenance of the latter is better establiýhed, 
but on the face of it, the Trio Sonata ý-., cuid 
aj)pear to be the later work. 
55 Both settings of this movement are in the sci-, ý. e keý, -, 
A minor, but owing to the transposition, this has 
a different relationship. to the tonal centres of 
t'-, -ie two cgnther. ^,.,.. t 
c 
k 
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No. 3: Tears are My daily food 
Here Handel discarded his previous ground-bass type movement. 
54 
The principle of setting these words in triple time in a related 
minor key is retained 
55 
and both movements end with similar imper- 
fect cadences, but otherwise it is the differences rather than the 
similarities which are most readily apparent. The Cannons movement 
is on a much larger scale and follows a binary plan: the second 
half, beginning at bar 68 after the dominant cadence, repeat-s the 
complete verbal text. The musical content seems more mature, but 
part of the dramatic impact is lost as the result of the repitition. 
there is some compensation for this in the new interest provided by 
a dotted rhythm orchestral figure, which grows from a decorative 
commentary (bars 35-36) into a powerful outburst reinforcing the 
text at bar 55- In Anthem 6C Handel rivetz attention at "Where is 
now thy God? " 'by returning to the opening bass and tonality: in 6A 
this is effected by the instrumental entry at 55. Both methods 
are effective, though the later one is perhaps rather less subtle. 
Some features of the earlier version are retained. Both settings 
include angular melbdic shapes outlining augmented or diminished 
intervals. The long note on 'Tears's entering on a weak beat, is 
also an idea carried forward from the Chapel Royal version. 
NO- 4_: Now when I think thereupon 
As in Anthem 6C Handel seems to have felt that this part of 
the text demanded some novel instrumental obbligqto part. In 6A 
the novelty is the 'Harpeggiol violin solo against a background of 
quaver chords. The structure of the movement follows that of 6C, 
breaking into recitative (this time orchestrally accompanied) at 
'I went with the multitude'. The addition of the word 'For' at 
bar 19 does something to eliminate the hiatus which was one of the 
t 
56 Compare the similar alteration to the rhythm of 
the subject in the opening chorus of the anthem. 
t 
k 
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weaknesses of 6C at this point. 
line from the earlier setting at 
ative section also suggested the 
same melodic shapes, as before. 
changes the rhythms the result i 
stress patterns (See Ex. 2). 
6A 
There are echoes of the melodic 
bar 9, and. the text of the recit- 
same rhythms, if not exactly the 
Strangely enough, where Handal 
s not always an improvement in the 
FW I WIA W; k IL& ftuilibmael " 16M %We 4 
Eutt 
No. 5: In the voice of praise of thanksgiving 
The original movement in Anthem 6C was 29 bars long. For the 
first 25 bars Handel kept to the track of the original, re-arranging 
the material to suit the Cannons forces and, as with the previous 
chorusq this entailed the addition of very little new material. 
The string chords which he added at bars 22-3 give strength to a 
passage that was previously rather thin. There is one significant 
amendment to the subject in the movement: the addition of semi- 
quavers to the second phrase (Ex. 3). 
alt - . 
PC. - lk 
bc a-= 2usk u le--. bp - (-A3 - )&. % 
- 
w- «er- . KL mW JL-. . Awt»-- 133*9:: 0.4 m1F 
There is also a minor modificatibn to the rhythm of the Bass part 
at bar 13, replacing a dotted rhythm with plain crotchets, 056 
From bar 26 Handel extended and re-composed the last part of 
the movement* Handel added a new 16-bar passage comprising two 
sections: 
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57 The inVerted forn, of the subject v., as not used at 
all in the ori: 7irr,, l movement frorn Anthem 6C. 
I 
f 
c 
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(1) Bars 26-35: An exposition, based mostly on an in- 
verted form of the subject (5 entries) '57 but culminating in a 
tonic re-entry of the subject in its original presentation. 
(2) Bars 36-41: Closing section, with a dominant pedal, 
over which there are three inverted entries of the opening 
bar of the subjects and three normal entries. The cumulative 
effect of these entries is heightened by a stretto in bar 38, 
where inverted and normal entries overlap. . 
The final bars of the movement (42-44) are an expanded version of 
the last two bars of the source movement in 6C. 
No. 6: Why so full of grief? 
Handel rejected the movement from 6C in favour of a new set- 
tingg though he retained the idea of setting the text as a minor- 
key duet in triple time. The replacement naturally gains from the 
opportunities provided by the-use of orchestral instruments but 
some striking features ofthe earlier movement are los-t, in part- 
icular the repetition of "Why? " at the opening. The new movement 
appears to be totally original, but closer inspection reveals that 
Handel must have had the earlier movement in mind when he wrote it. 
The two are closely related, both in melodic details and in general 
plan. The opening figure may have developed from a hint found. in 
bar 9 of the earlier versionp and the second important figure of 
the movement is also an elaboration of a parallel passage in the 
earlier movement. The principle of one part moving against a sus- 
tained note in the other voice also re-appearso (See Ex. 4). 
There are some improvements to the words. In 6A Handel remembereds 
as he had not done in 6C, to include the word Itso" consistently in 
the phrase "Why so disquieted", and he improved things by arranging 
for the long note to fall on the middle syllable of "disquieted" 
56 Cne rathcr less napp, - a-; teration to t1rie .,: crd 
underlay is 'a, --. Parent 
in the autoýr:? ý'-i. At the 
cadence in bars 45-7 I-landel oril-inally set the 
text thus: 
ýIj ý Iii Ij- 
d. is--quie- ted with-in ne 
Allowing for the conventional treatment of the 
henniola, this produces a better e,,. aplinsis thi-r 
his revised form: 
jP. ý 
dis--quie- teý W-'L,, i-in me 
59 The close relations-iiD between the two movements 
seems to establish the chronolo, -ical priority of 
the movement from Anthem 6A over. the fourth move- 
ment of the Trio Sonata Op. 2 lio. 1 (published 
c. 1730, no autograph extant. ), whic'i develops the 
same the-. iatic material on a different plan. The 
thematic material appears., in any ca,, e, to have been 
generated in t'-ie first place by the rhyta;. is sug- 
gested by the text. 
60 Both of these matters are dealt with in detail in 
the Sopplement, Conditions of Performance. Handel 
decided on the key of the anthem as a whole before 
he commenced the composition: it is par. ticularly 
clear in. the autograph of this anthern that the 
Sinfonia and the first vocal movement were composed 
together. 
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rather t1tian on the word I'me". 
58 
Table 2 gives an outline comparison 
of the structure of the two movenients. The similarities are obvious 
and confirm that, in spite of immediate appearances, Handel used 
the movement from 6C as the basis for his new movement. 
59 
No. 7: Put thy trust in God 
A completely new setting. The last movement of Anthem GC had 
been, arguably, the weakest part of the plan in that anthe-r-1, and 
its music provided very little opportunity for the addition of in- 
teresting orchestral material. Handel's new movement provided a 
contrast, by avoiding two consecutive movements in triple time, and 
tonal stability, by providing a completion of the anthem in the 
same key as the opening. The addition of the Sinfonia to the Cannons 
version gives a stronger sense of a 'tonic' to the anthem as a 
whole, and this produced a logical demand for a tonic ending. The 
opening tenor solo is not a flawless piece of composition, but the 
new movement as a whole is a great improvement on its predecessor. 
The lead-in from solo to tutti at bar 32 is particularly well 
handled. 
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Chapter 6 Table 2 
Anthem 6: Duet 'Why so ýLu--ll of Mr-i-ef? l 
- Comparison of the first two versions 
ANTHEM GC ANTHMA 6A 
(Bar Nos. ) (Bar Nos. ) 
1 Tonic. Introduction, 1 Tonic. Introduction, 
basso continuo. orchestra. 
18 Tonic. Vocal entries. 7 Tonic. Vocal entries. 
25 Dominant minorg Chord V, 38 Dominant minorg Chord V, 
followed by perfect followed by perfect 
cadence (33) cadence (47). 
40 Subdominant minor, 59 Subdominant minor, 
dominant pedal followed dominant pedal followed 
by p. co (47) by p. c* (64). 
49 Return to tonic 68 Return to tonic 
and opening theme. and opening theme. 
58 Toiiic. Dominant pedal, 75 Tonic. Dominant pedal, 
pause on V (67). pause on V (90). 
71 Tonic. Closing 94 Tonic. Closing 
ritormellof ritoxmello, 
basso continuo. orchestra. 
60 Both of these n. atters are dealt wit-ii in detail 
in the Supplement, Uonditions of ýýerfoXa-kan-cee 
Handel 6ecided on the i,, ey of tAe anthem as a 
whole befQre he commenced the composition: it 
is particularly clear in the autograp'. -I Of tliis 
antliem that the 6inforia and the first vocal 
movement were conposed together. 
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0 gý. unt!; j the Lord (Anthem 
Only the outer framework of the previous Chapel Royal anthem 
(4A) was used for the Chandos anthem: Handel adapted the opening and 
closing choruses but the remainder was re-composed. He also altered 
the selection of verses. Verse 2 (an alto solo in Anthem 4A) was o- 
mitted, and verse 39 which did not find a place in the earlier 
anthem, now generated a substattial chorus. Verse 4, previously an 
accompanied recitative, was re-composed as the continuation to the 
new chorus, in as massive a style as the conditions at Cannons 
would allow. Verse 6, which did not find a place in Anthem 4A, ap- 
pears in the Chandos Anthem as a solo movement for Tenor. The first 
part of verse 9, "0 worship the Lord", is re-cast in a completely 
new duet setting and it is only with the succeeding chorus that the 
music returns to the track of Handel's earlier anthemb, 
ýýo. 2 Solo and Chorus: 0 sing unto the Lord 
This movement was transposed from G major to F major to ac- 
commodate a treble soloist in place of the Chapel Royal alto* The 
voice part is therefore generally a 7th above its previous pitch, 
which seems rather a large transposition until it is remembered 
that Elford was a low 12nd alto', and that the pitch at Cannons 
may have been lower than that at the Chapel Royal* 
6o 
The structure 
of the Chapel Royal movement is preserved almost exactly. In the 
solo section an extra bar (bar 7) is addedt improving the line of 
the soloistts second phrase. Later on, a weak spot in the earlier 
anthem is tightened up by the omission of a bar (bar 16 of Anthem 4 
replacing bars 15-16 of Anthem 4A). Apart from some small details, 
the melodic contours of the solo are preserved intact: presumably 
the treble soloist was competent enough to cope with music origin- 
ally written for Elford. The chorus section into which the solo 
There are some altei-ations to ! iclo(, ic Cetails, 
but orly ore ,, i! ýnificant cliange in t',, -e 
liC-r, --. or. -,,: 
the slaaruenir. ýý of the third ir t, ýie c-lord at 
bar 2ý), beat 3- (The b, -i-- numbers, of both versions 
coincide at this point). 
. 62 In context, the G minor-F major of the Chandos 
Anthem is more of a jolt than the G minor-D major 
of the Chapel Royal Anthem. 
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leads is a straightforward re-arrangement of the Chapel Royal 
. 
61 
MUSIC- A second violin part was added in the closing ritor- 
nello, but otherwise hardly any additional music was called for. 
No. 6 Chorus: Let the whole earth stand in awe of him 
In Anthem 4A this chorus replaced the second half of a binary 
movement beginning in B flat major and leading back to the tonic 
G minor. As it happened, it was convenient to Handel's plan to 
have the parallel movement at this point in the Chandos anthem in 
G minor. This, of course, entailed re-writing the opening from 
B flat into G minor, so that the movement could stand by itself. 
The striking short phrase on which the chorus was built was amen- 
able to re-statement in contrasted keys, and Handel found that he 
could use some sections of the earlier chorus as they stood. (See 
Table 3) The omission of the closing instrumental ritornello is 
interesting. It eliminates the buffer to the next chorus and in 
doing so emphasises a jolt between the tonality of the two move- 
62 
men - 
No. 7 Chorus: Let the heavIns MýLoice 
This movement was transposed from D major to F major and re- 
composed considerably. (See Table 4) A few points call for spec- 
ial notice. The omission of the orchestral parts in the opening 
bars gives them the opportunity for an effective entry at the words 
'let the sea make a noisel. The semiquaver figuration in the 
strings is altered from the broken chords of Anthem 4A to more 
scalic figures similar to those employed earlier in this Chandos 
anthem for the new movement "The waves of the sea". The first five 
bars of the chorus are closely modelled on the Chapel Royal move- 
ment and bar 6, with its transition to the relative minor, was also 
/P- 213 
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Chapter 6 Table 3 
Anthem 4: Adaptation of chorus 
'Let the whole Earth' from Anthem 4A 
Note: In Anthem 4A the chorus follows continuously from the 
preceding duet. The first bar of the chorus in this 
version is bar 16. 
Anthem 4 
(Bar Nos. ) 
1-4 New opening (g minor), based on material from 
Anthem 4A# 16-19 
5-7 B flat major. Transcribed from 4A, bars 1711ý-20: 
4A bar 20 shortened by )ý bar. 
B-9 Transcribed from 4A, bars 21-22 
10-13 Replaces 4A bars 23-27 (d minor) with passages 
B flat major --- ýg minor, 
and E flat major--4 c minor. 
14-17 Transcribed from 4A, bars 27%-30. 
Closing ritornello (4Aq bars 31-2) omitted. 
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Chapter 6 Table 4 
Aýýtiin A: Adaptation of chorar. 
j, _ ?: ftýpýjcel from Anth 
'Let t;, 're HeavIns ner,, i 4A 
Anthem 4 
(Bar Nos. ) 
1-5 Transcribed from Anthem 4A, bars 1-5, 
but orchestral parts omitted. 
6-14 New, though based on previous material. ýD 
Includes dominant modulation. 
143ý-18 Derived from 4A, bars 5-93ý- 
19-20 New, reinforcing D minor cadences. 
21-23 Derived from 4A, bars 91/2-11. 
23Y2-26 New. (1dodulatingg B flat major returning 
to P major tonic). 
261/2-27 Based on 4A, bar 12. 
28-30 Derived from 4A, bars 12-14. 
New semiquaver figures added. 
31-32 New, based on preceding material. 
32%-34 Derived from 4A, bars 15-16. 
G. P. rest extended by 1/2 bar. 
35-37 Derived from 4A, bars 17-19. 
(Final cadence of 4A, bars 20-22, omitted). 
63 Chrysarder prints a pause over t-, iis b, -L-. i-, but 
I 
t'-iere . ý-s none 
ip the autograrli. 
I 
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transferred to the Chandos Anthem, but before Handel had finished 
writing it out he had second thoughts and deleted this continu- 
ation, replacing it with a new section which remains much more 
firmly tied to the tonic. When he eventually took up the thread 
from the earlier movement again, the Chapel Roval version provided 
a framework for expansion. Handel's treatment of tonality in the 
Chandos anthem is rather more stable, and accordingly rather less 
exciting in its interpretation of this text, than in the Chapel 
Royal version: more time is given for the listener to recognise the 
path of the modulationss and an element of surprise is thereby re- 
moved. Handel's rejection of the echo effects from Anthem 4A also 
lessens the immediate impact of th. 0 chorus in the Chandos anthem 
version. 
Handel excised the broad final bars of the Chapel Royal ver- 
sion and., in spite of the rhetorical silence four bars from the 
end, 
63 
the conclusion of the Chandos Anthem is rather abrupt* Per- 
haps this is because Handel did not originally intend to end it at 
the same point as the Chapel Royal setting. In the autograph the 
chorus is followed by a tenor solo in P minor to the text of verse 
13 ('For he cometh to judge the earth'), which is the last verse of 
the psalm. This can hardly have been intended for the last move- 
ment of the anthem, but it is none too clear what Handel did intend. 
There is no "S. D. G. " or "Pine" at the end of the autograph: perhaps 
Handel planned to follow the tenor solo with a repeat of one of the 
earlier choruses (as Blow had done in his setting of the Psalm), or 
with an Alleluja (as Purcell did). Some secondary copies include 
the tenor movement at the end of the anthem, but many others con- 
clude with the chorus. Handel cancelled the solo movement by cross- 
ing out the first page: he re-used the discarded music in Anthem 3. 
t 
t 
64 In the Anthený the phrase also re-appears again 
in the upper voices, in the course Df the later 
, working-out of the chorus. 
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Idy Actnz shall býe ýývLýL a (Anthem 
Handel may not have foreseen that he would eventually produce 
a setting of the Te Deum for the Cannons forces, for he used up 
muc'. q of the musical material from the Caroline Te Deum, in this an- 
them. The sections which presented themselves as most suitable for 
adaptation were the longer self-contained movements. Handel re-ar- 
ranged three complete movements, two solos and a chorus. There is 
also one passing reference to music from the UtRikqht Te Deum. 
No* 2: Hy sqng shall be alway 
The movement begins with a treble solol a setting of verse 
of Psalm 89. This runs appropriately into verse 5 of the same 
psalm: the first phrase of verse 5 OThe HeavIns shall praise thy 
wondrous works') is given to the lower voices (ATB), entering under- 
neath the solo as the latter completes the text of verse 1. Handel's 
music for the entry of the lower voires echoes a very similar 
phrase in the Utrecht Te Deum, "The Heavens and all the Powers 
therein" (Ex- 5). In both contexts the entry is a complement to 
EY. -S, , - UticeW Te- beAom, N, -., a CF-ýt -, -, Je, A-1 " A9L -solol 
tL 6amAs ma ctx týe voww 
*79 Ne - 4% LEO%t-^5 u"eo- seto Tvel tal 
low AIT, 13 
We6 
c 
the text presented by the upper voices. The parallel between the 
two passages is the more striking because the phrase is given two 
repititions in both works. 
64 
65 Compare, for exa-racle, Anthe: -, bar 59 witla 
Te Deum bar 56. 
b -6 As noted in Chapter 4, the second movement of the 
Te Deum is really two move; -aents in one, and t'ie 
first 47 bars form a complete movement in themselves. 
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No. 4: God is very greatly to be fear'd 
This is based on music from the third movement of the Caroline 
Te Deum, "Mien thou took'st upon theellq transposed from G minor 
(Alto soloist) to E minor (Tenor soloist). The source movement has 
already been described in detail in Chapter 
For the first half of the movement (Bars 1-52, verse 6 of the 
Psalm), Handel followed the Te Deum music quite closely, adding or 
subtracting the odd bar here and there and altering details of the 
melodic writing. In the second half (Bars 52-89, verse 9 and clos- 
ing ritornello) he worked with only occasional reference to the 
previous music. (See Table 5) The return to the tonic key is there, 
but the intermediate perfect cadences of the original are avoided, 
the wind obbligato vanishes and the descending dotted figure, intro- 
duced at bars 22-3 of the Te Deum movement, now takes on a dominant 
role in the accompaniment for which there is no parallel in the 
earlier movement. References to melodic material from the second 
half of the Te Deum movement are infrequentg and probably casual 
rather than intentional. 
65 
Wevertheless, the lineage of the two 
movements is clear when taken as a whole: the binary structure and 
main rhythmic, and melodic motifs are readily recognisable. Handel 
chose the oboe as the obbligato instrument in place of the trans- 
verse flute as in the Chapel Royal Te Deum. The anthem movement 
lacks the Istaccatot direction above the string partsl as well as 
the speed indication which is present in the Te Deum. 
No. 7: Blessed is the people 
The source for this movement is Noe 2, bars 1-47, of the 
Caroline Te Deumt transposed from A minor (Alto soloist) to E minor 
(Treble soloist). 
66 
Handel's adaptation is strikingly parallel to 
that just described in connection with movement 4. In both move- 
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Chapter b Table 5 
Anthem 7: Ada tation of No. 4, 
'God ý'. s very greatly to be fearld', 
from 'Caroline' Te DeIn Llq. 
Anthem 7 
(Bar Nos. ) 
Opening ritornello, modulating to dominant. 
Derived from Te Deum, barS 1-10, 
with one bar added (bar 8). 
11-50 Accompanied vocal solo, ending in relative major 
of dominant. Based on Te Deum bars 10-49 with 
a few minor alterations: 
(1 ) Bars 20-23 replace 19-21 of Te Deum, 
(2) Bars 24-25 replace 22-25 of Te Deums 
(3) Bars 43-50 re-composed from 43-49 of Te Deum, 
shortening solo section and lengthening 
instrumental ritornello. 
50-52 New imperfect cadence to introduce second 
verse of psalm text. 
52-78 Re-written with only occasional reference to Te Deum. 
Final cadences in related keys avoided (compare Te 
Deum 62-3,66-7). Return through relative major (bar 
62) to tonic via chromatic rising bass to chord V 
(Bar 66). Final tonic section thereafter musically 
equivalent to choral conclusion to Te Deum movement. 
78-89 Closing ritornello, a version of the opening bars 
re-composed to remain in the tonic. Only the last 
three bars bear some resemblance to the closing 
ritornello of the Te Deum movement. 
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ments the choral conclusion is replaced by a solo section in the 
tonic. In both movements alsof Handel drew heavily on the Te Deum 
source for the first half, but only in a general way thereafter. 
The revisions to the roulades and the harmonic movement in the 
first half (Bars 1-24), result in the loss or addition of the odd 
bar here and there. Thereaftert although the music is recomposed, 
the original harmonic plan remains. (See Table 6). The landmarks of 
the instrumental ritornellos, which were prominent features in the 
Te Deum$ are clearer still in the Anthem. Handel took the opportun- 
ity to add some new obbligato accompaniments for the solo oboe, 
probably taking advantage of the chamber-group atmosphere of the 
Cannons pieces. The alteration to the speed (Allegro in the Te Deum, 
Andante in the Anthem) may have been inspired by the character of 
the new text. Handel's alterations to the melodic writing (violins 
bars 3 and 5. bass part bar 4 and elsewhere) seem to indicate a 
general desire to smooth the lines out. 
No. 8: Thou art the glory_. o. f., their strength 
This, the closing chorus of the anthem, is a revised adapt- 
ation of the closing chorus of the Ca? Zoline Te Deum (No. 6), trans- 
Posed from D major to G major and with a speed indication (Allegro) 
added. A, comparative table for this movement is unnecessary, but 
the following revisions may be noted: 
(1) An extra half bar is added at bars 10 and 17 of the 
Anthem: both of these expand short episodic links which lead 
to the re-entry of the subject. 
(2) The final bars demanded slightly different treatmentt 
but Handel preserved the principle of a perfect cadence fol- 
lowed by a plagal cadence. If we hear an anticipation of 
Handel's most famous Halleluja chorus at the end of this An- 
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Anthem 7: Adaptation of N 7, 
'Bl-essed is_ the ppop je 
from 'Caroline' Te Deum No. 2 
Anthem 7 
(Bar Nos. ) 
1-9 Ritornello, Tonic. From Te Deum, bars 1-9. 
9-22 Solo, ending with cadence in relative major. 
Based on Te Deum. 
Bars 12-15 re-written and shortened by Y2 bar. 
22-24 Ritornellog relative major; 
from Te Deum, bars 22-25. 
24-49 Remainder of movement freshly composed, but 
following the plan of the Te Deum movement 
as follows: 
24-32 Solo, cadencing in Dominant minor 
(Te Deum bars 25-31). 
32-34 Ritornello, Dominant minor 
(Te Deum bars 31-33). 
34-40 Solo, modulating through subdominant minor 
(Ritornello bar 37) to cadence in relative major. 
(Te Deum. bars 34-37) 
40-45 Solo sectiong finishing in tonic. 
(Compare To Deum chorus entry beginning 
in tonic, bar 38). 
45-49 Closing tonic ritornello. 
(No parallel in To Deuiý). 
21 
them, it is worth bearing in mind that tlie idea came 
from the Te Deum in the first place. 
As in the previous movements Handel's revisions to the melodic 
writing are generally in the direction of smoothness. The octave 
leaps in tne vocal lihes of the Te Deum are replaced by something 
more conjunct. (See Ex. 6). The replacement is also rather more 
AIA". 
conventional: some of the original liveliness from the Te Deum 
has been lost. 
67 Reproduced in Scandrett:, Croft, Anthera 64. 
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Let God arise (Anthem 11A) 
The first vocal movement (No. 2) includes two fragmentary ref- 
erences, of no great significance, to music from the Queen Anne 
Ode: 
Bars 26-7: Vocal parts: "be scatterld" - compare Ode No. 2 
bars 78-9, text: "a lasting (peace)". 
Bars 107-110: Compare the layout of the final claords with 
the final bars of Ode, No. 8. 
More significant is the derivation of the opening of the 
Anthem's last movement (No. 8) from the last movement of the Utrecht 
Te Deum (No. 9). Both movements use the 'Non nobis' theme as a 
cantus firmus against a running bass part and as a foil against 
shorter choral phrases ('let me never/never be confounded' in the 
Te Deum, "Alleluia" in the Anthem). Handel cleverly extracted the 
bass of his cantus firmus theme from material present in the Te Deum 
accompaniment. (Ex. 7) 
N6 
nib. 
=1 4-ud 
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The opening of No. 6 (Praised be the Lord), bears a striking 
resemblance to the opening of Croft's anthem Blessed be the lords 
67 
composed for the Thanksgiving service in December 1705. 
f 
68 For exa;;,, -, -)le, in the modulation to Vie don-iinant 
ancl its rclative --)-ýOr ir bars 13-16: co. -. mpare 
Utrecht bars 17-19. The second halves of both 
move,. ients also have c: iro, ý-, atic descendiiý,;,, 
figures in the bass. 
e 
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Have mercy upon me (Anthein 
In t'llis antlieri Handel d. rew on music from the Utrecht Te Deum: 
it is notewort'iy that tile Cannons arran. rement of the Utrecht Jub- 
ilate is probably paired with this anthem. The first movements 
include no borrowin6s: he seems to have turned to the Utrecht 
service for inspiration as he progressed towards the later move- 
ments. 
No. 
_2: 
Against Thee only have sinned 
Handel's first stimulus hexecame from No. 8 of the Utrecht 
Te Deum ('Vouchsafe, 0 Lord'), from which the instrumental intro- 
duction to this movement is arranged, with only minor modifications. 
He improved the timing of the vocal entry. by bringing it in a bar 
earlier, before the final cadence of the introduction. Although 
the structure of the rest of the movement generally follows that 
of the Utrecht movement, 
68 
this is a red herring. From bar 5 Han- 
del re-arranged the discarded movement from the end of Anthem 4, 
'For he cometh to judge the earthIq cunningly working string motifs 
derived from the Utrecht introduction into the context of the solo, 
wind obbligato and bass parts of the previous anthem movement. 
No* 6: Thou shalt make me hear of_doy and gladness 
The first part of this movement is a straightforward trans- 
cription of 'Thou art the King of gloryt from the Utrecht Te Deum 
(No- 3, bare 106-137), in the same key but with note values halved. 
The source wazan imitative movement with five voice parts, but the 
texture of the imitative sections makes use of only three genuine- 
ly independent parts, so it loses nothing at all in transcription. 
The transferred music is followed by another, apparently original, 
imitative section beginning at bar 16; there is a short reprise of 
69 The new notatior at bar 12 may su, -,., -, est retro- 
sr, ectivel-,, that the se--n-i-quaver f i. -ure had 
beer performed with, dotted rAlrt! -i,. s ti-irou, -hcut 
in the Te DeLun. 
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material froin both sections in the closing part of the movement 
(bars 43-55). 
U0.7: IMake me a clean heart, 0 God 
This movement is an extension of the opening section of No. 4 
(11,11hen Thou took'st upon Thee') from the Utrecht Te Deum. The 
scoring of the original (Oboe obbligato, unison violins, solo voice, 
basso continuo) exactly suited the Chandos Anthem without re-ar- 
rangement. Allowing for adaptations to fit the new words, the 
addition of some dotted rhythms 
69 
and some minor alterations to the 
solo line, the music of the first 14 bars is a literal transcrip- 
tion, transposed from D minor (alto soloist) to C minor (treble 
soloist). The original music was the first part of a binary struc- 
ture in the Te Deum. ending in the relative major and introducing a 
succession of chorus movements. For the anthem Handel composed a 
new second half to complete the movement. 
There is an interesting coincidence between the bass part of 
the first two bars of this movement and the bass of the first two 
bars of the opening sinfonia to the anthem. 
70 It has alread,,, 'been noted in Chanter 4 that týie 
Utrecht Jubilate seems to be in a rather later 
style thaý- its comparion Te Deum. If he was in- 
deed sati, ý. ficd with the Ut_r. echt Jubilate, this 
could explain why Handel did not co-,.,. po-e a new 
setting of the canticle to acco:,,, ýDany tlie A major 
or De. ttj.,. naen Te Deums. Presuraabl,, r he felt that, 
if a Jubilate was required, the Utrecht would 
serve. 
71 The six-beat silence of the Utrecht version is 
restored, in princi, ýýle, by Handel 's Pause over 
the four-beat rest in the Chandos Anthem. The 
change in notation seems to have been motivated 
by a desire to move the following choral entr,. 
back onto the first beat of the bar. 
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0 be joyful in the Lord. (Anthem 1) 
If the chronology of the Chandos Anthems suggested at the be- 
ginning of this chapter is correct, it seems that Handel moved 
from re-structuring earlier Chapel Royal anthems (Anthems 6 and 4) 
to re-arranging Chapel Royal music to new texts (Anthems 7,11 and 
3). The present anthei-, a reverses the trend, for it is a transcrip- 
tion of the Utrecht Jubilate with no changes at all in musical con- 
tent until the final bars of the last movement. Reasons can be ad- 
duced for the general pre-se-rvation of this particular work intact. 
Psalm 100 has only four verses, and so re-selection or re-structur- 
ing of the text on the lines of Anthem 4 was impracticable. If it 
was performed at St. Lawrence's Church during lJorning Prayer as the 
canticle Jubilate Deo specified by the Prayer Book, this would al- 
most guarantee the preservation of the Psalm's integrity. The 
scoring of the choruses needed re-arrangement, but the solo move- 
ments of the Utrecht Jubilate could easily be performed with reduced 
forces. Handel mav have been pressed for time but, even if this 
was the case, the thoroughness with whioh he reproduced the original 
music in its new arrangement suggests that he was musically satis- 
fied with the Utrecht setting. 
70 
Handel's single revision to musical content may conveniently be 
considered first. He shortened the final phrases of the last move- 
ment: half a bar of redundant material was removed from bar 77, and 
the final 'Amen' shortened by three bars. A less grandiose ending 
seems appropriate to the Bealing-down necessitated by the performance 
conditions at Cannons, yet in practice the amendments make only a 
tiny difference to the overall effect: the rhetorical silent bars re- 
main, though slightly differently notated. 
71 
The re-composition of 
the Amen replaced the over-worked descending phrases of the original 
with something more varied and shapely, mixing ascending and descen- 
72 le-ncý. ell seei.,. s to have 'ancl a ui eaciress 
about the way he ended iý, ove7-ierts- As rý. aý- be seen 
from the previous descriptioi-s, Ile re-coýý, posed. 
the closin- ever- enorus move,: ýent .. 
bars of near! -,, 
which he transferred from Erevious Ctianel Royal 
works into Anthems OA and 4. 
73 Vais use of the oboe for trunDet parts raa,, have 
boen reneated by Handel for his revival of the 
, 
Caroline Te Deum in the 172CIs. See Cliapter 79 
- and Supplement, Conditiorýs of Performarce. 
74 The Sinfonia was published separately by Arnold, 
but Handel's autograch is headed It-PlGGI, which 
conclusively links the instrumental movements 
with the anthem. The Allegro should end with an 
imperfect cadence, instead of the ending printed 
by Chrysander. 
k 
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ding shapes. 
72 
Some L-, eneral principles behind Handel's re-scoring cala be 
identified. In 110s. 2,3,7 and 8 tne oboe ta'-ces over tru, -,, ipet 
parts from the Utrecht Jubilate. Tnis function is particularly 
important in the first movement, wit'la its trumpet/alto duet in the 
original. This transference of roles is accomplished with coriiplete 
success. 
73 
There is no transposition: Handel cliose to keep the 
music in the *trumpet' key of D major for the Cannons version. 
Superficially at least, he lacked the alto voices for which much of 
the solo work, in the Utrecht version was composed. He found two 
solutions to the problem of adapting their music: either he adapted 
the alto lines to bring them within the range of his solo tenor, or 
he used a treble and re-wrote sections which included low notes. 
No. 1: Sinfonia74 
Both movements are based on thematic material from Handel's 
earlier Te Deums. The Adagio takes the introduction to the Carol- 
ine Te Deum as its starting point, with note values halved and a 
new continuation when the original music runs out after 3X2 bars. 
The Allegro is worked up from the introduction to the first chorus 
of the Utrecht Te Deum: bars 5-16 of the Te Deum are the basis for 
the first 11 bars of the sinfonia movement,, after which Handel had 
once again to compose a suitable continuation* He did this so skil- 
fully that the final product is one of his most closely-argued 
instrumental movements. 
No* 2: be *o ful in the Lord 
In this movement Handel gave the 'alto' solo to his tenor, 
with consequent alterations to the melodic shapes. Comparison of 
the chorus entry at bar 32 with that in the Utrecht Jubilate con- 
firms suspicions that the tenor soloist at Cannons was probably also 
75 See also the similar case with Anthem 3 No. 6, supra. 
76 The second of these was in any case originally an 
incomplete statement of the subject. The density 
of the bass parts at bars 42-44 perhaps-suggestE 
that I-Iandel had a little difficulty with the re- 
arrangement here: the texture is not, however, as 
curious as that printed by Chrysand. er, who left 
out the important tenor part in bars 43-47. 
77 The same is true of the preceding movement as well. 
IiI 
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UM the only tenor in concerted passages. The reduction in the n- 
ber of voice Darts entailed re-allocating some of the vocal music 
to the oboe in bars 36-7, where the part slips from its Itrumpet' 
role in order to fill out the texture. The autograph reveals that 
Handel thought of keeping his original soprano entry at bar 41, 
but then decided to leave this little imitation to the orchestra. 
Fo. 3: Serve the Lord with gladness 
Handel's original chorus might almost have been written with 
foreknowledge of transcription for Cannons. 
75 Although there are 
five voice parts in the Utrecht version, they rarely include more 
than three simultaneous essential contrapuntal lines. In the Chan- 
dos Anthem, only two independent entries of the subject which were 
formerly in vocal parts had to be transferred into the orchestra - 
at bar 42 (Violin 1) and bar 50 (Violin 2). 
70' The oboe doubles the 
cantus firmus tune from bar 12 onwards, providing sup-nort which had 
not been necessary with the larger forces at St. Paul's. The role 
of the viola part in the original movement77 was so limited in the 
Utrecht Jubilate that the omission is hardly noticed. Only in one 
place (bar 19) does the reduction in the number of string parts 
make a noticeable difference to the contrapuntal texture. At this 
point Handel could have introduced the 'missing' line into one of 
the violin parts, but apparently c1lose not to do so. 
N2_. 4: Be ye_sure that the Lord he is God 
The instrumental parts inherited from the Utrecht music were 
exactly what was needed for Cannons, and only the former solo alto 
part presented something of a problem. Handel gave this part to a 
treble, keeping the cl at bar 14 but otherwise re-writing the line 
where it went into the lower register. 
78 At Bars 66-70 axid 157-8. 
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5: 0 go ýýaj. into his gates 
This chorus demanded more re-arrangemient t, -lan the previous 
ones. T, lost of the c'aorus work was originally in four real parts, 
and the alternation of instrumental and vocal expositions at the 
beginning of the movei, ýient limited the o-orortunities for transferring 
parts between the forces. In generall Handel gave the former chorus 
alto part to the treble and transferred the old treble part to the 
oboe. By judicious re-arrangement all of the main entries and parts, 
both vocal and instrumental, are covered, even in the stretto pas- 
sage following bar 109. In two brief passaGes interesting contra- 
puntal strands are lost in the pressure of the arrangement, both of 
them from the original alto part. 
78 Handel clarified the chording 
and word underlay at bars 897-92 in a way which reveals his intent- 
tions about the Utrecht original, which is otherwise wnbiguous. 
No. 
-6: 
For the Lord is gracious 
Here the Utrecht music required little re-arrangement. The 
movement from the Utrecht Jubilate had employed two Chapel Royal 
altos: Elford the 'second' alto with the lower range, and Hughes the 
higher 'first' alto* The obvious solution for Cannons was to give 
the former part to a tenor and the latter to a treble. The tenor 
part worked with hardly any alteration, and the treble needed only 
occasional upward transposition of the bottom d1s. The solo bass 
part needed no adaptation. Handel made some limited re-arrangement 
of the upper instrumental parts, in the course of which he removed 
a Bet of consecutives in bars 27-8. 
No. 7: Gloxýv be to the Father 
This movement necessarily underwent a change of character when 
it was cut down to Cannons proportions. Theeffect of the choral 
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entries in the original was primarily one of massiveness, with 
widely spaced voices in eight parts topped by descant-type trumpet 
pa_ýts. Handel wisely made no atte,.,. pt to reproduce the spacing of 
the chords in the Cannons version. Ile did not even preserve the 
integrity of the top notes of the chords: yet his arrangement is 
the soundest and most musical imaginable for the forces at his dis- 
posal. The voices are concentrated into close triads and chords to 
gain the maximum concerted effect. There is no clearer demonstration 
of Handel's awareness of the needs dictated by different acoustic 
conditions. 
The instrumental introduction to the movement originally in- 
cluded an essential viola part. The oboe was pressed into service 
in the Chandos version, taking over the second violin part while the 
second violin acquired the previous viola line. 
No. 8: As it was in the beginning 
Once again, a little ingenuity enables Handel to persuade us 
that the original five-part chorus with full orchestral accompani- 
ment was really essentially a three-part chorus. He succeeds in put- 
ting all of the entries of the main subject into the voices except 
one - that at bar 39, where an alto lead has to be transferred to 
the Violin 1/Oboe parts. His reduction of five parts to three in 
the passage from bar 63 is particularly successful. In the earlier 
part of the movement he deals with the problem of transcribing two 
treble parts by giving the first part to the oboe: since most of the 
important thematic work is in the second soprano this does no harmp 
and the quaver counter-melodies prove very effective in their vari- 
ous new instrumental and vocal combinations. It is difficult to 
know whether the oboe doubling of the treble lead in bars 10-15 was 
a deliberate choice or an accident of transcription from the former 
first treble part. 
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'Char, dos' Te Deum in B f. lat Iji2ý. Or 
Of his two previous settinos of the Te Deum, the Caroline 
version n'as Closer in scale. to the requiren, 'ients of Cannons than the 
more monumental Utrecht setting. As already noted, most of the 
music from the Caroline Te Deum had already been used up in Chandos 
Anthem 7. it is perhaps not surprising, therefore, that his debt 
to previous works in the Chandos Te Deum is to be found in isolated 
passages rather than complete movements. 
I-To. 
- 
2: All the Earth doth worsýip Him 
After some nevi, apparently orioinal, chorus work Handel vias 
able to call on music from the Caroline Te Deivii for the passage from 
bar 41, beginning 'To Thee all angels cry alOudl- The solo part, 
transposed for tenor, is transferred intact up to bar 489 and the 
ensuing chorus entry is also based-ýonýGaroline material, though its 
continuation (bar 57 et seq. ) is new. The following solo (bar 77) 
is developed from the parallel passage in the Caroline Te Deum, but 
at considerably greater length. It is interesting that Handel for 
the first time followed Purcell's model-by repeating "continually 
do cry" between the choral outbursts of "Holy". The idea of repeat- 
ing "Heaven and earth are full" (bars 108-111) may owe something to 
the Utrecht Te Deum. 
No. 2: The 
_ZLqKýýuk __qomppn 
of the Apostles 
The general scheme (triple time, oboe solos, with a change to 
slow quadruple metre at 'The Father of an infinite majesty') may 
have been derived from the Utrecht setting, but it is only in the 
closing stages of the movement that music from the earlier work is 
used. The vocal parts in bars 101-107 are based on bars 100-106 
of the movement in the Utrecht Te Deum to'the same text. 
79 In the Utrecht Te Deum. the passage is marked 
ýIsoll. 
In t1ie 2AP: Pj4R0_q Te Deurri the tenor soloists 
are named& the only, pleace in. the autograph where 
such naý-iies occur. The only Chandos AntAem autogranh 
to nw--ie any singers is Arthen, 8, which is 'paired' 
with the Te Deum. Evidently HanCel was in the un- 
usual position of h2viný, r sufficient cdoice of 
singers to necessitate identifying the soloists. 
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l'os. 4&5: Thou art the I: in- of Glory 'v, 71hen Thou tookest unon Thee 
Similarities with the previous settin,,:, s are only fra., -, -mentary. 
The r-aythm of the oDening subject of Yo. 4 is somewhat reminiscent 
of the parallel passage in the Utrecht setting. The next movement C 
is in triple time, in common with the Caroline Te Deum, but there the 
similarity ends. The Cannons movement is rather more bland in 
character and does not atte, -,, pt to put a large nLviber of verses of 
the text into a single movement. 
Nos. 6&7: When Thou hadst overcome/Thou didst open the 
Xingdom of Heaven 
These two short movements are expansions of the material from 
the Utrecht Te Deum, ITO. 4, bars 1ý->-25. The contrast between unac- 
companied soloists 
79 
and full 'chorus' is retained. In the Utrecht 
setting 'When Thou hadst overcome', in A min-or, followsdirectly 
from a movement in P major, adding a sudden contrast of key to those 
of texture and accompaniment. The preceding movement in the Chandas 
Te Deum also ends in F major, but this time Handel smooths over the 
join by beginning the movement in D minor. An additional phrase 
is added to the Utrecht material to effect the transition from D 
minor to A minor. Both settings concliAde in the same way, on the 
dominant of A minor. 
In the ensuing Allegro 'Thou didst open the Kingdom of Heaven' 
(No. 7) Handel 'slotted in' an extra 12 bars after the second bar of 
the Utrecht material. He also took the opportunity to add. some 
semiquaver figuration to the string accompaniment; the new busyness 
disguises the fact that the vocal rhythms of the Allegro are based 
on the same dactylic pattern as the preceding Idagio. 
80 CoTa-pare Utrecht Te Deu-, DO. 4, second so-prano 
entry bars 30-31 wit'li the treble entry beginri-ng 
at bar 68 of t1lie Chandos setting. 
81 The preceding bars have some sir. -ii1arities with 
the Utrecht setting in the use of the ivind 
instrument obbligato and. a com-Parable, metrical 
treatuent of the text, but there are no real 
'borrowings'. The opepIng theme is a develo-p- 
ment of material previously used in the opening 
bars of Anthei, -i 3, No. 2* 
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Ilos 8: Thou sittest at the #Zht hýýnd q God 
The use of triple time and a coincidence in the shapes of the 
counter-subjects 
80 
are the only links between this movement and its 
more modest predecessor in the Utrecht Te Deum. The similarity of 
the quaver passages first heard in bars 9 and 17-19 to those found 
in the solo bass part of the Caroline Te Deum, No. 2, bars 57-62, 
is sufficiently strong to suggest that Handel associated it with 
the setting of the word "Glory". 
No. 9: We believe that Thou shalt come 
From the 'Chorus' entry at bar 11 onwards, 
81 
much of the music 
is adapted from the Utrecht Te Deum, transposed from G minor (alto 
soloists) to E minor (tenor soloists). (See Table 
Nos. 10 & 11: Day by da. Y/And we worship Thy name 
These are new movements. Neither of Handel's previous set- 
tings had rendered these sections of the text in triple time. 
There are, however, two small similarities with the Utrecht version: 
the opening Trumpet/voice figure for May by day', and the treat- 
ment of 'And we worship Thy name' as an imitative chorus. 
No* 12: Vouchsafe, 0 Lord 
It has already been noted that in Chandos Anthem 3, No- 59 
Handel re-worked the instrumental introduction from No. 8 of the 
Utrecht Te Deum, but based the subsequent movement on a rejected 
aria from Chandos Anthem 4. A complementary situation obtains 
here: Handel re-thought the ritornello, but returned in a general 
way to the main body of No. 8 of the Utrecht Te Deum when he came 
to the same text in the Cannons version. 
In the instrumental Atornello, the string motilb from the Utrecht 
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Chapter 6 Table 7 
T 'Chandost Te Deum: Adaptation Of 11ý0- 99 
'We believe that Thou shalt come' 
from tUtrecht' Te Deum, 
'Chandos' 
(Bar Noro. ) 
11-12 Idea fro-m Utrecht bar 9, but choral 'Help' 
moved to strong beats. 
13-14'A Based on Utrecht bars 10-11'/S /2- 
14/2- 1 51h) New 
151/2-17 Based on Utrecht bars 11-131/2. 
18-21 Ideas for duet and accompaniment from Utrecht 
bars 133ý-M2, but voice parts re-written and 
new, more flowing, accompaniment figures 
devised. 
22-28 Transcription of Utrecht bars 18-24. 
29-32 Bar 25 of Rtrecht extended with introduction 
of a new rising figure for text land. lift 
them up'*. 
Eý2 The co-ziplete ritorne--lo in the Utrechtý settir-. 
iss built from these an, swering figures. In the 
Chandos Te Deuji the, -T ar)pear only ir, t'ne first 
t, ý%, o bar--, ard their c, -iarEcter is chan', ed by a 
new r,, i17t', ijnic dispositioi-, and by týie different 
dii, ection of the bass -oart, now falling ins, tpad 
of rising as previously. 
83 This chromatic movement of the bass seems to be 
specificallY introduced to illuminate the 
petition 'Have mercy u-non us'. -The voice part 
in bar 23 of the Chaxdos Te Deun, move,, i,. ent has 
an interesting echo of the setting of this text 
in the Caroline Te Deum, No- 5A, Bar 11. 
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movement are retained, but their significance is substantially re- 
duced. 82 The flowing quaver bass part, the interrupted cadences 
and the descending quaver melody in bar 3 are all new features 
with no ancestry in the comparable movements from the Utrecht Te 
Deum and Anthem 3- 
Ex. 8 demonstrates how Handel re-composed the music of the en- 
suing movement, taking the first couple of phrases as an example. 
Both versions of these bars follow the same general harmonic frame- 
work - modulation to the relative major, return to tonic, interrup- 
ted cadence, perfect cadence - but the landmarks are spaced rather 
differently within the same 7-bar span, and the Cannons version 
shows a greater sense of harmonic and melodic direction. 
A comparison of the complete movements is given in Table 8. 
Both movements follow the same tripartite plan: 
(1) Te Deum. Verse 26: Begin Tonic, end relative major 
of Dominant. Solo. 
(2) Verse 27: 1, ilove to Dominant Minor. Use of descending 
chromatic bass part. 
83 Solo. 
(3) Verse 28: Tonic. Chorus. 
Handel's treatment of the music is far superior in the second 
version. It is perhaps significant that he found more to re-write 
in the solo section than in the choral part of the movement. 
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Chapter 6 Table 8 
'Chandost Te Deum NO. 129 'Vouchsafe, 0 Lord': 
comDarison with 'Utrecht' Te Deum No. 8 
'Chandos' 
(Bar Nos. ) 
1-6 
7-13 
13-20 
21 
22-27 
27-38 
38-40 
New instrumental introduction, ending in Tonic 
(Compare Utrecht bars 1-5) 
Tenor solo, ending in Tonic. 
Compare Utrecht (Alto duet) 5-12. 
Continuation, modulation to relative major 
(bars 13-17, compare Utrecht bar 15) and its 
dominant (bar 20, compare Utrecht bar 17). 
New instrumental ritornello. 
Modulation to dominant minor, 
compare Utrecht bars 17-22. 
Chorus. Return to tonic. 
Expanded from Utrecht as fo llows: 
Utrecht Chandos 
22-24 27-30 (1 bar added) 
25-26 31- 3 21/z (1/2 bar cut) 
27-29 3 21/ý- 35 Ch bar added) 
30-31 36-37 
New ritornello based on bars 1-3,6. 
(Compare different Utrecht ritornello 
based on bars 1,4-5 of that setting. ) 
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HANDEL'S HE-ESTABLISHMERT AT THE CHAPEL ROYAL 
Developments at Court 
The waves of political, Social and domestic pressures on 
music at the English court which had swept Handel away from the 
Chapel Royal after. 1714 swept him back again in the 17201s., 
our knowledge of the forces behind these waves is limited and 
much can only be surmised, but the external landmarics of Handel's 
return to the occasional life of the Chapel are clear enough. 
These landmarks must be set into the wider background of court 
history and musical activýty in London. 
The reconciliation between the King and the Prince of Wales 
which took place at. court on St. George's Days 17? 09 was rather a 
stage-managed affair: the front-of-house 91OSS to the backstage 
drama already played out ýy the Whig. politicians. 
'i Nevertheless, 
the reconciliation brought to an and an uncomfortable chapter in 
the life of the court. The Prince of Wales was given his guards 
backs the Wales's were once again acceptable visitors (though not 
residents) at Ste JamesIss and the Kingno longer refused to see 
those who also patronised the Prince's court. A gradual movement 
towards reconciliation took place in 1719-1720, and the formation 
of the Royal Academy of Music, which draw its Directors from a 
wide political spectrum, 
2 
is as symptomatic of the trend towards 
the reunification of the aristocracy's cultural life as the clos- 
ure of the opera house in 1717 had been symptomatic of its disin- 
tegration* One of the driving forces behind the creation of the 
Academy seems to have been the desire of powerful courtiers to 
see Handel established in England with a permanent, secure and 
well-financed opera company. 
3 
Handel's chances of success were 
obviously much greater it he had a united source of patronage 
4 Handel himself described the foundation of the 
Academy as something on which all his fortunes 
depended: see the letter of ZO-2-171k: O, 
Deutsch: Handel, p. 84-5 
51 have not een able to find any evidence that 
either the King or the Prince of Wales attended 
any of theseperformances. On the libretto to 
Numitore, Porta is described as 'Virtuoso de 
, S*E. ! Ll Signor Ddca, de Wharton* Wharton was 
probably a trupp6ttel- of the Prince of Wales: 
sele PB Ma-r- 31-Apr. 2'1720. 
6. See Deutsch: Handel, P- 103-4 
f 
f 
I 
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behind him. 
4 
The precise significance of the timing of the reconciliation 
in the royal family on Handel's music has not hitherto been not- 
iced. Handel composed Radamisto in preparation for the Academy's 
first season, and Handel himself was regarded as the king-pin of 
the company's success. Yet the Academy opened not with Handel's 
specially-composed opera, but with Portals Numitore. The calen- 
dar Of events was then as follows: 
2 April: First Royal Academy of Music performance - Numitore. 
Repeat performances April 5,9,19,23.5 
23 April: Prince Of Wales goes to St. James's Palace, and is 
formally reconciled to the King (meeting in the King's 
Closet). 
24 April (Sunday): King and Prince of Wales attend Chapel 
Royal together for the first time since 1717. At the 
Court following the Chapel serviceg Walpole and Townshend 
are received by the King and accepted into the government. 
27 April: King and Prince of Wales go to the first perform- 
ance of Radamisto. Word-book of the opera contains 
Handel's dedicatory preface to the King. 
6 
1 May: King and Prince of Wales to Chapel Royal- 
8 May: King, Prince and Princess of Wales to Chapel RoYal- 
11 May: Kings Prince and Princess of Wales to Radamisto. 
15 May: King, Prinde and Prinoess of Wales to Chapel Royal. 
Anthem by Clayton performed. 
22 May: King, Prince and Princess of Wales to Chapel Royal. 
28 May: King's Birthday: King, Prince and Princess of Wales 
attend Drawing Room at court and hear Ode (composed by 
Eccles, soloists include Francis Hughes and Bernard Gates). 
King, Prince and Princess of Wales attend Chapel Royal together 
The postponement ol' the first performo-nce 
(see Deutsch, Haridel, p. 103), if sucl a tAin- 
happened., 'may have been made to suit the Ro. -a'- 
1" El I ;n view of the correct date on the lib- 
retto, however, it seeras r-ore lilzely tnat t'ýie 
origirial announce-,., ient printed eua erroneous date. 
Deut-Ich, Lbid, p. 104-5 
See infra Table 1, Service 9, and Table 2 
ITote 12 
10 The pensior, DaymentB appear consistently in the 
Treasury Papers at the Public Record Office'as 
part of the general pension lists. 
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each Sunday until King leaves for Hanover (June 14). Xing 
and Prince of Wales also attend performances by French comed" 
ians at Opera House, but not on-the same nights. Princess of 
Wales and Princess Anne attend Radamisto together on 26 Llay. 
It is obvious that the Opera calendar was engineered so that 
Radamisto, was the first performance that King and Prince attended 
together after their reconciliation. 
7 The decision about the re- 
pertoire must have been taken before the beginning of April. It 
is significant that the performance of April 27 is the first Aca- 
demy opera performance to which the newspapers pay any particular 
attention: evidence is not lacking that it was an affair of consid- 
erable social consequence, as we might expect-8 Handel must have 
had good contacts'at court who could give him advance information 
of the reconciliation (which took some politicians by surprise). 
In fact, it is difficult to believe that Handel did not have a 
personal interest in the affairs of the Royal Pamily. The division 
of 1717 drove him away from the court firing lines: Radamisto is 
his celebration of the Hanoverian armisticep and the only opera 
dedication which the composýr printed under his own name must be 
read with this in mind. Nevertheless, Handel's return closer to 
the affairs of tke court did not extend immediately to the Chapel 
Royal. The anthem which went wiih the celebrations'was composed 
by Clayton. 9 
This is an appropriate moment to pause in order to consider 
what is known of the Court's patronage of Handel at this period, 
apart from the indirect assistance through the encouragement of 
the Royal Academy. The 9200 pension granted by Queen Anne and 
continued by George I was paid to Handel until his death. 
10 This 
is what we would expect, since such pensions were normally grant- 
ed for life. No specific duties seem to have been attached to 
Anne, k, ýielia and. Car-olina, born in 17C. , 1711 and 
1713 respectively. Prince FredericTc (born 1707) 
remained in ' Cai! Crer. born to the Har, over in 1714. 
Prince and 2rinces, - of '%'ales in -England were Gueor-e 
William (born 1717, d-ied the folIo,, -: Jrg February), 
Willia, m (born 1721, later Duke of Ciziberland)), 
j, ary (boryi 1723) arc! Louisa (born 1724): these 
lived with their parents at Leicester -----ouse. 
12 Princess Anne ar)-oarentl,,, - soon took on the role of 
riostess for the '. King's Draw-irg Roons, after the de- 
parture of her mother. 
13 The Princess of 1.7ales was soon granted occasional 
access to her dau,,. rhters. This was riot ý; ranted to 
her husband., or not taken up by hina, f or a loný-, 
time, possibly as lon, -, l as 
18 montns. See Bo, -er: 
Political State, xvii, p. 511. 
14 The Prince of Wales's family remained divided even 
after the 1720 reconciliation, and this may Ilave 
caused some rancour which lasted even after Georre 
ýIs death. "Liere is some doubt as to whether t1le 
Countess of Portland was given the expected. pension 
when her services as Governess were no longer re- 
quired in 1727.7iEP Sert. 26-20 172, " expected tlie 
Countess to receive a pension, but most London 
newspapers carried. emphatic detials at the end of 
October that she was to be given one- 
15 P. R. O. T52/30 et seq. Quarterly payments, usually 
of Z5,000, tc Joseph Eyles for the Princess's 
Establishment under the Countess of PortlaPd. 
16 See SJEP '11, ýIay 26-28 1719 and Boyer: Political State 
xvii, p- 511-2. Both Handel and the King were 
out of the country at the time. 
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Handel's pension and., if Geori, -e I hardly received anything for 
his money during 1717-1720, at least Hand. el had the good sense to 
keep out of the court intrigues. Paradoxically, William Croft, 
who had actively supported the musical life of the King's court 
during the difficult period, received less royal favour after 
1720. 
The question of whether Handel kept up some contact with the 
Royal Family by teaching the King's grandchildren must be consid- 
ered. When the Prince and Princess of Wales were ejected from 
St. James's Palace at the end of 1717, their three daughters were 
retained by the King at the Palace 
11 
as a lever by which he could 
continue to exert a disciplining influence on his son. A separate 
establishment for these princesses was setýup by the King with the 
Dowager Duchess of-Portland as Governess. 
12 Inevitably this forc- 
ible separation of children from their parents 
13 
quickly became 
a party issue between-the rival supporters of the King and the 
14 
Irince. In view of this, it hardly seems credible that Handel 
would have allowed himself to be drawn into. a compromising pos- 
ition by accepting a post as music master to the Princesses. It 
is not possible to be completely definite on the matter, since the 
payments to the Princesses' establishment were made in lump sums 
to the Governess and therefore do not normally appear in detail in 
the central Treasury papers, 
15 but it is unlikely that Handel was 
employed in this capacity before 1720. The Princesses' Household 
was listed at its official opening on the King's Birthday in May 
1719: 16 the list includes a Dancing-Master, a Drawing-Master and a 
Writing-Master, but no Music Llaster, nor is Handel mentioned by 
name. The first documentary reference to Handel holding the pos- 
ition of Idusic-Master to the Princesses comes from August 1724, 
when Handel took the two oldest princesses to hear him perform on 
17 See Deutscii: Har, 6el, -ý,. 173 
Reproýuced. in Schavrarn: The Bentirc'--, s. It is riot 
at all certr, --ir that the musician at t, ie 1ý -eyboard is 
J. iandel, nor is it easy to, establis', t'-le aZes of the 
children on t-. 1ie iDicture. 
Cý P. -C). T1/2'60(10), referred to inCirectly in 
Deutsch: Handel, p.. 213. The unique s-urvival of 
this itel-iised. list of the Princesses' establishment 
can probably be, attributed to t'le fact t'iat it was. 
a retrospective claim for paý,, -Ment oL arrears up to 
the end, of t1le Countess of cortland. 's period of 
manaC-, e,, -l, ent. Tile Princesses were gilve2- a new estab- 
lishment in the reign o. L Geor. -e Il. T'le -lists of 
t-i-Leir Housel-old were printed in Chamberlayne's 
Tdagnae Britanniae Notitia, 2'ýIth- (1728) Edition and 
subsequent issues, ard t1-1e, lists include I'lusick 
Llaster 1111r. George Frederic Hajid. el C2,,; G'. 110 lists 
of the Princesses' household were -ublished. in the 
, 
previous reigr. 
2C See Apnendix 12 
21 See Cnapter 2, supra 
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the orgar, at St. Paulls. 
17 
A picture of the Princesses' apart- 
ments w1iich purports to include a portrait of Handel playing the 
harpsichord. must depict a scene from the 17201s. 
18 
There is no 
doubt that Handel was being paid an annual salary of C200 (in 
addition to, and separate from, his regular pensions) as Music 
19 
,,! aster to the Princesses by the end of the-reign. It seems 
most probable that Handel had. gained t'-r-iis post about 1724, soon 
after he had received the Chapel Ro,, -al appointment which is 
shortly to be described. 
Special Court Services in the Rei&n-of King George I. 
To explain the background to Handel's return to the life of 
the Chapel, it is necessary to pick up again the story of the 
special occasional services which provided opportunities for 
music which was on a rather grander scale than usual. As noted 
in the preceding chapter, the old style of thanksgiving services 
died out, and in any case there were relatively few official 
Thanksgiving Days to celebrate during the reigns of the first 
two Georges. 20 Other occasions, however, provided the excuse for 
services which included instrumentally-accompanied anthems and 
canticle settings. The most important recurring court occasion 
of this type was the celebration ofýthe King's safe return from 
abroad. There was a precedent for this, in the services of 
Thanksgiving for the King's "Safe return to his People" from the 
16901sq 21 but there was also a fundamental difference. William 
III was usually returning from the year's military campaign, and 
the Thanksgiving for his return was usually coupled with senti- 
ments of thanksgiving for the successes (such as they might be 
made out) of the year and the preservation of th*e King's person 
from the dangers of war. George's visits to Hanover were of a 
22 4-4 Alt it ouýýIa t':. le -, a. r, -, n ceC, eCtc, : 'Irli-, ,. c U --, ve co, --. -!. act 
E: oý,, T rtumities t jectorate, -ie also toc'- -, ', 
0-- -, - c, c, 
vi-its a-. 1 ku adwace LL-doiýat-- 1 ar. sL 
ý-, attor s-, ows, Georýýe . -. ras de(, nl,, - co: ---. i. ittled to 'iis o,.,,, r 
-, r. policy cu. -. bitimnss. -", lese i-nif-it 
be 
int ern -1 e tO o, 0, asfc. r.,: a- 6i -i - -- - ar ov e r--. ar. or El i -ý'l i slc i in 16 - 
_c e ýitl 
thoýl-, -: -i 1--or --e Is vicýw s ra týaral__-, i-, ioý--il d ed 
b-. - `-lis -)-, e-1714 e-, -Perience. C or. 1, ; ncts v; -'-t'i rel Uýi F_' -ons 
-A-, the Prussiar. Court durýn, - -Le lanover visits had. , t. 
both personal ard diPlOn"latiC si3nificarce. ir, t., e I> 
next rei -r the diploriatic es-rect wo. E redl, ced., excer 
t 
in the -Ilattcr of ne-otiati2ý-- bý,, t 
, aeor. -e 17- toollr pa-rt, (if nct rot, rrioussly', 
in a 1: iilit, -, rv ca: AnaiýLr, Cl-l-rin- t, ic 17, -3 vicit- 
23 A--art frol-, the -CF... -ct 
that tl ýie ., ir., -Is pre-ence -n-o-ioted 
stabilit,, dur. l. n an me of Jacobite rlots, tiie ret z_l -urr, 
, V-le -.. -ionare'" ol ia -p ort ar, tcor stL t ý,; t i, - r. asi ý-nif i- 
cance, in Viat povier vias im ecliatel,,, - retu-ned fro-ý 
the Guardian of trie ZeaLia and 'i', ie Conlissioners vi', 'ýO 
had act6d. on tI-1e , -inols behalf d. urin, -, his absence. 
24 Handel's name does not a-ppear at all in tl', e records 7, 
of the journeýts- Sucli evidence as tý. iere is 
(ad--iitte6ly tliL, ý for -.,, ý. nýellss Vi'l'o visit is sur-L-,, arised 
in Schoelcher: ---Iandel, -o-44-4,5- There are 2 sources: 
Coxe: Anecdotes ard II-attheson's Ehren-Dforte. The lat- 
ter seems rather confused over details, brin-in,, - it-' Cý -, 
value as evidence in-to question. The fonmer slio,, i-ld 
be more reliable: if J-C- SMith j'Unior was a source 
for the Aneddotes, we should. expect hin,, to know when 
his fanily came to En,, ýland.. Kevertheless, as ý)olnted 
z out in Chapter 5, Note 34 , there is some douýt as 
to whether Sl, -, ith came to '-'on; dor before 171ý-. The best 
. evidence 
for Handel's visit seems to lie in his with- 
C 
drawbL1 of his South Sea dividend (see Deutscl-i: Handel, 
p-71), which might imply a forthco: ning excursion. 
It is perhaps significant that ItTainwaring: Memoirs 
makes no mention of Handel leaving the country until 
1719. 
25 1 have searched the Hanover archives in vain for any 
reference to Handel during thb King's visit. The 
/only 
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di-fferent order: he was not involved in militarý, r ca--, paigns on the 
continent, and not every Englishman approved of the attention 
which the King had necessarily to give to his Geman resnonsibil- 
22 ities. The Hanover visits were therefore rather more of a 
private matter, a fact which was implicitly recognised with the 
repeal of the Act forbidding the King to leave the country with- 
out the consent of Parliament. Although the safe return of the 
23 
King was an important public matter, Thanksgiving liturgies 
were not printed and circulated nationally as they had been for 
William III's returns. There was normally a lot of activity at 
court in the days after the King's arrival, including a well- 
attended gathering of the court and a public dinner on the Sunday 
after his return. It was only natural that special exertions 
were expected of the Chapel at the morning services on these 
Sundays. 
The documentary evidence for all of the special services 
during George I's reign in which the Chapel Royal took part is 
summarised in Table 1, and Table 2 gives what is known about the 
music performed at these services. Services 1-5 have been dealt 
witA in previous chapters. The combined silence of the official 
records and the newspapers after the Kingts first return from 
Hanover ( Service 6,20.1*1716/7) is strong circumstantial evi- 
dence that no special music was performed. It is possible that 
Handel himself went abroad while the King was in Hanover, though 
this is not supported by any evidence from the newspapers, or 
the surviving official records of the English and Hanoverian 
courts. 
24 He may have travelled in one or both directions with 
the court party* but his music was not performed in Hanover dur- 
ing the King's visit. 
25 
It seems much more likely that if he 
left England at allq Handel used the opportunity to visit old 
/1)*254 
25 (co-. --tirued') orly, idertifie, -ble ; iajor perýo-----iarce 
-in- in -Irarover t befoi:, e tlie - 1ý U, ie visit see-, s 
to have been of I)esto,, -,, c, ies' 
see w, ". " ýL _ý .4- -- - 
"'alibrec'-it: Das 'ýheater - 22 ý- ', "a. -, -1 brecýit Is 
section Oealir, -,, wit'. i 'lardel (p. 17o-177) 7oes ro 
further tnar. 1714: 1 interpret h&r silence as con- 
firý-, aticr, that there are ro references to '7. a-rdel 
in Vie Hanoverian tnealtrical papers after 1712. 
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Service 10 - 1720. 
Yesterday, and this Day, Te Deum, together with the New Anthem 
compos'd by Dr. Cross, was rehearsed at the Cliapel Royal at St. 
James's, on Account of the King's safe Arrival and Deliverance 11 
from his Ennemies, and will be performed on Sunday next before his 
Maj esty. (IVEP Nov. 10-12) 
This week two Rehearsals were mad of Dr. Croft's Te Deum in 
the Chapel-Royal at St- James's, which is to be Derfonned before 
his Mlajesty next Sunday, in case he arrives this Week; if not, it 
will be deferred till the Sunday following. (WJSP, November 12) 
Yesterday ... His Lliaiesty and their Royal Highnesses the 
Prince and Princess, went to the Royal Chapel *.. where Te Deum, 
composed by Dr. Crofts was perform'd with a Melodious Consort of 
Musick. The Anthem, peculiarly adapted to the Day, was also sung 
in Concert with the same Musick. (SJP November 11-14). 
Te Deum composed by Dr. Crofts, and an Anthem adapted to the 
Occasion, were both performed with a Consort of Musick. 
(WEP) Nov. 10-14) 
The celebrated Te Deum, composed by the ingenious Dr. Crofts 
000 (AJSP, November 19). 
See also: P41 Nov. 10-14, AOWJ WJBG and LJ Nov- 19 and 
Boyer: Political State xx, p. 499. 
Service 11 - 1721 
Tomorrow the new Te Deum (which was lately rehears'd at Sion 
College) composed by the famous Mr. Green Organist of st. paults, 
will be perform'd at the Chapel-Royal at St. James's. (WJSP July 8) 
To Morrow there is to be an excellent new Anthem performed in 
the Royal Chapel at St. James's by some of the best Masterss with 
above 30 instruments o. (DIM July 6-8) 
21+9 
Table 1, P-0 (I-iotes) 
To L. orrovi, on Occasion of the Peace with Spain, Te Dmm will 
be perfoxTald at the Royal Chappel at St. James's: and a fine Ant'ien, 
7r. Green, will be sung by I composed by L, 1ý1r. Whaley, li-ir. Hughes, "lir. 
Chelsam and Er. Bell. (DP July 8, also IVEP and SJEP July 6-8). 
Yesterday his Llajesty, accom-pany'd by their Ro,,,, ral Highnesses 
the Prince and Princess of Wales, went to the Royal Chapel of St. 
James's, where Te Deum with a fine Consort of Instrumental Musick 
was perform'd, and a new Anthem composed by the ingenious ! ý-r. Green, 
Organist of St. Paulls, was sung by some of the best Voices; but 
the Solemnity was not on any public Account, as was reported. 
(DP July 10). 
Last Sunday the King and the Prince and Princess of Wales 
came sooner than usual to the Royal Chappel at St. James's, where 
the singing of the Te Deum, and the Performance of the Instrumental 
Musick took up a considerable Tirle. (PLI July 8-11) 
On Sunday last Mr. Green's Te Deum was vocally and instru- 
mentally performed ... by the following persons: Mr. Hughes, 
Mr. Wheeley, and Mr. Chelsam, but noton Account of the Peace with 
Spain, as has been publishId. Mr. Bell did not perform any part. 
07JSP, July 15) 
See also: SJP July 7-10, EP and SJEP July 8-11, and many 
weekly papers dated July 15- 
r-ý, fv 
ChaDter 7 Table 2 
L, ý, uqýic performed at Services 1-11 of Table 
Date liusic and scoring of orchestral accompaniment 
26.9-1714 Handel: Te Deum 
1 
? Handel: Anthem 
2.17-10-1714 Handel: Carolin Te Deum (2 Trumpets, Strings) 2 
Handel: ?0 sing unto the Lord (Anthem 4A) 
(2 Trumpets, Oboe, Strings)2 
3.20.10-1714 Croft: The Lord is a Sun and a Shield 
(2 Trumpets, Strings)3 
4.20.1-1714/5 Croft: Te Deum and Jubilate in D 
(2 Trumpets, Oboe, Strings)4 
Croft: 0 give thanks unto the Lord, and call 
(Strings)5 
5.7.6.1716 ? Croft: 0 give thanks unto the Lord, and call 
(Strings )6,7 
6.20.1*1716/7 No music known7,8 
7.15-11-1719 Croft: Te Deum. in D (2 Trumpets, Strings, ? Oboe) 
9 
Croft: 0 give thanks unto the Lord, for He 
(Trumpet, Strings) 10 
8.1.1-1719/20 Croft: Te Deum. 
11 
15.5-1720 Clayton: An Anthem12 
10.13-11-1720 Croft: Te Deum in D (2 Trumpetsq Oboe, Strings) 
13 
Croft: Rejoice in the Lord, 0 ye righteous 
(Oboe, Strings) 14 
9.7-1721 Greene: Te Deum and Jubilate15 
Greene: New Antheml 5 
Notes and Sources 
ý1) Possibly Utrecht Te Deum - See Chapter 5. 
(2) See Chapter 5 
(3) British Library RM. 24-g. 2, P-1-37. 'Perform'd att ye King's 
Coronation/17141. This volume is in the hand of James Kent, 
251 
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who also added the titles and ascriptions. The style of Kent's 
hand and the paper characteristics su-rrest a copying date 
c. 1720. 
(4) See Chapter 6. As noted there, I believe BL Add. LIS 17645 to 
be the score prepared for that occasion. See also Chapter 2, 
Table 1, Note 26' , supra. 
(5) BL RLI. 24. g. 2, p-41 - 94* Heading: 'Anthem for the Thanks- 
giving 1714'. At the end 'Perform'd att St. Paul's'. Kent 
also added, probably rather later, ICompos'd for the Thanks- 
giving upon Suppressing of ye Rebellion at Preston 17151. 
This conflicts with the other two annotations, referring to 
Service 5 which neither took place in 1714/5 nor at St. Paults. 
I interpret this as evidence that the anthem, composed for the 
St. Paul's service in 1714/5, was repeated at St. Jearnes's 
Palace in 1716. 
(6) See the preceding note on RIJ. 24. g. 2. Chapel Royal Word- 
Books (Collection 1724, L7L6, and 1749) print the text i,,, ith the 
note: 1 Composed for the Thanksgiving upon suppressing of the 
Rebellion at Preston, Ec. 1715'. The anthem may have been per- 
formed at some time without orchestral accompaniment, though 
it does not appear in the surviving Chapel Royal part-books. 
(7) Waldon's Te Deum in D major (without orchestra, parts LCT. 1 US 
2043) was composed at this period, and may have been performed 
at one of these services. 
(8) Collection, Durham, p. 162 gives the text of Croft's Rejoice in 
the lord, a ye righteous with the note 'Composed and Performed 
on King George I's First return from Hanover'. I am inclined 
to disregard this: there is no other evidence of any special 
music for this service. On stylistic grounds as well as on 
252 
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the evidence provided by the paper characteristics of the 
autograph, this anthem seems to be a much later work. 
(9) There is no additional oboe player recorded in the P. R. O. 
payments for this service. The oboe obbligato in No. 13 of 
the Te Deum may have been given to a violin. No Jubilate (see 
newLýpaper references): this may have set a precedent for sub- 
sequent performances. 
'I 'A Thanksgiving Anthem'. LCIa 1, IS 666 (10) Pdd. 24. g. 2, p-97-130 
'November 5 17191 (sic). 
(11) 'Dr. Croft's famous Te Deuml was presumably the D major setting, 
but there are no records of payments to intrumentalists. If so, 
this is a unique special Chapel Royal performance for New Year's 
Day. If the canticles were not orchestrally-accompanied, it is 
probable that Croft's setting in E flat (BL Add. HS 38668, 
composed March 1718/9) was performed. 
(12) Unidentifiable at present. It probably did not have orchestral 
accompaniment. The composer may have been Thomas Clayton, who 
had been one of the Royal Musicians 1692-1705/6. (See Grove, 
sub 'Clayton'). 
(13) Probably without the Jubilate. 
(14) Autograph BL Egerton MS 2965 (Watermark Clausen Bd), no title 
by composer. Copy Md. 24. g. 2, P-135-189 (original pagin- 
ation 1-55)- 
(15) The music performed at this service can not be identified 
precisely. Of Green's surviving settings of the Te Deums two 
seem to have originated at about this period: one is at Ob MS 
Mus. d. 50 and BL Add M5 17854, the autograph of the other is in 
the Library of Congress, Washington. Both of them demand 
slightly larger orchestrasthan are allowed by the P. R. O. pay- 
Table 2.9 P-4 (Notes) 
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ments for this service, though the Washir, -, ton one is nearly 
correct. The newspaper references for the service, and for 
the related Sons of the Clergy performance on 14-12-1721, 
leave a slight doubt as to whether Greene composed the Te 
Deum. as well as the Anthem, but the weight of the evidence 
seems to sug. -est that Greene provided both. 
26 The expct date of llalýdells return is un-. -, noivn, but 
it is doubtful if he was back in 1, ordor by the end 
of 1719. Tie Ro,, al Academy diC, rot order hir, back 
to En,,, l. an6 until their vieetirp, on 27 i-. ovember, 
nearl a fOrtniF-ht after tlie iný-,, Is return. 
27 C, See C'iapter 6. 
It is interesting that the tvirl Cnanel Royal 
composer, John Weldon, seems to have left all the 
major events to Croft. 
251+ 
haurits in Halle or Hwiburg rather than to stay with the King in 
Hanover. There is notlAng to suggest that he wrote any music to 
celebrate the j, ing's return to London, nor that anyone at court 
thought that a musical celebration was specially called. for. 
Though the court was populous on the day after the King's return, 
there was apparently no need for special display* , 
The situation was different when the King returned next time, 
in November 1719. The rivalry between the King's court and that 
of the Prince of Wales was still-of considerable importarm then, 
with the King's court trying to make itself as attractive and in- 
fluential as possible* If anyone had thought of asking Handel for 
music to celebrate the King's return, the composer was not there 
to be asked, since he did not return from his own visit to the con- 
tinent until after the King. 
26 It is no surprise to find that 
Croft provided the music for the appropriate Chapel Royal senrice: 
Croft was the official Chapel Royal composer with the right tal- 
ents, and he had faithfully fulfilled the musical demands of the 
King's court since the ejection of the Prince of Wales. 
27 
The 
service on 15 November 1719 set important precedents. It estab- 
lished the principle of celebrating the Kingts return with con- 
certed music in the Chapel Royal. It set the scale for future 
performances, and in so doing established the practice of payment 
to additional performers. All subsequent performances of the same 
type supplemented the Chapel Royal singers and the King's Musicians 
with a few additional paid performers. 
A year later Croft provided similar music again for the Chapel 
Royal Sunday service after the King's return. After that, how6ver, 
Croft falls away from-the big events at the Chapel as suddenly and 
as certainly as Handel did in 1715 - and with as little evidence 
to explain it. Croft was certainly not inactive in the following 
28 P- Jan 12-14,172'3. ý in a This antuýie-:,, i)oý-sibl, ý ' 
sliglati- diffei, e, nt version, liao. also I been -oerfoamed 
at a sindlai, service in 17,21 after the luirta of Prince 
1ý71i' lian: see C01.1e. c. t-ion, 1724 and Burrows: Dolben, 
T". 150-1. 
29 EP June 13-17,1725 ard SJEP Jure 17-19. T'lie ýýir, 7 
was out of the country at the time, but tne Prirce 
c of 'A'ales was present. 
Croft was orgarist at -. ', 'est- 
drister Abbey. 
30 Tlioug? i not necessarily so. Tne. new and. Queen Cý 
attended their first Cha, )el Ro-al service at Et. 
James's on 2'3 June, and Croft's anthe,. i -, *ia,,, liave been 
intended as a to-oicýil offerinr for a subsequent Sun- 
da. y morni-i-l, - service. This does not affect the sub- 
stance of the argrument: Croft may 'i-ave felt the need 
to produce special Chapel Royal anthems as the rp- 
sult of discovering, tne Coronation mi-isic was being 
taken away froijA hi;.,, e 
31 It can hardly be a coincidence that the Ser-ý-ýon at 
this service was preached by. Jolin -Iloadley. 
'lie 
Hoadley fanily ivere supporters of Greene, and Jolin 
Hoadley junior (nephew of the 1721 pracher) vias 
later the author of libretti for Greene: see The 
New Grove,, sub 'Greene'. It was rather unusual 
for the Court still to be at St. James's in July; 
for some reason, the summer move to Kensington was 
made surprisingly late in 1721, on 2 AuZust. 
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years: he was busy preparing L-lusica Sacra, an antholo-y of his own 
anthems, during 1723-4 and appears to have continued his routine 
work in the Chapel. His verse arthem,. Blessed are all they ýhat fear 
the Lord, vias performed in January 1725 at the first Chapel Royal 
service that the Princess of Wales attended after the birth of Prin- 
cess louisa; 
28 
later in the same year his orchestrall: T-accompar-*Led 
Q_ anthem, h. ejo: ý. ce in the Lord, g ye : righteous, and 
his Te Deum were 
perfom. ed in Westminster Abbey at the first installation service of 
29 
, the revived Order of the Bath. His last icnown conposition, the 
anthem Give the King thy Judgements, was composed a month before 
his death in August 1727 and may have been intended for the forth- 
coming coronation. 
30 
If so, it is significant that it is a normal 
verse anthem without orchestral accompaniment, as if Croft expected 
someone else to be called upon to write the large-scale music which 
had been his responsibility in 1714. Within the Chapel Royal, 
>ain Croft's instrumentally-accompanied church music was not heard ag 
after 1720. 
There is no direct evidence to explain Croft's loss of init- 
iative, but we can trace some of the events which worked against 
him. The reconciliation between-the-King and ths Prince of Wales 
re-orpened the normal opportunities f. or patronage$ making it poss- 
ible once again for a musician to put himself forward to the court 
without necessarily becoming involved in intrigues and the attendant 
dangers of offending the wrong people. In 171-3 Handel had brought 
himself to the notice of the court and wider London society with the 
Utrecht Te Deira: in 1721 it appears that Greene set out tO prove 
himself in the same sort-of way. The King did not go to Germany 
in 1721, so there was no special service on his return, but some- 
how Greene managed to promote his own music for a Chapel Royal ser- 
vice which the King attended during the summer. 
31 
32 7ron-. 171c to 1730 Greenclo riiisic :,. oiours 
or, urceill- faý. -ous 1) ma, ý. Or ci-. i; ic'c . -,, 7 witli Jr s: see 
Ap, ý. endix 4- Here a-, ain, Croft v., as tý-. e loser. 
33 TliiS matter is corsiýeaýed ll'urt'! er ir. Cianter lk', '. 
By 1736 Greene 'riad. acquireý. all t, ie majo-, - cc,,., rt a-- 
poirtrients available to a musician. 
34 See Table 2, !,, ote 4* i-a. '. ", Ie saý,, e soloists were ý. Un 
involved. ir. gTy case witn the Chanel Ro, -al and Sons 
of the Clcrg-,, ý, perfornance, -. 
63, p. 282. (Cony of Warrant) This was 35 LC3/0 
first discovered, by t'-qe present writer, in 1975. 
36 There is anple documentary evidence for this in 
1723/4. In 172.5/6 Handel is not named, but the 
presence of Christopher Smith's name as one of the 
additional performers is sufficient to establish that 
Handel's music was involved. During the period 1720- 
1760 Smithts name only appears in the PubliclRecords 
in connection with Handel performances. 
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I Greene ha6 been Organist of St. Paul's Cathedral since 1718, 
where he produced orchestrally-accorapanied antLieras and canticles 
for the annual Feast of the Sons of the Clergy. 
32 
The 1721 Chaz)el 
Royal serv: ýce brought his music before the Hing and, no doubt, 
Greene had his ey. e on an eventual Court appointment. 
33 
The scale 
of Greene's performance was obviously-related to the precedents 
established in the two previous services celebrating the King's re- 
turn fror, Hanover. We can not be sure which music of Greene's was 
performed: he may have repeated or adapted some of his earlier Sons 
of the Clergy pieces. 
34 
As far as the evidence of the Public Re- 
cords goes, Greene did not receive any immediate reward. He came C> 
into his own at the Chapel after Croft's death in 1727$ but the 
1721 service probably gave him the necessary introduction at Court. 
The newspapers are tantalisingly silent about the music which 
was performed in October 1722 on the occasion of the King's next 
return from Hanover. As far as we know, Greene did not try his 
luck again, and Croft did not resume his old position. This was 
almost certainly due to re-introduction of Handel's music in the 
Chapel. The evidence for this lies in Handells appointment as 
'Composer of Musick for His Majesty's Chappel Royalt . 
35 (See 
Plate 1) The warrant for the appointment is dated 25 February 
M2/3, a couple of days after Handel's 3,8th birthday and 13 days 
after the warrant for payments to extra performers for the 1722 
Chapel Royal service. This appointment must surely have followed 
Handel's re-entry into the life of the Chapelq and the 1722 service 
is the only significant occasion of the period to which he can have 
contributed. Subsequent events provide retrospective confirmation: 
during the remainder of George I's reign, Handel's mu-cdc was pelftmed at 
the Chapel Royal services celebrating the King's return from Han- 
over. 
36 
37 COPJ-CS Of -LIie, -e Ceý2ti-f'iC, --tes ae -c)i-e foý, n6 ir 
tao A&dssio-ý, - 3ooks . 1--Cý) 00 1 '/'-3-'5. Under excep- 
tioý. al circunstarices t-,. e ad. T--, i--sions nade b, -;, Vie 
Lear, or ar ar)-, -)roved de-, )ut-, - to t--, e Sub-Deali. Procedure 
fQr adý---iissiors is prescribed in !. ý _CB. 
38 P. IPL. O. TI-, 2/32op-364 et seq. 'An Establishment of cer- 
tain A. -nnual -ensions -, -nd 30unt, I , 7s, 17-iich 
Our Pleasure 
is si , iall- com: -eKee fro-,, i t' e 23th Da, y OiL -arch 1723 and 
be paid. and. accounted payable Quarterly durina, oiir 
Pleasure, and apori tie Deati of any of tlie Persons 
receivin,.,, -- the same or otier det e:: -:,, -Lna4v -: Lori of our 
Pleasure therein'. On D-366: 
ner An-nwa 
George Frederick Handel 00 4 
39 The state of 'Knowledo, e prior to my investigations of 
the Public Records is surL-aarised in Smith: Concerning 
. Handel, p. -52-3- 
The mmost thorouga-going work on 
Cham. berlayne's lists had been Chrysander: Xirchen- 
kapelle. Smith's summary reveals that his knowledge 
of Vie Treasury documents is largely based on the 
printed volumes ed. W. A. Shaw. Handel's C400 pen- 
sion continues to appear in the lists of George Ills 
reign. 
40 Chamberlayne's lists were often out of date, but my 
anall'sip of the Chapel Royal list leads me to the 
conclusion that this edition was ,., iore up to date 
than most. 
41 P. 59 1 
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Handel's Chapel Royal Appointment 
No mention of Handel's appointment is found in the Chapel Royal 
Cheque Books. Handel's place was an addition to the regular 
strength, which already included two incumbent composers, and the 
instructions on the warrant, make it clear that it was a 'Court'. 
rather than 'Chapel' appointment. Chapel Royal appointees were 
sworn in by the Sub-Dean, who periodically forwarded certificates 
of appointment to the Lord Chamberlain for inclusion in the general 
records. 
37 
The instruction for Handel's admission was issued to 
the Gentlemen Ushers, who dealt with admission to the "Servants of 
the King above Stairs", such as the King's Chaplains, Chemists and 
Tailors. Nor was Handel paid from the Chapel Royal account. There 
4re: n; i payewtts to Handel as Composer for the Chapel in the Public Re- 
cords, but the sudden leap in Handel's pension from 9200 to E400 is 
a disguised payment for this office. The original C200 was, of 
course, the pension granted by Queen Anne. Handel's E400 pension 
began from 25 March 1723, when a new pension list was established. 
38 
The unusual nature of Handel's appointment explains the ap- 
parently anomalous entries in Chanberlayne's 11.1agna Britanniae 
Notitia which have hitherto puzzled Handel biographers. 
39 
It is 
not surprising that Chamberlayne did not catch up with Handel's ap- 
pointment in his 1723 (26th) edition. It was also omitted in the 
next edition, dated 1726,40 but in the 26th. edition (1727) 
"Composer of Musick for the Chapel Royal Mr. George Handel" appears, 
not with the Chapel Royal lists, but properly in the section de- 
voted to 'Above Stairs' Servants, immediately after the list of the 
Iting'slAusicians and in company with the Instrument Keeper, Instru- 
41 
ment Maker and Organ Liaker- , 
It may be significant that the post 
of Tuner of the Organs suddenly re-appearss listed by Chamberlayne 
immediately below Handel's appointment. Perhaps Croft had to be 
42 Pa, ý'es 303-332 of P. --,.. 
C. LC3/63, w-. 4-c'i ., J-ý': it : ýiave 
ircluCed a reco---C of C-., oftls appoirt, -. ert, are 
ý-mcr of the e -a! For Vie office of 
ard Crý. rans see Supplement, Corýiticr-s colf --erfor: ýýance. 
c 
43 Willians: Constitution., P- 59. This was originally 
intended, to prevent William III from fillin7 Court 
places with Dutchmen. 
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placated in some way for Handel's appointment and this -oost, 
previously held by Blow, was revived for him.. 
42 
Because Handel was 
rewarded through a pension, his Chapel Royal appointment was ef- 
fectively 'lost' from the routine Treasury-Audit system of Court 
accounts, because his name does not appear in the regular itemised 
lists of payments to the King's Servants. Administratively speak- 
ing, if the Composer for the Chapel Royal was not paid, he did not 
exist. This explains the confusion in subsequent editions of 
Chanberlayne's work. Having included the Composer in the 1727 list, 
Chamberlayne lost the scent, presumably because he based his pub- 
lished work on normal Court lists: the next two editions (1728 and 
1729) have blank entries for the Chapel Royal composer. The ap- 
pearance of Greene's name from the 31st. (1735) edition onwards 
seems to have been a rationalisation from the information in the 
Chapel Royal list. The later pension lists reveal that Handel con- 
tinued to be paid his C400 pension for the rest of his life. 
There is no evidence that Greene ever received an additional pay- 
ment of the same sort outside the normal run of Chapel Royal 
finance. 
It is easy to see the reason for the unusual manner of Han- 
del's appointment* One of the provisions of the Act of Settlement, 
1701, to which George I owed his title to the English throne, was 
as follows: 
That ... no person born out of the kingdoms of England, Scot- 
land or Ireland, or the dominions thereunto belonging 
(although he be naturalised or made a denizen, except such 
as be born of English parents) shall ... enjoy any office or 
place of trust, either civil or military. 
43 
It is doubtful whether this was applied st; rictly to the appoint- 
ments oft for example, the King's Musicians, which included a 
44 '2here had been three Cliapel Ro, -, al orr,, qxists at onc 
stace durin, -, the seventeent-i century (See CCB, 1). 126') 
so there was a Drecedent for a týii--d anpointment 
witýlin the rox, i-iai e stabl- i sjliment , if 'U, iis had been 
envisaý. -ed. 
45 See also Cliapter 10, infra. 
46 Plumb: Georges, p. 66-67; 
Hatton: George I, p. 280-1. 
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number of people with foreign names, but it would probably have 
been difficult to appoint Handel to a normal salaried court post. 
In any case, there was no question of Handel performing the same 
sort of service as the two established Chapel Royal composers, tak- 
ing his turn on the rota in-the Chapel for the routine services. 
44 
The Chapel was one of the most "English" parts of the court estab- 
lishment and Handel, who was not even a member of the Church of 
England, might not have been acceptable to the Dean and Sub-Dean 
even if the legal obstacles were overcome. 
Consideration of the -section of the Act of Settlement quoted 
above showo that Handel's successful petition for naturalisation 
in February 1727 made no difference to his institutional position 
within the Chapel, and it is doubtful whether Handel's decision to 
pursue naturalisation was stimulated by the desire to advance his 
position with regard to the Chapel. 
45 The timing of Handel's nat- 
uralisation is certainly intriguing. It is true that the signing 
of Handel's Waturalisation Bill was one of George I's last public 
acts, that Handelts actions made his future a little more secure 
in the next reign, -and that an 'English' Handel was perhaps in a 
better position to face his English critics. It is also highly 
probable that Handel's music would not have been allowed at the 
1727 Coronation if he had not become an Englishman beforehand: the 
provision of the music for an English Coronation was not the job 
for a foreigner. NeverthOlessq the synchronisation of the events 
of 1727 seems to have been fortuitbus. When George I signed Han- 
del's Naturalisation Bill he appeared to be in good health, and 
his death on the way to Hanover four, months later took everyone by 
surprise-46 
As to the reasons for Handel's appointment to the Chapel Royal 
in 1723, we again lack incontrovertible documentary evidence, but 
47 E'Iý July 26-2('_. 17ý'2,11-. Julýy 26ý-31 
46 The Chapel Ro- al soloists, 1ýa,:,, ed ir ! )! ý, Au'ý", 8 anký elseviýiere, 
were all also me, _, ibers of 
t-e ', iest 'inster A-,, be, -, choi-L-. 
lie, -. orts on the size of the orchestra vary between '3t", 
V4 0ý Pieces of i, -usickl (CJEP Aug 7-9) anC '46 lins, 13 Bass 
Viols and otHer 1,7usical Instrui. Lents' Au.. 7-c, '), but 
leave no ýcubt that a sizeable force výas e, ý, ployed. 
'-'he first part was perforýied 6urin- the openinc- urccessior, 
possibly by tae VIest, -ýin-ter Abbey c'liolr alone. (See 
o,, er: 2olitical LState, xxiv, p. Cro' 1" 1-- Lt publisn- 
ed tile 3urial Service in '. Iusica `ýacra, i (1724). 1 ýiave 
sur---ested tiiat this i-, lay have been a revis-lor of : -, us-l-c or- 
i-ii-ally cc.,:,. po.,, ed in 1'fGLE, --'Lor t"lie fune-al of Queen Anne's 
conL-, ort (See C. iapter 2, supra-'ý' 
'J. Ilaere were riary iaore re, ý, orts tesides t'iiose referred to 
above and it is not necessary to list them all: nearly 
ever, -.,, 'ýondor ne%,, 1spa---er publifýhed betwcen 2ý July and 11 
Aug-ust included so,, ie refei-ence to the -Usic and ý, _ianý, 
Drinted the text of Bononcin-i's anthem. 
51 The 
_Kin, ', ý and 
tJ-le Prince of '. Vales were officially rep- 
resented in the funeral procession by the presence of 
their coaches. 
52 ýrarlborouglils position under George I still awaits proper 
aistorical investi, -ation. Hattor. (George I, p. 122) 
believes that there Mas no personal animosity between 
tae two men. 
53 See Lindgren: Noises. It seems that, although the 0 
Marlborouglis were 'Wlliý, 7s', there was also a substantial 
Whig lobby which distrusted their influence. , I:, 
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there were currents in tne 'nuisical and political lif e of London soc- 
iety which made the tide flow in his direction. Gne of the i,, iost 
sionificant events of the precedin-; year had been t'he funeral of 
tile DuI'Ce of Earlborousli. The Duke died in June 1722 and his 
funeral took place in Westminster Abbey on 9 August, with a po,,,, p 
and magnificence which certainly made it the most memorable service 
of the year for the London musicians. Handel was not asked to com- 
pose tile music. The newspapers heralded the event thus: 
The Dean of Westminster has 
an Anthem on that Occasion: 
walk in their Copes as upon 
hig mantle; and we hear the 
Paul's are likewise to atte: 
appointed Dr. Croft's to compose 
the Deans and Prebends are to 
a Coronation, and Dr. Croft's in 
Choirs of St. James's and St. 
ad. 
47 
In the event the most important music for the funeral was composed 
by Bononcini: his anthem, When Saul was King, was performed in 
King Henry VII's Chapel at theýAbbey by a large force of instru- 
mentalists and singers, led by Weeleyi Preeman,. Gates, Laye and 
Baker from the Chapel Royal, and King from St. Paulls. 
48 Croft's 
burial service was also performed. 
49 The rehearsals and the ser- 
vice received a great deal of attention in the press-50 The Prince 
and Princess of Wales, with their three eldest daughters, watched 
the funeral procession from houses in Pall Mall, but the King did 
not turn out, 
51 
nor was any public mourning ordered in honour of 
the national hero. Perhaps there was the trace of a long-standing 
coolness between the King and his great commander here-52 It cer- 
tainly seems that the Duchess of Marlborough's consistent support 
for Bononcini was part of a wider web Of political and social in- 
trigueý, 
53 The King had a motive for rewarding his own composer 
to counterbalance the 11arlborough patronage of Bononcini. 
On 24 August, just over a fortnight after the Duke of Earl- 
-'ee Fritz: Jacobitisna, C-HaDters 7 a-rid 8. T'lle Char-e 
of Treason against Atterbury cov-16- rot be sustained, 
and his eventual de: ýortatior, or tne strer., ý'U`i of 
the ratlier unsati2ý-Lactory Bill c1f rairs and Penalties. 
Viitl -,, e car, see t-1,! ýtt .h thq evidence now available to us, . 
Vlalpolel-, instinct triat At-terbur-,, - , -,, as a dal-, -erous ý'iar 
,. was correct: 
he had been an i --ortuarlu 
instrun-iert to 
Jacobitq plans sirce at least 1716) (F, -itz, 02- Rýt-j 
-0.18-19. 
Cu 11 --iný- by 55 Vialpole's investiSlatiorls viere ir. I sm, 
lie had ste---. ped up the T,, ressure after tne deatý-i of 
Sunderland or 1ý April. 
50 Fritz, ibid., D. 83- WEII ! -lay 10-12 ", Ve hear, t'--ie 
King haý; laid aside his Intetnion of -oing to Hanover 
this Summer'. It had previously been expected thlt 
the XinS would leave London soon after the Birtiada-,. r 
celebrations (28 !, Iay). 
57 PM May 31-June 2. 
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borolagh's funeral, tlie Dean of 7iesti, -. in2ter who had been in c1lai-i3e 
of the arran, -., er,,. ents for tne funeral , -. -as connitted to t, le Toý,, er of 
London on a c., aa2. -,!, e of hi, -, 1i treason. This event riariced the , *,. iid- 
point in the discovery of a Jacobite plot in whic'n Rrancis Atter- 
bury was certainly involved. 
54 The political ambitions of Walpole 
magnified. the size of the Jacobite threat, but it is true enough 
that in 1722 the Hanoverian court faced. its most serious challený, e 
since the 115, and Walpole's fears found many echoes in Parlianent 
and at court. The first public references to the plot had been 
55 
made at the beginning of May, and the early rumours of the ser- 
iousness of the plot were sufficient to force George I to cancel 
,6 his intended visit to -Hanover. He went to 'LKensington for the 
summer instead, leaving St. James's on 1 June. 
57 
When the court 
returned to St. Janes's on 5 October Atterbury had not yet been 
brought to trial, but the immediate danger was clearl, -,, - over. It 
was appropriate to the mood of the noment that the 'L: ing's safe re- 
turn to St. James's should be celebrated with a service in the 
Chapel Royal comparable to those which normally followed his re- 
turn from Hanover. Handel's contribution came at a time when tile 
King was most likely to reward his supporters and allies: no doubt 
many of the new names on the 1723 pension list were being rewarded 
for their part in pursuing the Jacobite plot. Handel's petition 
for naturalisation four years later said that he "hath corstantly 
professed the Protestant Religion, and hath given Testimony of his 
Loyalty and Fidelity to His IvIajesty and the good of this '. 'ýingdom". 
He was demonstrating these allegiances at the Chapel Royal service 
in October 1722. 
58 All of the works also irclude Crgan cortinuo- 
59 See Appendix 6 for bio. graphical details of all the 
soloists nwned. 
60 See Chap. 10 and Appendix 14.1 have found no refer- 
ences to any other special C? iapel Royal services be- 
fore 1732 for which Handel might have provided music. 
2.63 
Handel's Cha-nel Royal music from the Second Period 
The music composed by Handel for Chapel Royal services of the 
1720's can be readily identified. A consistent group of soloists, 
named by Handel on the auto-graphs, was available and the orchestral 
accom-oariments have a characteristic scoring for strings (including 
violas) and woodwind soloists. The repertoire is as follows: 
Anthem, 5B: Singers named - Hughes, Gethin, Wheeley 
Orchestra58 _ Oboe, Strings. 
Anthem 6B: Singers named - Hughes, Bell, Gethin, Wheeley, 
Baker, Edwards 
Orchestra - Oboe, Strings (including Double Bass). 
Anthem 11B: Singers named - Hughes, Wheeley 
Orchestra - Oboe, 13assoon, Strings (including 
Double Bass). 
A Major Te Deum: Singers named - Hughes, Bell, Gethin, 
Wheeley, Gates 
Orchestra - Flute, Oboe, Bassoon, Strings. 
To this list must also be added: 
Caroline Te Deum: Revival of earlier work with new movement 
"Vouchsafe, 0 Lord". (See Chapter 5) 
Singer named - Hughes. 
This movement is scored for Plute and Strings. 
Anthem 6D: Singers named - Hughes, Bell, Wheeley, Gates. 
No orchestra, but Violoncello obbligato in No. 
Hughes, the principal soloist named in all of these works, ceased 
to be active soon after 1730, and Gethin emigrated in 1732. Bell 
was not associated with the Chapel until 1719/20.59 Handel ceased 
to provide music for Chapel Royal services celebrating the King's 
return after George I's death in 1727,60 so the complete group can 
be attributed with confidence to the years 1720-1727. Some guess- 
work has to be used in the chronological distribution of this music 
26)+ 
over the '111ree Chapel Royal services (1722,1724,172U) for waich 
Handel provided the music, but there is a limited ajiount of help- 
ful eviderce froii t-ie musical sources , and. from tile references 
given in Table 1. It v. ay be sumnarised thus: 
(1) The autographs of the A major Te De-um and Anthem 1113 
hLave identical iDaý)er and handwriting characteristics. 
They were apparently COPIDOsed together for perfoxmance 
at the same service. 
(2) The orchestration of the A major Te Deum and Anthem 11B 
includes a bassoon, which has substantial solos. The 
payments for extra performers in 1722 do not include a 
bassoon player, and therefore these pieces can not have 
been performed in that year. 
(3) In 1724 Handel was paid for "the Anthem" and the news- 
paner re-ports, though ambiguous, seem to suggest that 
the anthe:. ýi was new but the Te Deum setting was not nec- 
essarily original. The 1724 payment was presumably for 
music copying, comparable to the one made in 1726 to 
Smith for "the Te Deum". The 1726 payment was about 
twice the size of the previous one. The obvious infer- 
ence is that in 1726 both the Te Deurm and. the Anthem were 
new, and therefore needed parts copied: in 1724 the An- 
them was new, but the Te Detui may have been a revival, 
using pre-existing parts. 
The coTibined evidence of (1), (2) and (3) leads to the comiudon 
that the A Major Te Deum and Anthem 11B were probably performed in 
1726. It may be noted in passing that the 1724 service was the 
first one of its type for which Copying charges were paid. Pre- 
sumably Croft in 1719 and 1720g Greene in 1721 and Handel in 1722 
had to pay their own copying costs. 
61 See C, iapter -ý. 
32 Tvi. ndel successfully dealt wit'-1 tjie : 2rmipet soloc of 
tne Utrecit Jubilate n b,. T givinc, -ler. t, ,i to CIýoe '. ic 
reduced the scoriný: for C=nors (See C, -)apter 
G, 
su7ra, sub Chandos Ar. the ,, -l 1 
). The sa:., ie techricue 
could. be used with ease in the Caroline '-; 'e Deum, 
which has no independent woodwir. 6. pai,., ts in t', e 
'Trumpet' movements. 
c 
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(4) The payments for additional perfon-ners reveal that 1.7andel 
employed a slightly different orchestra from that used by 
Croft and. Greene in previous years. In particular there 
was a move away froý--, using the trumpets. Handel's 
Caroline Te Deun, which has trum-pet parts, was revived at 
one of these services: 
61 
this would-have been perfectly 
feasible with the solo trumpet parts re-allocated to the 
oboe. b2 The absence of payments to flautists in the of- 
ficial records is not significant: the solo flute parts 
in the Caroline Te Deum and A Major Te Deum. could have 
been played either by the oboist or by one of the "double- 
handed" string players. 
(5) The paper characteristics of the autographs do not provide 
conclusive evidence on the distribution of the music bet- 
ween 1722 and 1724. The position is as follows: 
Anthem 5B: Watermark unique in Handel autographs. 
Similar stave rastra found in the auto- 
graphs of Ottone (August 1722) and 
Alessandro (April 1726). 
Anthem 6B: Watermark of introductory sinforia found 
in several autographs, the latest being 
Tamerlano (1724). Watermark of main an- 
them identical only with one folio of 
Silete Venti (undated), though sirailar to 
watermarks Be ('1721) and Be 3 (Gifilio 
Cesare, f. 17-18 and 21-21 ? 1723). Stave 
rastra unique in autographs. 
Caroline Te Deum., Movement 5B: See Chapter 5- Closest 
watermark match is in Giulio Cesare, Acts 2 
and 3 (1723-4). Rastra. unique in Handel's 
It is, for exa-ýý)le, the onlZý . %, c2ý. ': fro-, -u, -ie nerioO 
a se-ra-_-, aLe operdr,, sinfbnia: a lel)ýac. -. - fro. -. -. 
Cannons. 
64 The Bassoon would presumably have been Ziven a 
part like many of those ýn the 'Aylesford' sets, 
extracted editorially from the. instrumental bass 
part. 
innin- frorl faýdliar : -,., aterial '05 The procedure of be., 11 
as a 'starter' to more original creatiors fits 
wel, l with Handel's . roach to composition: . 
general apr 
compare, for example, Gerald Abraham's examination 
of his use. of borrowings and 'generating themes' 
in Abraham: Handell p. 262-274. 
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autogra-plis, though similar to Giulio 
Cesare corductiia, ý,, score. 
There are musical Srounds for su, ý, '--estimý that Antliem GD was 
composed first, for 1722,63 in which case, Antlaer! 5-D folloý,, ed in 
1724. The Caroline Te Deur. could na-ve beer revived in 1722 or 1724, 
or both. Puttinc, all of this toc*etlier, the following tentative 
scheme for the three services results: 
7.10.1722: Antheri 6D (? ax; d Caroline Te Deum) 
5.1-1723/4: Anther, 5B (? ard Caroline Te Deirn) 
16.1-1725/6: A ', ýajor Te Deum and Anthem 11B. 
It will be seen that my sugý7ested pro,, graiTLme for 1724 does not in- 
clude any works with independent bassoon parts, although a bassoon 
player was paid for this service. The bassoon presumably just 
strengthened the continuo line in appropriate places in 1724,64 
but Handel was stimulated to provide something more imaginative on 
the next occasion. Handel's predilection for two double basses in 
all three performances (as against the single bass eii,. ployeC by his 
predecessors) isnoteworthy. 
If the suggested chronology is correct, we are faced with the 
remarkable possibility that Handel began each major group of his 
English Church Music so far examined with a version of the same an- 
them, Anthem 6C being his first Chanel Rol,, al work from the first 
period (c. 1712), Anthe--a 6A his first Chandos Anthem (c. 1717) and 
Anthein 6B his first orchestra-Ily accompanied Chanel Ro,,, 'al anthem 
from the second period (c* 1722) . 
65 
The case for suggesting that 
Anthem 6B was the first in Handel's series of orchestral anthems 
from the 1720's is strengthened by its relationship to the one non- 
orchestral anthem of the period, Anthem 6D. These two anthems are 
the subject of the next chapter. The remaining music is dealt with 
in Chapter 9, in the order suggested above. 
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NEW VERSIONS OF ANTHEM 
- 'AS PANTS THE HART' 
Anthems 6D and 6B - order of composition 
In an important article on Handel's versions of Anthem 
Paul Mies described the two versions without orchestral accom- 
paniment as mere sketches,, and saw the relationship of the four 
basic versions thus: 
0D 
Neither of these assumptions seems to be correct. Versions 6C 
and 6D are complete works in their own right, certainly not 
'unready and urifinishod'. 
2 Nor can D have been written before 
A: thelpresence of Bell's name on the autograph of 6D gives the 
terminus ante quem as 17209 about three years after the Chandos 
version. : Schoelcher 
3 had previously interpreted the chronology 
of the four versions more accurately from the evidence of the 
singers' names. He guessed that 6D was written in 1721 and 6B in 
1727, though giving no reason for these dates. The chronological 
sequence Of versions C9 A and B is not in any doubt, but the pos- 
ition of 6D in the sequence demands attention. Two alternative 
positions are possible. Either 6D was composed 1720-1722, before 
6B9 or it was composed lastj between 1722 and c. 1730. The 
motives for the composition of 63) must also be considered. If 
Handal had intended 6D as a contribution to the routine reper- 
toire of the Chapel Royal* it might have been composed at any time 
during the 1720's. 
Reference must be made at this point*to the strange titles 
which were added to manuscript copies of Anthem 6C in the 177018. 
These obviously reflect a belief on someone's part that Handel 
c 
5 Collect_ion, 1724, p-81. I have been unable to find any 
nevispaper advertisements to supply the exact date. 1of 
publication, but there is no reason to doubt the aq- 
curacy of the date on the týtle page* f 
6 Collection, 17360 p. 102; Collections 1749s P- 71 
7 It would perhaps have been rather uncharacteristic-Of 
Handel to allow his. music irto part-books, where it 
would be-out of his own control Handel's music for 
the orchestrally-accompanied services did n9t reach 
the P, -books: the performing material was arranged ý; rt 
by Smith, who no doubt kept it afterwards. This seems 
to have been the standard arrangemert: although coPy- 
iný charges were paid to comýosers for special anthems 
-canticles and for-the Court Odes, the music remained 
the, property of the composer. In view of Handel!. s 
appoýntment as Composer to the Chapel Royal he might 
have made. some contribution to the standard reppr-... 
-tI 
toire, but this does not seem to have been one of 
hir. duties., 
- 
-uloj 
-ojpid ll! Ai I ioj ! aofy ui ljnjTKip Ind' L 
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CHAPTER 8,9 PLATZ 1 
mt Of 'As pants the Hart$jp printed in the Cbapel Royal Word-book 
of 1749 
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had recomposed or re-arranged one of the orchestral versions of 
'As Pants the Hart' as a verse anthem, by command of King George 
II, for the Chapel Royal. Since the existence of 6D was appar- 
ently unknown after Handel's death, it was a reasonable avinimption 
that the available copies of Anthem 6C embodied just this arrange- 
ment. Leaving aside the reference to George II$ which may have 
been a mistake, musicians in the 1760's could point to one piece 
of evidence in support of the hypothesis that Handel had provided 
the Chapel Royal with a 'repertoire' Verse Anthem version of the 
anthem. The 1724 edition of the words of anthems tas the same 
are now performed in his Majestys Chapala Royal' included, as the 
last of the Verse Anthems in the main section, 
5 the text of As 
pants the Hart 'By Mro GEORGE FREDERICK HANDELL, Composer to his 
Majesty'. This was reprinted in the two following editions of the 
word-book, in 1736 and 1749.6 Plate 19 from the 1749 edition,, 
reproduces exactly the 1724 text. Handel's versions of the anthem 
all followed basically the same textp but there are some minor 
variations. As will be seen from Table 1, the word-book version 
is marginally closer to 6D and 6B. 
It is very unlikely that any of Handel's versions of Anthem 6 
was accepted into the Chapel Royalts day-to-day repertoire. The 
anthem is not to be found in the surviving Chapel Royal part-books 
from the 1720's,, and there is circumstantial evidence that the 
Chapel did not retain copies of the music. 
7 An innovation in the 
1749 printed word-book was the inclusion of marginal entries 
specifying the solo voices used in each verse anthem. Handel's 
text is the only one with no entry in the margin: it seems that 
the compiler looked in vain for the music to which the text was 
supposed to refer. The next edition of the word-book appeared in 
1769. By then# William Boyce had adapted the Cannons version of 
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Handel's anthem as a verse anthem for the Chapel. 
8 
Boyce's ar- 
rangementt which probably dates from the 1760's, may have been 
made at the request of the King: 
9 
the need for this arrangement 
in itself is a clear demonstration that 6C and 6D were unknown 
at the time. 
If Anthem 6D was not composed for the day-to-day Chapel Royal 
repertoire, it must have been intended for BOMO special occasion. 
Since all of the 'occasional for which there is documentary evi- 
dence have been accounted for in Chapter 7,10 a more fruitful 
line of enquiry lies in examining more closely the relationship 
between 6D and 6B* These two versions have several movements with 
music in common, and a close examination of Handel's amendments 
to details of composition in the autographs reveals the priority 
of 6D. Two examples will serve to demonstrate thise 
At bar 17 of the first chorus, 'As pants the Hart'. Handel 
copied the Alto 1 pairt from 6C into 6Do He then changed his mind 
and cancelled the entry with a bar's rest. 
11 This arrangement 
was carried forward without further alteration into 6B. At bars 
37-8 of the next chorus, 'In the voice of Praise', Handal origin- 
ally copied into-6D the chorus bass part from the parallel passage 
of 6A. 
12 (Ex. 1, a-b)-. He recomposed this into a simpler form 
&. I 4A 
(CO 1 v. AOL uwic& e tm" li «UUJ"- si -- vims , a- "46U4 du 4' WC - ý4le 
s" -as koAp 
Reuiseck Twvvv- 'tt-ý 61 
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f 
r 
yI 
f 
13 It may be doubted whether the Chapel Royal. regula±ly 
whog3? a -tetts ap- performed all of ýhe verse antheMS 
pear in the printed*word-books. some of the longer 
Occasibnal, anthbms seem to have been included in the 
wOrd-books because of, their commemorative associ- 
a, tionss, though it must belagmitted that most of- 
th-em'also appear in the part-books. The inclusion 
of HtLndel's text in the worcli-book phy. have been 
almost in the nature Of an advertisement of the 
Chapel's association with the composer. 
klL 
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Chapter 8 Table 1 
Variants in the texts of Handel's versions Of 'As Pants the Hart' 
6C As paints the hart for cooling streams, so longs my soul 
for Thee, 0 Lord. 
6A pants God. 
6D paints 
2 God. 
6B pants God. 
1724 , pants God. 
(Wordbook) 
6C Tears are my daily foodp when thus-they say: where is now 
thy God? 6A while 
6D when 
6B ... yrhen 1724 when 
Now, when I think thereupon, I pour out my heart by myself. 
(Identical in all five sources. ) 
For I went with the multitude and brought them out into the 
house of God 
(Identical in all five sources. ) 
6C In the voice of praise of thanksgivingg among such as keep 
6A of 
holy day 
6D of 
6B of 
1724 and 
6C, 6A. 6D and 6B 
'#hy so full of grief, 0 my soul? Why so disquieted within me? 
1724 Why art Thou so full of grief ... 
6C Put thy trust in Gods for I will praise Him* Amen. 
6A, 6D, 6B and 1724 
Put thy trust in God, for I will praise Him. No "Amen". 
Notes: 
(1) Sources are the autographs of 6A - 6D and Collection, 
1724 ,C 
(2) In 6D Handel wrote "paints" originally and altered 
most occurrences to "pants"* Elsewhere I have 
ignored the occasional vagaries and inconsistencies 
of Handolts spelling ("D*" for "Daily". "Powr" for 
"Poor" etc. ) 
6 Boyce shortened the solos and ritornellos, trans- 
... -pose'd the music to 
b minor and. composed his own 
arioso/recitative setting of 'Now when I think 
thereupon'. The latter has some similarities, 
probably casual, with the setting in 6B. 
Text printed in Collection, 1769, p. 91: 'Composed 
for Voices with Instrumerts, but adapted to voices 
only by Dr. Boyce'. The music occurs ir Barrow's 
hand in the set of Chapel Royal part-books based 
round Organ Book RM. '27-d-8. At the end of the organ 
part (f-32y): 'Note Originally wrote for three 
Voices, with Instrumentb by Mr. HandelIALterld by 
Dr. Boyce'. The part-book entries appear to date 
from the mid-1760's, but Boyce's arrangement may 
have been made as early as 1760. The confused head- 
ings to manuscripts of Anthem 6C, already referred 
to, may partly be explained by the existence of. 
Boyce's version. 
10 See Chapter 7, Tables 1 and 2. 
11 The original Alto 1 entry doubled the Alto 2'part, 
t 
entering haff*way through the phrase. Handel's 
alteration produced a much more satisfactory result, 
tjsingAlt. o. 1 to strengthen the Treble entry dt 
bar 18. 
12 There is no parallel passage from 6C: 
see Chapter 6, sub Anthem 6A, No. 5. 
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(Ex. le, see Plate 2) and the revised form was carried forward 
'clean' into 6B. 
Anthem 6D must therefore have been composed between 1720 and 
c. 17220 the date tentatively ascribed to 6B. Although 6D is a 
complete work in itself, Handel seems to have revised it into the 
orchestrally-accompanied version almost immediately. The absence 
of secondary copies of 6D and the absence of documentary refer- 
ences may suggest that it remained unperformed. The most likely 
hypothesis seems to be that Handel composed 6D for the Chapel 
Royal service of 7 October 1722 and then discovered (or was in- 
formed) that the employment of the King's Musicians was in order 
for the occasion, following the precedent set by Greene's music 
in July 1721. The literary text of 6D, or possibly 6B* was circ- 
ulated by some means to those responsible for the 1724 Anthem word- 
book. 13 If 6D was never performed, it is not surprising that it 
did not reach the Chapel Royal part-books: hence there was nothing 
to find when the compilers of the 1749 book looked back to find 
the music that tallied with their text. 
Whatever the precise dates for the genesis of 6D and 6B, the 
clarification of 6D's place in the sequence enables us to approach 
the music from. the right direction. It enables us to explain one 
apparent anomaly in the autographs: Handel's confusion over Bell's 
voice* Handel originally thought that Bell was an alto and wrote 
accordingly in 6D9 probably in advance of actually hearing him 
sings By the time he composed 6B Handel knew better: he lowered 
the tessitura, of Bell"s-part in the first chorus and wrote for 
him as a tenor in the later movements. 
t 
I 
c 
14 Handel's verbal cues in 6C are rather rudimentary, 
but generallyhiZ. intentions are clear: they are not 
in Chrysanderlz text, which is based on 
secondary MSS- Most of the uncertainties from 6C 
can be cleared up by reference to 6D, which is gen- 
orally abcurately reproduced by Chrysander except in 
Alto 2, bars 21-24-ý- Handel did make some del; Lberate 
changes in the word-setting as weýl: he improved. 
bars 23-24 of the Treble part, for example, by 
changing, the word-underlay. 
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Anthem 6D 
When Handal composed Anthem 6D, he had 6C and 6A available to 
him. Table 2 wimmarises the indebtedness of 6D to the previous 
settings. It is hardly surprising that the chorus movements were 
worked from 6C, which had been composed for Chapel Royal forces 
including some of the same singers, rather than 6A. Certain dif- 
ficulties attended the use of any material from 6As orchestral 
parts had to be eliminated, voice parts had to be adapted from a 
three-part ensemble to a larger one, and transposition was 
necessary. 
Taking the design of the anthem as a wholet the most inter- 
esting revision lies in the transposition of the last movement. 
When Handel composed his first setting of the anthem, 6C, he did 
not try to give it a tonic orientation: he began in D minor and 
ended in B flat major. In 6D he followed the general design of 
6C up to the central chorus, 'In the voice of praise', but in the 
last two movements he seems to have felt the need for a tonic-rel- 
ated ending, and this change of outlook explains the transposition 
of the last movement down a semitone. Table 3 gives the key- 
schemes for all of Handel's versions of the anthem* 
No* 1: As pants the Hart 
Handel took this movement over from 6C with very little alter- 
ation. Bell was given Elford's former music virtually unchanged, 
save for an exchange of parts with Hughes at bars 28-31. Some 
details of the voice-leading were tidied up, and Handel was a 
little more careful about specifying the word-underlay than he 
had been in 6C. 14 There were some minor improvements to the con- 
tinuo bass line and there are many more continuo figurings than in 
6Cj some of them derived from 6A and one manifestly in conflict 
/P* 278 
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Chapter 8 Table 2 
Anthem 6D: 
Sources from Handel's previous settings 
6D movement 
No. 1 As pants the Hart 
No*2 Tears are my 
Source 
6C* except for the insertion of one 
bar from 6A. 
? New, but ideas from 6A. 
daily food. Opening related to third movement of 
Recorder Sonata, Op- 1 No. 7.1 
Motifs at bar 18 et seq. derived from 6A. 
Noe2A Nowq when I think Some features in common with 6C. 
thereupon 
NO-3 In the voice of Bars 1-25 from 6C, 
praise remainder from 6A. 
No-4 Why so full of 6A 
grief? 
NO-5 Put thy trust in God 6C 
Note: (1) The Recorder Sonata (Autograph Cfm MS 263, 
po 13-17) was composed before the Anthem. 
Terence Best dates the Sonata ce 1712. 
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Chapter 8 Table 3 
, 
Key -schemes of all versions of Anthem 6 
6C 6A 6BO )2 6B(2) 2 
(transposed) 
Sinfonia, d minor d minor d minor 
As pants: d minor d minor d minor d minor d minor 
Tears: a minor g minor a minor a minor a minor 
Now when I think: a-4 d-a C major C major d minor - 
minor minor - P major 
For I want: C major F-C C major C major d minor 
major 
In the voice: F major F major F major F major P major 
Why so full?: g minor a minor d minor d minor d minor 
Put thy trust: I* major d minor A major d minor d minor 
Alleluja d minor 
Note: (1) All movements from 6A transposed down 
a tone to facilitate oompqýrison. 
(2) 6B (1) is the Chapel Rqyal versione 
6B (2) is Handel's revision of this anthem for 
use in his 1738 Oratorio. 
15 Bar 39, beat 1.. There is nothirg in the previous 
settings to explain Handel's 191 here, except pos- 
sibly a 4-3 suspension which he removed in this 
versione Chrysander's 161 at. bar 23, beat 2, is 
not in the Fiame cat#gory: it is a misreading of 
Handel's 'b 31. 
Their relation to-the'anthem's'tonic 
ýs different, 
however, owing to the transposition of the ant! le', ii 
as a whole. 
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with the harmony above. 
15 It is interesting that Handel intended 
the movement to be taken faster than in the Cannons version: 'A 
tempo Ordinariol in 6D as against 'Adagio' in 6A. 
The only substantial change to the musical content of the 
movement was in the final bars. Handel took over the idea of re- 
peating "for Thee" at bars 47-8 from 6A, but incorporated it with- 
in material which was based on 6C rather than 6A. Departing from 
his two previous settings, Handel decided to dispense with a final 
ritornello at the end of the chorus. Reference will be made to 
this again in connection with Anthem 6B. 
No. 2: Tears are M daily food 
In this movement Handal re-worked ideas which he had devel- 
oped in 6A. (See Table 4). Comparions of the two is facilitated 
by the fact that both are in the same key. 
16 The balance of the 
movement is altered: Handel compresses the first half from 54 bars 
to 99 while keeping the second half to a comparable length. The 
first vocal phrases have the same rhythmic ideas as 6A, except 
that Handel eschews the use of dotted rhythms until 'where is now 
thy God'. the chorus entry at bar 17 is so effective an arrange- 
ment of the previous orchestral material that it is tempting to 
believe that Handel had thought of it in choral terms when he 
wrote 6A. The dramatic differentiation of roles between the solo- 
ist and chorus appears only in this version of the anthem: it 
works well but Handel did not repeat it in 6B* As in all Handel's 
versions of the anthem, this movement ends on the dominant of A 
minor: the relationship to the key of the subsequent movement is 
slightly more distant than in the previous settings. 
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Chapter 8 Table 4 
Anthems 6A and 6D: 
Comparison Of Bettings of 'Tears are M daily food'. 
Anthem 6A 
Bar Nos. 
1-28 Orchestral Ritornello 
A minor 
Anthem 6D 
Bar Nos. 
28-54 Treble solo, modulating 
to C minor 
55-68 'Where is now thy God? 
Dotted figure. 
Voice answered by 
Orchestra. 
Closing ritornello 
1-4 Continuo xitornello 
A minor 
5-8 Alto solo, ending 
in C major 
9-27 'Where is now thy God? ' 
Dotted figure derived 
from 6A 
Voice answered by 
Chorus. 
ends in E minor. Bnds in E minor. 
68-81 Solo, opening words 27-34 Solo, opening words 
Returns to tonic Returns to tonic 
81-95 'Where is now thy God? ' 35-44 'Where is now thy God? ' 
-. Solo and orchestra Solo and chorus answer. 
answer. 
Snding on Chord V. Ending on Chord V. 
I 
t 
17 In bars 33-34 Handel also simplified the bass part. 
This included, surprisinglyg the removal of semi- 
quavers from the subject in bar 34. 
18 Again, there is one exception to the general pattern 
of Handel's revisions, in the obbligato 'cello part 
at bars 25-26 (compare 6A bars 39-40). In this case 
6D is more decorated than 6A. 
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Vo. 2A: Now when I think thereupon 
This, a straightforward recitative for Bass, is the simplest 
and most compressed setting of the text encountered so far. There 
are a few rhythmic echoes of the previous settings, and a remin- 
iscence of 6C in the treatment of the continuo bass part at bar 8. 
No. 3: In the voice of Praise of Thanksgiving 
For the first 25 bare Handel took over the chorus as it stood 
in 6C, except that he modified bar 3 of the subject at each ap- 
pearance with the semiquavers from 6A, and revised the inner parts 
in bars 19-25. He wanted to replace the short 4-bar ending from 
6C with the extended coda, with its inverted entries of the sub- 
ject and long dominant pedal, which he had worked out in 6A. Prom 
bar 26 to the end he transcribed and adapted the three voices of 
the Cannons "chorus" into a four-voice version: the small amount 
of additional material needed to supply the extra voice part owes 
little, if anything, to the orchestral parts from 6A. The musical 
substance was unchanged, but some of the part-writing was tidied 
up in the course of transcription. 
17 
No. 4: Why so full of grief, 0M Loul? 
This movement is a straightforward re-arrangement of the 
setting from 6A, transposed from B minor to D minor and touched 
up here and there (See Table 5). The basso continuo part was im- 
proved and the rhythm of the motif for "Ohy so disquieted" consis- 
tently simplified. 
18 
The ritornelloa were drastically shortened, 
but elsewhere in the movement the Chapel Royal 'Cellist took over 
the role previously taken by violin and oboe in the Cannons ver- 
sion. With three melodic strands to play with (2 voices and 
'Cello)p Handel found it convenient to redistribute some of the 
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Chapter 8 Table 
Anthem 6D: 
I- - 
Adaptation of 'Why so full of arief? I from Anthem 6A 
Bar Nos. (6D) Commentary 
1-5 Opening ritornelloe 
Theme (in bass) derived from 6A bars 1-39 16-17. 
6-22 Transcribed from 6A9 bars 18-36. Bar 27 of 6A out. 
Bars 31-33 of 6A recomposed and reduced by 1 bar 
to 6D bars 18-19. 
23-49 Transcribed from 6A, bars 37-64. 
1 bar (6A 58) cut. 
49-65 Transcribed from 6A, bars 64-79. 
1 bar (GD 51) added. 
66-79 Transcribed from 6A, bars 80-93. 
80-85 Closing ritornello. 
Derived from 6A bars 94-5,101-2t 110-111. 
19 For exazple, 6D Alto 1 bars 00-04 is based on 
6A Oboe bars 74-78. Alterations in the auto-Iraph 
of 6D bars 59-62 reveal that Handel was working 
out the re-distribution as he went along. 
Interchange between vocal and instrumental tarts 
was fairly easy b6cause the obbligato parts--in 
GA had, in any case, been based on the melodic 
figu: ýes*in the vbcal parts. 
-- t 
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material between them. 
19 It is interesting to observe that, for 
the first time, Handel's cadences at the words "within me" treat 
the last syllable as a weak one. (See Ex. 2). 
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No. 5: Put thy trust in God 
No. 5 was transposed from 6C with no significant differ- 
ences in the main body of the movement (bars 1-42), though there 
are some trivial alterations to the word underlay and the bass 
line. The consecutive unisons between tenor and bass at bars 20- 
21 do not seem to have troubled Handel when he made the transpos- 
ition, for he did not change them. He wrote the chorus in four 
parts throughout, ignoring the pretence at a fifth part from the 
opening bars of 6C. For the final bars Handel discarded the 
"Amen" from 6C in favour of a short adagio conclusion rather sim- 
ilar to the end of 6A* 
The speed indication at the opening (Allegro ma non troppo) 
is new. Handel added speed indications with great care through- 
out 6D: one of the signs that the anthem, whether performed or 
notq was-a finished oomposition., 
20 Clausen: Direktionspartituren, p. 2C-2 
c 
21 Dating based on paper characteristics 
Watermarks Cl, Cm nd Cp, Rastra, 05,92 cm. Thp 
MSS were probably bound together in the 1780's, 
and the volume was certainly in its present form 
by the mid-nineteenth century: see Rophino Lacy's 
annotations to the fly-leaf of Add. , ', S-31557 and 
Schoelcher: Catalogue (T. Is) mn-17-189 P-468 
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Autograph 
B. L. RM 20. g. 10 f. 23-36 (Complete anthem) 2 bin., 1 un. 
Watermark: Be This watermark is rare in Handel's MSS. 
It is found in the autograph of Ploridante(1721) 
(RM 20*b. 2* f-47-8,60-67) and in the conducting 
score of Radamisto (1720)20 
RaBtrography: 10-stave 02 30. Rastra, very similar in 
characteristics to the autograph of Muzio Scevolas 
Act 111 (1721) (RM 20*b*7) 
Singers named: 
No* 1. Mr. Hughs (Alto 1); Mr. Bell (Alto 2); 
Mr. Whely (Bass 1); Mr. Gates (Bass 2). 
No* 2. Mr. Hughs (Alto) 
No. 2a. Mr. Whely (Bass) 
No. 4. Mr. Hughs (Alto 1); Mr. Bell (Alto 2) 
In No* 1 Handal altered "Paints" to "Pants" on most appear- 
ances of the first phrase. 
In No. 4 the obbligato instrument is named as "Violoncello" 
at the start of f-32v, and Handel wrote 'Organo' against the 
treble clef part in the closing bars. The continuo instru- 
ments are not named in any other movement. 
The autograph is now bound with Handel's copies (c. 1750) of 
Latin church music by Legrenzi and others. 
21 These works do not 
belong together in date or genre: presumably they came together 
as a heap of 'odds and ends' within the main body of Handel's 
autographs. This may account for the fact that the work eluded 
eighteenth century copyists, who might have found the Latin works 
without examining the rest of the sheets. There are no MB copies 
of the anthem and it was not printed until Chrysander's editionin 
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HG xxxvi (1872). As already noted, the confused titles which 
adorn some copies of Anthem 6C might be taken as evidence that a 
later generation knew that Handel had composed a 'verse' setting 
of the anthem in the 1720's, but failed to find the music. 
.I" 
IIt 
c f 
22 Performance 28 I-larch 1738. See Deutsch: 
Handel, p. 455. 
23 Autograph BL RM-20. h. 1, f. 26-28. The movement was 
obviously composed as part of Athalia. Dean 
(Oratorios, p. 254,643) states that the 'Allelujal 
was composed for the anthem and re-used in Athalia, 
but this goes against the clear evidjence of the 
sources. 
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CHAPTER 8 PLATE I 
I =0 
Word-book for Handel's jl0ratoriol (1738): beginnin of part One 
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Anthem 6B 
When Handal composed this setting he had the experience of 
three previous vprsions behind him, 6C, 6A and GD. 6D was his 
most recent setting and it had been composed for the Chapel Royal 
so it is not surprising thaý Hanael. drew mainly on this version 
when he composed 6B* 6C Was not directly used at all: Handel 
probably regarded it as having been superseded by 6D. The Cannons 
version, 6A, provided material for. the solo movements, the opening 
Uinfonia and the final chorus. It is remarkable that Handel drew 
so little on 6A, his only previous version with orchestral accom- 
paniment, for the concerted movements. He seems to have thought 
it more efficient to add orchestral parts to the 4/6 part choruses 
worked out in 6D than to re-arrange the Cannons version for larger 
forces. 
In order to examine Anthem 6B as composed for the Chapel 
Royal, a. 1722, it is necessary to disentangle the work's textual 
history. Handel revised the anthem in March 1738 for his benefit 
performance at the King's Theatre, Haymarket, entitled simply 
An Oratorio. 22 The motive behind the revision is fairly obvious: 
Handel began the performance with As Pants the Hart and had to 
turn a relatively small-scale anthem into a work appropriate to 
his oratorio forces and to the expectations of the theatre audi- 
ence. The word-book for, An Oratorio gives the text of the anthem 
(see Plate 3). The final 'Allelujal must be the D minor setting 
found in several secondary sources of the anthem but not in the 
composer's autograph$ which ends with a simple 4-bar Adagio. 
There is no doubt that this movement was added in 1738. It had 
been composed in 1733 as the final movement of Part 1 of Athalia. 
23 
A section of the basso continuo part prepared for the 1738 
Oratorio fortunately survives today, in the same collection as the 
24 This, in compary with other 1738 material, 
is fully desc-ibed in the section devoted to 
murces at the end of this chapter. The origin 
of the Fitzwilliam part was first identified in 
Dean: Oratorios, p. 261. 
2: 5 The Oratorio was a single perfo-rmance, so it is 
not surprising that a separate conducting score 
was -not prepared. 
- 
- 
- 
' 
- 
0 
987 
Handel autographs at the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. 
24 
The 
purpose of this part is clear. In 1738 Handel used the anthem 
25 
autograph as a conducting score , and the Fitzwilliam part was 
used in condunction with it* A pencil line down the score at bar 
40 of the last movement in the autograph (f. 24) provides continu- 
ity to the Fitzwilliam. part, which commences with a new linking 
passage in score but goes over to continuo bass only as soon as 
the Alleluja is established. 
. Uooking back into the autograph of the antheml two further 
major amendments can be found which must be associated with the 
1738 performance: 
(1) Opening Sinfonia: Closing bars re-cast to give a dom- 
inant (instead of tonic) endingp leading into an addition- 
al second movement taken from the Sonfonia, to Chandos 
Anthem 2 (bee Ex- 3)- The amendment was macLe by Han- 
ý.,. OK. J11-0i el-AIVAS: 
M: 
till 
XSL 
445. 
IL 
I 
del in pencil on f-3 of the autograph. It produced a 
more substantial two-movement Sinfoniag appropriate to 
the beginning of a theatre performance. 
(2). No, 4,: Now, when. 1 think thereupon. The original set- 
ting was an 11-bar accompanied recitative for Bass in 
.C major. Handel re-set this movement in D minor, divid- 
t 
26 Various other detAils of the MS are also claimed 
to be in Handel's hand by later annotators, but 
all but. one of these can be-, dismissed. See the 
further description of-this sourcs, infra. 
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ing the verse into two. The first half was given to a 
bass soloist (Accompanied Recitative, 6 bars) and the 
second half to chorus tenors and basses, tutti, (30 bars) 
with orcLiestral accompaniment. The aim of this alter- 
ation was to strengthen the choral element, providing a 
striking new concerted movement which also, incidentally, 
tightened up the flow into the following movement. 
Handel crossed out his original setting of the movement 
in pencil in the autograph, and wrote Imutatol. His 
autograph of the new setting was the wrong size for in- 
sertion into the main anthem autograph, so Smith copied 
the movement in the appropriate format and -his copy 
was inserted. 
Soma other alterations, of rather less significance, may also 
have been made in 17389 though they are difficult to date with 
certainty. These involve additional or amended speed indications, 
and a revision to the closing ritornello of the first chorus. 
They will be considered in the context of the appropriate move- 
mentB- 
Reference must be made at this point to an important early 
manuscript score of the anthem, British Library Add. TVIS-31557. 
This is the only secondary manuscript of Handel's Chapel Royal 
music to contain autograph additions which suggest that it might 
have been used by the composer. Two short additions to the con- 
tinuo bass line in the duet movement$ No. 6, appear to be in 
Handel's hand. 26 (See plate 4. ) This copy may have originated 
as the conducting score prepared for the anthem's first perform- 
ance c. 1722. If so, its existence strengthens the hypothesis 
that 6B was Handel's first orchestrally-accompanied Chapel Royal 
anthem of the 1720's series: after the first occasion 
c 
27 Ir particular, this is true of the style of 
his semiquaversf This feature has already 
been noted in Chapter 5, in connection 
-. with Smith's invertion in the autograph of 
the Caroline Tp Deum. 
28 The handwriting of the title, page has some 
characteristics reminiscent of S21s hand,. 
which would suggest a date rather earlier, 
c- 1730-60* It cannot certainly be "ncluded. 
that this is S21s title, however, and our 
present ignorance of theprovenance of the 
MS during theieighteenth century limits the 
scope of guesswork* 
29 Since 6D (which includes Bellb name among the 
soloists) preceded 6. B,. it is impossible that 
6B can havp been composed befor! e 1720. - 
""--I 
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Handel found out that he did not really need a separate conducting 
score. Whether or not this manuscript was intended as a conduct- 
ing score, it dates from the same period as the composer's auto- 
graph of the anthem: Smith's handwriting is in the style he culti- 
vated in the 1720's 
27 
and the paper characteristics of the copy 
are similar to those of the autograph. This source is therefore 
of the highest value as evidence for establishing the 1722 text, 
free from later additions. 
In view of the importance of this manuscript, passing mention 
must be made of its title page., The scope of Anthem 6B is bound 
with a copy of 6A,. in the hand of J, C. Smith juniors and the MS 
title page to the complete volume reads "Two Anthem's/Composed for 
his Grace the/Duke of Shandous by/G. F. Handel Esquire/London 1719". 
This title is not in the hand of either of the Smiths and may 
have been added during the second half of the eighteenth century. 
28 
The possibility that the writer of the title page had some infor- 
mation which has not come down to us, and that 6B was Handel's 
second attempt at a setting for Cannons, can be dismissed for two 
reasons. In the first place, the paper characteristics of the 
Anthem's autograph point to the 1720's rather than to the Cannons 
period, and in the second plaee the singers named on 6B include 
Hughes, Baker, Bdwards ana Whelyt dhapel Royal Gentlemen who, as 
far as is known, never performed at Cannons. 
29 Whoever wrote the 
title page must have made almisguided guess about 6B on the 
strength of its fortuitons coupling with 6A, which is a genuine 
Cannons work. 
As we would expect, the groups of solo singers named on the 
autographsof 6B and 6D are very similar. The most arresting dif- 
ference is the absence of Bernard Gates, from 6B. - Presumably he 
was indisposed, unavailable't or out of Iwaiting' when the anthem 
I 
I 
f 
30 Handel did, in fact, -lay out his part in the alto 
clef at the beginning of the duet, but changed it 
'to the tenor clef before proceeding with the 
composition. -- 
t 
31 The movement is untitled in the autographs býzt 
Smith called it 'Sinfonial in Add. 31557.. 
32 The section from baxs 33-40 is crossed out in pen- 
cil in ýhe autograph of. 6A. Although this is the 
same cut as that made for 6B, I think it more 
lioly that, Handel marked it when he prepared the 
.. movement for the publication of the Trio 6onataj, 
, Op-. 5 No- 3,, c- 1739- 
33 This re-appears in the Violin 1/Oboe p4rts at 
bar 4 9. 
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was performed. The solo part in the first chorus formerly given 
to him in 6D was re-allocated to Baker, who also gained a new solo 
in the last movement. In 6B Handel named the leading voices for 
the chorus 'In the voice of praise': the basses included Edwards 
as well as 'Whely and Baker. I have suggested that Handel dis- 
covered that Bell did not have as high a voice as he had expected. 
The "second alto" solo part in the first chorus was retained by 
Bell from 6D with some adaptation, but in No. 4 he is named as 
leader of the chorus tenors, and his solo part in the duet "Why 
so full of grief" is in the tenor clef. 
30 
Gethin is named as the 
tenor soloist in the first chorus, but Handel forgot to give him 
any solo music. 
Each version of the anthem was produced under different circ- 
umstances: in 6B Handal seems to have been aiming for simplicity 
and directness when he adapted earlier music. The orchestral ac- 
companiment provides an additional interest which was not avail- 
able in 6C and 6D, but the scoring is tidier and more practical 
than it was in 6A. If 6B has a fault it lies in the lack of tonal 
variety in the final movements, both of which are in D minor. 
No* 1: Sinf onja3l 
The single-movement introduction is derived from the first 
movement of the Sinfonia to Anthem 6A, transposed down a tone. 
Although Handel shortened the music, the 3-part structure of the 
original was preserved* The first section was left largely in- 
tact, the second section shortened by 8 bars: 
32 
it is in the 
final section that most re-composition occurs. (See Table 6. ) 
Apart from a descending scale at bar 46,33 hardly any of the 
thematic material of this third section is now, but Handel works 
it in a tighterp less repetitive, manner than in 6A* The reduc- 
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Chapter 8 Table 6 
Anthem 6B: 
Derivation of opening Sinfonia from Anthem 6A 
Anthem 6B Source from 6A 
(Bar Nos. ) (Bar Nos. ) 
1-24 1-24 
24-32 24-32 
(Bars 33-40 cut) 
33-39 41-47 
40-52 Loosely based on 48-63 
t 
f 
34 Another reason might have been the desire to 
increase the dynamic contrast of the echo effects: 
trills tend to increase the volume of the piano 
bars* Fawcett added trills to his violin part of 
the anthem (See infra, Copy H), but his practice 
can not be regarded as having the compoer's 
authority. 
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tion of the Sinfonia to a single movement required a new tonic 
ending. 
Although the instrumental resources for the Chapel were 
slightly larger than those at Cannons, the differences in in- 
strumental arrangement between 6A and 6B tend towards a simplifi- 
cation rather than elaboration of the texture* In the outer 
sections of the Sinfonia the oboe doubles the violins much more 
in the Chapel Royal version, and in bars 12-16 an independent 
oboe counterpoint is removed altogether. This alteration can 
hardly have been prompted by a deficiency in the playerg since 
both versions were probably written for Kytch. The middle sec- 
tion demonstrates how well Handel understood his instruments: 
the violin solo from 6A, with its leaps and string-crossings# 
is transformed into an idiomatic oboe solo. (Ex. 4) 
SPA &A 
e 
It is difficult to read Handel's mind on one point of 
performance practice. The trills in the violin parts in bars 
2,4 and 6j which are clear enough in the autograph of 6A, were 
not transferred to 6B. This might have been carelessness on 
Handel's part, but it might also have been deliberate: con- 
ditions in the Chapel perhaps dictated a plainer style. 
34 
When Handel used the music of the Sinfonia again for the Peace 
Anthem, he headed the movement "Larghetto e staccato" - the 
c 
f 
35 The sequence in 6B is therefore 'solos/chorus/ 
orchestra added', as against 'chorus/orchestra/ 
chorus and orchestra' in 6A. 
T 
I 
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"staccato" part of the direction possibly warning against the 
addition of trills. 
The 'Larghettol on the autograph of Anthem 6B is in Smith's 
hand. 
No. 2: As pants the Hart 
Handel worked this movement from Anthem 6D, transcribing 
the basso continuo and the voice parts with minor revisions* 
When he added the orchestral accompaniment he did so without 
reference to his previous orchestral version of the movement 
in Anthem 6A. The orchestral parts of the two versions are 
not merely independent of each other, but they are added with 
different functions in mind* In both. the first 'orchestral' 
entry is the oboe at bar 11: in the Cannons version this pro- 
vides an additional parts while in Anthem 6B its role is to 
strengthen the treble line. The first entry of the upper 
strings in the Cannons version (bar 16) promises to be the 
start of a separate orchestral exposition: in the Chapel Royal 
version the orchestra is withheld at -this point, entering later 
to heighten the tutti at the climax of the chorus entries. 
35 
The doublings of the voice parts and the contrapuntal additions 
are re-thought from first principles throughout the movement. 
In one place (bars 42-3) Handel even simplified the texture 
by removing one of the entries of the counter-melody which 
had appeared in all of the previous versions. One of Handel's 
new orchestral additions brings out, almost absent-mindedly, 
a relationship between the two main themes of the movement 
which had not been made explicit before* (- See Xx. 5) ,ý 
k, 
36 At bars 21-22 bD had taken, over the text from 6C 
for the upper parts, including a technically 
unsatisfactory unison doubling of 'Treble and 
Alto 2, the former ending a phrase and the latter 
in 
kk 
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As we would expect, the main alterations to the voice 
parts in the autograph occur where Handel decided to improve 
or experiment. with his 6D sources The first real amendments 
come in bar 220 where Handel tried to improve the unsatis- 
factory layout of treble and alto parts*36 Handel's improved 
knowledge about the range of Bell's voice prompted him to re- 
arrange the central solo entr: Les from bar 28; Bell was given 
the former first bass part (at the same pitchl), with con- 
sequent re-arrangement to the suaceeding entries* Handel 
also took the opportunity to redistribute the treble solo in 
this passaget perhaps confirming a weakness in the treble 
voices which is suggested by his use of the oboe as a Ibumpert. 
A remarkable by-product of Handel's reliance on 6D as 
the copy text for this movement can be seen in the final bars. 
6C and 6A concluded with an instrumental epilogue after the 
final choral cadence, but in 6D Handel had decided against 
this* In 6B he faithfully copied the ending from 6D and scor- 
ed it up as it stood, finishing at bar 52* This ending was 
subsequently subjected to three revisions: 
37 In terms of ttie design of the anthem as a whole, 
this place presented Handei wita a continual 
difficulty: he kept changing his mind between 
a forceful tutti endinE,. and a ritornello 
'buffer' to take the temperature down before the 
next movement. The dimuendo, epilogue in 6B, 
carefully marked 'pian/piu pian/pianiss' by 
Handel, repeats a technique from the end of 
No. 1 of the Utrecht Te Deum. 
38 The epilogue occupies exactly the one (verso) 
side of the paper. It was hot unusual for Handel 
to leave a blank side at the end of 'anthem 
recto: there movements when he Irinished on a 
are several instances in the autogralphs 
of the 
Chandos Anthems. There was good reason, 
in any 
case, for Handel 
ýo treat jqos. 2 and 3 a's 
physicýlly separa te units: 
he changed copy texts 
frota 61) to 6A between them. 
f 
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Handel added a new 5-bar otchestral epilogue to 
37 the end of the movement, on the blank verso 
of the completed movement *38-, 
(2) The epilogue was crossed out in pencil and the 
original short ending restored. It is not 
possible to tell who made the deletion, but 
the word "Fine", added in ink next to the short 
ending, is in the hand of J. C. Bmith senior. 
Handel restored the epilogue, writing "Stat" in 
pencil at the top of the page and crossing out 
Smith's Oftne". 
Since the orchestral epilogue appears*in Add. 31557, we can 
assume that it dates from 1722 and that it should be an 
integral part of the text of the Chapel Royal version of 
Anthem bBe The olef-forms on the music of this epilogue 
in the autograph are sufficiently different from those of 
the main body of the--movement to suggest that Handel made 
this revigiontafter h6 had prooeeded with# or even completed, 
the rest of the anthemo- My impression i's that revisions 
(2) and, (3)'both, date from 1738:, that Handel 'decided to 
cut back the end of the moveselat but -then cheinged his 
mind. 
The speed direction "Largo" at the start of the move- 
ment in the autograph is in Smith's hand; the source 
movement from 6D was marked "A tempo ordinario". 
No. 3: Tears are EX daily food 
This movement was adapted, with some compression and a 
certain amount of re-compositiont from the parallel movement 
t 
39 Taking an overAll view, it must be remembered 
that Handel was actually returning to the key- 
scheme of. his previous Chapel Royal versions here, 
aýl of which followed the D minor chorus with an 
A minor solo movement. 
f 
40 Compare the similar omissýons in the Sinfonia, 
, already 
noted. 
41 Another place might be bare 48-' 
are mainly derived from 6A bars 
material exchanged between ODOO 
the b flat in the vqcal part at 
to come from 6D bar 289 , 
9. Thes* bars 
75-76, with 
and solo vOiCe4 
48, however, seems 
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in 6A. Handel did not even have to transpose the movement: 
A minor was related to D minor (the key of 6B) as well as to 
E minor (the key of 6A). 
39 'the replacement of a treble solo- 
ist with an alto entailed some re-working of the voice part. 
Table 8 shows how the compression of length was effected whilst 
still preserving the structure, and indeed the notes$ of the 
original. 
There are a couple of interesting points of detaile The 
Chapel Royal version consistently lacks some trills which are 
present in the orchestral parts of the Cannons version (6B bars 
9-15, compare 6A 18-26). 
40 The movementq as in all of Han- 
del's earlier settings, ends with an imperfect cadence in A 
minore In Anthem 6A the rhythmic disposition of the last 
three bars has followed a hemiola pattern. Handel did not re- 
peat this, but followed instead the rhythm of 6D. This is 
one of the few places in the movement where the direct influence 
of 6D can be felt. 
41 
The speed direction in the autograph (Larghetto) is in 
Smith's hand* The parallel movement in 6D carries the same 
speed indication, but that from 6A is 'Un poco adagio'. 
No. 4: Now when I think thereupon 
This is based on the recitative from 6D with orchestral 
accompaniment added. The final bars are broadened a littleg 
improving the effectivenessý-, of the imitations between voice 
and accompaniment and also making the cadence rather less 
perfunctory. 
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Chapter 8 Table 7 
Anthem 6B: 
Derivation of 'Tears are M daily food' from Anthem 6A 
Anthem 6B 
(Bar Nos) Commentary 
1-18 Opening ritornello, Ritornello from Anthem 6A shortened 
by 10 bars near the beginning (6B 
bar 6= 6A bar 16). This alters 
the proportions of the binary design: 
the A section (modulating to the rel- 
ative major) is foreshortened whilst 
the B section remains the same. 
18-32 Vocal section 1 Derived from 6A bars 28-35 (bars 22- 
24 of 6B recomposed) 9 and 48-54 
(bars 28-31 of 6B recomposed). 
Follows the same key scheme as 6A. 
32-41 Vocal section 2 Derived from 6A bars 55-63 (bars 38- 
41 of 6B recomposed). 
Same key scheme as 6A. 
42-54 Vocal section 1A 
54-66 Vocal section 2A 
Orchestral ritornello from 6A (63- 
68) out. 
Newly composed sectionj but following 
the same tonal scheme as 6A: 
E minor 6A bar 74 6B bar 47 
D minor 6A bar 77 6B bar 50 
(The comparable pas sag e in 6D fol- 
lows a totally different plan) 
6B bars 50-54 are equivalent to 6A 
bare 77-80. 
Based on 6A bare 81-95P shortened 
by the omission of 6A bars 87 and 89. 
t 
42 Por example, the viola part in bars 13-15. 
43 This had beenddrived, in turn, from 6A. 
Nevertheless, Handel was clearly using 6Dt and 
not 6A, as his source here. 
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No. 5: In the voice of praise of (and) thanksgiving 
This movement is based on the version that Handel had worked 
out in 6D. As was the case with No* 2, he must have copied out 
the voice parts first and then added the orchestral parts because 
once again the orchestral material is independent of that found 
in 6A. 'rhere are the same types of differences as before: the 
doubling of voice parts follows different principles and orchestral 
additions to the texture 
42 
are completely different from those of 
6A. Handel's arrangement in 62 is simpler than in 6A: in general 
he doubles the voices at the unison or the octave with the 
string parts which represent the same register, and strengthens 
the first violinitreble part with the oboe wherever convenient. 
Up to bar 23 Handel followed the track of 6D precisely. He 
seems to have had doubts about the exposition on the inverted 
form of the subject which began at bar 26 of 6D and removed this, 
approaching the dominant pedal more directly. Consequently, there 
is no separate exposition of the inverted subject in 6B, but the 
inverted form contributes to a fine cumulative climax over the 
dominant pedal point* The basic shortening was affected by com- 
posing a now bar (Bar 26) to replace bars 26-34 of 6D. In order 
to make the link smoothly Handel had to re-compose the preceding 
bars 23-25- He tried to make sense of the tenor entry in 6A bar 
25 before abandoning it for something simpler: it is interesting 
that the descending scale excised in the process from 6A bar 24 
re-appeared in the bass at the new bar 26* Once back on course, 
Handel returned to his 6D source for the closing bars of the move- 
ment: 6B bars 27-36 are copied and orchestrated from 6D bars 35- 
44.43 
In the autograph of the movement 'Allegro' in Smith's hand 
has been crossed out in pencil. There is no indication at all in 
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Add. 31557. The movement was probably designated 'Allegro' in 
1738 before Handel composed the new setting of No- 4: Allegro is 
an appropriate marking for No. 5 when it follows the original 
1722 recitative. When preceded by the alternative version No. 4B, 
on the other hand, the chorus naturally follows llistesso tempo 
from the end of 4B, which is 'Andante'. Hence the 'Allegro' was 
crossed out when No. 4 was replaced by the new movement. This ex- 
planation makes senseaesthetically: the original accompanied 
recitative (4A) seems to demand the reaction of a faster chorus, 
but the second setting (4B) can continue satisfactorily under 
its own weight, flowing into No. 5 with gathering momentum as the 
upper voices enter, vdthout the need for a change of speed. 
No. 6: Why §o full af &rief, 2 my soul? 
This is the only movement of the anthem for which Handel used 
two copy-texts simultaneously* He drew mainly on 6A for the in- 
strumental parts, and mainly on 6D for the vocal parts. In the 
layout of the text and the arrangement of the bass line Handel 
seems to have begun by favouring 6A, but then crossed over to 6D* 
(See Table 8. ) One source is always subject to possible modific- 
ation from the other: at bar 699 for examplet the main source is 
6D bar 56, but the bass part owes something to 6A, bar 70- Never- 
thelesso the influence of 6D grows noticeably stronger as the 
movement proceeds. 
The reasons for the general dominance of 6D as the main source are 
not difficult to establish. 6D, ); nlike 6k, had the movement in 
the key which Handel wanted, and it embodied some of his previous 
decisions about textual revisions. Furthermore, 6D had been. writ- 
ten with the same Chapel Royal singers in mind* Such revisions 
as Handel made to the vocal parts between 6D and 6B are nearly 
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Chapter 8 Table 8 
Anthem 6B: 
Derivation of 'Why so full. 2f grief,, 2 mg oul?, from 6A and 6D 
Anthem 6B Commentary 
(Bar Nos. ) 
1-18 Opening ritornellol source 6A bars 1-18 with solo 
violin and oboe parts reversed* Some minor recompos- 
ition at approach to the cadence, bars 16-17. 
18-92 Main source is 6D, bars 6-80, but with some reference 
to 6A. There are two major departures from 6D: 
Bar 27: Restoration of bar 27 from 6A (previously 
cut in bD, bars 14-15) 
Bar 73-78: Mixed derivation from 6D and 6A, as fol- 
lows: 
6B 73 74 75 76 77 78-92 
6D 60 61 - 63 65 66-80 
6A 74 76 77 78 79 (80-94) 
In bars 55-67 Handel followed the text he had worked 
out in 6D, including two major revisions described 
supral Table 5 (6A bar 58 out, 6D bar 51 added). 
92-99 Closing ritornello orchestrated from organ ritornello, 
6D bars 80-85. Two bars (6B 96-97) added* The extra 
bars may owe something to 6A bars 104-105. 
44 The rhqtorical treatment. of-the text at the end 
Qf the movement can be traced back to Handel's first 
setting, 6C. There is no 'slow' or ladagit' at the 
parallel places in the versions previous to 6B - 
ioe. 6C, 6A and 6D. Handel's 'slow' in 6B seems 
to have been part of the original 1722 text - it 
was copied by Smith into Add. 31557. 
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all directed towards the same end - the lowering of the tessi- 
tura of Bell's part. Passages including top a' and b ý' are 
removed, producing a radical change in the shape of the opening 
entries; 
&-ý16 
Alto I 
Ljib J 
(it, ASks) 
Althl 
cioll Ott, 
B. C. Cfi, 3)3 
-reAw 
C, sal a. c 
L7& g 
At bar 54, a high b flat is transferred from the voice into the 
oboe part: at bars 73-5 Handel resorted to downwards octave trans- 
position. The top notes in bars 84-7 are avoided by inverting 
the two voice parts. 
The obbligato oboe and violin parts in 6B are indebted to 
their ancestors in GA, but most of the rhythms are presented in 
simpler forms in the Chapel Royal version, 
OF 
becoming 
There is just one exception to thisq at bar 709 where Handel does 
exactly the reverse. 
Handel wrote "Larghatto" at the start of the movement but 
changed languages at bar 87 and wrote "slow" rather than "adagio"&44 
Handel's addition of a rudimentary bass part to the instrumental 
6u&% I? - llý. 
45 Handel's additional basso continuo notes were not 
copied into the autograpli, so they do not appear 
in any of the secondary MS copies which were 
derived (at various removes) from the autographs 
I 
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echoes in bars 79,81 and 83 in Add. 31557 (see plate 4) hardly 
seems to improve the overall musical effect. It is conceivable 
that he was playing for safety here: perhaps some hazard of Chapel 
Royal conditions separated the obbligato instruments and they 
needed the continuo to keep them together. 
45 
No. 7: Put thy trust in God 
Handel used the Cannons setting of this text as the basis 
for the final movement of the anthem* HiB judgement was Bound. 
The original Chapel Royal version from 6C and 6D was unpromising 
material for adaptation with orchestral accompaniment. The music 
from 6A provided a lively but dignified conclusion, reflecting 
the confidence of its text in solid, if rather four-square, vein, 
with the orchestral accompaniment as an essential element to the 
musical sense. It introduced variety because it was not in triple 
time like the previous movement, though at the same time it did 
introduce the problem of overbalancing the key scheme with too 
much tonic. Handel had to choose between two successive move- 
ments in the same metre or two successive movements in the same 
key. The speed indication# 'Andante', is Handells; there is no 
marking on the chorus in 6A. 
Handel's treatment of the opening section of the movement 
provides a useful insight into the differences between the Can- 
nons and Chapel Royal establishments- 'the Cannons version begins 
with a florid, almost concerto-liket tenor solo (30 bars) over an 
independent continuo bass parte In the Chapel Royal this sort 
of music was the perquisite of the alto soloists. It would have 
been possible for Handel to have arranged the music for alto: 
the opening phrases transposed down from B minor to D minor, 
would have been too low for alto as it stood, but it might have 
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Chapter 8 Table 9 
Anthem 6B: 
Adaptation of 'Put thy trust in God' from Anthem 6A 
Anthem 6B Commentagy and Derivation 
(Bar Nos. ) 
1-16 Bass solo. Upening based on 6A bars 1-11. 
Bars 12-16 newly COMPOBed, with modulation to rel- 
ative major (bar 15 - no exact parallel in 6A). 
Returning to tonic at bar 16, which is a simplified 
form of 6A bar 31- 
17-21 Chorus entry: theme in bass. Tonic. 
Based on 6A, bars 32-36. 
22-30 New treble entry at bar 211, replaces treble entry 
at 6A bar 37, cutting 2 bars from 6A and producing 
a closer canon. 6B bar 22 equivalent to 6A bar 39 
(Tenor entry), and subsequent bars 22-30 based on 
6A bars 39-47. 
31 New bar, replacing 6A bars 48-60, which had contained 
an entry of the theme in D minor (C minor, if trans- 
posed to the key of Anthem 6B), and a short working- 
out based on the running quavers of bar 2 of the 
theme. 
32-40 Based on 6A, bars 61-69o q! heme in basso 
Tonic key, ending on Chord Ve 
41-44 New Adagio oonclusiOnt using harmonies from similar 
conclusion to 6A, bars 70-71. 
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survived octave transposition. Instead, Handel gave it to a bass 
Soloist, treating the opening phrase as the bass line of the har- 
mony. The result is clearly reminiscent of the beginning of 'In 
the voice of praise and thanksgiving'* 
Handel followed the music of the Cannons version for the 
first 11 bars, with a little strengthening of the orchestral parts, 
but then elided the subsequent florid section by writing a short 
5-bar cadential link to terminate the solo. This link includes a 
reference, possibly accidentalg to the discarded triple time set- 
ting of the movement (Ex. 7). 
51SLI 4L7 I. ",, -I 
ant come ate 
40c 
. 13114A 9 rm niF O-FL-W--- wRIp- 
WAL rwism. 
Handel retained from the Cannons version the idea of over- 
lapping the chorus entry with the end of the solo, the crowd 
bursting in to support the affirmations of the soloist. Thematic 
material from the Cannons violin part supplied some of the music 
for the additional voice part required by the Chapel Royal chorus. 
In revising the choral section of the movement, Handel excised 
one statement of the theme from the ChandoB movement completely, 
losing 13 bars in the process, and tightened up one of the other 
entries. Table 9 gives the revision plan for the complete move- 
ment. As a finale, the movement was strengthened Jiy the compres- 
sion: the Chapel Royal version is simplet direct and to the 
point. The new Adagio termination to the movement is similar to 
that at the end of 6Aj though the values of ilotes and rests are 
augmented. 
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As in the previous choruses, the orchestral parts are suf- 
ficiently different in layout and texture to indicate that Handel 
thought out the scoring afreshq without copying his working from 
U. bometimes the orchestral texture is more transparent (e*g* 
bare 19-20, compare 6A bars 33-4), at other times it is more 
dense kbars 22-4# compare 6A bars 38-40). Leven the violin figur- 
ation in the decorative link bars (28* 30) is differently con- 
structed from the parallel passages in bA. Throughout the anthem, 
in fact, we find examples of Handel re-thinting the arrangement 
from first principles in preference to the easy alternative of 
copying down pre-composed orchestral parts and adapting addition- 
al instrumental lines to match. 
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tograph 
B. L. RM 20. g. 1 (Complete autograph, with one insertion) 
1 bin*, lacking last sheet U-1-3); 
5 bin. j last one lacking final sheet U-4-11,14-24). 
6 gatherings, numbered 1-6 in inkq probably by Handel* 
Insertion: 1 un* (f*12-13) entirely in the hand of 
JX. Smith senior. 
Watermarks: Bd U-1-3 only); remainder similar, but not 
identical, to Clausen Be. 
Insertion: ? Bk 
Rastrography: 12-stave 03 55.5 (f. 1-3) 
12-stave 02 33.5 (remainder) 
Insertion: 10-stave 05 122.5 
The Sinfonia (f. 1-3) may have been composed last and added after 
the completion of the main anthem. Handel headed the Sinfonia 
" 44 (Psalm) 42", but otherwise, there is not title. The com- 
poser's pencilled additions for the 1738 revision have already 
been described. Smith's source for the inserted movement is des- 
cribed under 'Autograph of No. 4BI. Smith's additions of speed 
indications to certain movements have been described above in the 
context of the individual movements. On the evidence of Add. 
31557 (see below) most of them seem to date from 1722 rather than 
1738* 
Singers named: 
No*2. Mr. Hughs (Alto 1); Mr. Bell (Alto 2); 
(Mr. ) Getting (Tenor)l 
Mr. Whely (Bass 1); Mr. Baker (Bass 2) 
No-3- (Mr. ) Hughs (Alto) 
No-4A. Mrs Whely (Bass) 
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No-5. Mr. Hughs and ContrAltos (Alto); 
Mr. Bell and Tenors (Tenor); 
Mr. Whely ("Baker Basses" crossed out) (Bass 1); 
Mr. Baker Edwards Basses (Bass 2) 
No. 6. Ur. Hughs (Alto); Mr. Bell (Tenor) 
No-7, (Mr. ) Ifughs (Alto); (Mro) Bell (Tenor) 
Mr. Baker (Bass 1). e 
There are two instrumental, bass lino*s im the Sinfonia and the 
choruses. These staves are labelled for Violoncello / Organo et 
(Contra)Basso in the Sinfonia, but for the opposite combination 
(ContaBasso / Organo et Violoncello) in Nck,, 2. The use of 
tenor clefs On the lower staves suggests that the second combin- 
ation was intended in Nos- 5 and 79 where the labelling of the 
parts is not specific. There is no mention of a bassoon anywhere 
in the autograph. 
46 This appears ta be-unique in Handells, autographs. 
Some autogrephs from the 1720's. (Muzio Scevola, 
Floridante, Ottone,. Flavio) have. 5-stave rastra 
with a similar span, mainly associated with the 
Bd watermarke However, the individual stave- 
rulings do not match iýp with those of the present 
autograph, so the rastra are only accidentally 
similar in span* 
47 Dean: Oratoriost p. 261 
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Autograph and Copies of the_1738 additions -- 
Autograph of No- 4B 
B. L. Add. 303089 f*27-8 (1 un. ) 
Watermark: -? Bk 
Rastrography: 10-stave 05 86-5.46 
No bass soloist is named for the opening accompagnato. 
2 oboes are specified by Handel for the succeeding-Andante. 
There is no double bar at the end of the autograph: Handel goes 
straight on after a single barline with a cue for the beginning of 
the following chorus. The layout of this ending clearly implies 
that No- 5 should start without a hiatus, picking up the same 
beat as the previous Andante sect-ion. 
Performance continuo copy 
Cfm MS 265 (30. H. 15) P-53-5,61. Al-1 in the hand of J. C. 
Smith senior. 'AlloluJal conclusion to anthem, beginning 
in full score 5 bars) and then figured bass only. 
The arrangement of P. 53-66 is rather confusing: Winton Dean* who 
first identified the origin of this MS9 though. t. that the pages 
had merely been bound incorrectly. 
47 This is not so: the con- 
fused appearance of the MS is the result of'Handel's decision to 
insert some extra music into part 1 of the Oratorio after the part 
had been copied. The 'Allelujal ends on P- 55, and was originally 
followed by the chorus "The mighVPowlr". New material was in- 
Berted between these two pieces, written on, what is now p. 61-66. 
The end of the Alleluja was recopied on p. 61 to follow the exist- 
ing p. 54 and the old ending on P- 55 crossed out. 
Watermark: ? 33k 
c Rastrograph3r: 10-staVe* 05 122-5 
The paper characteristics are identical with-those of the 
48 RM 20. g. 1, f-12-13, see supra 
49 Doubts about the date of composition. only arise be- 
cause the paper ctLaracteristics, of the. autogrýLph of 
movement 4B do not provide much help.: Two other 
pieces of evidence. support 1738 as-the date of com- 
. position: 
1. The occurence of the movement in a volume from 
the Aylesford Collection (BL RM 19. aol) in company 
with other music from the same period (overtures 
to Serse and Al&gsandro, Severo); 
2. The use, of a chorale melody and chorale ppelude 
type techniques. This seems to have been a feature 
of the music composed by Handel soon after his 
visit to the continent in 1737. (See Schering: 
Choral - mo-qt of his examples. are from music cOm- 
posed 1737-9) 
. 50 There 
is not enough evidence from the cortinuo part to 
determine whether the autograp4 or the conducting score 
of Athalia w" used, but the latter is more likely. 
Some cue markings. in the conducting score at the start 
of the 'Alleluia' (D-Hs PJC/264, f-46) and an alteration 
to the viola part do not agree with the text given in 
the Fitzrilliam continuo, part and must refer to some 
Other use ýf the movement - possibly in the 1735 Athalia. 
revival, when the movement precedirg the Alleluia was 
altered. 
51 The letter forms majr conveniently be compared with 
those at the beginning of 'Behold and see' in the auto- 
graph of Messiah (RM 20. f. 2, T-75., Chrysander facsimile, 
P. 145). 
MO 
1738 insertion into the anthem autograph, 
48 
also in Smith's hand. 
Since the Continuo part must date from 1738, and the insertion 
into the autograph matches the continuo part, it seems certain 
that Handel composed movelhent 4B for the 1738 Oratorio. 
49 it 
must have been a last-minute revision, after the word-book had 
been compiled (See Plate 3, supra). 
The conducting score of Athalia, an accurate Smith copy, was 
probably the copying source for the additional 'Allelujal. 
50 
The Athalia sources for the 'Allelujal bar the music in 2/4 but 
the anthem version in the continuo part is barred in 4/49 fol- 
lowing continuously from bar 40% of No. 7. 
Princival am of the 1722 version of the Anthem - 
? Original Conducting Score 
B. L. Add. MS. 31557o f-3-31, plus one unnumbered ruled 
sheet f-31a (6 Bin. 9 1 Tern. ) 
Formerly the property of Thomas Clarke and Julian Mar- 
shall. Bound with a copy of Anthem 6A in the hand of J. C. 
Smith Junior* The title page has already been described, 
and its implications examined. 
Copyist: J*G. Smith senior, with one passage on f-25 (Noe 6, 
bars 79-83 - see Plate 4) in Handel's hand. Handel 
probably also added 'Largo' at the start of No* 2 
(f. 8). 51 The other markings attributed to Handal by 
pencil notes in the score are in fact by Smith. 
Watermark: B type, similar to the autograph of the anthem. 
Rastrography: 12-stave 02 33.5, identical with the main 
body of the autograph. 
The MS contains a number of 19th century annotations draw- 
ing attention to the revisionswhich are not included in the score 
52 The inclusion of soloists' names was a feature of 
conducting acpres: Smith did not add them to the 
manuscript scores copied: for private collections. 
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and to points of comparison with Handel's other settings. Most, 
and possibly all, of these annotations are by Rophino Lacy. 
Smith copied throughout the names of the solo singers from the 
autograph. 
52 
I This score establishes unambiguously the original version of the 
anthem. 'The music text of this source is generally very accurate. 
Some interest attaches to the interpretative marks which 
Smith added, apparently as part of the original copy. 
No* 1: Heading 'Binfonial (not in autograph) 
Speed: 'Larghetto'g as added by Smith to the autograph. 
Staccato dashes added to the crfthets in bar 1 et seq.; 
compare the parallel movement from the Peace Antheml: 
tLarghetto e staccato'. 
No trills bar 2 et seq. 
No. 2: Speed: Largo, in ? Handel's hand; as added by bmith to 
the autograph. 
'Piano' and 'Forte' indications at bars 48-9 not 
included. (? dynamics added to the autograph in 1738. ) 
No- 3: Speed: Larghetto, as Smith in autograph. 
'Solo' and 'Tuttil indications added to opening in- 
strumental parts (not in autograph) 
Idalyl instead of 'daily' (as in autograph) 
No. 4: Reading "Accomp", as autograph. 
'pour' from autograph miscopied as 'Powrl 
No. 5: Speed: no indication* Omarkings in the autographt 
added in 1738). 
"Praise of Thanksgiving" copied from autograph 
throughout. 
No. 6: Upeed: Larghetto, as given by Handel in the autograph 
and 'slow' later. 
Violin part labellecL "Violin solo" - autograph Just has "V" 
53 See Burrows: SLxjfLOrd 
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No. 7: Speed: Andante, as given by Handel in the autograph. 
The labels to the staves are copied exactly as in the auto- 
graph. Consequently this copy gives no assistance as to the in- 
terpretation of the pairs of unlabelled instrumental bass parts 
in Nos- 5 and 7. 
The characteristic textual errors of this MS are not found 
in any of the secondary copies. 
Other i. ianuscript Copies 
Dre MS E26 (5) 10ragmentary score (3 leaves) of Binfonia and 
first chorus only. Goodson/Fawcett Oollection 
Copyist: S4 
Watermark: ? Cc 
The Sinfonia is in the single movement (1722) form and the 
score was copied ce 1735-8, probably for musicians in Ox- 
ford. 
53 
The end of -the Sinfonia has a pencil cue by Richard 
Fawcett showing, the 1736 addition. 
See &Iso MS H, infra. 
B B. L. Eg 2911 f. 1-21v (Original pagination 1-42) Granville 
Qollection 
Copyist: S1 
Watermark: C+f 
Rastrography: 16-stave 02 30-5 (f. 1-12) 
22-stave 02 23-5 U-13-21) 
(C. 1740) 
This score mixes the 1722 1738 versions$ having one- 
movemint Sinfonia and the original short ending to the last 
movementq but inoluding the "Chorale" (1738) version of No. 4 
in place of the original recitative. The instrumental bass 
line in No- 5 is labelled "Bassons": this may have been 
guesswork ("Double bass" or " 'Cello" would have been likely 
alternatives), or it may have been based on the arrangement 
54 The Aylesford score-itself arould not have included 
the alternative movement. The variant movements 
were bound in separate volumes, and the Aylesford 
score of No* 4B is found in BL RM 19*a-1, f-148-150. 
This was the work of the same copyist as the part's 
for the anthem, S2. See also Note 49 supra. 
55 Lenneberg and Libin: Chicago printed the 'short' 
ending in the report on the Chicago MSS. This 
appears to be the first publication of Handel's 
original ending. 
I 
t 
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of the scoring in 1738- The copyist interpreted Hamdel's 
labels 11H" and "V11 at the start of No. 6 as for solo oboe 
and violin. In most. respects this copy is a faithful trans- 
script of the autograph, preserving "in the voice of praise 
of thanksgiving" in No- 5, and includijig the dynamics at 
bars 48-9 of No* 2. 
C US Cu MS 437, volso 2,3,5,7,12,14,16,18,20,22- 
Parts, presumably copied from a score not now extant. 
Aylesford Collection 
Copyist: S2 
Watermark Ch 
a* 1745-6 
This source also gives the anthem in a hybrid form, reflect- 
ing the autograph of the anthem as it stood after 1738. The 
Sinfonia has the 1722 tonic ending, but this is then followed 
by the second movement of the Sinfonia from Anthem 6A trans- 
posed to D minor. Prewimably S2, or the copyist of the 
lost Aylesford scoretfound Handel's pencil cue in the auto- 
graph and interpreted it after his own manner. The original 
version of No. 4 is given in the main text, but the later 
version is also included as an alternative. This follows 
the general policy of the Aylesford Collection, which was to 
include all of the music which was available to the copyist. 
54 
The last movement is in the 'short' form, without the Alle- 
luia-55 The dynamic marks at bars 48-9 of No. 2 are includ- 
ed# and No- 5 is rendered as 'In the voice of praise of 
thanksgiving' throughout. 
The parts were presumably extracted from a score by 
the copyist according to the principles of the 1740's- In 
Noe 6 he regarded the instrumental parts as Ituttill thus 
56 The Oboe-1 part is duplicated in Oboe 2, and. the 
Violin 1 part in Violin 2. 
II 
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taking the opposite line from the copyist of MS 0: the "solo" 
music for oboe and violin appears in all of the parts. 
56 
At bars 49-55 he even went further, and interpreted a blank 
stave in the autograph to mean that the violins should double 
the oboes* The two instrumental bass parts are labelled 
'Organo & Contrabassol and 'Violoncello & Bassonel. This ar- 
rangement is maintained throughoutq the second part even in- 
cluding music which Handel specifically designated for Contra- 
bass in Noe 2* The copyist may have made a mistake in this 
particular movement but his general testimony on the alloc- 
ation of the bass instrumentsq when a full complement was 
available, is revealing. The suggestion that it was the 
Double Bassq rather than the 'Cello# which had to share a 
part by looking over the continuo keyboard player's shoulder 
makes practical sense. These parts-also roveal how a copyist 
interpreted Handel's "solo" and "tutti" directions against 
the bass line of No. 3. 
C"C 
A note concerning Copies D- 
These copies differ, substantially from those described above 
and all of them include a large number of identical textual devi- 
ations which point to-a-common origin, presumably a score which 
is no longer extant. Here is a select list of readings character- 
istic of this group of sources: 
No. 2! Bar 38t aboet last note a 
f Bar 54t violin 2: rhythm beats I&2 thus: 17t7 
No-5: Final bars: violin 2 identical with oboe 
No*6:, Additional note added to fill in the interval of a 
third for the word "disquieted" throughoutg thus: 
6-92r, 
- 
A*U14 
is Alt -jW. 4 
II 
57 Curiously, this form of the gounter-subject also 
appears, in Handel's autograph, qmorjg a miscellan- 
eous collection of sketches in the Fitzwilliam 
Collection (Cfm MS 26o, p. 67). This sketch seems 
to have nothing to do vVith the composition of the 
anthem or of Athalia; it may have been part of a 
collection of exercise material in imitative 
techniques. 
I 
58 HG xxxiv, p. 273, bars 3-4 
59 The provenance of MS D suggests that this editing 
may have been, the work of J. C. Smith junior* 
60 See Clausen: Direktionspartituren, p. 1437114. This 
score rpplaced the conductiong. score MC/261, which 
was marked up for Handells,. pprformances up ýO 1757. 
Smith did not revive Estheruntil-1767-8,. 80 MC/261a 
was probably copied in 1767. 
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Bars 49-51: new oboe part (sustained all) added. 
Bar 92: viola a third too high. 
Noo7: Bar 40: The main movement is joined up to the'Alle- 
lujal correctly but an Athalia-derived chord is 
inserted on beat 3, where the Fitzwilliam part 
has a crotchet rest. 
Bar 41: Violin 2 and Viola have a rhythmic variant, 
57 in this bar only, - see Ex: 6 9 
Exý 
Sq bt- Mg 
:9b 
Bar 41-end: Barred in 2/4. Word underlay very 
defective. 
Bar 70: Violin parts reversed: this error probably 
-caused by adapting from a scorp where the oboes 
were on the top stave to one where violins were 
at the top. 
58 
Apart from having an intrinsicAlly corrupt text, the lost 
source may have been 'edited' according to the taste of the 
1760's. 
59 Some mysterjr attaches to the form in which the Sin- 
fonia was presented: copies in the D-H group have two differ- 
ent versions. 
D -. 2 - Hs MS MC/261a, Vol., III, 'fe 8-11 
Copyist: S5 
Watermark: Cu 
This MS is part of the second conducting score of Bsther, 
prepared for performances given under the direction of 
J. C* Smith junior and John Stanley in the 1760's. 
60 The 
61 Ste HG x1i, pe viii and pe 64; 
also Deanj Oratonios, p. 218 
62 Frasi axid. Guarducci. Singers' names added in 
pencil, probably by J-C. Smith junior. 
63 The scribe was one of the three whomework appears 
in the Hayes Collection copy of Anthem 6C. 
See Chapter 39 MB COPY C. 
I. 
.. C 
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word-book published in connection with these performances 
claimed that Esther included "The last improvements by Mr. 
Handel". This statement neea not be taken too seriously: 
it is much more likely that Smith himself was responsible 
for the arrangement of the score. The Cannons version of 
As Pants the Hart (6A) was introduced into -Part 2 after 
Esther's aria 'Tears, assist me'. 
61 
After the conducting 
score had been prepared, the first chorus of Anthem 6B, 
transposed to E minor, was inserted to replace the Cannons 
version. The Alteration was probably made in 1767-8: the 
insertion has the same watermark as the rest of the score 
and the 6B movement carries the names of singers from these 
years. 
62 
The music text of the chorus is of no independent 
interest. 
D- Hs MS. MA/177. (Vol- VI of Hayes Collection-) 
Copyist: ? Oxford scribe . 
63 
See Clausen: Direktionspartituren P. 271 
co 1765-1770 
The indeT. page to t4e volumeg possibly written by the 
copyist or by John Awbrey, describes ýhe anthem thus: 'As 
Pants the Hart -6 Voc with Instruments'. 
The MS has the 1722 version of the Sinfonia, (1 movement, 
tonic ending) but the 1738 version of No. 4 and the 1738 
'Allelujal ending to the last movement, The Sinfonia is 
compressed onto 5 staves* giving a false reading of the 
'cello part at bar 24: there are also errors in the distrib- 
ution of material between the violin parts in bars B-10. 
This copy was heavily annotated by Chrysanderl for use 
as the printer's text for HG xxxiv. 
T 
64 
, It may be 
in the hand of copyist-SlO. 
t 
65 Burney: Commemoration, Sketch, p. 45 
66 See MS D, supra. 
I 
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B. L. RM 19. g. 1, Vol-19 fA-29v (original pagination 1-56) 
Smith Collection, c-1770 
Copyist: S11 
Watermark: F 
This MS has the 1738 version of No. 4 and the concluding 
'Alleluia' to the last movement. Instead of the 6B Sinfonia, 
the anthem begins with the first two movements of the Sinfon- 
ia to Anthem 6A, transposed to 1) minor. This mistake pre- 
mimably originated in a confused interpretation of Handel's 
pencil cues in the autograph of 6B. 
G US - NBu M2038. H14A5, Vol. 6(1)9 p-1-99. Wynn Collection. 
Copyist: 2icker 'A' 
c. 1770 
'Ilia index to the volumel which was not written by the 
music Copyist, 
64 
describes the anthem thus: 'As Pants the 
Hart/ with several alterations and Additions by/Mr. Handel, 
when he introduced it, in the /Oratorio of Esther, '* This 
description is repeated by Barney in his list of music in 
the Wynn Collection. 65 The Esther performances referred to 
are those from 1767-8.66 It is very doubtful that the ver- 
sion of Esther performed in the 1760's and the version of 
Anthem bB found in this MS carry the weight of any authority 
from the composer* 
The version of the anthem found in this MS is virtually 
identical with that in M8 7, though details of textual devi- 
ations preclude the possibility that either could have been 
copied from the other. Some additional ornamentation is 
found in No* b: the opening phrase is given appogiaturaB at 
each appearance. (Ex. 10'overleaf) 
67 See Burrows: Oxford 
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EX. 10 
1 
Laws" 
AvJ 
fi. q. 
H Parts from the Goodson/Fawcett Collection: 
67 
Occ MS 69: Cantos in the hand of Richard GoodBon 
junior (d*1741) 
Occ MS 72: Tenor, jointly in the hAnds Of Goodson and 
Richard Fawcett 
Occ Mb E26: Violino krimo Concertino, in the hand of 
10aweett. 
These parts should be connected in some way with Mb 
A, which was also part of peweett's collection. A diffi- 
culty arises because US A is part of a score of the 1722 
version of the Anthems while these parts have the 1738 
version. 
The three parts fall into two groups. The first two 
have generally accurate textes probably derived from the 
MS A score supplemented by additional sources giving the 
1738 revisions. These parts must have been copied 1738- 
1741: Oxford musicians appear to have been able to obtain 
the 1738 material almost immediately. 
Fawcett's violin part must date from a later period, 
because it includes corrupt readings in the 1738 movementst 
at bar `10 of the 'Allelujal+ for example* It is of interest 
that Fawcettq presumably lacking an oboe player-, 'cooked' 
the solo oboe pArt at bars 24-: 32 of the Sinfonia by writing 
it into the violin part. This ides, must surely have been 
suggested by the scoring of the parallel movement in 6A at 
68.,, A full listing and description of these part- 
books and their contents will. appear in Brian 
Crosby's forthcomibg catalogue of the Durliam NIS 'S. 
t 
I 
t 
t 
69 The identioal passage is also omitted from the 
copy of a different setting of the anthem in the 
Wynn Colleetioh. --see Chapter 3, Anthem 6C, 
MS Copy B. 
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this point. kawcett also added 6A-derived trills at bar 2 
(and similar places) in the Sinfonia. 
Other copies 
Eighteenth-century choir part-books at Darham Cathedral eon- 
tain a version of Anthem 6B including some 1738 additions, trans- 
posed to C minor and with the orchestral parts arranged for 
organ. 
68 
The music text of this source is of no special inter- 
est but there is significant evidence that the Durham musicians, 
like those at Oxford, appear to have been able to acquire this 
music very soon after Handel's 1738 performance. The datev of 
payments to copyists are recorded in the part-books ands on the 
evidence of these, 6B had appeared in some parts (e. g. MS B 26) 
before Michaelmas 1738- 7 
Relationship of Copies 
1722 plus Autograph plus other 
Autograph of No* 4B (or 1738 additions 
a opy inserted 
-in 
Auto*) 
Add- 31557 A 
No* 2, bar 49 No - 3, bar 
Sop* last 48-9. Oboe 
note f" omitted 
(with additions) 
& ii) 
H (iii) 
--- C ? lost score 
No,, 7, bar 20F? by J. C. Smith, jr. 
Vn. 2 last 
note ell 
--- 
NO. 69 bar No-5, p bar 
-98 Ob. 14, Ob & doubles Vn 2 
Vn-2 reversed 
'11ý G 
No. 2, bars 
32-3 
Bas s2 
omitted 
69 
I 
70 Bourne's copy of HG xxxiv (now Ob Mus-1-c-194) 
was marked up by him in preDaration for a printed 
edition. He was apparently intending to produce 
a practical edition based on Chrysander's text, 
with the Allegro from the sinfonia to 6A insert-ed 
between Nos. 1 and 2, 
e" 
. 
t. 
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Printed Edition 
The first published edition was Chrysander's in HG xxxiv 
(1671)9 As already noted, Chrysander used MS E for his printer's 
text. His edition was accordingly a hybrid, with the 1722 
Sinfonia, but 4B from 1738 and the concluding 1738 'Alleluia'. 
His edition preserved most of the corrupt readings of the D-H 
group of MSS. It is difficult to discern any editorial principles 
behind Chrysanderts text. He knew what the autograph contained: 
he refers to the names of the soloists in the preface to the vol- 
ume, and he marked up the Hamburg MS with Handel's revised ending 
to the Sinfonia and the accompanying cue for the extra movement. 
Yet he neither printed the variants nor referred to them in his 
preface. 
T. W. Bourne prepared an edition of the anthem for public- 
ation in 1900.70 but I have found no evidence that it was ever 
published. 
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THE REMAINING MUSIC PROM 
THE SECOND CHAPEL ROYAL PERIOD, 
1722 - 1726 
Revival of the 'Caroline' Te Deum 
The evidence f. or a revival of the Caroline Te Deum in the 
1720's has already been reviewed in Chapter 5. It remains only to 
point out some features of this revival and to examine the musical 
construction of the new setting of 'Vouchsafe, 0 Lord'. 
The artistic weight of the work in this revival fell heavily 
on to the Alto soloist Francis Hughes, who must have taken on all 
of the music originally composed for Elford in addition to his own 
previous music* The new movement was also composed for him. 
Gates took over the Bass solo in No* 2* No singer is named against 
the solo Tenor part at the opening of Noo 1, but we may guesb- 
that the Alto/Tenor/Bass line-up was Hughes/Gethin/Wheely* 
Kytch was paid for playing the oboe* He may have pla3red the ob- 
bligato parts in Nos- 3 and 5 on the oboe or the flute. In the 
absence of trumpetst he would have played the 1st trumpet part on 
the oboe in Nos* lo 4 and 6. and he probably also doubled the 
Violin 1 part in No. 2o 
No. 5B: Vouchsafe, 0 lord 
The immediate ancestor of this movement is Handel's setting 
of the same text from the Chandoe Te Deum, which was in itself in- 
debted to the parallel movement from the Utrecht Te Deum. Un- 
like these two versions, the new movement is a continuous solo 
aria. In the Utrecht and Chandos settings the solo music (verses 
26-27 of the canticle) took up about two thirds of the movement, 
ending in the dominant key and introducing a chorus entry (Verse 
2 At bars 14 and 22, respectively. 
-p 
The Chacdo-s version was for Tenor soloist, 
in G minor. 
. 
0 
I 
. S 
3 Z3 
28) which returned the music to the tonic. In this setting the 
proportions of the movement are about the same, though verse 28 
receives slightly shorter measure, but there is no chorus entry 
and the dominant cadence is avoided. Indeed, Handel avoids 
strong cadences throughout the movement. There are clear cadences 
in the relative major and the subdominant, 
2 
but the melodic line 
is carried over them in both cases. The whole movement could be 
taken as a model for Handelts mature cadence treatment: there are 
many and frequent cadences onpELper but the musical impetus is 
maintained beyond them to keep the movement flowing along right 
up to the end* 
The movement is in the same koy (B minor) as that in the 
Utrecht setting. This key suited the range of the Alto soloist 
and provided a suitable contrast to the overall D major tonic. 
The re-composition of music from the Chandos setting3 follows a 
pattern already observed with some of the Chandos Anthem revisions 
in Chapter 6: Handel based the first part of the movement on his 
previous working, but re-composed the second part afresh. (See 
Table 1). 
The movement's three-strand scoring for strings and Flute 
obbligato/Voice/Bass is inspired by the Chandos versiong, though 
in this case Handel seems to have regarded the Flute as contri- 
buting to a 'synthetic' Flute/Strings tons colour rather than as 
a solo instrument. Most of the independent flute notes are mere- 
ly conveniences of scoring to avoid lower notes which were only 
available to the violins, though the contrast of registers is put 
to good effect momentarily in bars 4-5- 
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Chapter 9 Table 1 
'Caroline' Te Deum, No. 5B 
Derivation Of music frOm lChandos' Te Deum 
'Caroline' 'Chandos, l 
To Daum To Deum Commentary 
(Bar Nos. ) (Bar Nos*) 
1- 2% Motifs from Utrecht and Chandos settings. 
Bass part closer to Utrecht than Chandos. 
2! h-B% 4 -10 Follows Chandos setting closely, 
except for bass part. at end of bar 5. 
81h-91/2 New bars replacing 2X bars of ChandOB 
To Daum (bars 10-121/2) 
91/z- 12,1 231z - 15,, 
beat 1 beat 1 
12-15 17-20 
16-18 22-2%2 
18-25 
Chandos bars 15-16 out. 
1/2 bar out from Chandos bar 24. 
Newly composed, though using motifs from 
previous versions. vtherwise not compar- 
able, except in use of a Dominant Pedal 
(Chandos bars 34-59 Caroline bars 23-24) 
26-28 Closing ritornello derived from opening 
ritornallo of now setting. 
4 In this respect. compari. son may be ma. de yith H. andel's 
conversion of the Cýiapel Ro, ýal version of 0 KiLr2g 
unto-the Lord. into Chandos Anthem 4: see Chapter-6ý 
It. is interesting that this Chandos Anthem is 
itself lpai-rodl. wit1l. the Cannons vei-eion of As pants 
the Hart. 
5. ý Psalms 95,96,97,99, and 103. By contrast, the 
Chandos original of I will magnifie Thee (Ar. them 5A) 
is based completely on Psalm 145* with. the expeption 
of the movement 111appy are the people' from Psalm 
144. ýhis aria' might not, in any case', have beeln 
part of-Handel's original plan for the Chandos' 
Anthem: see Beeks: Extra Movements. 
c 
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Anthem 5B: I will magnifie Thee 0 God my King 
Handel's procedure in this anthem is in marked contrast to 
that adopted zor AS gants the Hart. Whereas the outline of 
Anthem 6 remained constant throughout the various revisions ana 
its literary text was maintained as an integral construction, 
I will magnifie Thee Was completely reconstructede Only the 
outer frameworx of the Cannons anthem was retained* 
4 The void 
between was not filled with original material, but with re-ar- 
ranged or re-composed movements selected from other anthems: 
Handel drew on three other Chandos Anthems to provide four move- 
ments (See Table T). He was, perhaps# influenced by the fact 
that one of these anthems, Bo. 8, *was in the same key as the 
Cannons version of I will magnifie Thee. The text of Chandos 
Anthem 8 is composed of verses selected from a number of dif- 
ferent psalms. 
5 
The verses which Handel exttacted for use in 
Anthem 5B came from Psalm 96, and in their new contextq they 
were re-united with another verse from the same psalm set to 
music derived from a totally different anthem. ITUB may have 
been fortuitous, or perhaps it points up the similarity between 
the tone of Fsalm 96 and that of rsalm 145 which provided the 
outer movements of Anthem 5B. 
'There is certainly nothing haphazard about the artistic con- 
struction of the anthem as a whole. the key scheme, although 
rather tonic-orientated$ is sufficiently varied and contrasts of 
speed and metre are satisfyingly balancit&L 111he first four 
movements of the anthem belong together musically: the end of 
one movement naturally 'sets up' the beginning of the next. The 
material from which each of the six movements is derived was 
first-rate: we might almost suspect that Handel was putting to- 
gether his own tavourite movements* The choice must surely 
6 For example, Weldon's 0 jLJLve thanks unto the Lord 
and Croft's ýLn& unto the Lord Texts printed in 
Divine Harmony, p. 59 and '09) 
t t 
f 
V. 
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have been Hanael's own: it is not likely that the Sub-Dean of 
the Chapel accidentally supplied Handel with a text which happen- 
ed to be made up entirely of passages from the psalms which the 
composer had set before. Nevertheless, the construction of an 
anthem text from diverse sources was not foreign to the official 
mind: as noted in Chapter 2, the passages to be used in loco 
Venite in the earlier Thanksgiving Services are testimony to the 
literary ingenuity of highly-placed ecclesiastics, and some of 
the anthems composed for these services also have texts selected 
from several psalms* 
6 
Regardless of musical considerations, Handel's text in 
Anthem 5B is worthy of attention in itself. It has a flow and a 
shape which could hardly have been bettered by a literary theo- 
logian: indeedl it is of better quality than much of the material 
given to Handel by his librettists for the London oratorios. The 
ideas in the text form an arch pattern: movement 4, the central 
climar, is surrounded symmetrically by Nos. 3 and 59 and by NOB. 
1-2 and 6. The subjects of the movements are: 
Nos. 1 and 2: Call to praise (No. 1) and worship (No. 2) 
No* 3,: Four attributes of the Almightyt in pairs 
(Glory & Worship/Power & Honour) 
Nos 4: The faithful are enjoined to tell the heathen about 
the power of the Almighty* 
Nos 5: Four attributes of the Almighty, in pairs 
(Righteousness & Equity/Mercy & Truth) 
No. 6: Praise and Thanksgiving. Expressed, like Noe 1, 
in the first persons 
It will be seen that, within the general intention of a laudatory 
texts the emphasis is subtly varied from movement to movement. 
Handel's music is ideally matched to the structures There 
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Chapter 9 Table 2 
Anthem 5B: 
Derivation of moveMents from previous anthems 
Text KU Source Key of Source 
Noel I will magnifie Ps. 145 A major Anthem 5A A major 
thee V. 1 Nool 
No. 2 0 worship the Lord PS. 96 A major Anthem 4 B flat 
V. 9 NO-5 major 
No. 3 Glory and Pa. 96 D major Anthem 8 D major 
worship 
1 V. 6 No*4 
No. 4 Tell it Out Pg. 96 A major Anthem 8 A major 
V. 10 No. 5 
No*5 Righteousness and Pse 89 F sharp Anthem 7 D major 
equity v-15 minor No. 6 
NO. 6 My mouth shall PB. 145 A major Anthem 5A A major 
speak v. 21 No. 8 
Notes: 
1. - Handel had also previously set this text, to 
different music, in Anthem 4A (No. 4. Bass 
solo in G major) 
aý 
0 
.) 
There is a striking parallel here with the Wedding 
, 
Anthems Composed by Handel a decade later. The 
1734 Wqdding Anthem, greatly indebted to music 
fro m Athalia, is an artistic success., by 
contrast, the more original 1736 Wedding Anthem 
is a halting affair lacking an overall sense of 
shape and progression. 
0 
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is a cumulative plan in the first half of the anthem* The open- 
ing solo movement with its first-person text leads into a duet 
for the inVitation to 'worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness'; 
the process continues in No* 3. with its arrangement for 7 voice 
parts, but this is deliberately less powerful in effect than No- 4, 
where the chorus voices come together to assert that the lord is 
King, and that 'He made the world so fast it cannot be movedt. 
The divine attributes of justice and mercy demand the quieter, 
more serious, treatment which Handel provides in No. 4; in the 
last movement the chorus voices support the soloists' 'let all flesh 
give thanks' with cries of 'Amen'* The transferred music, part- 
icularly Nos. 3 and 4. is at least as effective in its new context 
as it was in the original Anthems. Handelts composition of the 
new picture from material supplied by previous anthems gives us an 
insight both into the nature of his genius and into the quality 
of his literary discrimination. The anthem is one of the best in 
the canon of Handel's Anglican church music. 
Every movement of the anthem was subjected to a different 
type of revision in the process of adaptation* The techniques 
used include re-arrangement to suit different forces, the simple 
reduction of lengthy movement3ýby cutting, detailed re-composition 
and improvement of individual passages, and the composition of 
completely new movements from thematic material supplied by earli- 
er versions. More clearly than usuals the anthem demonstrates 
one of the anomalies of Handel's comp"itional processes: the 
amount of work involved was surely greater then that which would 
have resulted from beginning the composition again from scratch. 
Noo. l: I will magnifie Thee 
In the Cannons version of the anthem, Handel had set the 
"1 
H 
Comparison may be ma4e with the 1749 Peace -A. 
Ethe"11 
where Handel discarded his original idea for the 
first movement 'How beautiful are the feet', but 
uded this material for the third movement instead. 
bee Burrows: Peace Anthem. 
9' The sources for the-ritox-nello are: 
Anthem 5B Anthem 5A 
Bars 1-51h Bars 1-51/2 
Bars %-75 (new) 
Bars 71/. --101/2 Bar s1 9Y2- 2 21/2 
Bars 1OYz-ll'lz (new tonic cadenoe) 
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text as a chorus movement beginning with a subject derived from 
the opening of his Latin psalm Dixit Dominus. (Ex. l. ). 
ta 
-Tifter 
CAPA&% SA, 146.5L] 
I "it Gr'k KS K;,, 3, 
This conveys an atmo,. s. phere of rejoicing but was perhaps rather 
brash for this particular text, It contrasted with a more canta- 
bile theme for the second half of the verse (Exe 2). 
Eic 
- 5. 
ßa" je lei 
Unit PVCLis& - lks KgLmt. 
. AW 
for 
For the Chqpel Royal setting Handal rejected this material com- 
pletelys and instead composed a movement for solo Alto using music 
derived from the opening orchestral sinfonia movement of the 
Chandoo Anthem, It is possible that Handel began the Chapel 
Royal anthem by re-composing the : Sinfonia as an introductory orch- 
estral movementj and that it was only while he was at work on 
this that the idea of adapting the music for the first verse 
struck him. 
8 We may question whether he even intended Anthem 5B 
to begin witIj a separate instrumental Sinfonia. His previous 
Chapel Royal workep with the single exception of Anthem 6B9 lack 
independent introductioneg while his Chandos anthems, with the 
single exception of Anthem 9, always include theme The re-work- 
ing of the Chandos Sinfonia into the first movement of Anthem 5B 
may well have been Handel's plan from the beginning* 
The opening and closing bars of the Cannons Sinfonia. movement, 
with a little revisiong generated the 10Yr-bar instrumental intro- 
duction. 9 This presents three melodic ideas. The first, a 11h- 
vft. 
VO-1 
10 It is an elaboration-of a melodic/harr. rionic formula 
whi-ch occurs in Corelli's music at the opening of 
the Trio Sonatas On. 4 NO. 3 and On. 3 ,, o. 2. 
The latter is a particularly interesting la, ener- 
atorl which demands quotation because it seems to 
have been in Handel's mind also as a source for the 
last movement of the Utrecht Te Deum (Ex. 14): 
Ltwstu, op-3Na-13 
This-should be compared with Chapter 6, Music 
Example 7. t 
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bar theme, is ouilt over an ostinato bass (Ex. 
El'. 3 
06e 
B-C 
- 
The violin theme in these bars is never given to the voice (it 
is hardly a very characteristic vocal melody in any case), but 
it functions in the manner of a Concerto Grosso ritornello theme, 
10 
appearing in the tonic at bar 121/2 and re-appearing to mark the 
movement's central cadence in the dominant at bar 23%. The ostin- 
ato bass, howeverl extends and develops to carry the construction 
of the whole movement. The first entry of the soloist is accom- 
panied by a 2-bar version of the bass (Ex. 4)- 
1A 
Ath, 
te. 0 
The other two, more fragmentarys themes derived from the 
Chandos sinfonia are put to good use in the voice part (Bx- 
G) 
jAtTvj 
,a 
OIL 
-jZ9 'NE 
A 
04. A= af= 
k Mae a 2! 
A-V. em 5-4,6w- 41 
S.. 
All of the music of the main part of the movement grows from 
I-. "I - 
rwft 
Ecdwýtcw-c 6SAW% 
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these three ideas, newly developed. 'The binary structure allows 
three statements of the text, and it is instructive to compare 
Handel's treatment of the opening words at the repetitions* He 
does not repeat the broad opening melody (Ex. 4 above) at the 
later entries* The central entry in the dominant compresses the 
rhythm of the opening but preserves the shape of the consequent 
phrase; the third entry, occurring when the music is poised 
ambiguously between the dominant key and a return to the tonic, 
tightens up the second phrase as well and introduces a sense of 
urgency in the overlapping orchestral answer (Ex. 6). 
61 
614. 
Aith 
8-c- 
The movement develops greater activity at each repetition: the 
more leisurely ritornello theme$ Bx* 39 is crowded out as the 
musical sinews tighten. A certain amount of relaxation is pro- 
vided by the codat from bar 43 onwards, which develops a semi- 
quaver motif derived from bar 26 in the string parts. The coda 
modulates once again to and in the dominant, preparing the way 
for the next movement. The idea of this may have come from the 
Chandos Anthem Sinfonia, which also ended in the dominant. Even 
so, the sureness of pacing in this particular passage is remark- 
I 
If, as I consider likely, Chapel Royal r)1-tch was 
about a serqitore above 'Cannons' pitch, the real 
difference would have been closer to a tone. 
See Supplement, Conditions of Performance, 
sub 'Pitch'. 
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able: no composer of the classical period used the dominant key 
with a iiner sense that it was building up to introduce something 
important in the tonic* The second movement follows naturally 
from thiss following immediately without an intrusive ritornello. 
No. 2: 0 worship the Lord in the beauty 2f holiness. 
This was derived Zrom uhandos Anthem 4, No. 5. The Chanaos 
movement was subjected to transpositiong re-arrangement, a limit- 
ed amount of detailed re-composition and some cutting* Transpos- 
ition was necessary to suit the tonality ot the new anthemo 
Downwards transposition by a semitone was not sufficient in it- 
self to zurh a treble/tenor duet into an alto/bass one; 
11 
Handel 
overcame this problem ingeniously by exchanging the parts. The 
former tenor part became the new alto part, and the former treble 
part was transposed down a ninth for bass* Fortunately, Handel's 
original counterpoint in the vocal parts was invertible, and the 
bass voice part after transposition still remained safely above 
the independent instrumental bass. By re-arranging the parts in 
this way Handel was able to introduce some variety at the begin- 
ning: the bass voice provides a welcome contrast which rather en- 
hances the effect of the subsequent re-entry of the alto. 
Table 3 shows the derivation of the music from Chandos Anthem 
4- Most of the revisions are minor improvements, but the two sub- 
stantial cuts call for further comment. These are not merely 
aimed at shortening the movement: they follow a definite plan in 
cutting out redundant matter. The tied-note figure first heard 
in bars 6-7 makes its maximum effect if it is not over-played and 
Handel's cuts fall mainly on passages devoted to it. This includes 
the lengthy coda to the Chandoe movement (bars 65-81) which was 
rather out of proportion with the rest of the movement in any 
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Chapter 9 Table 3 
Anthem 5B: Adaptation of duet 
10 worship the Lord' 
from Chandos Anthem 4, No, 5 
Anthem 5B Anthem A Commentarv 
(Bar Nose) (Bar Nos. ) 
1-22 1-22 
23-42 28-47 Anthem 4 bare 23-27 cut. 
Some re-harmonisation and 
minor amendments. 
43-46 50-53 Re-composed in course of adaptation. 
46-57 53-6.5 Anthem 4 bar 57 removed* and 
consequent re-composition. 
57-60 Anthem 4 bars 65-81 cut. 
Newly composed beginning to 
instrumental postlude. 
bi-63 82-84 
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case and was redundant harmonically because the main business of 
the movement finished at the perfect cadence at 64-5- Handel's 
judgement in removing this coda was surely right. 
No. 3: Glory and Worship are before Him 
The Chandos Anthem from which this movement was adapted was 
one of the later ones employing a four-part chorus. For the 
Chapel Royal Handel expanded the layout to a seven-voice arrange- 
ment, using solo voices in conjunction with the 'Ripienol chorus. 
He did not divide the Treble part, which was presumably sung by 
all of the trebles. In the Alto, Tenor and Bass parts three 
named soloists (Hughes, Gethin, Wheely) were picked out from the 
rest. It is unlikely that the 'rest' numbered more than 2 or 3 
to a part, and the solo parts are not particularly i: bdependent or 
demandings with the exception of the odd bar or two of Hughes' 
part. Handel's object in this movement was to gain a richer sonor- 
ity,, using the seven parts to fill out the chordal outbursts on 
"Glory, Worship, Power" and to provide various combinations of solo 
and ripieno voices. In some passages the soloists seem to act as 
'bumpers' to the next highest voice. Assuming that the choir sat 
divided in the choir stallsq Handel's idea in doing this might have 
been connected with balancing the two sides; in bars 25-69 for ex- 
ampleg this might explain the coupling of solo Bass/ripieno Tenor 
and solo Tenor/ripieno Alto. The overall aim of the arrangement 
is clear enough: Handel was seeking the richest effect from his 
Chapel Royal resources* sonority'rather than volume. 
The vocal re-arrangement from four parts to seven and the 
addition of a viola part to the orchestral'texture were straight- 
forward tasks which call for no particular comment. There are 
some signiricant revisions to musical content. Handel added a 
f 
12 Comparable to bars 401/2-44 of the Chandos Anthern 
movement. 
13 Abraham: Hardel, p. 171, in the context of a d6s- 
-criptiop of the original movement-from 
Chandos 
4it#em, 8. Unfortunately his quotation of the 
theme In Ex-. 52.. contains an error in the word 
underlay at. bar 4 which removes one of its most 
Purcellian features* 
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two-bar instrumental introduction. This was an aesthetic choice, 
not demanded by technical necessity: the key-sequence in the 
Chapel Royal version is easier than in the Chandos Anthem, and 
the singers needed no special help to focus the first notes* The 
addition of the introductory bars givez some weight to the first 
chorus entry: it also makes the canon between bass and treble in 
the first two bars a little more explicit. Within the body of 
the movement Handel made a 4-bar cut (bars 283ý-321/2 of the Chandos 
version) which removes the emphasis on the dominant key at this 
point, ateelerating the return to the tonic and the opening them- 
atic material* 
At barB 24-5 Handel added half a bar at the approach to the 
cadences making this rather broader and incidentally improving 
the verbal stress at the same time (Ex. 7 overleaf). He simil- 
arly recomposed the final choral cadence of the movement (bars 
39-4212 )q broadening the approacht adding a momentary touch of 
the subdominant key, and improving the vocal lines. Throughout 
the movement Handel took some care to improve the shape of the 
instrumental bass part, in particular replacing repeated-note 
figures of Example 7a by something a little more varied. The 
final instrumental ritornello is shorter than its predecessor, 
providing a more direct link-to the next movement, which begins 
'(like its parent movement in the Chandos Anthem) without an in- 
strLiiental introduction* Handel obviously regarded Nos- 3 and 4 
as a co-ordinate pair, comparable to a keyboard prelude and 
fugue, and transferred them from the Chandos Anthem as a unit. 
No. 4: Tell it out among the heathen 
As Basil Lam has pointed out, 
13 Handel's setting of this 
text is particularly striking: the thythms and melodic shapes of 
f 
14 It may be that Handel was deliberately imitating 
Purcellian models here. It is., doubtful that Handel 
regarded the rhythm of bar 4 as an archaism charac- 
teristic only, of English church music* however: he 
uses. this triple7time pattern. in his oratqxýio-type 
works. In 'Bacchus' blessings are a treasure, '-from 
Alexander's Peast Handel may even have intended this 
device to reflect a state of inebriation. 
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the opening theme provide qL lively and appropriately forceful 
treatment of the words in the best Purcellian manner. 
14 Handel 
begins the movement with his principal soloists and there is a 
fine cumulative build-upq solo+orchestra+duet-)choruse The idea 
is in part derived from the Chqmdon Anthem original,, which begins 
Cc: ke, wj. os AwtiC. VA lpj No. 41 
15 British Library R:, J 20-g-14, f-51, co=nencing stave 3- 
It anpears to be a sketch for a keyboard piece or 
contrapuntal exercise: the version of the theme 
cannot have been intended for the words of the an- 
them, since it omits the cadence-theme carrying the 
words1that the Lord is King'. Paper characteristics, 
in particular the 91-5rqm 5-stave rastra, give a date 
no earlier than 1749 for this page. 
16 Compare the replacement of 'fleet with 'fly, ', in the 
first movement of Anthem 11B, noted-ILter I. in this 
chapter. 
17 This revision introduced a taemiola harmonic rhythm 
into the orchestral parts against a 'straight' triple- 
time entry in the voices. 
18 In this case the hemiola implications of the Chandos 
Anthem version were removed, the declamation was im- 
proved and-the passate as a whole was made more 
, direct in expression. 
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with a tenor solo of some length* The Chandos Anthem movement 
had one major defect: it was too long, even given the more leisure- 
ly circumstances at Cannons, and its 150 bars of continuous 4- 
part choral writing hold a diminishing interest for the listener. 
This is a pity, because the material of the movement's second 
section, to the text land that he made the world so fast', is 
excellent and its subsequent combination with the opening subject 
is effective. Handel reduced the first section by 41 bars, but 
curtailed the remainder less drastically: eithet he became less 
conscientious about working out the cuts as he went along or, 
more likely, he found that the second half could not be reduced 
without serious musical losses. The revisions are described in 
Table 4. The movement as a whole is greatly improved by the re- 
duction. in length: in context# it is still a longish movement. 
The opening theme itself is greatly improved by the 2-bar 
out after bar 15, which tightens up a rather flabby melodic con- 
tinuation* An even more compressed form of the theme appears 
among Handel's fragmentary sketches, but this was written long 
after the Chapel Royal anthem and therefore has no direct rele- 
vance to the composition of the anthem movement-15 The three 
versions of the theme are given in Ex. 8 (overleaf). The move- 
ment's second theme also received an interesting alteration, 
bince composing the Chandos Anthem, Handel seems to have discov- 
ered that 'can't' was not good form: 
16 the subjects beginning at 
bar 72 are amended to give *it can not be moved". As in the 
previous movement Handel re-composes important cadences at bars 
34-5 17 and at the end. 
18 The single extended climax over the 
dominant pedal at the end is a great improvement on the previous 
double-take. The strength of the final assertion leaves no room 
for the orchestral postlude from the Chandos originalv which is 
omitted in the Chapel Royal version. 
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Chapter 9 Table 4 
Anthem 5B: Adaptation of Chorus 
'Tell it out among the heathen' 
from Chandos Anthem 8, No* 5 
Anthem 5B Anthem 8 Commentary 
(Bar Nose) (Bar Nose) 
1-49 1-51 2 bars out (Anthem 89 bars 1611. -18'h) 
Entries of 3rd and 4th voices from Anthem 8 
(Bars 42-43) removed# preserving duet 
texture. 
50-52 68-70 Anthem 5B bats 50-51 also owe something 
to Anthem 89 bars 61-62. 
53-54 - Bar 54 possibly suggested by Anthem 8 
bar 79. These two bars replace Anthem 8 
bars 71-959 an extensive passage with 
modulations to E major and F sharp minor. 
55-63 96-104 
64-137 112-185 (Anthem 89 bars 105-111 cut) 
138-140 ? 205-207 Replacing Anthem 8 bars 186-192 
Suspensions added to Solo Alto/ 
Chorus Treble parts. 
141-155 - Long dominant pedal* Replaces 
Anthem 8 bars 193-201 and 208;:. 213. 
156-158 Equivalent to Anthem 8 bars 214-216. 
No closing ritornello. 
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No-5: Righteousness and equity 
This movement owes ohly two features to the setting of the 
same text in Chandos Anthem 7: the shape of the opening four bars 
of the theme and the rhythm for the phrase 'shall go before Thy 
fade' which appears at bar 25. The two movements serve different 
roles in their respective anthems: the Chandos movement is aD 
major chorus falling netween two minor Key arias, whereas the 
Chapel Royal movement is a minor kdy aria falling between two 
assertive*concerted movements in major Keys, Even within the pre- 
dominantly cheerful text of Anthem 5B some contrast was needed, 
and this aria makes a good !: oil to the surrounding movements. 
The textj with its emphasis on the judicial attributes of the Al- 
mightyO had an emotional ambiguity which made it appropriate for 
more serious treatment: God's justice and mercy are fit subjects 
for celebration, but the prospect of judgement also carries the 
darker possibilities of rejection* There is an obvious parallel 
between the emotional function of this movement within the an- 
them and that of the verse beginning 'We believe that Thou shalt 
come to be our Judge' in the Te Deum settings: both introduce 
serious matters without unduly interrupting the general rejoicing. 
Handel develops the initial melodic ideas using techniques 
similar to those employed in the first movement of the anthem. 
The music unfolds within a binary structureq with instrumental 
ritornellos based on the opening theme acting as concerto-type 
landmarks. The strings answer the voice in close imitation at 
bars 10-13 and 47-500 but elsewhere the aria has a simple trio 
texture for oboes voice and basso continuo. It is remarkable 
that this was not one of the movements which Handel quarried for 
his Op- 5 Trio Sonatas, for it could have been re-arranged rel- 
atively easily and quite effectively into this medium. 
These alterations may be more apparent than rc,, ql. 
. Uotted rnythm gro, 4ps 
in the oboe part were rerlaced 
by, plain quaver groups at bar 2 beat 1, bar 4 "neat 
and bar 6 beat 3; however, t'ie. -; remain as dotted 
groups qhen tiie sol-oists repeat the the,.,. e. The 
auto-raph of this movement is lost, but the 5B 
e.,, rliest 146 copies leave no doubt that Handel's 
notation was inconsistent here, 
r 
t 
t -- 
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Now. 6: My mouth shall speak the praise of the Lora 
This movement received the least revision. Handel tooic the 
final movement of Chandos Anthem 5A, slowed down the speed from 
Allegro to Andante, made some rhythmical alterations to the 
subject 
19 
and some improvements to the shape of the bass part, 
but otherwise he simply adapted the music to the new forces* One 
bar was removed, but this was due to a stenographic rather than 
an aesthetic alteration: the bar's rest before the concluaing 
"Amen" was replaced b_v ja pause over 
t)ie rest at the end of the 
previous bar. *xhe Tenor solos from the Chandos anthem provided 
material for the Chapel I(oya; L A. 1to arkd Bass soloists in the first 
half of the movemen't, -the_former oDoe part supplying 
the music 
for the second soloist in bars 10-12. The addition of an extra 
chorus part and an extra orchestral part in the tutti sections 
presented Handel with few difficultý-ese It is interesting thatq 
as in No. 3, Wheely's part in chorus. seations of the movement 
commutes between the chorus bass and tenor parts* 
c 
20 The autograph of O-Utone is divided between two 
volumes, WA 20. b. 9 and PAT 20. b. 10, both of which 
11 nclude many pages with rastra 02 28.12he autograph 
of Alessandro,, W. 1 20. a. 5, includes only two leaves 
with rastra 02 28-a28.5, (f. 30-31, probably ar in- 
sertion composed mid-April 1726b) but -the indivictual 
stave-rulinF, b of these pages are rather closer to 
those of RM 20. g*8 than were those in Ottone. 
21 See Appendix 11 -arid Chapte'r 10, 
ýnf ra. 
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Autograph 
B. L. RM 20og. 8, f-7-22 (Incomplete autograph, breaking off 
after bar 68 of Noo 3) 4 bir. 
Watermark: C19 of a type unique in Handel's extant autographs* 
Rastrography: 02 28-28.5; similar rastra are found in the 
autographs of Ottone (1722) and part of Alessandro 
1726). 
20 
Singers named: 
Noolo Mro Hughs (Alto) 
No. 2. Mr. Hughs (Alto); Mr. Whely (Bass) 
NO-3o Mr. Hughs (Alto); (Mr) Getting (Tenor); 
(Mr. ) Whely (Bass) 
Noo4o Mro Hughs (Alto); Mr. Thely (Bass) 
The autograph includes the following pencil emendations in 
Handel's hand, dating from 1744 when movements from the anthem 
were adapted for use in Belshazzaro 
21 
Nool Bar 46: Out indicated with INBI from here to the 
and of the movement, where Handel wrote out a new 
ending on the spare staves on folOv, linking this move- 
ment to the last movement of the anthem, 'Vida infra 
my mouth shall'. 
Noo4 Direction at the top of page (fol8v. ): lax g. un tono 
piu basso'. Pencil cue for adaptation of opening solo 
voice entry to soprano clef for 'Franc(esina) solo'. 
Bar 359 bar 38: entries marked 'Contrl and 'Ten' 
respectively. 
Bar 50-51 chorus bass part cued in an octave higher. 
Bar 61p beat 2- bar 63: Chorus bass part has pencilled 
note heads a seventh higher. Handel was presumably 
thinking of the choMs in G major at this point. 
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It seems quite likely that sections of the autograph became separ- 
atedg and the second part went astray, when the anthem was used in 
the preparation of the conducting score of Belshazzar. J. C. Smith 
the younger tried to make up the deficiency in the anthem auto- 
graph ce 1770 (see MS F ., below), probably when he put the auto- 
graphs in some sort of order before presehtation to King George 
III. 
Two substantial passages were revised during composition and 
deleted by Handel before the orchestral parts were fully scored. 
They occur in No. 1 (2 barsq long melisma on "ever", after bar 40) 
and No* 4 (3 bars, including entry of main subject in Tenor part, 
after bar 63). 
i4o* 1 occupies a complete binio (f-7-10)9 and ends with the 
(apparently redundant) cue 00 Worship the Lord a 2"a There is 
evidence from secondary copies that a similar redundant cue occur- 
red in the autograph between flos- 5 and 6* Handel probably began 
the composition of the anthem by adapting the outer movements 
rrom Chandos Anthem 5 and then composed and inserted the inner 
movements: this would account for the cues* 
t 
t. 
e... 
t 
22 The signatures of these two owners appear on the out- 
side and inside of the front cover of the M3 respect- 
ively. It is not possible to say which is the 
earlier: neither of them, appears to be in the same 
hand as the copyist of the music text. I have not 
been able to identify either of the owners. 
23 Clausen: Direktionspartituren, p. 252 
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Manuscript Copies 
Copies A-C, and possibly also D and Eq were made before the 
second part of the autograph was lost. An accurate text for the 
second half of the anthem can be reconstructed from their collec- 
tive testimony. Copies A and B are particularly valuable because 
the copyists included all of the singers' names from the original 
as well as the music* They probably followed the general layout 
of the autograph as well. From these copies we can make the fol- 
lowing inferences about the lost section of the autograph: 
No- 5: Speed "Larghetto" 
Singer named: Mrs- Hughs (Alto) 
Oboe and Violin 1 shared the same stave up to bar 32. 
After this the staves were re-arranged with oboe on 
stave 1 and both violin parts on stave 2 until bar 
52, when the original arrangement was restoreds 
The movement ended with the cue "Chorus My Mouth Shall 
Speak the Praise of the Lord". 
No. 6: Speed #*Andante" 
Singers named: Mr., Hughs (Alto); mr, whely (Bass) 
Chorus parts labelled ". Ripiieno)" 
At the end: "Fine" three timest after Violin 2, 
solo Bazs and chorus Bass staves. 
As -*'P HeIIPY Watigan '11usic Library (Flower Collection) 
MS 130 Hd4 V-470) 
Scores not from Aylesford collection* 
Formerly the property of Thos. Batty and Ho Beaumont. 
22 
Copyist: Unidentified 
Watermark: E'4- This does not occur in Handel's autographs, 
but it can be found in conducting scores from 1724-5* 
23 
Rastrography: 12-staveg 06 88,02 28.5 
24 The first page is illustrated in Lenneberjg 9, nd 
Libin: Chicago$ plate 3-. . chet same hand also made 
additions to the 'Cummings' mixed volume of Handel 
arias, inoluding some from hiessiah (now in the 
Vanki Library, Japan), which may also be of Ayles- 
fora provenance. e 
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The fly-leaf carries the following (correct) description, 
probably in the hand of the copyist: 'Anthems. /Let God Arise/I 
will magnify thee/as alterd for the K's Chapplel. The score may 
have been prepared for someone, who had strong connections with 
the Chapel and also had sufficient influence to gain access to 
Handel's scores. In view of the small-size upright format (101/4" 
x 71/411) it is unliKely that this was a performance score. Never- 
thelessq it is a very accurate copy* 
B US - Ou MS 437, Vol 25 6core$ Aylesford Collection 
Copyist: Unidentified 24 
ce 1731-2 
Watermarks: Cc, Da 
Rautrography: 12-staves 02 
Some of the figuring may be in Charles Jennens' hand. 
Jennens may not have acquired the score from hie Usual sources in 
the Smith scriptorium: its format and copyist are unusual for the 
AylesforcL Collection. 
Anthem 5B as a whole does not appear in the accompanying per- 
foxnance parts,, but movement No. 5s copied by 329 is inserted in- 
to Anthem 7 as an alternative to the chorus setting of the same 
text. The relevant part-book volumes are: 
Vol. 171 (Oboe 1), Vol- 13 (Oboe 2)j Vol. 15 (Violin 1) 
Vol. 17 (viol! Lxr 2), * Vol. 19 (Violin 3), 
Vbl- 3 (Alto solo, ýlus Be accompaniment-) 
Vol. 1 (Organo), Vol. -21-(Violoncello e Baseone) 
These are derived from the score: they include the additional 
figuringsand a characteristic wrong note in the a, 1to part at bar 
17. The two oboe-parts contain identical music (the original 
oboe solo part) and Violin 3 has the same music as Violin 2. The 
parts confirm that Handel's distribution of music between Violins 
f 
25 The pxforcý material for Anthem pfi.,, 4p a score in 
Goodson's hana (Ub ido.. gus- beh. b-T)and a, sjet of 
parts, also mainly Goodson's hand (Ob Mb tkus. Bch. t 
coi04 and uoc Mb 7u-'15).. bee also Burrows: Word 
; d6 i. e. Walter Powell, the Oxford Alto solist who 
had performed for Handel in 1733. 
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and Oboe in the ritornellos is not exactly that as printed in 
Chrysander's edition. 
In contrast to source Aq the Aylesford score was made by a 
very careless copyist: his errors, and his attempts to correct 
them, are all too visible. 
C London, Guildhall Library, Gresham Music Library 
MSS 3659,366 
Parts for Hautbois and Violoncello, transposed to G major. 
Copyist: S1, with some later additions 
Watermark: Cc 
Rastrography: 12-stave 02 32.5 
c. 1735 
Accurate texts, probably derived from the autograph indep- 
endently of any other known MS copies* The parts may be a section 
of a dispersed collection connected with scores in the hand of 
S3 (See infra, A major Te Deum MSS C and D). 
D Occ MS-71, MS-1141. Parts, Violin 2 and Oboe for movement 1 
only, transposed to G major. Goodson/Paweett Collection. 
Copyist; ? Richard Pawcett 
Watemark: Unidentified 
Rastrography: 12-stavp422 29.5 
These parts are additions to performing material for Anthem 
5A. 25 It appears that Oxford musicians acquired a. copy of 
Anthem 5B c. 1735-40 and re-arranged the opeuing movements, of 
Anth6m 5A as follows: 
(1),. 9-bar Largot probably composed by one of the Oxford 
musicians in ttLe -Goodson/ Fawc et t circle. 
(2) Anthem 5B9 No* 1. for 'Mr* Powell'. 26 
The first chorus (No* 2) of Anthem 5A. 
27 Contrast this with the parts in GoDy C, which are 
so accurate as to, suggest that the copyist's lost 
source was already in G major. 
1. 
f 
28 The size of Handel's autograph RM 20. g. 8 was very 
unusual in the first place: liarsenls: table (Mewsiah, 
p. 300) is misleading here, because-there are incor- 
rect entries for the size of the Chandos Anthem 
volume XM 20. d. 7 ana for the autograph of Anthem bC 
in Add. 30308. bmith obviously f-ound-it impossible 
to acquire paper which matched: the origir. al: *hOpNW hm 
been trimmed from a wider andedeeper pa-per, probab. Ly 
originally rulea 16 staves. 
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The copyist of the parts was worKing from a score which was in 
the original key OT A major: the Violin 2 part in particular gives 
evidence of his incompetence at consistent transposition. 
27 
E B. L. Egerton MS 2911, f. 48v-72 (Original pagination 
96-143) Granville Collection. Score c* 1740 
Copyist: Sl 
Watemark: C+f 
Rastrography: 16-stave 02 30-5 
22-stave'02 24 
A good "library copy", containing a few mist&kes not occur- 
ring elsewhere. 
F B. L. RM. 18. b. 7 A fair copy of the second half of the anthem. 
Copyist: J. C. Smith the younger. 
Watermark: Cl (fA-8), F2 (remainder) 
Rastrography,, 13-stave 04 68 
This appears to be a "rescue" copy which was intended to 
complement the surviving portion of the autograph* It begins 
where the autograph breaks off (No. 49 Bar 70) and it is written 
on paper which has been trimmed down to the same size as the 
autograph. 
28 
Smith's source was quite good* He seems to have 
added a few trills of his own. 
1750. 
G B. L. RM. 19ages Vol*2, f. 1-43 (Original pagination 1-84) 
Smith Collection Score, ce 1770 
Copyist: S11 
Watemark: Fl 
Rastrography: 20-stave 010 197; 
l&-stave 09 195 
A library copy, derived from MS B. 
This description is printed Dy Burney in his 
'List of Ilandells works: C30mmemoration. Sketch 
P. 45 
-0. 
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H US - NBu M2038-H14A59 Vol- 1 (Appendix), p. 119-189 
Wriginal pagination 1-91) 
Wynn Collection Score, c. 1770 
Copyists: Picker "All and "B" 
Derived from NIS B 
The index to this volume, probably written by 810, describes 
this anthem as 'Compiled & altered from several other Anthems for 
the Sons of the Clergyq at St. Paul's'* 
29 
'. vhis is an unlikely 
explanation of the anthem's origin, but it may be acceptable 
evidence for a performance at the Sons of the Clergy services in 
1732-4. 
Other sources for the Anthem include: 
A set of vocal and inStrUMental parts for the complete 
anthem in G major belonging to Mercer's Hospital, Dub- 
lin. (Not available for collation, but probably 
dating from a* 1740). 
(2) The conducting BCore of Belshazzar, 1745 (D - Hs MA/ 
1009). The movements of the anthem which were used 
for the oratorio were copied from the autograph by 
J. C. Smith senior. 'Xhey received later amendments 
from Handel and copyist S1. 
Tenbury MS 620 includes a copy of the first movement 
of the anthem as adapted for use in Belshazzar, in 
the hand of Sl. 
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Relationship of copies 
Autograph 
fzý -- 
AB?? E? 
Noo 6 Bar 4 Nool Bars 
II 
Noo2 bar 43 
BC last note 51-2 Viola CD Violin/viola 
B incorrect parts 
z omitted 
GHF 
Nool Bar 31 
Alto solo 
beat 3 last 
note b" 
No. 1 Bar 17 
BC incorrect 
No-4 Bar 120 
Oboe first 
two notes A. ý 
Printed Edition 
Chrysander's edition in HG xxxiv was the first publication 
of the anthem. The text is derived from MS G, with some cor- 
rections. 
30 Uompare Chapter 4, Table 1. 
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Te Deum in A Major 
For some movements of this setting Handel drew upon music 
from the Chandos Te Deum. However, his re-working of this music 
along with new material changes the balance of the work as a whole, 
and the most closely comparable setting is the Caroline version, 
Handel's previous 'short' Chapel Royal Te Deume Both works 
have the same compression and economy in their paragraphing of 
the text: some sections which were emphasized or dwelt upon in 
the longer Utrecht and Chandos versions are passed over quickly 
here, and the speedy transitions from one section to the next 
provide moments of dramatic contrast which are absent from the 
more spacious versions. Both of the short settings depend for 
their artistic success upon the balanced placing of short sec- 
tions, arranging a mosaic to form a coherent picture. This is in 
direct contrast to the Chandos Te Deumq where individual clauses 
received the luxurious treatment of individually developed move- 
ments. Paradoxically, the latter procedure tends towards a more 
fragmented overall effect: there are several places in the Chan- 
dos setting where the listener has to wait rather too long for a 
half-verse to play itself out* In the A major Te Deum, on the 
other hand, there is only just enough time to digest one event 
before the next is presented* 
It will be seen from Table 5 that the paragraph structure of 
the A major Te Daum follows closely that of the Caroline setting. 
30 
There is only one significant change: in the central section 
verses 16-23 tire broken up into two movements* Seven para- 
graphs result: 
Verses 1-6; 7-13, with 14-15 as a semi-detached code; 
16-18; 19-23; 24-25; 26-28; 29 
The third and sixth paragraphs receive more extended treatment 
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ChUter 9 Table 
-5 
Handelts A Major Te Deum 
The arrangement of this table is the same as that used for 
Chapter 4 Table 1 (page 108), to which reference should be made 
for the abbreviations used and for the numbering of verses. 
Verse 
1. We praise Thee 
3. To Thee all angels 
4. To Thee Cherubin 
5&6. Holyq holy 
7. The 
8o The 
9. The 
10, Th 
11-13. 
14-15- 
glorious company 
goodly fellowship 
noble army 
e holy church 
The Pather 
Thou art the King 
16. -18. When Thou topkes, t, 
19-20- We believe 
20Y2. Relp Thy servants 
21* Make th6m to be numbered 
22-23- 0 Lord, save Thy people 
24-25- DaY by day 
AKae t/s Voices Orch 
AC skatBbb Full 
b T, Chorus Fall 
(0b, Pg. obbl. ) 
fA St. 
Chorus Fall 
b2B, Chorus Fall 
4 
(D) T, Chorus 
(f A, Chorus 
b A,, Chorus 
FC Chorus 
DC Chorus Obq Full 
D 
_31 
A 
4" 
eC. B, A 
(G) Chorus 
Full 
(Pl', -Fgo obbl. ) 
Full 
(Obes Fge obble) 
Fall 
GB St. 
e Chorus pull 
CC Chorus Fall 
26-28* Vouchsafes 0 Lord aA Fall 
4, I. 
(0b, Pg. obbl. ) 
29.0 Lordq in Thee AC Chorus Fall 
Notes: 4-part strings throughout. 'Full' orchestra is Ob. 
(3r Flo), Fg, and Strings, plus Be, Where there is 
no obbligato part for Pg. * I assume this instrument doubles the Orchestral bass line in the choruses, 
'Chorus' is laid out by Handel as sAatBBbt No distinction 
is made with this above, except where A and B have solo 
Music within choruses. 
T 
f 
31 This does not-entail seven 'real' contrapuntal*paiýtý- 
The layout is useful mainly in distinguishing the 
solo Alto and Bass parts from the chorus lines. 
Although Gates is given a separate stave, his part 
differs from the chorus Bass (Bass 3) part only in 
small details. In bars 10-13 the principal BOlOiStS, 
Hughes and Wheely, operate in tandem; nevertheless, 
Handel did not apparently think of them as a 'eon- 
certinol group. Compare the layout of this movement 
with No. 3 of Anthem 5B. 
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than in the Caroline Te Deum, the two aria movements providing a 
counterbalance to the compression of the choral sections. These 
two movements are also the most characteristic and individual 
features of the setting: the talents of the Chapel Royal alto solo- 
ist and the woodwind obbligato players drew some excellent music 
from Handel* If the scoring of the A major TeLVum lacks the 
glamour which the trumpets contributed to the Caroline setting, 
the imagination with which Handel employs the chamber-music pot- 
ential of his vocal and-instrumental forces is ample compensation. 
No, 'l: We praise The6q 0 God 
This movement is arranged from No,,, l of the Chandos Te Deum. 
The springing dotted rhythms immediately convey both the exalt- 
ation of the text and the scale of the work: their effect would 
have been hopelessly lost in St. paul's Cathedral. Handel'B al- 
tera, tion to the speed* 'Non troppo allegro' in place of 'Andante' 
probably indibates a slight slowing down for the Chapel Royal. 
The original version was composeA for the fullest complement of vocal 
forces in the Cannons establishment: treble, 3 tenors, bass* 
Handel adapted this to give seven vocal parts for the Chapel 
Royal, 
31 
with short solos for Hughes and Wheely derived from the 
former Oboe and 2nd Tenor parts. For the first 16 bars Handel's 
alterations to the movement, apart from transpositiong were matters 
of layout and detail* 'The most interesting revision occurs in 
bar 13, where the string parts are brought in half a bar eqrlier 
in order to provide additional interest to a 'slack' part of the 
bar. The remainder of the movement$ the second clause of the 
first verse, is dispatched in a mere seven bars of new, basically 
homophonicq music, the orchestral dotted-rhythm theme providing a 
unifying link in bars 17-18* It may be an accident that the move- 
32 The similarity extends to the cadence at. the end of 
themovement. 
33 'This type of accompaniment is usually associated 
with rather -anguished texts - see, for example, 
'Doleful tidirgs' from Debor3h, 'The People shall 
hear' from Israel in Egypt and, 'How dark, 0 Lord'. 
from Jephtha,. all of them choruses. Perhaps the 
question still remains as to the sense in which 
Handel interpreted the word 'cry' in this verse of 
the Te Deum. 
ý4 The opening phrase of the solo, part is related to 
the Bass aria 'Mein Vaterl from Handel-Is Brockeji 
Pasbion (HG vbl. xvt p-25). 
f 
f 
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ment ends in the same key, and with the same cadence, as the 
Utrecht setting at this point in the text. 
No* 2: To Thee all Angels cry aloud 
In general character this movement is indebted to No* 2 of 
the Utrecht Te Deum, where the Bame text is set in the Bane key 
32 
and with the same type of jagged accompaniment* 
33 
The treatment 
of the text is similar, the chorus answering the soloist at 'The 
heavIns and all the Powers therein's though this time there are 
only two statements as against the three in the Utrecht setting* 
In other respects this is a completely new movement. The leading 
solo melodies are independent of the Utrecht versions 
34 the ac- 
companiment is differently handled and thelharmonic progressions 
are more forceful. Handel elaborates the texture with superbly 
timed cumulative effect* The opening string figuration recedes 
into an accompaniment for the oboe and bassoon duet: this in turn 
gives place to the entry of the soloist, and finally the chorus 
entry completes the ensemble* By contrast the Utrecht setting, 
with its 'till ready' string accompaniment which never grows up 
into anything more significantq is under-developed* Within a 
mere 16 bars, Handel here created a fully-rounded movement in a 
more mature styles 
No. 3: To Thee Cherubin and Seraphin 
Illie verbal text completes that of the previous movement* 
This is faithfully reflected in the music, which rounds off the 
key-scheme by compieting the binary structure left in mia-air at 
the end of No* 2* Pianissimo staccato quavers repiace the broken 
rhythms of the previous movement as the principal accompaniment 
figuration. As In all of Handel's previous settingep verses 
5-6 receive a straightforward homophonic choral treatment after 
t 
35 The plan of giving each clause (Apostles/Prophets/ 
14artyr, s) to a different soloist goes back much further 
to Purcell's setting. The addition of the chorus 
on 'Praise Thee' seems to have beer. an original idea 
of Handells. 
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'che threefold repetition of "Holy". There is one momentary re- 
semblance to the parallel movement of the Chandos Te Deum, in the 
rhythm of the solo part at bar 5- 
Nos. 4: The glorious company qf the Apostles 
This movement is in two sections* The first section is 
similar in character to its predecessors in the Utrecht and Cannons 
settings: the words are set in triple time, in the minor mode, 
and with a running quaver accompaniment. The general scheme and 
some of the melodic formulae can be traced back to the Chandos 
version, 
35 but the music is mainly news The same applies to the 
ensuing Grave at 'The Father of an Inzinite Majesty'. The -Ut- 
recht and Uhandos settings have a similar change of speed and 
metre at this point: the declamation in the A major Te DeUM is 
closer in rhythm to the former than to the latter. The throbbing 
quaver accompaniment, anticipating Handel's treatment of 10 Lord, 
save thy people' is a new teature in this settings, iiandel main- 
tains a more consistent tutti texture than in the previous ver- 
sions and cadences more clearly: the overall effect is stronger 
Ond more directs The finality of the last perfect cadence is 
partcularly appropriate in marking out the structure of the text 
more strongly than in any of Handel's previous settings: the words 
"the Holy Ghost, the Comforter" are the end of the first para- 
graph of the Canticlev the hymn to the Trinity* 
The second sectiong commencing at bar 35 with an abrupt 
shift of the key-centre to D major, is by way of a transition into 
the second, Christ-centred, paragraph of the Te Deum. T'he music 
is taken from the Chandos Te Deum, where it had been worked into 
an extended imitative movement of more than 70 bars* Handel now 
gives a precis of it in 9 bars. .. At the opening he does not even 
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allow a full statement of the theme from the Mandos version: 
the subject is presented immediately together with a loose counter- 
subject derived from the subject's third bar, and the working-out 
closes with a perfect cadence after only four bars. The same mat- 
erial is adapted to lead immediately into the beginning of the 
second clause 'Thou art the everlasting Son' and the parts quick- 
ly combine together into groups, gravitating towards the choral 
homophony which is Handel's favourite time-saving device in the 
shorter Te Deum settings. In contrast to the end of the compar- 
able movement of the Chandos Te Deum, this section ends with an 
imperfect cadence which 'sets up' the transition to the next 
movemento 
No* 5: When Thou tookest upon Thee 
After a succession of short 'solo and ehorus" movements 
No- 5 is the first aria-type movemento and the first one for 
which extended comparison with a previous setting can be made. 
The principal theme of the movement comes from the Chandos Te 
Deum and Handel follows the same key-structure apin the parent 
movbment (see Table 0& Beyond thisq the music is entirely new. 
The introduction of the obbligato Woodwind duo (Flute and Bas- 
soon) led Handel to re-think the structure of, the answering 
phrases in terms of three blocks of sound (woodwind/strings/voice)o 
Recompositiong rather than adaptations was in any case 
rather forced upon Handel* In about the same nutAber of bars as 
in the comparable Chandos movement, he encompasses three times 
as much of the text: in this respect the movement is almost as 
compact as No. 3 of the Caroline, Te Deum. 
There are three distinct themes within the text: Handel 
starts again with new melodic formulae for each verse, while at 
37 Chrysander, following some secondary copies, made 
the movement appear more fragmented than Handel 
intended by inserting a double bar after bar 17. 
There-is a page-turn in the autograph at this 
point, but Handel did not even insert a single 
barline. 
38 The simplification included the removal of a 
diminished seventh chord (bar 25 of the Chandos 
Te Deum). 
t, 
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chapter 9 Table 6 
A Major Te Deum : Adaptation 
of 'When Thou tookest upon Thee' (No. 5) 
from 'Chandos' Te Deum No. 5 
A Major Key 'Chandos' Commentary 
(Bar Nos. ) (Bar Nos. ) 
1-14 Tonic 1-18 
14-22 Tonic 18-24 
22-27 
27-34 Dominant 32-37 
34-39 Relative 
minor 
40-50 Sub- 
dominant 
50-53 Sub- 
dominant 
54-61 Tonic 
61-73 Tonic 
73-77 Tonic 
78-87 Tonic 
38-43 
Instrumental introduction. Bars 8-11 
new, replacing Chandos bars 8-15 
'Tookest' treated as one syllable 
in ChandoSq but two syllables in 
A Major Te Deum. 
New material 
Cadence and instrumental ritornello 
from previoiýs setting: end of ritor- 
nello recomposed. 
Rising melody adapted. 
New material based on immediately pre- 
ceding* Cadence at bar 50 comparable 
to ChandoS, bar 50- 
50-53 Instrumental ritornello. 
New material* Return to tonic at 61 
comparable to Chandos bar 57l but no 
reprise of opening melody in A major 
T6 Deum. 
New. Only final cadence figure is com- 
parable (of. Chandos, bars 76-77). 
'Trill' figure at Chandos bar 68 may 
be source for important material 
earlier in A major movement: eoge 
orchestra bar 119 voice 60-62* 
77-80 Opening of instrumental el)ilogueo 
Remainder of ritornello new, partly 
derived from A major Te Deum bars 59-63- 
Notes: 'Key' column gives tonality at end of each section. The 
Chandos Te Deum. movement is in F major; the A major Te Deum, 
movement is in D major. 
36 It Was also, it the first place, a logical extension 
of the*movement's opening theme. 
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the same time preserving the overall unity of the arias By run- 
ning verses 16-18 together, he sacrificed the opportunity for 
contrast at 'When Thou hadst overcome the sharpness of death/ 
Thou didst open the kingdom of Heaven' which had provided strik- 
ing moments in both the Utrecht and the Chandos settings. In- 
stead the aria succeeds by purely musical means: the intrinsic 
interest of the melodic material and its development. The new 
ideas begin with the answering theme for 'Thou didst not abhor' 
based on a falling fourth and imitated by the woodwind. (Bars 22- 
30). The climbing phrase for the second verse tWhen Thou hadst 
overcome' is derived from the parallel passage in the previous 
version of the aria* though to different words. 
36 (Ex. 9) 
Ell. ý , awu, ", 
re b". 4 
Wk" 164 A. L. - 
rat- Amwrma# 
The third verse 'Thou sittest at the right hand' is based on 
new music, again enlivened by imitation between vocal and wood- 
wind soloists. Handel did not accompany the return to the tonic 
at bar 61 with a reprise of the opening melodic material# as had 
happened in the Chandos version. This faithfully reflects the 
difference between the two movements: the Chandos version repeats 
the opening text, but the new movement has moved on to a differ- 
ent verse by the time the return to the tonic is reached. 
It is interesting to note that Handel restored the speed 
to that which he had originally designated for the Chandos Te 
Deum,, where he altered 'Andante' to 'Larghetto'. 
I 
37 Chrysanderq following so. -,, e secondary conies, 
made the movement appear more t'ragmented than 
I iandei intended by inserting a double bar after 
, -e-turn in t! Ye aittogra-rh bar'17. There is a pa,. ý 
at. this point, but Handel did rot even inqert 
a single barline. 
38 The simplification included the removal of, a 
diminished seventh chord (bar 25 of the 
Chandos-Te Deum)* 
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No. 6: We believe that Thou shalt come 
A composite movement of three short sections. The material 
of the first two sections, whicli both begin with soloists and 
cii1minate in chorus entries$ is derived quite closely from the 
Chandos Te Deuml, No* 9. Such were the accidents of the key- 
schemes in the two works that Handel was even able to re-use the 
MUBiC in the same key* 
The instrumental introduction contains a technical tour de 
force. The Chandos version began with an oboe cantilena, melody 
anticipating the solo voice partst accompanied by simple string 
chords. Handal was able to introduce into this pre-composed mat- 
erial an obbligato part for the bassoon soloist of the Chapel 
Royal performanceo The added part imitates figures from the oboe 
partý and immediately becomes a natural part of the musical fab- 
rico tehe ensuing verse is adapted from the Chandos version with 
minor amendments to the layout: the decision to give some of the 
music, tq a Bass soloist entailed adjustments to the instrumental 
bass line* "'he second verse 'Make them to be numbered' received 
more extensive revision. 
37 In. the solo section only the back- 
ground of a moving-quaver instrumental, bass and the key. of G major 
is retained: the florid solo for the bass is new, replacing a 
, 
duet for two, tenors in the Chandos Te Deum. In the choral con- 
tinuation Hendel shifted material from the earlier version around 
a littlet giving a more emphatic. declamation reinforced by slight- 
ly simpler harmonic progressionsi 
38 A remarkably sturdy product 
emerges as a result of some fairly simple musical carpentry: 
half a bar added at bar 25, half a bar subtracted at bar 27 and 
bar 29 re-composed to replace two former bars. 
The most striking change to the second section lies in the 
simple omission of the Chandoe version's closing three-bar ritor- 
39 Once again, a variation on the 'Non nobisl-type 
cantus firmus, obviously a favourite of Handel's. 
Its use in the last movement of the Utrecht Te Deum 
and -related places has alrea6y been noted. One of 
these places is the last movement of Anthem 11Bj 
which is the companion anthem to the A major Te Deum. 
40 Chrysander included most of Handel's careful bpssoon 
cues in his edition, but missed the last one: INB 
Lee Bassons colla Parte et Violoncellil next to the 
tenor part at bar 56. 
41 Handel's cues, as will. be seen from that quoted in 
the, previous note, refer to bassoons in W6 plural. 
I think that this was absent-mindedness, or possibly, 
wishful thinking on the composer's part. 
L 
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nello. This removes a 'buffer' to the next section, and the 
prayer 'Govern them and lift them up for ever' now gives way to 
spontaneous rejoicing, with an abrupt change of speed and key: 
only the treble ell is a link between the two sections* Once 
again, Handel produces a superbly effective link-by-reaction, a 
technique successfully employed in previous Chapel Royal works, 
including the Caroline Te Deum and Anthem 5B. Though the rhythm 
of 'Day by day' owes something to the Utrecht setting, the mater- 
ial is news and so is its treatment* Handel sustains the musical 
interest by alternating the chordal figure for 'Day by day' with 
a scalic cantus firmus theme 
39 heard successively in cantog bass 
and tenor chorus parts* The last entry is accompanied by choral 
figures derived from the orchestral accompaniment* The scoring 
of the last bars is of some interest: 
40 'cellos and bassoon 
41 
double the tenor cantus firmus in the middle of the textureq 
leaving bass voicesq double basses and organ with the harmonic 
bass. 
No* 7: Vouchsafet 0 Lord 
This is completely new music and owes nothing to previous set- 
zingse q! he strings accompany three soloists - altos oboe and 
t)assoon - in an extended ariae lifte style of the movement seems 
largely instrumental in conceptions 'though the Alto solo part is 
'vocal' enough and it is lyrical in the serious vein which char- 
acterise, d all settings of this text from Purcell's famous original 
onwards. Little further needs to be said: the movement is a suc- 
cessful binary form aria with a good melodic flowe Handel's 
bassoonist must have been no mean executant; the instrument's 
complete range of more than two octaves is exploited to the fullq 
with scarcely a pause for breath* 
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lioe 8: 0 Lord, in Thee nave I trusted 
A new chorus, worked in Handel's favourite theme-COmbination 
manner, on principles well tried in the previous settings. The 
bold opening, foilowed by the shorter-note continuation 'let me 
never be confounded', is a pattern familiar from the Utrecht and 
Caroline settings. -. ehe quaver figure for 'let me never be 
confounded' is actually very close to that found in the. Caroline 
Te Deum. The minim theme and the quaver answer are soon combined 
with a running semiquaver passage which is first heard in -the 
orchestra but is cunningly used as chorus material in the lead up 
to a grand reprise of the opening at oar 20. The movement, short 
vhough it is, is a fitting conclusion to a work which may be 
regarded as Handel's masterpiece in Ibrevis' settings of this 
canticle. Throughout the work he successfully compressed the 
musical content without stemming the flow: this Te Deum. exhibits 
nearly every facet of Handel's English church music, but on a 
m: rniature scale* 
f 
II 
42 This may be a reference to some con. ducting score.. 
The possibility can not be completely ruled oiit 
that some Te Deum setting composed by Handel in the 
1720's has been lost and that the composer salvaged 
No. 2 from this 'lost' setting. Such a work might, 
for examnle, have been composed for the Chapel 
Royal service on 5.1.1723/4: see the proposed 
chronological scheme at the end of Chapter 7. 
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Autograph 
B. L. RM. 20-9-4 f. 1-20. Lacking one movementg No. 2, but 
otherwise complete. 5 bin. 
Watermark: Cb 
Rastrography: 12-stave, 02.31.5 This characteristic stave 
ruling is shared only by Anthem 11B: I have not found 
it in any of Handel's other autographs. 
The absence of No. 2 presents something of a puzzle. It 
seems that Handel wrote it on a separate sheet, which was not 
part of the original gatherings. Handel's cue 'To the (sic) all 
Angels from the other score' appears at the end of No* 1 on f-3r, 
and f-3v continues with No- 3. The cue is not crammed in to the 
page, nor does it appear to have been added as an afterthought. 
The appearance of the autograph does not support the possibility 
that Handel simply forgot to set the words of No* 2 and had to 
make it good afterwards; neither does the musical construction 
of this section, since Nose 2 and 3 belong naturally together. 
The reference to 'the other score' only compounds the mystery. 
42 
Whatever this wass it was lost by the 1740's when the Aylesford 
copyist was at work (see below, Copy B)o The text of No* 2 can, 
however, by confidently established from manuscript copies. 
Singers named: 
No. 1: Alto 1- Mr. Hughs; Bass 1- Mr. Wheely; 
Bass 2- Mr. Gates 
(No. 2: Alto 1- Mr. Hughs; Tenor - Mr. Gething 
- from secondary copies) 
No- 3: Alto - Mr. Hughs 
No- 4: Alto 1- (Mr) H(ughs); Tenor - Mr. Getting (at bar 12); 
Bass 1- (Mr) W(hely); Bass 2- (Mr) G(ates) 
The solo parts in this movement were subjected to some 
43 See Note 40,, s Supra. 
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re-arrangement by Handel during the course of composition. 
The bass solo at bar 5 was begun on Gates' stave and then 
transferred to Wheely'se The alto solo at bar 18 was orig- 
inally given to 'Mr. Bell' (who is otherwise not named on 
the MS) on Alto 2, and then transferred to Hughes on Alto 1. 
One possible inference is that Handel discovered or remem- 
bered during the composition of the movement that Bell was 
not 'in waiting' for the month of the performance. 
No. 5: Alto - Mr. Hughs 
No. 6: Alto 1- Mr. Hughs; Tenor - Mr. Getting; 
Bass 1- Mr. Whely; Bass 2- Mr. Gates. 
Canto part at bar 41 marked "all" 
No. 7: Alto - Mr. Hughs 
It is remarkable that, although his part is named through- 
out, Gates is given virtually no solo work. From copies -A 
and B we can infer that the following names also appeared 
at the start of the lost autograph of No* 2: 
Alto 1- Mr. Hughs 
Solo Tenor - Mr. Getting 
There are a few uncertainties as to Handel's intentions on 
details of performance practice. In the arias Nos. 5 and 7 Han- 
del wrote the second violin and viola parts on the same stave 
but did not show the viola part consistently throughout. The 
Aylesford copyist gave the second violin part, transposed down 
an octave to violain No. 7, bars 31-50, which does not seem quite 
right, and other copyists tended to add (more suitable) extra 
parts in No. 5. Although the bassoon obbligato part in Nos. 2. 
5 and 7 is obviously for a soloist, and only one bassoonist is 
accounted for in the Lord Chamberlain's records, Handel's cues in 
No. 6 bars 53 and 55 mention 'Bassons'. 
43 Some 'double stopping' 
44 Chr,, -sander's edition rerroduces them exactly 
as in the autogrqph. 
t 
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in the Alto solo part at bars 25-6 of No. 7 gives two alternative 
versions of the melodic line. 
44 The upper part appears to have 
been written slightly later than the lower part* This is what we 
would expect, knowing that Hughes was a "high" alto: Handel pro- 
bably realised that the low cadential ending did not suit his 
singer very well and supplied the higher version as a more prac- 
tical alternative. Only the lower version appears in the MS 
copies. 
45 See 'Copies G; rMl, infra. 
c 
tI. c 
f 
46 The o%mer of the MS is identified by Larsen 
(Messiah, p. 267) as Mrs. Margarete Schou. 
f 
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Manuscript Copies. 
The eighteenth century copies of this work fall into two 
grours. Une group shares a large number of corrupt readings, 
probably derived from a copy not now extant, which I shall desig- 
nate IXI. The copies which are independent of 1XI will be listed 
first. 
It is remarkable that the Te Deum does not appear in the 
volumes of the Granville and Lennard Collections, although the 
companion work, Anthem 11B, is included in both. The explanation 
for this may lie in the absence of movement No. 2 from the auto- 
graph: perhaps the copyists were reluctant to include an incom- 
plete work in these tidy library collections. In the case of the 
Aylesford Collection tidiness appears to have been a secondary 
consideration, and the copyist seems to have been instructed to 
reproduce any music that he could find: hence the Te Deum is rep- 
resented there, but in an incomplete form. 
A Mp Henry Watson Music library (Flower Collection) 
BAS 130 Hd4 v. 47 0 
c. 1725-1730 
This score, not from Aylesford Collection volume, contains 
Anthems 5B and 11B as well as the Te Deumq all in the hand of the 
same copyist. Its characteristics have already been described: 
see supra. Anthem 5B, Copy A. 
There are some textual mistakes, to which reference will be 
made later, 
45 but this MS provides a good source for Noo 29 and 
includes singers' names from the autograph throughout. 
B Lcm MS 1057 
A miscellaneous volumeg apparently assembled by John Alcock 
(senior) from various MSS. The To Deum begins on f. 48: it 
ie a separate MS, originally paginated 1-58. The volume 
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bears Alcock's signature with the date 1763, but the Te 
Deum MS is much earlier in origin, c. 1725-30, Un a leaf 
inserted before the Te Deum the work is described by Alcock 
as follows: 'A Te Deum, for Voices & Instruments, compos'd 
by Mr. Handelq for the late Duke of Chando's Chappel at 
Cannons. E. B. This Te Deum. is not printed, & in very few 
hands'. Score. 
Copyist: Unidentified, The copyist may have been connected 
with the Chapel Royal. His copies of Croft's music from 
the 1720's contain additions in Croft's own hand: see, 
for exampleg Lcm USS 666, f. 70-71 and Ob MS Mus. c. 1, 
f-3v- 
Watermark: Pro-Patria/GR 
Rastrography: 12-stave 04 85 
A good copy of the autograpk, including movement No. 2 and 
the names of the soloists. Alcock's attribution of the Te Deum 
to the Chanaos period is, of course$ negated by the presence of 
these very names* 
C Danish Private Collection. 46 Score voluXe containing the A 
Major Te Deum and two Chandos Anthems. Te Deum score 
paginated 1-59. 
ce 1735 
Copyist: S3 
Watermark: 0 type 
Rastrography: 12-stave ? 02 32-6 
A good copy. Singers' names are not included, but Handel's 
final IS. D. G. 1 is reproduced as 'Soli Deo Gloria'. The score in- 
cludes some additional speed indicationsg not found elsewhere: 
No* 2: Large 
No. 4: Andante; at bar 35: Allegro 
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No. 7: Largo Andante 
They appear to be in the hand of S3, but may have been later 
additions. They need not be taken as authentic, and that at bar 
35 uf No. 4 is demonstrably wrong. 
D London, Guildhall Library, Gresham fdusic Library 
IdbS 365,366. : Parts for Uboe ana Bassoon. 
ce 1735 
Copyist: S39 with later additions. The Flute obbligato 
part in No- 5 (MS 365) is headed 'Oboe E Traversierl. 
An inserted half-sheex kprobably of later date) gives 
this movement transposed to A major, for oboe alone. 
Watermark: Cc 
Rastrography: 12-stave Q2 32.5 
There are goocL reasons for associating these parts wi-th the 
score, MS C9 just described. They are in the hand of the same 
copyist, and they contain the same Chandos Anthems as the score. 
The additional speed indications from the score are not repro- 
duced, but the limited textual information available from the 
parts seems to confirm the link: the two sources share a wrong 
note in the oboe part of No* 2* The score did not contain some 
of Handel's ]Bassoon cues in the final section of No* 6, and the 
Bassoon part is consequently defective in following -the Basso 
Continuo part too slavishly* 
B Up Henry Watson Music Library (Flower Collection) 
MS 130 Hd4 vo 325 (Score) and associated parts, vocal ana 
orchestral, in ve 327-335,338-247. 
Aylesford Collection 
a. 1740 (score), ? c. 1745 (parts) 
Charles Jennens annotated the fly-leaf of the score: 
47 Burney's listing of this idS in Commemoration, 
Sketch, p. 45, is beset by curious punctuation. 
'Ditto in A, major 3 
d, 
should read 'Ditto in 
A Major, 3rd setting': cf. also the Sons of. the 
Clergy annoiincement in 1735: ITe Deum in Airy'. 
48 Not identical with any of Clausen's B type 
watermarks. 
f 
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'Te Deum in Aret . 
47 8ome of the Basso Conzinuo figuring 
may also be in his hand. 
Copyist: S2 
Watermarks: Score: B type 48 
Parts: ? Ch, Ci 
. Rastrography: Bcore: 12-stave 02 31-5 - 32 
Parts: 10-stave and 12-stave 
The score reproduces the autograph as it stood at the time 
of copying: it does not contain the second movement, but Handel's 
cue IBB to thee all Angels: as it is in the other 8corel is copied 
at the end of No. 1. In all of the parts, the copyist left a 
blank page for No. 2 which was never filled in. Following normal 
practice, the Flute solos are included in the Oboe parts. The 
parts for Oboe 2, Bassoon 2 and Violoncello 2 are identical in 
content with the parts for Oboe 1, Bassoon 1 and Violoncello 1 
respectively. The copyist extracted the parts from the score to 
match his sets of parts for Handel's other Te Deum settings: they 
can not be taken as evidence that Handel used two oboes, for 
examples in the original Chapel Royal performance. The Bassoon 
parts in No. 6 follow Handel's cues accurately. In No. 7, bars 
31-509 the Viola part reproduces the Second Violin part an octave 
lower. 
F Lcm MS 890 Score, ? c* 1760 Formerly in the library of 
the Concerts of Ancient Music. 
Copyist: E. T* Warren 
Watermark: Countermark IJWt appears on all sheets 
Rastrography: 12-stave ? 06 119 
Front label bears the title ITe Deum/by Mr. Handel/A# /5611. 
This is not in Warren's hand; the number may be a former 
library reference. 
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An accurate text, incluaing movement No* 2* It is 
not derived from any of the copies previously described. 
Copies G-M 
These are copies of the IXI group, referred to above. 
The hypothetical copy 'XI might have been a corrupt trans- 
script of MS A, the following errors from A being charac- 
teristic of the 'XI group: 
No. 4 Bar 35: No speed indication 
No. 5 Bar 74: Violin 2, second note fl sharp 
No. 6 Bar 1: Viola, second note el 
No* 7 Bar 4: Violim 2, second note bl 
Bar 7: Violaq el 
Bar 54: Viola, notes g', g' 
No. 86 minor errors in bars 8-11t 16-17 
Additional corrupt readings from the f. X' group 
include: 
No* 1 Bar 17: Alto 20 last note a' 
Viola, last three notes. d' 
No, 2 U3ý 9: Viola entry two beats too early 
No. 3 Bar 9: Bass 1 and 3 identical with 
Bass 2 
No. 4 Bar 16: Canto notes al, ft sharp 
Noo 6 Bar 42: Violin partsq crotchet rest beat 2 
No, 7 Bars 7-10: Violin 2 and Viola parts confusedg 
prewima ly the result of a misplaced 
bar in 'XI (Ex. 10 overleaf). 
Copy IXI must have been made soon after the work was compos- 
ed: its errors were probably disseminated to copies (; -I 
before 1730. 
49 The movement ends with an imperfect cadence. in 
F sharp mindr., Whoever was responsible for the 
IYI source amended the bass parts to end on: B, 
absentmindedly suggesting a perfect cadence. in 
B min6r. The result is a. chord of C sharp major 
with a number of 'foreign' notes in. At. 
II 
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A further series of mistakes appears in copies J- 
probably derived from another lost copy PYI). This 
source had a serious 'howler' in the last bar of No. 2 
which made nonsense of the final chord. 
49 
Copies J and 
K faithfully copied the erroneous chord as it stood: the 
copyists of L and M, unable to jLake sense o: ý its left the 
bar empty. 
G B. L. Add, MS 29998, f*2-29 (Original pagination 
10ormerly the property of Thomas Barnard. 
Score. 
c. 1725-1730 
Copyist: ? Thomas Barnard 
Watermark: Ell 
Rastrography: 12-stave 04 83 
Includes the singers' names from the autographt 
as part of vhe original transcript. 
H Ob US Mus. c*25, f-28-55- (Original pagination 
1-55) 
50 See Burrows: Dolben 
c 
II 
51 'See King: Collectors, Plate II(b) 
r 
t 
- .. I "" 
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The property of Sir John Dolben (d. 1756), 50 whose 
signature appears on the printed edition of Purcell's 
D major Te Deum and Jubilate bouna with the MS. 
Subsequently owned by (John Lucius) Dampier ana 
Vincent Novello. 
Score, a. 1725-173U 
Copyist: Unidentified 
Watermark: Pro Patria/I VD L 
Rastrography: 12-stave 04 83 
Collection of Gerald Cokep Bentleyt Hants. 
The 'Rimbault, MS, formerly the property of 
R. F. Rimbault. 
Score, c* 1725-1730 
Copyist: Unidentified 
Watermark: Pro Patria/IV 
Rastrography: 12-stave 94 81-5 
Bookplate of 'Messrs bharp'. 
51 
An introductory 
note in Kimbault's hand reads: 'I oelieve this -to 
be an original MS of Handel. it was in the possession 
of Sir Watkin Williams and Granville Sharp. 
Both compositions 
[the A major Te Deum and Anthem 11B] 
were written for the Duke of Chandos-I 
RimDault's statements are mostly incorrect, but the 
early date of the MS is not to be denied. 
B. L. RM*19*g. 1. Vol. 1, f*123-156 (Original pagination 
1-67) Smith Collection. 
5core, c. 1765 
Copyist: S11 
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Watermark: F 
Rastrography: 20-stave 010 197 
A large 'library' score. A separate stave is provided 
for the bassoon part in the choruses, and this includes 
the correct music lor -t; he final section of No. 6. 
K Collec-uion of Gerald Coke. 
Bookplate of Dorothea Mary Picton. 
Title above music: ITe Deum Laudamus by Mr Handel, 
Por the late Duke of Chandois's Chapel at Cannons'. 
Copy dated (17)66-7. 
Score. 
Copyist: Unidentified 
Watermark: F1 
Rastrography: 12-stave 06 119 
L US - NBu M2038*H14A5, Vol. 1 (Appendix), p. 1-61 
Wynn Collection. 
Score, c. 1770 
Copyist: S10 
The index to the volumev also probably in the 
hand of SlOp describes the work correctly, as 
'Transposed and altered for the King's Chappell. 
See also suprap Anthem 5B, US H 
M Collection of Gerald Coke, bound with a copy of 
Anthem 11B dated 1770. 
Scoreq a* 1770 
Copyist: Unidentified 
Watermarks: HI, F1 and 'I Portal' 
Rastrography: 12-stave, ? 012 250 
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First Printed Edition 
Te Deum in Score Composed for His Grace the Duke 
of Chandos (in the Year 1720) By G. F. Handel 
Arnold's Edition, No. 20 (1788) 
Arnold's copy-text was a MS from the IXI group, and 
his edition therefore contained a fair number of errors. 
Chrysander did not state any source for his own text in 
HG Vol. 37 (1872) but he wisely paid no attention to 
Arnold's previous edition. 
Relationship of Copies 
Autogr 
AcEFx 
Noe2, 
bar 4 GHI Oboe, 
last 
note bl. KL 
No*4 No. 6 bar 
bars Vn. 2 
D 31-2 beat 1 dII 
Alto 2 
r inco rect 
Arnold' s 
Printed 
Edition 
I 
52 The King perhaps remained standing during the per- 
formance of the anthem at C. iapel Royal services: 
see the refe-ence to George II in the Supplement 
Conditions of kerformance, sub 'Chapel Royal, 
St. James's Palace'. 
I 
53 See Hatton: George I, p. 277-8 
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Anthem 11B - Let God arise 
This is the shortest of Handel's Chapel Royal works from 
the second period. It comprises only four movements and takes 
less than a quarter of an hour in performance. Compressed though 
the A major Te Deum is, Handel may have felt that his music was 
still on the long side forthe intended Chapel Royal service, and 
so deliberately proviaed a short companion anthem. If the sug- 
gested chronology of Handel's Chapel Royal music is correct# this 
would have been the last of his anthems for George I, and perhaps 
some allowance has to be made for the advancing age of the King, 
52 
or even for the possibility that Handel composed the Music BO 
close to the King's return that he was making allowances for the 
effects of a particularly bad Channel crossing on the King's 
stamina. 
Handel used only the framework of the opening and closing 
choruses of the related Chandos Anthem, placing two newly-com- 
posed solo movements between theme Not too much importance need 
be attached to the nature of the text, which is rather more war- 
like than the previous ones of the series. There was growing 
tension during the period following the Treaty of Vienna (April 
1725) and occasional scares throughout 1726-7 that a war with 
Spain might be imminent, 
53 but it is more likely that Handel was 
influenced by the musical ideas from the Chandos Anthem than by 
the diplomatic climate. The imagery of psalm 66 was stimulating 
enough in itself. Although the Chapel Royal version is B-10 
minutes shorter than the Chandos Anthem, Handel lost surprisingly 
little from the text. tLet the righteous be glad' (Verse 3 of 
the psalmg No* 4 of -the Chandos Anthem) largely repeats senti- 
ments which are present in other movements. Handel's new short 
setting of 10 sing unto Goal is an improvement on the Chanaos An- 
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them movemenz whicli rather outstays its welcome. The Chandos 
Anthem included a verse from Ysalm 36 with some lively imagery 
referring to the crossing of the Red aea. The loss of -this is per- 
haps unfortunate, but it was really in the nature of a commentary 
and its omission leaves no hole in the text's coherence. 
No. 1: Let God arise 
This movement, derived from the first chorus of the Chandos 
Anthem, falls into two sections: a common time opening(I'Allegro 
ma non troppol in the Chandos version, no speed indicated in An- 
them 11B), followed by a fazzer triple-time section ('Allegro' in 
both versions) for The second half of the verse 'let them also 
that hate Him'. The material itself is excellenti the defiant 
chordal statements of the opening seetion resulting in the un- 
righteous being thrown down Voith fine rhetorical effect on ibe 
scatterldlg and then put to flight and ctmfusion with the descen- 
ding scale figures and cross-rhyti2me of the triple-time continu- 
atiOn. Handel re-arranged the second, triple time, section with- 
out substantial alteration in content, combining the quaver figures 
between different voice parts to give added strength and rendering 
the hemiola rhythms in staccato minims rather than crotchets and 
rests (Ex. 11). 
EýýAl 
A-A- NA 
".. I 
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Handel replaced the Chandos Anthem/Prayer Book text "flee before 
Him" with "fly before Himn throughout: was this amendment accid- 
ental, or had someone pointed out to Handel the possible confusion 
C 
54 The cut also removeý a homophonic passage in which 
the text had received rather dubious syllabic f 
treatment, bars 25-G of the Chandos Anthem. 
55 HG Vol. 46A, p. 8 (Numbering of movements follows 
HHA 1/6). 
56 HG Vol. 18t p. 109 (Numbering of movemenýs follows 
Rovello Edition, ed. Watkins Shaw). 
r 
57 HG Vol- 46A, p. 43 
58 To this list may be added Handel's division of 
the orchestral bass line, which follows that of the 
Chandos Anthem: Bassoon & 'Cello/Organ & Double Bass. 
f 
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between "flee" and "fleatI9 
The first part of the movement received more substantial 
revision. The original introduction served well enough in place 
of a separate Sinfonia, with a little strengthening of the bass 
part and the removal of a redundant bar in the echo passage im- 
mediately preceding the chorus entry. Handel recognised that the 
semiquaver tremolando representing IscatteredIg although an excel- 
lent idea in itself and particularly effective on the orchestra, 
had been rather overdone in the Chandos Anthem: he shortened the 
choral section of the movement to remove this excess. 
54 
Table 7 
shows where Handel's amendments occur, all of them effective in 
tightening up the drive of the movement. 
Some of the movement's most striking ideas, derived immed- 
iately from the Chandos Anthem, originated from Handel's earlier 
compositions. The tscattering of the enemies' at bars 22-3 uses 
material from the Birthday Ode for Queen Anne (No* 2, bars 78-9)55 
and from the Latin Pealm Dixit Dominus (No. 7, bars 56-61) 
ý6 
The Latin borrowing is particularly relevant, since the second 
part of the anthem movement Met them also that hate him') is 
also closely related to the following movement in Dixit, Dominus 
('Conquasabit', No. 7 bars 62 et seqo). The instrumental ritor- 
nello at the end of the movement seems to have been inspired by 
the final bars of No. 8 of the Birthday Ode. 
57 
No* 2: Like as the smoke 
From the Cannons setting of the same words (Anthem 11A, No. 
twos relatively insignificant, features were preserved: the 
semiquaver runs associated with the word 'drive' and the cadence 
figures for "So shalt thou drive them away" . 
58 Otherwise all 
both thematically and formallys is new* The Chandos movement 
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Chapter 9 Table 7 
Anthem 11B: Adaptation of 'Let God arise' (No* 1) 
from Chandos Anthem 11A, No* 2 
Anthem 11B Anthem 11A Commentary 
(Bar Nos*) (Bar Nos*) 
1-14 1-14 Harmonic bass added in bar 1; 
some simplification in bars 5-6. 
Anthem 11A bar 15 cut. 
15-20 16-21 
21 New,, replacing 11A bars 22-26 
22-31 27-36 
32 New, but partly based on material 
from 11A bars 37 and 39* 
Replaces 11A bars 37-39. 
33-34 40-41 
35-103 42-110 Triple time Allegro section left intact. 
59 The mid-point key centre of tqe movement is the 
relative major. 
e 
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had been in triple time; Handel changed the metre for the Chapel 
Royal anthem, probably to introduce some variety following the 
triple-time ending to No. 1. This alteration tipped the balance 
in the opposite direction: Anthem 11B is dominated by quadruple/ 
duple metres, but there is enough variety in speed and mood to 
compensate for this. 
The Chandos Anthem setting 'Like as the smoke' was a continu- 
ous minor-key Tenor aria in binary form, with a swift return to 
the tonic 
59 
at the start of the second half of the text, 'like as 
wax melteth at the firele For the Chapel Royal version Handel took 
the idea a stage further and sliced the aria into two, producing 
a rather novel double movement. The first half Olike as the 
smoke') is given to the Bass soloist in F majorp and the second 
half (ALike as the waxlý) to the Alto soloist in D minor. Pulse, 
metre and principal thematic material remain constant throughout, 
but the movement ends in a different key from that in which it 
started. The effect, with the change of voice and key half way, 
is very striking, comparable to a set of variations in which the 
composer decided halfway through to devote the rest of the piece 
to developing the possibilities of the theme in the minor mode. 
Both halves of the movement are comple. te in themselves: the Bass's 
section is a full binary aria, the Alto's is looser in structure 
and rather more discursivee The key-scheme of the Alto half be- 
gins with a piece of musical irony: the first modulation is to F 
major, and Hand4l introduced the ritornello theme momentarily in 
bars 65-8 as if a permanent return to F major was expected and the 
movement was, after all, to be in conventional binary form. In- 
stead the music sets off towards G, minor and A minor before return- 
ing to D minor at the close. 
The musical representation of the text in the vocal parts 
c 
r 
60 Handel omitted any reference to violas, even in the 
final ritornellosand so provided a trap for the unwary. 
No. 3 was one of the movementsinserted into Chapdos 
Anthem 11A in the Aylesford parts and Arnold's pub- 
lished edition. Although it appears to ýe a plaus- 
ible Cannons piece, the movement's typical Alto/Bass 
combination and its indifferent contribution to the 
key scheme of the Chandos Anthem immediately arouses 
suspicion. 
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calls for some comment. The Bass solo is rather more operatic in 
style than most iid Handel's church music* Although it is not a 
conventional 'rage' aria, the driving away of the enemies is 
vividly depicted using the full range of the voice to good effect 
(Ex. 12). 
r,,. 1: 6 C&oAo^AIL) 
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The Alto paxtq more constricted in range, presents the vision of 
the ungodly perishing at ýhe presence of Gpd in music which is 
less aggressive, more sinuoust but no less serious in tone. The 
Alto never sings the semiquaver figuration associated in the Bass 
part with 'drive them away', but this figuration is continually 
present in the background and generates some tension under the 
sustained voice part at baTs 60-62* Handel's scoring, carefully 
specified, seems to be delibqrately bottom-heavy at this point, 
and marvellously effective it is in performaned. 
No. 3: 0 gLW untO GOA 
This short movement is by way of a relaxation: beatific 
contemplation as a contrast to the prophetic threats of the pre- 
vious movement. The two soloists from that movement join together 
in a duet, but they do not dominate the music. Instead they are 
part of a richer texture interwoven with the orchestral parts. 
Over a primitive harmonic bassq the voicest violins 
60 
and oboe 
develop and extend the opening melody, with occasional assistance 
61 Duet, lIl fuggir, cara mia vital, HG Vol. 89, p. 6- 
62 Aria, 'Ye fleeting bhades' , HG Vol. 46B, p. 40 
63 Aria, 'Lead, Goddess', Voi. le, p. 69 
eC 
64 See supr , notes 10 and 38, and also Chapter 6, 
Music Eximple 7. er 
65 In the course of doing so, Handel introduýed a set 
of consecutive fifths between viola and bass parts 
over the barline ef 21-22, but these are not audible 
in the general busyness. r 
66 Handel did not label the parts at the start of the 
movement, but presumably the arrangement followed 
that of the first movement, with Alto 1 and Bass I 
staves intended for Hughes and Wheely. 
. 
It 
t 
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from the solo bassoon. The movement is in binary form, but the 
interest of the movement lies in its sonorities rather than its 
construction. The theme and its characteristic figuration became 
firmly embedded in Handel's imagination, for he re-used the idea 
twice in works composed over the following quarter century. it 
appears in the opera Arminio 
61 
and in Alceste, 
62 
the music for 
the latter surfacing finally in The Choice of Hercules. 
63 
In 
none of these movements was the verbal text similar in content to 
that of the anthem. 
]No* 4: Blessed be God 
This movement was adapted from the final movement of the 
Chandos Anthem. It is a chorus which fits the 'Non nobis' cantus 
firmus 
64 
against a flowing bass and a number of lively "Halle- 
lujah" figures. The spacious Chapel Royal arrangement with six 
vocal lines (as against four in the Chandos Anthem) allowed 
Handel some opportunity for filling in holes in the harmony, 
65 
but in general he preferred to dispose the voice parts with 
linear rather than harmonic objects in view. He doubled the 
voice parts in order to bring important strands of 'the texture 
to the foreground: in turn, Bass 1 
66 
helps out the Tenorst Alto 
166 helps the Trebles and the Tenors strengthen Alto 2. 
Handel alter4d the notation of the music in the course of 
the transfers doubling the note values* The Chandos Anthem move- 
ment is barred in ICI (4/4) time and the Chapel Royal movement in 
C (2/2) time, one bar of the Chandos movement becoming two bare 
in the later version. vo obvious motive for the change comes -co 
mind, though it may have been connected in some way with Handel's 
intentions about the speed of the music. In the Chandos Anthem 
Handal headed the movement 'Allegro', but changed this to 'Andante'. 
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Perhaps he thought that, if he gave the music an alla breve ap- 
pearance, the musicians would know from experience how it should 
be treated: in the Chapel Royal anthem he dia not add any speed 
indication as such. 
Handel made two substantial cuts in the movement when he 
adapted the Chanaos movement: see Table 8. These cuts reveal what 
Handel was prepared -to sacrifice to the cause of tightening up the 
movemeni as a whole. The first one, after bar 31 of the Chapel 
Royal version, attenuates the cantus firmus in the Bass part to 
its first three steps ohly. Although this looks rather unsatis- 
factory on paper it usefully breaks up the theme just when its 
development was in danger of becoming predictable. The scale pat- 
tern is carried up harmonically into the Tenor part in bar 32, 
and the complete passage now serves to introduce the dominant 
entry in the Bass at bar 33- With the second cut Handel removed 
a passage which included some contrapuntal interest: bars 36-41 
of the Chandos Anthem had presented the cantus firmus theme in 
stretto canon between the upper two voice partst the only appear- 
ance of this device in the movement. it is curious that Handel 
did not wish to preserve this piece of ingenuity in the Chapel 
Royal version, though it is characteristic of the difference 
between the music he wrote for the two establishments that he 
should go for the broader, simpler effect in the Chapel Royal 
version rather than in the ChandOS Anthem. 
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Chapter 9 Table 8 
Anthem 11B: 
Adaptation of 'Blessed be God' (14o* 
from Anthem 11A, No. 8 
Anthem 11B Anthem 11A Commentary 
(Bar Nos. ) (Bar Nos*) 
1-31 1-161/2 
16%-20 Cut 
32 Uses material extracted from 
Anthem 11Ag bar 21. 
33-36 22-23 
37-38 Compressed from 11A bars 24-25. 
39-61 26-37Y2 Anthem 11A bar 33 simplified. 
62-66 37Y2-39 Somewhat re-composed, but cantus firmus 
(11A soprano, bars 36-39) preserveds 
and also outline of basso continuo 
from 11A bars 381/2-39. 
40-44 Cut 
67-73 44Y2-47 Note values from 11A 461/2-47 
cLoubled proportionally* 
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Autograph 
B. 1, RM 20-9-4, f. 21-37 (LacKing the final 18 bars of 
Nol 4, but otherwise compiete) 3 bin., 1 sheet, 1 bin 
Watermarx: Cb 
Rastrography: 12-stave u2 31.5 Identical with the auto- 
graph of the A major Te Deum, see supra. 
The gatherings are numbered in ink, possibly by Handel. The 
nUMberings confirm that f-339 which has the end of No. 3 on one 
side and blank staves on the other, is a separate sheet. The 
most likely explanation of this odd page is that, as in Anthem 
5B$ Hanaei worked out the first and last movements from the parent 
Uhandos Antnem and then filled in the new inner movements: it so 
happened that these movements occupied an untidy number of sheets. 
Assuming that Handel continued the last movement with much 
the same spacing as before, 1 unio Uee. 2 sheets) has been lost 
from the end of the autograph. The missing bars can be restored 
with confidence from Copy A, which accurately reproduces many 
features of the autograph. It seems probable-$ from the evidence 
of this copy, that Handel did not finish the movement with either 
of his characteristic terminations, 'Fine' or IS. D. G. I. Perhaps 
the Anthem was composed before the . acoampanying A Major 
Te Deum, which does have 1S. D. G. 1 at the end. The text of the 
'lost' section of the autograph as found in many later copies, 
and in Chrysander's edition, contains some errors in the Bass, 
Alto and Bassoon parts. One problem arises with the word under- 
lay in the. Bans part at bars 63-65. The autograph probably 
looked something like Ex. 13at generally interpreted in the 
copies as shown in Ex. 13b- This interpretation is surely in- 
correct: the choice of the '-lu-' syllable for the melisma is 
very uncharacteristic of Handel's treatment of this rather over- 
I 
" 
I 
f 
6.7 Two movements of the Anthem vyere included in the 
Aylesford parts for. -Anthem OA 
(See infra, Copy t). 
Unfortunately the copyist arranged the parts mainly 
to suit his own convenie: Oce, and they provide no 
further enlightenment as to Handel's own treatment 
of the bass line. 
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worked word. I suggest that his intention is represented by Ex. 
13c, which matches the word-setting in the Alto and Tenor parts. 
(Ex- 1.3). 
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Singers named: 
No. 1: Alto 1- Mt. Hughs; Bass 1- Mr. Wheely 
Noe 2: Bass - Mr. Wheely; Alto - Mr. Hughs (at bar 50) 
No- 3: Alto - Mr. Hughs; Bass - Mr. Wheely 
In No. 1, the staves for Alto 2 and Bass 2 are labelled 
'Chorus'. There are no names at the start of No. 4, but the 
layout of the staves is identical with No* 1. Two features of 
No. 1 have already been noted: the absence of a speed indication 
and Handel's preference for 'fly' in place of Iflee'. 
Throughout the work Handel took some care over the instrument- 
ation of the bass line, using separate staves to clarify his in- 
tentions. In No. 1 one stave is given to Bassoon and 'Cello, 
leaving a separate Basso Continuo part (unlabelled)q presumably 
for Organ and Double Basses. The same arrangement is continued in 
Noe 29 specific references this time being made to the Double 
Basses next to the Basso Continuo stave. In both movements Handel 
refers to Violoncello in the singulax, Obviously intending a solo- 
ist to play with the Bassoon. If there were any ripieno 'Cello 
players they presumably followed the Basso Continuo line: 
67 
there 
are no references to them$ however, and it is perfectly possible 
68 Compare also the single 'Cello clearly specified at 
the beginnircr of Handel's Peace Anthem 074*9). 
bee the tjupplement Conditions of ilerformance, 
'String Instruments - the Bass T_ine and uontinuol. 
. 
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that Handel's orchestra included one 'Cellist but two Double 
Basses. 
68 
One obvious inference from Handelts layout of the 
score is that the Continuo group might have consisted of Double 
Bass and Organ rather than 'Cello and Urgan. At Bar 42 of No. 2, 
the bar of the Bass soloist's final cadence and the place where 
a cadenza would have occurred in an operatic aria, Handel treated 
the instrumental bass line exactly as we would expect in the 
theatre, silencing the Solo 'Cello/Bassoon part and leaving the ac- 
companiment to the continuo stave. In Nos- 3 and 4 the Bassoon 
has a separate stave in the score, the 'Cello and Double Basses 
presumably following the continuo line. 
I 
f 
69 None of the errors from the 'XI source of the Arthem 
are anticipated in Nio A: compare my description of 
the 'XI source for the A major Te Deum. 
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ManuscriptlCopies 
The A Major Te Deum was a companion work to this Anthem, and 
we might reasonably expect the two to appear together in copies. 
In the section of this Chapter dealing with the Te Deum I pointed 
out that several of the big 'library' manuscript collections in- 
cluded the Anthem but not the Te Deum. Other manuscripts present 
the two works together as a. pair, but most of these are accounted 
for by the group of manuscripts designated IXI in my description 
of the Te Deum copies. It seems that the corrupt source copy of 
the A Major Te Deum, was accompanied by a no less corrupt text of 
this Anthem. Copies E -' I of the Anthem are from the 1XI source 
and the defective readings they have in commonýinclude: 
69 
No. 1 Bars 5&-59: Violin 2 notes g', g',: aIq a' 
No. 2 Bars 18 and 29: ]Rhythm of solo bass part incorrect 
Bar 99: Viola notes alt g', j f'q in various rhythms 
No. 3 Bar 11: Basso continuot 4th note C 
Mp Henry Watson Music Library MS 130 HO v-47(2) 
Score c. 1725-30 
The characteristics of this MS have already been described: 
see Anthem 5B MS A and A Major Te Deum MS A. This anthem is in 
the same hand as the rest of the voiume and incluaes singers' 
names. An accurate source* 
US - Cu MS 437, Volso 29 39 5v 12,149 16,18,20 & 22. 
Parts, vocal and instrumentalsfor movements 2 and 3. 
Aylesford Collection. 
ce 1740-1745 
Copyist: S2 
Watermark: Ch 
The two movements are inserted into a set of parts for An- 
r 
70 Compare the similar situation with Anthem 6B, where 
Handel's later setting of 2Now when I ttLink there- 
upon' appears as an alternative in the Aylesfora 
parts,, but, the score of the aý-texmative movpment is 
a separate Mb in one of the Aylesfora mixed. volumes. 
bee Chapter Eý,: jNote . 
54 
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them 11A: No. 2 appears after the Cannons setting of the same 
text and No. 3 after 'Let the Righteous be glad'. The intention 
of this arrangement seems to have been to provide an omnibus 
version of the anthem, supplementing the Chandos movements with 
the complete movements from the Chapel Royal anthem which were 
totally-new settings. I have not been able to trace the Aylesford 
source score. It is possible that this score contained all of 
the movements found in the parts, but rather more likely that a 
main score, of the Chandos Anthem only$ was supplemented by separ- 
ate scores of the two Chapel Royal movements. 
70 
The copyist extracted the parts from the score according to 
his own understanding of the practices of the 1740's, but never- 
theless, a few features of these parts are worth noting. The Alto 
solo music is given in the treble clef in the Alto part, but in 
the alto clef in the Organo part. In No* 2, Handel had shown 
Violin 2 and Viola parts on the same stave: the copyist reproduced 
Handel's Viola music exactly for 'Violino Terzol in the treble 
clef. There is a single partbook for 'Violoncello & Bassonet: in 
No. 2 this follows Handel's allocation of the bass line, but in 
No. 3 it contains only the Bassoon solo music. The editorial 
Oboe 2 part is identical with Oboe 1. 
C B. L. Egerton MS 2911, f. 22-48 (Original pagination 43-95) 
Granville Collection. Score, ce 1740. 
Copyist: S1 
Watermark: CIf 
Rastrography: 16-stave 02 30.5 
A 'library' TvISq derived from the autograph independently 
of the other copies. The copyist did not include the singers' 
namesq but his music text is generally accurate and can be usedl 
in conjunction with Copy A, to establish a good text of that 
part of the last movement which is missing from the autograph. 
e 
71 Ela paper was used for p. 107-123. Thereafter the 
remainira- sheets have only the. countermark IIV'. 
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D Cf)n DIS 811 p. 107-136. Lennard Coliection, Vol* 28; 
label on spine reads 'Anthems Vol III. 
Score, c* 1740-1745 
Copyist: j. C. 6mith senior 
Watermark: Ela and unidentified watermark. 
71 
Hastrography: 20-stave 02 30.5 
Since Smith was Handel's principal copyist and musical assis- 
tant, it is tempting to regard copies in his hand as being faith+* 
ful to the original, if not necessarily consistently careful 
over details. 6uch trust is misplaced in the case of this copy. 
Smith's main thought appears to have been to fit the anthem some- 
how into the given number of 20-stave pages. Wherever Handel's 
music would not fit the format, Smith redistributed or transfer- 
red the parts. In the first and last movements Handel's 12-stave 
layout was compressed into 10 staves, with two systems to tne 
page: the bass parts, vocal and orchestralo suffered in the pro- 
cess* In the first movement, for examplet the soio and chorus 
Bass parts were amalgamated at oars 20-21, and at bars 28-30 the 
'Cello, Bassoon and Viola parts were cobbled together on the 
Viola stave. Handel's careful specification of the orchestral 
bass parts in 14o. 2 using two staves is only intermittently ob- 
served, and most of the Bassoon solo part is lost from No- 3. 
Reference will be made to this copy again in connection with the 
early printed editions. 
E B. L. Add. KS 29998, f-99v-51 (Original pagination 56-99) 
Score, a* 1725-1730, formerly the property of Thomas 
Barnard. 
The charadteristics of this MS have already been described: 
see A Major Te Deum MS G. The two works were copied as one unit 
by the same scribe, from source IXI. Handel's singers' names are 
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included. 
F Collection of Gerala Coke, Bentley, Hants. The 'Rimbault' 
Pilb, P- 1-48- Score, c. 1725-1730 
The characteristics of this MS have already been described: 
see A major Te Deum,, ft I. The two works were copied by The same 
scribe, from source IXI. This Mb is therefore very similar to 
Mb Et just described, but the Anthem now appears before the Te 
Deum. No great significance need be attached to the change of 
order. Although produced at the same time, the copies of the An- 
them and -the Te Deum in the 'Rimbault' MS were originally produced 
on independent gatherings of paper. 
G US - NBu 12038-kil4A5* Vol- 1 (APpendix)s p-63-118 
*ynn Collection* Score, a* 1770 
Once again the Anthem is paired with the A major Te Deum and 
derived from source IXI: see Copy L of the Te Deum. The copyist 
(S10) also probably wrote the index to the volume, which describes 
the anthem as 'Let God arise/Transposed and altered for the 
King's Chappell'. 
H Collection of Gerald Coke, Bentley, Hants. 
Scores dated 1770. 
Copyist: Joseph Fish 
Watermark: C (Two types, one of them possibly Or*) 
Rastrography: 12-stave ? 012 250 
Bound with the A major Te Deum, MS M. In spite of the fact 
that the two MSS were produced by different copyists, they seem 
to have been produced together and they have identical rastra. 
The anthem is copied from MS G. An extra bar was later inserted 
in the middle of bar 14 of No. 1, apparently in an attempt to 
make this conform to the parallel passage in Anthem 11A. 
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I Lem MS 2254, f. 29-48. Score, of Nos. 2 and 3 only, 
entitled 'Songs in Let God Arise'. Dertved from the IXI 
source and probably copied in the 1760's. 
C"C 
72 -'ee South & 11u. -aphries: Handel, o. 149 
73 This was the first publication of a Chapel iýolval 
knthe, n from tne neriod covered by this dissertation. 
The Utrecht canticles and various UhaDel Roval vjorKs 
from George II's reign 'nad, of coi; rse, been publish- 
ed before 1784. 
74 The Lennard Collection was probably the property 
of the publisher in the 1780's. )ee Appendix 8. 
75 IIG, Vol. -35, P. 
(i) (1871) 
k 
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First Printed Editions 
1 The Complete Score of Ten Anthems Compose Chiefly 
for the Chapel of his Grace the. late James Duke of 
Chandos bv G. F. Handel ... London Printed, ýZ 
Wright and Wilkinson, Successors to Mr. Walsh, &c (1784) 
72 
Vol. III,. P-4lb-446 ('Anthem XI) 
This was the only Chapel Royal anthem included in the three- 
volume publication. 
73 The nine Chandos Anthems which accompanied 
it did not include Anthem 11A. The presence of this single Chapel 
Royal work can be readily explained: the anthem volumes from the 
Lennard Collection were the source for the printed edition. 
74 
Un close inspection of MS D and other anthems in the Lennard vol- 
umes, it is easy to identify the additional figurings which were 
added to the Basso Continuo-part by whoever prepared the printer's 
copy. The mistakes and re-arrangements from US D were therefore 
carried forward into the printed 4dition* Nearly a century later 
Chrysanders in the preface to his own edition of the Anthem, 
75 
remarked that it had 'hitherto been printed only in an imperfect 
form'* Many of the imperfections are directly attributable to 
Smith's presentation of the Anthem in the source MS. 
2 ANTHEM, in Score, Composed at Cannons, For his Grace 
the DUKE of CHANDOS Between the Year's 1718 & 1720. 
By G. F. HANDEL 
Arnold's Edition, Nos. 73-74 (c. 1790) 
('ANTHEM III) 
Arnold's edition was based on the previous publication by 
Wright and Wilkl3nson and continues the errors and oddities of 
that edition. The title page was used for each of the 12 anthems 
published by Arnold: its wording seems to have been based on the 
76 The dates were probably derived from Liainwaring: 
memoirs, p. 95-96 and D. 154. 
77 Burney: Commemoration, Sketch, -p., 45-46 
f 
76 They share some mistakes, such as the omission of 
the oboe part in bars of 110.3, which could 
hardly have. arisen accidentally from independent 
sources. 
I 
79 see M6 B, supra. 
-- Vt 
I 
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title page to Wright and Wilkinson's publication. 
76 
Arnold had 
slightly less excuse than the previous publishers for confound- 
ing Chandos Anthems with Chapel Royal Anthems: between the two 
editions had appeared Barney's work-list of Handel's works, 
which included references to the Chapel Royal version. 
77 
3 Title as for No. 2. Arnold's Edition Nos. 73-74 
(co 1790) 'Anthem IIV, pe 18-2b, 39-40. 
Unlike Wright and Wilkinson, Arnold included Anthem 11A 
in his edition. Into this Anthem were inserted Nos* 2 and 3 
of Anthem 11B, the former after the Chandos Anthem setting of 
the same words and the latter after the chorus 10 sing unto God'. 
The music texts of the two inserted movements are similar to 
those in Arnold's ij=ediately preceding edition of the Chapel 
Royal anthem, 
78 from which they were probably derived. The coin- 
cidence between Arnold's insertions and those in the Aylesford 
sources of Anthem 11A 
79 is remarkable, however, and the possib- 
ility that Arnold'B edition of this anthem was in some way indebt- 
ed to the lost Aylesford score of the Chandos Anthem can not be 
ruled out completely. 
Relationshijý of Sources 
___.,. 
Autograpti 
ýD/ 
ASco -r: e- (X) 
I 
ý1----7" B Wright &EFG Wilkinson No. 1 Bar 17 
Edition Vn. 1&2 
repeat bar 1 
16 1 
Als H 
Edition 
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1727 AND BEYOND 
1727 - Changes at Court and in the Chapel Royal 
1727 proved to be a year of changes1for the Chapel Royal. 
The death of the King on his way to Hanover on 11 June generated 
a certain amount of routine administrative activity. The Gentle- 
meng in common with other employees of the courtt had to be sworn 
into their places afresh and special arrangements had to be made 
for the aged absenteest such as John Gostling, who could not come 
up io London for the pmr. pose. 
1 
The establishment was tidied up: 
no less than five boys were discharged from the Chapel during 
June 1727.2 The new King had, as Prince of Wales, attended the 
Chapel Royal regularly since 1720: there was no reason to fear 
that -the Chapel and its music would receive less royal support 
than in his father's reign. There was, indeed, no break in the 
continuity of the routine services. The Gentlemen of the Chapel 
received additional public attention and financial rewards as a 
result of their participation-in the Coronation serviceg but un- 
usual circumstances denied them the rewards accxuing from a state 
funeral: George I was buried in Germany. 
The life of the Chapel was probably more closely affected 
by another death only two months after the King1s: that of William 
Croft. There is a hint that Croft had not been in perfect health 
for some time. Thomas Bisse, in a dedicationary epistle to Croft 
accompanying the publication of the sermon preached at tne Three 
Choirs' meeting in September 1726, wrote thus: 
'I will add my requeBt to youp not to continue too hard a 
student; that so the present age may long enjoy you in person, 
3 
as posterity will in your workst. 
Nevertheless, Croft seems to have been active up to a short time 
4 Dated autograph, B. -L. Add. 'ýS 17661- 
See C'napter 7, l, ote 30, supra. 
5 INA!,, ertry sub 22 julY 1727 
', "'estminster Abbey and St. James's are relatively close 
together: we may believe that Croft could just manrrwge 
to do duty at both on Vie. same day whei,. necessary. 
Given 16-centur, -! corditions, however, St. Paul's Cath- 
edra-1 was out of rar., 7e. It would have beer difficult 
for Greene to have taken on the post of Master of the 
Childron and combined this with his duties at St. Paulls. 
When Greene was recommendedas Croft's successor as 
Grganist of the Chapel Royal, Gibson predictably made 
'so-ne difficulty about r. Green's having another Post' 
(P. R. O. SP 36/3(2), f-3-4) 
NCB, pe 31 
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before his death. His last antnemt Give the King thy iudgements, 
was completed un 13 July- 
4 On 22 July he received an advance of 
six guineas from his salary as organist of Westminster Abbey; 
5 
this no doubt financed a convalescent trip to Bath, where he died 
on 14 August- Croft,, in addition to being the Chapel's foremost 
native-born composer, was at the centre of the institutional 
framework, holding the offices of Compser, Organist and blaster of 
the Children at the Chapel Royal as well as the post of Organist 
at Westminster Abbey. Maurice Greene was Croft's obvious succes- 
sor, but it is doubtful that Greene could have taken on all of 
Croft's former offices in the Chapel unless he first gave up his 
post at St. Paul's. 
6 
In the event, the Chapel Royal offices 
were divided; on 4 September Greene was appointed Organist and 
Composer of the Chapel Royal and Bernard Gates was made Master of 
the Children. 7 Later in the month, John RobinBon succeeded to 
Croft's place at Westminster Abbey* 
The distribution and timing of these appointments is of some 
importance. For the first time in the eighteenth century the 
leading musician at the centre of the life of the Chapel did not 
combine all three principal offices. The appointment of Gates as 
Master: of the Boys was to have momentous consequences. The fact 
that he had control of this part of the Chapel's life also opened 
up the possibility of friction in the future between himself and 
Greene. The date of the Chapel Royal appointments does not sug- 
geBt an undue or deliberate delay: a fortnight isq in fact9 quite 
a short period for the normal administrative process to operate, 
especially in view of the fact that the people involved in the 
decision (most particularly, of course, the Dean of the Chapel) 
had the preparations for the Coronation on their minds at the same 
time. 
8 The official records relatim-, to Hardells naturalisation 
are. reprinted in Deutsch: Handel, u. 2C2-2ýJ5. The 
Maturalisation Bill incl, iding -'-. Iar. ýells nar; e was signed 
by the King on 20 Februarly 1726/7, 
t 
9 The most detailed rerorts in the newspapers for February 
18-21 (and the weekly papers dated Februaý, y 25) state 
only that t, ie Kirl-, gave his assent to 'two Private Bil1q. 
10 This suggestion, made by Dr. H. Diack Johnstone, is 
published and. elaborated in Fiske: Theatre Music, p. 
174-5. In fairness to Dr. Johnstone, I would point out 
that the P. R. O. copy of the warrant for ilandel'p 1723 
appo; Lntment was not available when he prepared the 
relevant biographical section of The Life and Work of 
Maurice Greene (diss. Oxford University, 1967) 
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1727 - Handel's naturalisation 
Handel's decision to adopt British citizenship in February 
1727, just before his 42nd birthday, 8 has already been referred 
to in Chapter 7. As explained there, it is unlikely that Handel 
took this step foreseeing the King's death and in order to secure 
his pensions under the new reign: the King was healthy when he 
signed Handel's Private Bill. Other reasons for Handel's dec- 
ision must now be considered. A second hypothesis might be that, 
in taking British nationality, Handel was trying to make some pol- 
itical point, to ingratiate himself with the London opera patrons 
and to shuffle off the 'German' image. This also must be dismis- 
sed. His naturalisation took place with as little publicity as 
his Chapel Royal appointment had done four years before: there is 
no mention of it at all in the newspapers, 
9 
who would surely have 
registered some commbnt if it had been regarded as a matter of 
prime public concern. Handel did not drop any of his former 
German connections, nor was such a self-denying stance required 
in the next reigh: George II was as regular a visitor to Hanover 
as his father had been. 
It has been suggested that Handel's naturalisation was motiv- 
ated by a desire to succeed Croft at the Chapel Royal. 
10 
f 
Crbft was showing'Bigns of ill-health in the autumn of 1726, it 
may be argued in support of this case that Handelq while he could 
not have forese'"en the imminence bf the King's death, might have 
predicted Croftls. ý As a reason for Handel's naturalisation, how- 
ever, this also will hot stand scrutiny. Handel never partici- 
pated in the day-to-day life of the Chapel and probably never had 
any desire to do so. He was attracted to providing the Chapel 
with music for special occasions, but not tb a full-time career 
in church music. He had rejected this path in Halles and there 
I 
The daster of the Boys seems to have occupied the 
house where the choristers lodged, and was presumably 
responsible for supervisir, ýý their day-to-day life: a 
settled married life seems to have been a tacitly 
understood quali-Cication for the posý. 
12 There is admittedly a certain element of readirg 
history backwards in this suggestion. Nevertheless, t> 
with the Court behind him, HanCel's future in London 
q 
seemed secare in 1727. unll,; in 1745-6, when Hanoverian 
security was threatened, might ilandeI ýiave had doubts 
as to the WiBdorn of his decicion. 
13 The last-minute addition of HandeVs-name to another 
petition might suggest that he toOJk the decision 
qtAte suddenly. 
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is no evicLence tnat he ever went bacX on his decision. The finan- 
cial rewards to be gained from the Chapel Royal posts were so slight 
that it was not in kianuells interest to parsue tnem. Following 
his Chapel Royal appointment in 1723 Handel had received an addi- 
tional C2UO per year in return for very lignt duties. An Organist 
or Uomposer on the normal establishment of the Chapel received 
less than half of this amount and had to be in attendance week by 
week for half of the year. If he accumulated two of Croft's posts 
Handel could perhaps have added nearly another L2UO to his income, 
but tne additional labour, involved was out of proportion with his 
normal expectations. It is rather unlikely that Handel would 
have been able to take over more than one of Croft's offices, 
since he already held one-well-paid post as Composer and was pro- 
bably not a suitable candidate for master of the Boys, 
ii 
so the 
additional-salary would only have been of the order of E73, an 
amount of little significance compared with Handel's other income. 
The Chapel Royal option was not one which fitted in with Handel's 
theatre-based career and Handel, used to being his own master, 
would have been the first to realise this: the prospect of having 
to manage Bishop Gibson in addition to the opera singers was not 
one to be seriously contemplated, 
The remaining explanation for Handel's decision to take 
British nationality is much more prosaic. However uncertain the 
future of the Royal Academy appeared in 1727, Handel had decided 
to settle in London for life 
12 
and it was logical to back up this 
decision by pursuing the appropriate legal status* There may 
have been some pressing personal motive in the background, such 
as the need to hold money or property from which an alien would 
have been debarred. 
13 
There was indeed political and social 
benefit to be gained at court by becoming 'English*, but this 
14 It will be reme; -, bered t-at Croft, not HarOel, provided 
the niusic for the 1714 Coronntior: see Chapter 6, 
iýote 
15 1 have described t'-le 1727 Coronation Service, and 
Handel's contribi., tion to it, in burrows: Coronation. 
16 All of the 
. ýoloists named on Handel's alitograDhs of 
the (; oron, -tion Anthems (B. L. 1-dii 20. h-5)vm. re Cnapel 
Royal Gentlemen. 
17 William Boyce's description in 1761 (P. R. O. LC 2/32) 
,? 
I 
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does not seem to liav, e been Handel's primary consideration. 
As already noted in Chapter 7, the timing of Handel's natural- 
isation had one important consequence: it allowed him to contri- 
bute to the Coronation service in Uctober 1727* In spite of his 
Chapel Royal office, this privilege might well have been denied 
to Handel if he had not taken up British citizenship in advance* 
14 
The Coronation proved to be a landmark in Handel's association 
with the Chapel* 
15 It was an event of major social and musical 
significanceo The service Was wellattended, and Handel's music 
left its mark on those present. As tradition demandedp the Chapel 
Royal was at the centre of events, 
16 but they formed the core of 
a much larger body of performers. It was as 'the first Grand 
Musical Performance' that this event was remembered. 
'17 Handel 
successfully put together the vocal and instrumental resources of 
the court with those of the theatre, on a scale which was new to 
the listeners. The experience moulded Handel's outlook when he 
produced English oratorio in the theatre five years later: his 
first performances were promoted on the recollection of the 
Coronation music. 
18 LEP, Novemb#, r 1-4; si: -, iiar reports appeared in other 
rapers. The King had ret,. irned to St. James's on October 
29, a day before týie Royal Birt-ea. - celebrations. 
Greene's Anthem was rehearsed in the Chapel Royai on 
uctober 23 and November 1 tLJ October 25, DJ Uctober 
31). 
19 See infra, Iýote 41, and Appendix 14. 
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Handel and the Chapel hoyal 
during the reign of King George II 
The changes at the Chapel Royal during 1727 affected Handel, 
Though not immediately. The Dattern of events which followed 
George I's accession in 1714 was repeated almost exactly after 
his son's accession in 1727. In 6eptember/October '1714 Handel's 
music was performed before the King in -the Chapel Royal, but for 
the following six years it was Croft who provided the music for 
special court services: in October '1727 Handel's music was per- 
formed at the Coronation, but during -the succeeding six years itwas 
Liaurice Greene who provided the Chapel Royal music for special 
occasions. 
Between 1722 wd 1T26 Handel's main duty had been To provide 
music for the Chapel Roya. 1 servize foLlowing the King's return to 
. uonaon xrom hanovere King George 
II did not visit his Electorate 
until 1729* When he returned in September of that year the Court 
remained in its summer residence at Kensington and the Chapel 
Royal celebration was delayed until November 2nd, the first Sun- 
day after the Court's return to St. JamesIss 
On Sunday last (being the first Sunday after the Court's 
Removal from Kensington to St. James's) the new Anthem, com- 
posed by Mr. Green, was sung before their Majesties in the 
Royal Chappel at St. Jamests. 
18 
Greene provided the music for similar services celebrating the 
King's return from Hanover regularly throughout the reign, with 
the single exception of 1743 when his return was associated with 
the Dettingen victory. 
19 
Neither Handel's Chapel Royal appoint- 
ment nor his naturaliBation maintained him in the musical niche 
which he had carved for himself in the Uhapel Royal at the end of 
the previous reign. Zither Handel withdrew from his duties, or 
20 Hawkins: History, vol. ii, p. 879,884;, 
Burney: History, Vol* iis p. 489. 
t 
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Greene forced him out. As was the case in 1715, there is insuf- 
ficien*c evidence to enable us to decide whether the pressures 
which dimociated Handel from the Chapel in 1729 were primarily 
political, musical, institutional, or personal. 
Nevertheless, something must be'said about Handel's relation- 
ship with Greene, since it may have critically affected Handel's 
association with the Chapel during the period after 1727. A full 
investigation of this matter is beyond the scope of the present 
study; what follows is no more than a summary of my own conclus- 
ions based on the limited circumstantial evidence available. 
Both Burney and Hawkins, writing half a century after the 
event, explicitly state that there was some animosity between the 
two composers. 
20 
Their testimony may be regarded with caution in 
the absence of supporting contemporary evidence, but it need not 
be dismissed. The principal interests of Handel and Greene lay 
withiý different*areas of London's musical life, but both were 
directly involved with the Chapel Royals so it is appropriate to 
chart their paths in relation to the Chapel* For reasons already 
stated in this chapter, it is unlikely that Greene's appointment 
as Composer to the Chapel Royal provoked Handel's jealousy. In 
my opinion, Handel never wanted that particular post and I doubt 
whether there was any serious-animpsity between the two during 
the 17201s, althoýgh Greene did receive two niggling setbacks 
which might have fuelled later miptrust. The Chapel Royal ser- 
vice for'which Greene provided the music i3a 1721, yielded him only 
limited benefits: his music was well received at the time, but In 
thp long term Croft's withdrawal only opened the door to Handel 
c 
for the rest of the reign. In 1727 Greenef newly appointed as 
Composer to the Chapel$ received no recognition at the Coronation* 
The fact that Greene's appointment was made only a month before 
21 'tnat wretched little ci-coked iiý natured insignificant 
writer Player ard ausician tne late Dr. ý; reen Or, -, arisst 
and Comno. ýer to -in-, 73eorý-, e 
H. w`io -1ý'or-ad his corirosir, 7 
t-. -ie Arthems at '-is Coror-tion ... and ordere6 that 
L; ee 3.7. Hendel snould ... have t'iat grpat ho. nou; ý-'. 
-7 . 4-. i's co-cv c. .. a. 
inwa- in,, ' was Smit'i: Geor-le II ýhe 
lost durin, -, t'le ý7'. eccnd Vlorld but fro-, Vie fac- 
simile provided in article there see-is no 
doibt that thils anrotatior was made by the King. 
22 The singers that Handel Iriad engaged for the new season 
begar to arrive in London at t-e end of September 
(Ci, September 20'). Presumably some of October was 
spent'in rehearsals; a ccncert was given before the 
Royal ýeaiaily at 1ýensingtcn by tiandel r-. nd. some of the 
opera company on Cctqber 10 (. Ueutsch: -iardel,, p. 245). 
By the ti-, e the Kin, -, heard areene's New Arthem on 
Iýovember 2, liArdel was probably at work on the con- 
position of Uotario. 
23 See Hawkins: History, p. 662,884 and Lindgren: Noises. 
I am suspicious of r1awkins' date (p. 884) of '1728 
for the first performance of the madrigal. ! [is ver- 
sion of the A6ademy's origins (Hawkins: Account and 
llistot-t, p. 805) certainly seems to be wrong: on 
the evidence Of B. L. Add. Mb -11732 the first meeting 
of the Academy of Vocal Music was in 1725/6 and the 
original membership, which did not include Needler, 
was based pn the three Londpn choirs. 
t 
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the Coronation is hardly relevant$ for nothing is known of Hand- 
dells music for the Coronation until a fortnight*after Greene's 
appointment. Perhaps, as George III's partisan commentary on 
the Coronation music suggests, 
21 Greene's claim to contribute to 
the Coronation was rebuffed by the King himself. 
o By 1729, however, Greene had reversed his previous ill- 
fortune by establishing Iiis right to compose the music for the 
Chapel Royal services celebrating the Kingts return from Hanover, 
a task which had formerly been Handel's perquisite. Handel may 
have been offended by this, but not necessarily: in the autumn 
of 1729 his energies were probably fully absorbed in sorting out 
the affairs of the Royal Academy. 
22 Provided his Chapel Royal 
pension continued, Handel was probably content to allow Greene to 
proVide the music, This in itself might haveý added to Greene's 
eventual sense of grievance: Handel was well rewarded for a Chapel 
Royal sinecure while, Greene did all of the work for a considerably 
smaller salary. 
To make sense of the relationship, between Handel and Greene 
we have, I suggests to look at the general division of London's 
musical life in the 1730's- Once again there is a parallel with 
the previous reign. In 1717 the rift between the King and the 
Prince of Wales shut the operahouse:. in the 1730's a similar 
family division produced two rival-opera companies. The division 
in the opera world was mirrored, and indeed preceded, by a divi- 
sion among the singers of the London choirs. Matters came to a 
head at the Academy of Vocal Musick in the controversy over the 
authorship of the Lotti madrigal 'In iina siepe ombrosal . 
23 By 
supporting Bononcini here, Greene may have aIgned. himself with 
Handellseoperatia rivals, IhiO in itself would: hardly have pro- 
voked a reaction from Handel, since Greene was not a force to be 
I an Dleased to ýiscover 
(loc. cit. p. has 
clussion irdependertly; t! 
of 'Zreene aný ýtes nave 
the domestic politics of 
that Professor Lind, 7ren 
arrived at a sLmilar con- 
, ie sw-estion V, at t,, e actions 
Llo be seer ir. t-e context of 
the London clioirmer is, 
nI owever, my own. 
. 1iistory, 
p. 884. it is annarent fro!. -i Add. LS 25 Hawkins: 
'11732 that the first meeti-7 of the Acade-ny of Ancient 
biusic took place in 1, ýay 1731- The emphasis on'Ancient' 
music was intended to prevent f-, rther controver-L, ies 
about conte.. mrorar, y niusl-c, but the word-books for the 
Academy's later -, erformances snow that this self- 
impos; ed restriction cid rort last long. If iiawkins is 
to be believed, this restriction did not aciiieve its 
object in any case: Gates and the C,, iapel Royal boys 
left in 1734 Uiistorý, P. 885) 
26 It is significant that the Academy progra=e appeared 
in the 'news' section of conte7. pora, 7 newspapers, 
and not as a concert advertisement. I discovered the 
prograx., ime in LEP January 14-16 kSee Burrows: Gethin, 
p. 1006) and iindgren kloc. cit., p. 567) quotes a 
similar renort from W, january 16. 
27 See Appendix 4. 
ff 
'The only btewara in the 1: Lst for 1730/1 who was 
directly associated witn the musical world was 
Humphrey wyrley, presumably the same man as I. '. Ir. 
huýphrey ayrley: Birch' who joined the Academy of 
Vocal Music on vecember ; e9 1726. wyrley seems to 
have been an enthusiast for English church music, and 
in particular Uroft's: see Hawkins: nistory, p. 710,6. 
The Acad4my performance was probably engineered as 
some sort of final rehearsal for the : 5ons of the 
Clergy service, in, addition to beinZ one stage in 
the diplomatic battle against Greene: compare the 
similar Performance/rehear6al in '1733/4 recorded in 
the-Earl. Of BAPOnt's diary ýDeutsch: Handel, P- 358) 
t 
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reckoned with in the operatic world. In all. probability, the 
original bad blood was not between Handel and Greene, but bet- 
24 
ween Greene and Bernard Gates. This division was a dual one: 
it ranged the Chapel Royal Composer against the Master of the 
Chapel Royal Boyst and it generated a division of loyalties bet- 
ween the Gentlemen whose partial allegiance was to St. Paul's 
(where Greene was organist) and those associated with Westminster 
Abbey (where Gates was a leading member of the choir). Greene 
removed the support of himself and the St. Paul's choristers 
from the Academyj which re-formed as the Academy of Ancient 
Music. 25 
All the evidence suggests that Gates used two weapons to 
put Greene down: his own Chapel Royal position and Handel's music. 
In January 1730/1s at a crucial stage-in the Lotti madrigal con- 
troversy and before Greene's departure, Gates was responsible for 
a performance at the Academy which included the madrigal (attrib- 
uted to'liotti)-and Handel's Utrecht canticles. 
26 The canticles 
were introduced a month later into the programme of the Sons of 
the Clergy Festival Service, whibh'taok place in Greene's 'terri- 
tory' at St. 'Paulls. ' The Festival services had previously been 
one of the main platforms for Greene's church music. 
27 Greene 
could hardly have objected to Handell*s music without seeming 
petty* The musical programme for the Service was presumably drawn 
up by the StewarcTs in some sort of consultation with the perform- 
ers: 
28 
although we may detect the hand of Gates behind the in- 
clusion of Handel's musics there is no reason to suspect that 
the composer himself was fnvolved. 
t 
A year later Gates promoted Ha-4dells music again with pri- 
vate performances of Esther by the Chapel Royal boys: these per- 
foxmancýs are'now a. familiar pýrt oi the historYýof Handel's 
29 bee Uean: uratorias, p. eC3-2ý, 7 
30 7hree elements contributed to the significance of the 
wedding. bocially it was i: -ýpo-tart becauý-e it , %ras the 
first ktoyal 'ieading for. aalf a century. zo. Litically 
it was i---)crt, --rt 'or the diniom_-ýtic imrlications assoc- 
iated %-,, ith the marriage: Arne was originally matchea 
with the eldest son of eriecricn ; ii-Llian of Iýrussia, 
but shifts in political alle, giarces, prevented. this and 
the new matrimonial arrar. - _e-7. ents reflected Ln-lard's 
-current political alliances. -. i: hirdly, the marriage 
of an eldest dau,,,, hter was traditionally attended by 
lavish expense. -xhe bacKground to this stretches 
bacK to t. -ie veu6al Aidc: t-ie t: ree Aýýs allowed uo a 
-Loro. ir _,. iagna 
Carta ý,., ere for personal iiarsom, Knight- 
ing of the Eldest --or anc -arriage of the . 61dest 
Dau, -hter. iio doubt it suited the tone of the Hanover- 
ian tf=ily that Arne's weddinf., was more ý-, rand than 
that of the krince of wales two years later, but the 
reasons behira the difference were tracLitionai rather 
than personal. 
31 '. ehe oui. Ldin,, -, and the musical arrangrements for the 
service, are described in the bupplement: Conuitions 
of Performance. 
32 LEP, October 13-16 173) 
33 BDEP uctober 2P announced that the anthem had been 
composed. Ureene's oeddin; 7 Anthem kBlessed are all 
they that fear the Lord) survives in The composer's 
autogranh (Cb :, -. US. CL*46) and in an early cony in 
the hand of William Boyce 6j.. u. Add-iti. 17859). 
34 i)Pb October e7 
35; bJk; P Cctober ;? 7-30: 'The , ausick to be performed in the 
Royal Chapel at the Solemnity of the Princess Royal's 
idarriage, is now composirg oy iar.. Handel. 
,I 
The text 
of . 1andel's arthe7-ý was printed 
in several rewspaners 
cýated november 3-bw 
. 36 bjEp 
November 3-6 
37 The bridegroom was taken ill soon after his arrival in 
London on P, iovember 7, the weddir7, was cieferredt'and it 
rirmlly tooK place on 14 .. larch 
17A. In addition -co 
hearing kiandel's music at the weading, the royal family 
had attended the first performance of il earnasso in 
Yesta on the previous eveninl-,. 
38 It will be rememoered that'Princess Anne was a pupil 
of Handells: see Chapter 7- After the death of George 
I the Princesses hýa their own establishment, which 
was normally, listecL in Uhamberlayne's magnae britanniae 
Notitia. tiandel's name appears in the establishment 
: list lor 'the 2rincesses Anne, Amelia and Caroline. 
39 P. H. U. L(; 5/19, p. ; e35. The paynent kC13- 12.3) pre- 
uumably covers copying fees (mly. 
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oratorios. 
29 Gates' actions need not, in themselves* have result- 
ed in an alienation between the two composers, although Greene 
may have been rather jealous ot the successful employment of his 
Chapel Royal forces in the theatre performances which followed. 
At this stage Greene may have hacL cause for irritation with Han(-. - 
del, but his main opponent was still Gates. The situation was 
radically changed in 1733 by the circumstances surrounding the 
music for the wedding of Princess Anne, George II's eldest daugh- 
ter. The wedding was planned from the start as a major court 
event . 
30 The otherwise disused French Chapel at St. James's was 
pressed into service: this was a convenient arrangement, since 
the specially-constructed furnishings ana decorations for the 
wedding took a considerable time to build. 
31 The Dean of the 
32 Chapel Royal was responsible for the service itself and Greene, 
naturally# set to work on an anthem for the ceremony. 
33 
A re- 
hearsal of Greenels anthem was planned for 27 October '1733,34 
but the announcement of this rehearsal was followed almost im- 
mediately-by a second announcement that Handel was-composing the 
music for the wedding. 
35 Handel's Wedqling Anthem, This is the 
Days'was rehearsed before the Royal-Family on 5 November 
36 
and 
performed at the wedding ceremony tne following March. 
37 
- As'our previous experience might lead us to expect, the 
forces which-led to tne substitution of Handel's music for Greene's 
are hidden from us. It seems probable that the King, the Queen 
or the Princess herself3B requested Handel to take charge of the 
wedding musicq in which case Greene's supporters may have felt 
it impossible to help him. If Greene had made some attempt to 
assert his own rightsi this might well have provoked a super- 
cilious reaction from Handel. Even though Greene was paid for 
his unperformed wedding anthem, 
39 
he must have felt some griev- 
e 
I 
40 It is relevant here to draw attention to Burney's 
reuort of Handel dismissing the idea that hp should 
- ---Z, 
on the grounds set Pope's Descend ye L. _ine 
Md sir 
that Greene had already set the text for his Cambridge 
Doctorate: see Comnenoration. Sketch, P. 33. 
Hanýells words, if c6rrectly reported, must have been 
spoken after 173C. It is suspicious that Handellp 
. own interest in setting English odes for his theatre 
performances did not begin until after Greene's ap- 
pointment as 1, aster of the Kin. f,, Is Musick. 
f 
41 The evidence for this comes from the lipts of 
Travelling Charges. See Appendix 9 for a list of 
the sources. 
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ance against Handel: the victory of influence which Greene had 
won in 1729 was now reversed again. It is not known whether 
Greene played the organ at the wedding service, though this 
should surely have been one of his duties. 
We may guess that Greene and Handel lived in a state of 
distant mutual mistrust after the contretemps over the Wedding. 
Greene probably felt that his status was somewhat restored when 
he gained the post of Master of the King's Musick in 1735 on the 
death of John Eccless therQby accumulating all of the major 
court appointments available ýo a musician. simultaneously. This 
gave Greene a new outlet for his talents in the composition and 
perf9rmance of the Odes for the Court Festivals at the New Year 
and the King's Birthday. Perhaps Handel had hoped to gain this 
post, which was worth another f, 2UO per year. 
40 In the Chapel 
Royal a new pattern emerged, presumably with Greene's acquies- 
cence if not his agreement* Handel composed the music for 
services closely concerning the royal family, (Royal Weddings in 
1736 & 1740, the Queen's funeral in 1737) and for significant 
national celebrations (Dettingen victoryl 17439 and the Peace of 
Aix-la-Chapellep 1749): Greene composed the music to celebrate 
the King's returns from Hanover* 
The full Chapel Royal attended the King to his summer res- 
idences at Hampton Court and Kensington for the last time in 
1737. Thereafter, the travelling Chapel Royal establishment 
numbered only about a dozen - the Priests and the Officers of 
the Vestry. 41 Perhaps this may be taken as evidence that Queen 
Caroline had been responsible for the encouragement of the mus- 
ical side of the Chapel's life: left as a widower with his child- 
ren growing up and leaving him, King George II lacked the incent- 
ive to keep up the previous level of activity. There is no evi- 
42 A single Thanksý; ivinjý: Prayer was published in con- 
nectior with the Dettirl-ler victorv and appointed to 
be read in all c-urches on Sunda,, y 17 Ju17, on which 
day Handel be., ran t-. e comrosition of the DettinEen Te 
Deum. The expected. conrlete liturgy for a Thanks- 
fr, ý_ving never followed, '^o-, rever, ar. d there was no 
official Than. csgiving Da. y. The-"ing did not return 
until mid-November and, after many delays, Handel's 
music was eventually performed before the rAng at the 
appropriate Chapel Royal service on 27 Tovember. 
Handel was probably not alone in expecting a full 
national-Thanksgiving. I 
43 In 1749, a complete liturgy for the Thanksgiving Day 
was published. At the early stages of preparations 
for t4e days some newspapers were expecting a royal 
service at 8t. Paulls: see Burrows: keace Anthem. 
44 See supra, Chapter 6, Note 16 
f 
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dence that the regular attendance of tlie Cilape-i musicians at ý'ot- 
jax,. esls was in any way di. 77iinished duriýng the 1740's, 110viever. 
"ie nolitical an6 military activity of that decade brouglit 
Tlianiý: s3iving services to tfie fore agaiii ard . 1andel's 
last period c> 
of association wita -he Charel ; -,, iirrors t-ne events of his first 
years iii : --ondon. Iie had made 'Ais mark in 1712/3 witil music for 
the Peace of Utreciit and his last Chapel hoyal work, 36 years 
later, was for the Ilianksgiving celebratinn- the leace of Aix-la- 
Chapelle. IL 'Ile scoring and style of the Dettinrer music froTzi 
1743 is out of line with Handel's previous works inten6ed for 
"yle performance at St. James's. He probably expected an old-st 
Thanksgiving at St. Paul's for this occasion, and quite reason- L 
ably too, since this was the first national rejoicing of its 
type since 1713 T 
42 
- The King, however, remained at St. James's. 
VIhen Handel composed the Peace Thanksgiving music in 1749 he was 
more circumspect in matters of style, and once again the Royal 
service took place at St. James's. 
43 Greene provided the music 
for the Than", sgiving'celeUrating the suppression of the '45 
Rebellion, but this was a relatively muted rejoicing: George 1 
'had encouraged a siiailarly restrained approach to the Thanks- 
giving after the '15 uprising. 
44 
ance 45 Airney: Cormne.. ', Oratiol-I 9 P- 100-101 - (-ýIif t' icr' OT"'I 
Burney stated tiiat Iiis ir-iormation en-me fro!, i -ýarroiv 
a-id t"JO -10'ý . bers 01 1 che original 1732 cast. 
4b ikirney's list car. be chec., cec, &7., a-, rst the list of 
Bo,,, s leaving tile C; *ia-, )el ýiven in Appendix ý. Iý olm 
, ýxovrnl is Vie onl,,, naý-ie x,., -iicLi uoes not also a-pj)ear 
there. 
47 . 2; ee : jurney-. ý.; o! aiemoration, --. ý: etcla, p. 22: 
1-2fie C-iorus, 
consisting of perfoin. ers fro... ItIle (. napel-hoyal and 
'Westinin st er-Abbey I- 
48 The two men seem to nave developea a gooc working re- 
lationship as the regulax demanýs oi oratorio perfon-1- 
ances built up, but there is no evidence of personal 
friendship beyond that. it is intriguir-,, nevertne- 
less, that Gates' first Esthe_r p(., r_oi-. iance took place 
on Pebruary 239 which was probably Lan6ells birtliday. 
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The Chapel Royal and Handel's Oratorios 
Brief mention was made in the preceding section of the per- 
formances of Esther arranged by Bernard Gates in 1732, perform- 
ances which led Handel towards the introduction of hnglish works 
into his theatre season, and ultimately to the creation of a 
characteristic genre of English oratorio. The Chapel Royal was 
closely involved with the 1732 performances, and Chapel musicians 
remained involved as performers in the later works. A short com- 
mentary on the Chapel Royal's contribution to Handel's oratorios 
is therefore relevant. By 1732, Handel could draw, on 20 years' 
experience of working with the Chapel Royal: if the Chapel's re- 
sources contributed a part to the artistic success of liandelian 
Oratorio, this was largely because the composer knew how best to 
use theme In addition to using Chapel Royal performers, Handel 
also used Chapel Royal music: some works previously composed for 
the Chapel musicians found new uses within the oratorios. 
For information on Gates' original 1732 performance of Esther 
we have to rely heavily on Burney's account, written half a cen- 
tury later. 45 The cast which-Burney gives consistst with one 
exception# of accredited Chapel ktoyal Boys#46 'Boys' need not 
be taken too literally: the habit of retaining the most useful 
choristers afte: i- their. voices had broken was well established and 
the Chapel Royal performance-need not have been an all-Treble 
affair. It is probable that some of the Geptlemen helped out 
with the lower parts in the choruses* 
47 To judge from their 
later careers, the Chapel had a particularly talented set of 
Boys in 1732. This was fortunate, but credit should be given to 
Gates for his acumen in seeing how they could be put to good use. 
There is no doubt that Gates himself was well-known to Handel, 
48 
who had composed bass solos for him in Chapel Royal music as far 
1 
49 NCB, P. 32 
50 As already noted, the two: men were also closely 
involved with the f(oyal Wedding in 1733. 
Dean: Oratorios,, po 205-6. Dean's acceptance of 
%rney8s account of what happened in 1732 hap been 
challenged by Arthur Jacobs: see the extended correz- 
pondence in MT during 1969-1970. Dean's interpretation 
or may not be correct. Sykes: Gibson, on the 
other hand, provides ample supporting evidence for my 
contention that efficient administration was one of 
Gibson's special concerns. 
o6 
back as 1712/3. 
Some mention must be made of Bishop Gibson, the Dean of the 
Chapel Royal who, according to Burney, was responsible for a ban 
on the Chapel Royal Boys acting on . the public stage 'even with 
books 
[i. 
e. music] - in the children's hands'. The Dean's inter- 
venTion was the result of an exceptional set (ff circumstances. 
Day-to-day control Of the Chapel was normally exercised by the 
Sub-, Dean; in Yebruary 1732 the Sub-Dean was Edward Aspinwall. 
Aspinwall signed no entries in the Cheque-Book between 1 December 
1731 
49 
and his death in August 1732. it seems highly probable 
that he was incapacitated in February 1732 and that the Dean was 
mDre. directly responsible for the running of the Chapel than usual. 
Gibson had been Dean of the Chapel since 1721: Handel would surely 
have had to deal with him at some stage during the 1720's in con- 
nection with music for the Chapel Aoyal or the Coronation. 
50 
There is no evidence to suggest that he had any personal animosizy 
towards Handel. Winton Dean interprets Gibson's ban on stage per- 
formances by the Chapel Boys as the product of a generally obstruc- 
tive temperament-51 In the light of Gibson's other activities in 
relation to the Chapel, I suggest a different interpretation of 
his motives. 
Where the Chapel was concerned, Gibson had a concern for ef- 
ficient administration and was willing to spend time in seeing 
that things ran as he wished; in thisq he seems to have differed 
from most of his predecessors. xt was Gibson who turned the Chap- 
el Royal Cheque Book into the 'Old' Cheque Book: he probabiy took 
one look at the volume, with its antiquated arrangement and dis- 
organised entriesl and decided immediately that a fresh start was 
necessary. The New Cheque Book was made up to begin from the day 
of Gibson's appointment. he seems to have decided quite soon that 
52 '. vhe original draft, si-, ned by Gibson, is in Lambeth 
Palace i4ibrary, Pulham eapers 124. Copies. izi NCB and 
Windsor: RA 36- See also Supplement: Conditions of 
Performance. 
53 If there was bad feeling between Greene and Gýates, - 
this would have produced an unstable situation in the 
Chapel in any case.. Asp; Lnwall's successor as Sub- 
Dean, George Carleton, was related to Greene and may 
have exerted some pressure on Gibson. (I thank Dr. H. 
Diack Johnstone for confirming that Carleton and 
Greene were related by marri-ze. ) 
f 
e 
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the day-to-cLay administration of theChapel needed tightening 
up. fie prepared an elabordte set of rules which defined precise- 
ly the duties t of the membeýrs of the Cliapel, cLescriDed standards 
to be obsex-vecL in behaviour at services and set up a system of 
enforcement. This reached its final form in 1726.52 Having set 
up a tidy and efficient macninery to make sure that the Chapel 
performed its duties as he wished, Gibson could be expected to 
resist anything which threatened to upset the system. 
53 He would 
discourageýany muve wnien. appearedto, increase the extra-mural 
activitiet of ChapelýRoyal persbnnel: it was difficult enough to 
maintain good order when so many Gentlemen also served in the 
other London Phoirp. We can imagine the questions which ran 
through his mind when he heard of the proposal to put Esther on 
to the theatrical stage. Would the Boys' attendance at Chapel 
suffer? Was Mr. Handel proposing a series of performances? Was 
Mr. Gates going to abuse his Chapel Royal office by creating a 
theatrical agency? 'Perhaps Gibson saw the future more clearly 
than most of his contemporaries. 
I Faced with the Deanýs ban, Handel took whAt now appears to 
iis as the obvious decision, to mount a production without stage 
action which made the best use of hi IS. forces, using his opera 
singers as soloists and the Chapal Royal as the foundation of the 
chorus. In terms of the musial this entailed increasing the a- 
mount of chorus work in Esther. With the success of the Coron- 
ation behind hj! ml, Handel inserted music from two Coronation An- 
thems at appropriate points in the story and advertised that the 
music would be 'disposed after the Manner of the Coronation Ser- 
vice'. During the subsequent decade Handel's demand for a chorus 
varied from season to season, but after hid return from Ireland 
in 1743 týe chorus was a regular necessity for the oratorio per- 
Baildon, Barrow, Cheriton, iadd and Vandemar. 
Coý.. Dare Leutsch: ", andel T-). T)l wit-,, - t.,. e lists in 
Appendix 5. Uf Vne ct-err. in t'-e ? ict, Cox joined 
the Ch, -L7, el Rc-----' in 17'5, 'Dippee' may be Dupuis 
kC`iapel Royal b2,7 ancL later urganist 1779) and 
Cha. mpness joined the C'. aTei later in Lil*e. 070) 
after a career in t-e theat-e. 
ý)') Some of tne Priests- did, ýiowev, ýr, take part in the 
Court Odes. 
These were Cox and howe, see Apnendix 5 and also 
Dean: Uratorios, p. 654-66G* Socie of Dean's bio- 
gra, )nicai materiai is, 1 believe, incorrect, I 
identify Uox witn Charel Ro,,, ýa'-, B80 and Gentleman 8ý). 
wass is ur. Likely to have surg in the 17-37 louneral 
Ant)iem. Dean's entry for Abbot (p*651)t w)io was a 
Priest of the Cnapel, must tLnfortunately be removed 
froin the canor: the apnearance of his nane in the 
Athalia conducting score can be attributed to the 
preparation of the 1734 Wedding Anther. This is the Day. 
57 In 1757 the cast for the leourdling Hospital Messiah 
performers included a boy fro--. bt. Paulls, 11,1r. 
ý; avagelss celebrated Boy': see t; haw: *-iessiah. Companion, 
P. 64- By 1757 the p6rformances advertised under 
Handel's name were in practi6e organised by the 6miths, 
and Gates was no longer in charge of the Chapel boys: 
see Burrows: Foundling . 1ospital, p. 273. While Gates 
was acti, ýe, Iiar. dells treble soloists almost certainly 
came from the Uliapel. 
58 Beard was discharged from the ranks of the Chapel Boys 
at the end of Lctober 1734 (Appendix, 5, B64) and ap- 
peared on stage in a Tenor role in Ariodante on 8 
January 1735. 
59 Although Beard was still a Chapel Boy in Uctober/Nov- 
ember 1733, when Handel composed the 'Neading Antliem, 
his voice may have broken. The Tenor solo 'Strength 
and honourl may have been intended for him. 
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formances. The Chapel Royal Gentlemen who took part presumably 
found ways of fitting the oratorios in with their normal activ- 
ities: Gates provided the chorus Trebles from the ranks of the 
Boys. 
It may be doubted whether the complete Chapel Royal estab- 
lishment evet took part in any of Handel's London theatre per- 
formances. The forces listed in the Foundling Hospital Messiah 
accounts from the 1750's almost certainly reflect the compos- 
ition of Handel's regular chorus. The Trebles probably numbered 
half a dozen at the most. Of the 13 named chorus singers in the 
1754 Foundling Hospital list$ about half were Chapel Royal 
54 
Gentlemen; the remainder were presumably professional theatre 
singers. It is noticeable that none of the Gentlemen named in 
the lists were Priests of the Chapel, and this is what we would 
expect. 
55 
The named Chapel Royal Laymen were some of the most 
active members of the establishment, so Handel presumably at- 
tracted the keenest singers. They rarely ventured beyond the 
chorus. Wass was the only Gentle4an who was also an important 
regular soloist for Handel, and the minor soloists include only 
56 t two others. Handel's team of soloists from time to time in- 
cluded 'The Boy' who would generally have been one of Gates' 
Chapel Royal choristers. 
57 Some of the choristers performed in 
the oratorios in later life as adult soloists* The most famous 
of them was John Beard, who went straight from the Chapel into 
58 Handel's opera company, thence to become Handel's leading 
oratorio tenor. If my interpretation of the relationship between 
Handel and Greene is cortectq Beard's career decision was made 
at the most sendtive time: if he supported Handel's music for the 
1734 Wedding, 59 he may have forfeited his chance of a Gentleman's 
place at the Chapele 
Athalia, comloosed a snort time after ueborah in readi- 
ness for ftandel's visit to Uxford, does not include 
arY music froý., i the Coronaticr Anthems. i4either the 
Chapel Koyal background nor the renutation of the 
Uoronation music would have been as stronj, 7 in Uxfora 
as in London: these 'actcrs may have influenced aandel 
sliC, htly. Dince he 
ýlanned to perform both Esther and 
Deborah in Uxfordr however, tandel probably felt that 
he hacL consur.,. ed all the available music from the 
Anthems in the rrevious works. 
61 Mlovements froz-, a later Cha-pel Royal wor1c, the Dettingen 
Anthem, served a sinilar function in Joseph (1743) and 
the 1756 revival of At*aalia. 
62 I. Jusic from all four Coronation Anthems was also included 
in Handel's Uratorio in darch 1738. 
63 See Uean: uratoriost p. e07,642- It is interesting 
that solo movements from the Chandos Anthems were 
drawn upon, but not those from Chapel Royal anthems. 
64 See supra, uhanter 8, ? late 
65 The text as printed in the 1738 wora-book, which is 
our only source of information on that part of the 
performance, leaves it open as to whether the music 
performed was the last movement of Anthem 11A or 
, Anthem 11B. Two pieces of circumstantial evidence J 
point to the latter, however: the scoring of 11B was 
much more appropriate to Handel's forces in the Ora- 
torios and the key of A maj6r makes a more logical 
sequence after the previous item in the programmeg 
the aria 'Bianco gigliol in D major. 
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Concerning the Chapel Royal music which Handel re-used in his 
oratorilos, some generalisations. ca; i be made. As ive might expect 
from the advertisements for Handel'B 1732 production of Esther, 
he turned first to the Coronation Anthems. All four of them were 
used in full or 
1732-3.60 The 
for working the 
the various trii 
in part 
Old Tes- 
Anthems 
amphs of 
in Bsther and Deborah during the course Of 
tament stories gave plenty of opportunity 
in effectively as the Jews celebrated 
righteousness. 
61 
The Anthems were, natur- 
62 
allyg revived with the oratorios in later. years, and Zadok also 
also found ; Lts way into the Occasional Oratorio', composed when 
the uncertainties of the outcome of the '45 Rebellion seemed to 
demapd the patriotic inclusion of 'God save the King'. In general, 
solo music from the Chapel Royal works was not used in the orat- 
orios: Handel probably recognised that it was too closely associ- 
ated with the particular styles of the Cliapel's Alto-and Bass 
soloists. It is significant that the only Chapel Royal work on 
whigh Handel drew substantially for so, ýo music in the early years 
of oratorio was theisecular Court Ode Eternal source of Light 
divine - 
63 
In only-two pretorios did Handel empl, oy his Chapel Royal 
music composed during the reign of King George I. Anthem 6B 
was presented in a revised form to open the Oratorio of March 
1738.64 Part I of this performance concluded with a chorus 
'Blessed be God. Allelujah', Nhkch was alinost certainly the last 
movement of Anthem 11B* 
65 
More substantial, and more interesting 
in some ways, was Handel's use of music, from Anthem 5B* I will 
magnifie Thee, at theconclusion of Belshazzar, composed in the 
autumn of 1744- Handel's letter to Jennens dated 2 October 1744 
reveals that the latter had suggested the, inclusion of 'Anthems' 
at the end of Part Three, as the Persians and Israelites join 
b6 bee Dew-.: ý, Iratorios, p. 434. aardel's use of ýAnthemsl 
in the Dlural presu'.. aably that, at that stw,, e, he 
was of 'Tell it out a: -. cr. c, the Heathen' in its 
Uhancios Art-.,, e- context, as part of Arthem 6 rather 
than Anthem ý)B. 
67 The text quoted by tiandel incluctes 'The I, orcL preservethl, 
- one of the movements from Arthem 5A which was not trans- 
ferred to 5B. e 
68 The recitative was for the character Cyrus. Handel's 
plan as he co"Moed the oratorio was clearly that the 
recitative should iý. troauce the final Anthem, mrse Robin- 
son (in the character of %yrus) singing both the recit- 
ative and the ensuing soio at the beginning of Dwill 
magnifie . Thee. At the last minute an illness in the cast 
forced Handel to redistribute Vne parts and U5rrus was 
given to a 13ass; it is probable, however, that Mrs. 
, Robinsorkept 
11 will magnifie Thee'. 
b9 bee Clausen: jjirektionSDartituren, p. 121-123. 
70 bee ulausen, . 2p. cit., p. -OýP* Although 
Handel was 
nominally responsib. Le ror the olratorio performances in 
his last years, I think that the artistic decioions 
were mainly taken by the Smiths, and obvious errors of 
judgement like the one described here seem to 
confirm this. 
I 
1+10 
together in praise of the Almighty after the defeat of the Baby- 
lonians. 
66 
Handel was disturbed by the idea of including complete 
anthems in what was already a long oratorio. The text which he 
quotes in the letter reveals that he was thinking in terms of 
using Anthem 5A to 'conclude well the Oratorio'. 
67 
In the event 
he used the Chapel Royal version instead. I suggest three reasons 
for this: the Chapel hoyal version was shorter, the music had 
been improved in the course of revision from the Chandos version, 
and it suited his oratorio performing forces better. The com- 
poser's emendations to th-e autograph, of. the Anthem for use in the 
Oratorio have been mentioned in Chapter 9. The chorus 'Tell it 
out among the heathen-1-(Noo 4) was transposed to G major, the 
opening solo being given to the soprano Francesina. A newly- 
Composed recitative followed this chorus in the oratorio$ and then 
Handel put together the first and last movements of the Anthem as 
a single-movement finale. 
68 
Both movements were subjected to 
further cuts and revisions after they had been copied into the 
conducting score. 
69 
Handel's selection of music from the Chapel 
Royal version for use inBelshazzar was both., effective and prac- 
tical. Twelve years later J. C. Smith senior showed less common- 
sense, or perhaps merely-a greater. ignorance of what was avail- 
able, when he introduced the last movement of Anthem 5, 'My mouth 
shall speak the praise of the Lord' into a revival of Athalia-70 
He began by copying the opening from the Chandos Anthem 5A, but 
then realised that this versiont with its 3-part chorus and lack 
of orchestral viola parts, would cause trouble as soon as the 
chorus and orchestra enteredg so he welded the ending from An- 
them 5B onto the solo from 5A. 
C, 71 Eee Chaoter ý), supra 
72 Deutsch: fiandel, p. 32b""!. 329. ueutsch arbitrarily 
identifiecL. the worKS Deriormea as the Utrecht service 
ard two Uoronation Antliemq (p., 323-4) without any 
jus-ciication rrom nis own aocuments. 
There is sone circumstantial evidvnce from the vice- 
Uhancellor's %ccountLi of Oxfora Universizy, that the 
Univer6ity Organist was not. responsibie tor ihese 
performances: see Burrows: v=*ora, p. -178 vootnote 
9. There is no payment to Handul iij these Accounts, 
however, and none of nandol's church music auto- 
graphs seem to bear azy., narkings from 1733. 
14 See imutsch: handell P- 525-52'1 
t 
75 ueutkich: kiandel, p, 401 
76 RIL'-RC, viiis P. 24 
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Later performances of the Chapel Royal music 
Apart from a revival of'the Caroline Se Deum for -the Peace 
Thanksgiving in 1749,71 we cannot be sure that Handel gave any 
complete performances after 1727 of the church musio-whicn he had 
composed for the Cnapel Royal under Queen Anne and King George 
i. There are two other occasionson which he might have revived 
some of this repertoire, but our knowledge of both occasions is 
limited by vagueness and ambiguities in the dodumentary evidence. 
During Handel's visit to Oxford in 1733, his tTe Deum and Anthems' 
were performed at Sto Mary's Church on Sunday July 8th. The 
reports tell us no more. 
72 It is probable, but not certain, that 
the Te Deum was the Utrecht setting, the anthems are not specified, 
and there is no explicit evidence that Handel directed the per- 
formance. 73 In '1741, soon after his arrival in Dublin, Handel 
played the organ for a performance in aid of Mercer's Hospital 
which certainly included the Utrecht canticles: 
74 but we do not 
know to what extent this performance. can be paid to have been 
Handel's own. 
With regard to performances of the music by others during 
Handel's lifetimeq it is convenient to separate the Utrecht ser- 
vice from the rest. As noted in Chapter 4, this setting became 
popular in provincial performances 'after the Cathedral way', 
the earliest recorded one occurring at Bristol in 1727. After 
the performance in St. Paul's Cathedral at the Festival of the 
bons of the Clergy in 1731 it became well established in the Lon- 
don repertoire, and Walsh's publication of the score soon fo33Dwed. 
From -chis point it is hardly useful to iollow the work's for- 
tuness it was accessible and populars and was part of the regular 
repertoire of the provincial-performan9ps at Mublin (from 1736 )75 
Salisbury (from 1740 )76 and the Three Choirs Festival (probably 
Tt The pro, ý-raroT. -, es fro,. -, Tý,, e 1 .7 3C Is LL-e 7corly 
cLoctmente6. z)ee ihe su: -.; --. ary in 
lour. ý;: 1hree 
Ctioirs, p. 11-13, and also ohav. -: Three Choirb, p. 
8-9. 
I 
78 loc. cit, p. ki). xhe first page of the trefaev is 
devoted mainly to expluinin7 the problen$ of finding 
copies of mandel's znglish Church Music in the 
'1770's. 
t 
.., 79 DoutSch: U=del, p- 49T-498 
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from -uhe 1730's). 
77 The set-cing maintained its place wiThin the 
standard repertoire even after the appearance of Handel's equally 
popular Dettingen Te Deum. 
The rest of the Chapel Royal music was less accessible and 
performances seem to have been rare. Although this music was 
stimulated by the conditions specific to the Chapel Royal and the 
special talents of the Chapel's performers, it would have been 
ideally suited in style and scale to the resources available for 
many provincial performances. It was not published during Handel's 
lifetime, and the favoured 'library' collections of volumes prepar- 
ed under thO direction of ZT. C. Smith senior account for most of 
the early manuscript, dopies. John Alcock was correct when he 
wrote on his copy of the A major Te Deum that-it was 'in very few 
hands'. * As late as the 1770's enthusiasts for Handel's music like 
Watkins Williams Wynn had to seek out their own manuscript copies 
of the unpublished music as best they. coulde In the Preface to 
the pastiche 'Handel' oratorio Omnipotence, (1774) the Editor, 
presumably Samuel-Arnold.. co. mPlained that the Chando-g; Anthems 
were 'difficult to attain': 
78 this was even more true of the Chap- 
el Royal works, and-Anthems 4A* 5B9 6B, 6C and 6D remained so 
even after Arnold's own collepted edition was published. 
: The riecurring vagueness of advertisements referring to 
'Two Anthems' or 'Two New Anthems'. by Zandjel Inakes it impossible 
to estimate the number of early performances of the Chapel Royal 
repertoire. More often than not$ these 'Anthems' seem to have 
been the Coronation anthems* Even when anthem titles are given, 
it is not usually possible to tell whether the Chapel Royal 
versions were performed. 0 sing unto the Lord was performed at 
Hickford's Room in April 1740,79 and an anthem with the same 
title was performed at Saýisbury in October 1754, along with I 
8u EMARC, v, T). 54 
81 See AT)TeridLx 4 
b2 T! ie contents of these parz-oooks were first brought 
to my attention Dy uragdoid Beeks, who examineu tnem 
in 1975. The Mercer's Hospital perfonnances inclucLed 
'Two new Anthems, by Handt: l frum 1739 onwaruii. in 
V39 these were Coronation Anthemb (see iteutsch: 
Handel, Po 475): -Lhe repertoire was probably extended 
during the 1740's- 
83 DAblin Philharmonic Wovdbouk,, p. 17-18. bome cioubts 
as to the significance of the ye&. r printed on -the 
title page arise because the Word-book, includes the 
text of Boyce's Solomon, which was not performed in 
Dublin until 1742. (See Bartlett and Bruce: Boyce's 
Solomon, p. 28-39). It ir, possibl; e that the Word- 
book was begun in 1741 and that later sections were 
added in enduing editions without a chan, -, eto the 
title page. 
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will magnifie Thee. 
so Probably the Chandos versions were given 
on both occasions. The performances where the identity of the 
Chapel Royal works is beyond question are few indeed: 
Sons of the Clergy Festival Services 
81 
1731/2 One 'anthem for George V (possibly repeated 
in next two years), 
1734/5 Te Deun in A major (ITe Deum in Airy') 
Dublin, Mercer's Hospital Benefitl and Philharmonic Society 
The repertoire of the Mercer's Hospital performances 
during the 1740's and 1750's can be established from 
the contents of a set of part-books still in the poss- 
ession of Mercer's Hospital: 
82 
in addition to the 
Utrecht service and two Coronation Anthems, these parts 
include the Chapel Royal version of I will magnifie Thee 
(Anthem 5B)s transposed to G major. The Philharmonic 
Society's word-book dated 1741 includes the texts of 
Anthems 5B and 11B* 
83 
We may guess that some of the early surviving copies of the 
Chapel Royal music were connected with other performances: 
Alcock's copies of the Caroline and A major Te Deums, for example, 
or the surviving parts for the A major Te Deum. and Anthem 5B now 
in the Guildhall Library, London, or some of the early scores 
coupling the A major Te Deum with Anthem 11B. 
Vne performance I have left until last because it claims 
special attention. Tn 1729 a Pension Fund was established for 
the Chapel Royal, the Gentlemen'ssubscriptions being invested 
in South Sea stock in order to provide an income for their widows 
or legatees* The moving force behind the scheme was John Church, 
who performed the sec-retarial work for it in the early years* 
Most of the Gentlemen, including the Priests, joined the Fund. 
In order to accuraulate some capital the Chapel mounted a series 
84 DPB February 22 1732/3 (and subsequent issues); 
also Dd February 24. After the first performance the 
promoters seem to have decided that the purpose of the 
concerts should be made public, and this footnote was 
added to the advertiFements:. 
NB The-Performances of Church Musick at Whitehall are 
for augmenting a Fund for the Widows, &c. of the 
Gentlemen of the Chappel Royal, who die in his 
Majesty's Service. 
No information on the performances is to be found in 
Deutsch: Handel, but a laudatory verse inspired by the 
Handel concert is reprinted on P. 339-340. 
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of three concerts in March and April 1733. Advertisements in the 
newspapers for the first performance ran as follows: 
To be Performed, at the Royal Chapel at Whitehall, by the 
Gentlemen of his Majesty's Chappel Royal and the best Hands 
HARIAONIA SACRA; consisting of the TE DEUM, JUBILATE, ANTHEMS, 
and other Pieces of CHURCH MUSICK, composed by the most 
eminent Masters, ancient and modern. 
The Whole will be divided into Three Performances. 
The First to be on Tuesday the 13th Day of March and to 
consist of the following Pieces, viz. 
A TE DEUM, JUBILATE and TWO ANTHEMS, performed at his 
Majesty's Chapel Royal: All with Voices and Instruments, and 
set to Musick by Mr. Handel. 
.0000*0**0a00 
The Several Performances to begin at Twelve o'Clock 
TICKETS will be delivered at ONE GUINEA each TICKET, which 
will entitle any Person to be admitted to the Three 
Performances84 
The two anthems would almost certainly have been selected from 
the repertoire composed by Handel for the Chapel during the period 
1722-1726* The Jubilate must have been the Utrecht setting, but 
this could have been coupled with any one of Handel's three Chapel 
Royal settings of the Te Deum - the Utrecht, the Caroiine or the 
A major., The last two would probably have been better suited to 
the forces available* 
All three concerts were accompanied by orchestra, and the 
programmes were built around music associated with the Chapel Royal. 
The second performaýnce of-the: series included Purcell's D major Te 
Deum and Jubilate and Bononcini's FLmeral Anthem for the Duke of 
85 Pension Fund Minute book, St. -James's kalace, p. 53 
Quotecl by gracious permission of Her Majesty the Queen 
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Marlborough; the third performance was devoted to music by Greene 
-a Te Deumq an Anthem and the Song of Deborah and Barak. The 
venture as a whole was extremely successful and produced E130 
profit for the Pension Fund. 
Surveying the three programmes, one is envious of the Chapel 
Royal's good fortune. During the previous 50 years they had been 
actively involved with some of the greatest living composers* 
Things were never quite the same again. As already described, 
the Chapel's activity diminished a little in the '1740's, and the 
trend continued in the next decade. Daring the 1750's the King 
grew old, Handel went blind, Greene died. Although Boyce's tal- 
ent should not be under-estimated, the Chapel Royal in the second 
half of the century had lost the colour and energy which had 
vitalised it in earlier years. The Chapel musicians themselves 
came to admit this* in 1792 they discovered that concerts had 
been held in aid of the Pension Fund in '1733, though 'no ot'her 
Particulars are handed down', and a sub-committee consisting of 
Dupuis, Arnold and Guise was set up to consider whether a new 
seri es of concerts should be promoted in aid of the Pund. No 
doubt the recollection of the Handel Pestivals at Westminster 
Abbey was fresh in their minds, and the healthy income it had 
raised for the Royal Society of Musicians. Dr Arnold presented 
the sub-committee's report on 27 December 1792, and it makes 
gloomy reading: 
Musick being more generally diffused & better under- 
stood than formerly, it is imagined -chat (notwithstanding 
the Excellence of many Gentlemen of the Chapel) a Perform- 
ance would have no Attraction without the Assistance of 
some Ilemale Performers, which could not be suffered in 
white Hall Chapel. 
a5 
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it is difficult to imagine such a report being presented in 
the age of Richard Elford and Bernard Gates. The Chapel Royal 
during the period 1710-1727 was a lively, dynamic, self-sufficient 
musical and artistic entity at the centre of London life. It 
commanded the attention of the media and it was at the centre of 
Court affairs in London, at a time when these affairs were contro- 
versial and the objects of public attention. If the Chapel was 
fortunate in its association with a composer of Handel's stature, 
Handel was fortunate in the cohesive artistic tradition which the 
Chapel offered as a musical stimulant. The fruits of the collabor- 
ation between the two are in the music which has been described 
in the preceding chapters. 
